
THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
I 000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1000 

JUN 12 200? 

The Honorable Kim Dong Shin 
Minister of National Defense 
Republic of Korea 

Minister Kim: 

Thank you for your letter regarding the selection of the F-1 SK as the next 
generation fighter aircraft for the Republic of Korea. 

Your desire to maintain interoperability between ROK and U.S. forces, 
even as we seek to transform these forces to better address the security 
environment of the coming years, will help strengthen our capabilities. 

Sincerely, 
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TEXT POLLOWS 

UNCLASSIFIED 

SUBJECT: SECDEF LETTER TO MINISTER OP DIS"FENSB KIM 

PAGE 01 of 02 

1. REQUEST AMEMBASSY FORWARD THE TEXT OF THE LETTER TO MINISTER KIM 
AS SOON AS POSSIBI,B. ORIGINAL LETTER WILL FOL.LOW. 

2 • BEGIN TEXT : 

THE HONORABLE KIM DONG SHIN 
MINISTER OF NATION.AL DEFENSE 
REPUBLIC OF KOREA 

MINISTER KIM : 

(PARA) THANK YOU FOR YOUR LETTER REGARDING THE SELECTION OF TftE 
.F-lSK AS THE NEXT GENERATION FIGHTER AIRCRAFT FOR THE REPUBLIC OF 
KOREA • 
. D 
(PARA) YOUR DESIRE TO MAINTAIN INTEROPERABILITY BETWBBN ROK AND U.S. 
FORCES, EVEN AS WE SEEK TO TRANSFORM THESE FORCES TO BETTER ADDRESS 
THE SECURITY ENVIRONMENT OP THE COMING YEARS, WILL HELP SUSTAIN OUR 
CAPABILITIES. 

DONALD H. RUMSFELD 

3 • END OF TEXT. 
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ACTION MEMO 
l-02/00744 l 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: A~sistant Secretary of Defense for lntemational Security Atff irs 1 7 (Peter RodmanJ(b)(6) , I U vy(I MAY 2002 

SUBJECT: Rcs1.;onse Jetter to Minist.er of Defense Kim Regarding the Republic of Korea's 
Selection of the F- l 5K 

• Minister of Defense of the Republic of Korea (ROI<), Kim Dong-Shin, sent a lettel' 
mforming you of the selection of Boeing's F-1 SK for the ROK 's next generation fighter 
(F-X) program. 

• Th,: Ministry of National Defense announced the selection on April 18 and is expected to 
sign the final contract (40 planes for $4.29 biJlion) in June. 

• The selection followed a contentious and charged competition between the F-l 5K and 
the French Rafale. 

• DOD maintained a low profile during t.he selection to avoid the semblance of pressuring 
the ROK go'vcrnment. 

RECOMMENDATION: SecDefsjgn response letter a( Tab A. 

/\ ti achir1ent~' 
Tab A: Response Letter 
Tab B: Letter from Minister of Defense Kim 
Tab C: Coordination Page 

t. Country Director for KoreaJ"-(b_)(_6) _ ___. 
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COORDINATION PAGE 

Under Secretary of Defense for Policy (Mr. Douglas J. Feith) 

Principal Deputy ASD/ISA (Mr. Peter C.W. Flory) 

DASO/AP 

DSCA 
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ACTION MEMO 
(-02/007441 

SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security A~ 1 7 
HA 

(Peter Rodman, !(b)(6) I U 't(1 y 1001 

SUBJECT: Response lett.er1o Minister of Defense Kim Regarding the Republic of Korea's 
Selection of the f - J 5K 

• Minister of Defense of the Republic of Korea (ROK), Kim Dong-Shin, sent a letter 
informing you of the selection of Boeing· s F- l 5K for the ROK ·s next generation fighter 
{F-X) program. 

• The Ministry ofNational Defense announced the selection on ApriJ 18 and is expected to 
sign the final contract (40 planes for $4.29 billion) in June. 

• TI1e selection followed a contentious and charged competition between the f .,. J5K and 
the French Rafale. 

• DOD maintained a low profile during the selection to avoid the semblance of pressuring 
the ROK gov~mment. 

RECOMMENDATION: SecDef sign response Jetter at Tab A. 

Attachments: 
Tab A: Re5ponse Letter 
Tab B: Letter from Minister of Defense Kim 
Tab C: Coordination Page 
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TO:C&D 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
MILITARY SUPPORT REQUEST 

DISPATCH FORM 

DATE: 

-Action on~ attached request is complete. 

- Copies were ~spatched to: 

CttEClt ONE, 

\--
\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 

---- - Distribution ~ade, please control and file. 

---- -Please distri~e to offices as listed on the 

attached memor'ndum, control and file. 

---- - Copy back to me. 

COMMENTS: 
.-+-<.::,_ 

\ 

·:c:-•.f' e,>_ 

Attachment: 
As stated 
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THE SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1000 

The Honorable Kim Dong Shin 
Minister of National Defense 
Republic of Korea 

Minister Kim: 

Thank you for your letter regarding the selection of the F-1 SK as the next 
generation fighter aircraft for the Republic of Korea. 

'i~-~ 
Om 1:f&lts-to maintain interoperability between ROK and U.S. forces, even 

as we seek to transform these forces to better address the sec.urity environment of 
the coming years,-is fffl itRpiMBffl! elemeBt in e.nsuri~the enduring nature of our 
defense relationship. ,,...,'>{fl 4.0r ~~(.d;q_._:,,'-
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EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 

MILITARY SUPPORT REQUEST 

DISPATCH FQAM 

DATE: ~\ tY\<to s 

- Action on the attached request is complete. 

CHECK ONE: 

to offices as listed oo the 

attached memoran um, control and tlle. 

----. Copy back to me. 

"JCb'>t-a , ~ -\c I.<; A--
COMMENTS: ,.., - l 

(~tJ<i-;) ~ \)\~t.., 

Military Assistant 

Attachment: 
As stated 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE F'ENT AGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

The Honorable Kirn Dong Shin 
Minister of National Defense 
Republic of Korea 

Minister Kim: 

'' 

j ... ,,-

Thank you for your letter regarding the selection of the F-15K as the next 
generation fighter aircraft for the Republic of Korea. 

; ~ 
Our efforts to tmn'.sfonn ROK and U.S. forces~·w1t1ffiFMf,.;t""hiiiit!i;;n..:1ffi;;i;:;;ni:...r1g ..1.- , _ 

interoperability, is an important element in ensuring the enduring nature of our J...,.7/~l'-'lrf 
;9Geutity relationship. ti leGk fef'Vt£W.d to £1z1t:1:1re eisgassions eB tb.is subject. .... 
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THE SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301•1000 

The Honorable Kim Dong Shin 
Minister of National Defense 
Republic of Korea 

Minister Kim: 

f 

Thank you for your Jetter regarding the selection of the F-15K as the next 
generation fighter aircraft for the Republic of Korea. t-1"--~~ c4.c...;..J-w!:...._ 

J " 

The .Qef)miRumt of Defeftse i8 emtfideHt tl:ta.t tae F· I SK ~vide the 
Republic of Korea with the next generation fighter that it needs to maintain its 
qualitative edge in air powet_ and the istefet3eml:,ility t6 .mppffl't me eem.hined 
reaai:Aess of QW: farees~ 

Our efforts to transform ROK and U.S. forces, while maintaining 
interoperability ;·tHu.sttates the enduring nature of our security alliauee. I look 
forward to future discussions on this subject. /~~ ..,.~J·:1, 

/' • ' ,11 
/ -- , J 

. >' -(,;. "-·." '?J :. Sincerely, 

] [,,.,,~ ' ~1" 
- ...,.- .J,{,l· I, 

),f ' 

0 
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The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
United States of America 

Your Excellency: 

c;::.::;c~ ( i= ~)NtSTER OF NATIONAL DEFENSE 
<:cr.r':T·:--,, (.:-;;- ,--'.-':-, ,-.- SEOUL 
"'-L...1,i...t.·:t ., :,.~ .... -.::.~ 

2!02 fMY -8 r:J 3: 25 
April 22, 2002 

It is my great pleasme to inform you that Boeing's F-15K has been selected as 
the next fighter aircraft for the F-X project of the Republic of Korea. I would like 
to take this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude for your Government's 
active support and cooperation for Korea's force improvement efforts. 

The selection of the F-15K is the result of careful evaluation of all aspects on 
the basis of a fair and transparent selection process. I hope this decision will serve 
to further strengthen ROK-US security ties and cooperation to ensure the success of 
the F-X project. 

Once again, I would like to thank you for your special interest and support for 
this project as well as other issues of mutual interest regarding our combined 
defense. Moreover, I hope our shared trust lays the groundwork for further 
promoting close cooperation between our two Governments. 

I extend my warm wishes for your Government's continued prosperity and 
your personal success. 

Sincerely yours, 

ii:~;n~fL) 
Minister of tl~onal Defense 
Republic of Korea 

11-L-0559/0SD/8843 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 

Status Report on Leaks 

September 27, 2002 4:14 PM 

Please get me a status report on the leaking of the war plan. I've never heard from 

anybody what happened. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
092702-13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _~1~0 ........ (~1 i ........ (_u_v ___ _ 

U08656 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/8844 



12:0l PM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld y1' 
DA TE: September 28, 2002 

SUBJECT: 

See me about the possibility of going with Marshall Billingslea. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
092802.03 

Please respond by: ______ !_O .............. ~----------

U08657 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/8845 
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snowflake 

TO: Gen. Mike DeLong 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Donald Rumsfeld ·~ 

September 28, 2002 

SUBJECT: SecDef Update 

1:20PM 

On your form that you send up every day, you might want to show the ISAF leve]s 

of personnel. 

I also think you might want to start showing the progress on the Afghan National 

Army, the border patrol and the police. These are issues that are important to 

everybody. 

In addition, instead of (on page 2) showing "tota1, killed, captured and at-large," 

you might want to say, "at large and unknown" for a fifth category. The point 

being that some people you know are at large, because you do have any 

identification of them being at large. In other cases, there are people you don't 

know whether or not they are at large or dead and I would say "unknown" in that 

category. 

I would also like you to send up the videotape you mentioned on page 4 of the 

paper for September 27th. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
092802.07 

Please respond by: ________ i_o_1 __________ _ 

U08658 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/8846 



September 30, 2002 9:25 AM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ p\.. 
SUBJECT: Truth 

At some press briefing, I think we ought to talk about Iraq and Al Qaeda and go back to the 

subject matter of the Reuters story, although not referencing it again. 

Specifically, if you think about it, in civilized society, if a person tells a lie, they become known 

as a liar. When they say things, people don't believe them. They get a reputation for lying, they 

are weakened and damaged by virtue of that reputation, and they pay a penalty for it. On the one 

hand, they gain an advantage because they can trick some people, but on the other hand, they pay 

a penalty. The problem we have is that the media is looking for news and for conflict, and, for 

whatever reason, they seem to be frequently looking for things that are anti~U.S. Certrunly that's 

true in Europe, and to a certain extent it's true in the U.S. 

Shouldn't the media begin keeping track of who is lying? The U.S. does not lie. We may make 

mistakes, we may make poor decisions, but we don't lie. Saddam Hussein's policy is to lie and 

deceive, to purposely do things to cause the reputation of the U.S. and others to be damaged by 

virtue of the falsification of things. Isn't it the responsibility of the media to allow that 

reputation to be known? If they feel they have to report something that Saddam Hussein and the 

Iraqi regime says or the Al Qaeda say, they ought to simultaneously be required to say that this is 

a known, repeated liar. Anyone in the media who has the slightest interest in the truth can 

validate what I've just said. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
093002·2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ fi>-+f-'-' f_o_v ___ _ 

U08659 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/884 7 



TO: 

CC: 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Gen. Myers 
Gen. Pace 

Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld TJ" 
SUBJECT: Info Ops 

September 30, 2002 10:37 AM 

Larry Di Rita is going to set up a meeting so we can talk about info ops. It is a 

camel. We need to straighten it out and get it operational. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
093002-19 

......••.••...•••................••...............•.••.......••••••••... , 
Please respond by __ l_o-+(,-"--r-'--\ +-/ o"'-v=----

,.. 

-

\,.J 

0 
v1 

~ 
D 

U08660 /03 ~ 
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September 30, 2002 1:28 PM 

TO: EJ 
FROM: Donald Rwnsfelaf} 

SUBJECT: RR 

Please check and see if it says in the "Rumsfeld ' s Rules"'' "The mission must 

determine the coalition; the coalition should not determine the coalition.n See if 

that is under the national security section. If it isn,t, Jet's put 1t in. Let me see it, 

and rn edit it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
093002-57 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _ __._f _o +-J -0.,_1 .._I _v_-i--__ _ 

U08662 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/8849 



TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

September 28, 2002 

2:35 PM 

I would like someone get a report to me on how the Kissinger panel and the Shelly 

Kashveli panels went up on the Hill. l read when I was out of town that they 

testified and I would like to see what happened. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
-092802.1 l 

/ 
Please respond by: _______ ._' .._:) __________ _ 

U08664 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/8850 



Snowflake 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfeld '1)/\ 
September 28, 2002 

2:51 PM 

Gi-Gi Geyer wrote a column today in The Washington Times which is worrisome. 

She indicated that we didn't offer for NATO to do anything. We did. You ought 

to make sure she reads the whole transcript of my press conference there, and 

realizes that we engage them on lots of things. She is just factually wrong. We 

didn't ask them to invade Iraq, because the President hasn't decided to do it. 

We need to get her head right 

Thanks. 

DHRlazn 
092802.16 

Please respond by: __________________ _ 

U08665 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/8851 
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•• 
September 30, 2002 9:30 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld UA 
SUBJECT: Pre-emption 

I just can't imagine what Mark Mazzetti is talking about here. Please see if you 

can figure it out. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Mazzetti, Mark, "Ready, Aim, Fire First," US News & World Report, October 7, 2002. 

DHR:dh 
09.3001-3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 10-'-/_..;,1_1 ...... / o_-i... ___ _ 

, 
!_ ·';) 

~ JpJJef !-L ~,Ji_ 

.. )0/m<H? , µk, J.. T"""e/ 
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Ready. Aim. Fire First 

U.S. News & World Report 
October 7, 2002 

Ready. Aim. Fire First 

But is the U.S. military a little gun-shy about starting wars? 

By Mark Mazzetti 

Page 1 of 3 

It was a "what if' scenario-the sort that military planners are paid to imagine-and it was not nearly 
ready for prime time. Earlier this summer, a top aide to Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld outlined 
for his boss a concept for striking North Korea's weapons of mass destruction-a case study in the 
application of the Bush administration's new doctrine of pre-emptive military action. The hypothetical 
scenario envisioned a swift attack, carried out without consulting South Korea, America's ally on the 
peninsula. \Vhen word of the briefing spread, administration heavyweights, including Secretary of State 
Colin Powell and Adm. Thomas Fargo, commander of U.S. forces in the Pacific, worked to bury the 
scheme. 

Consider it a clumsy way to ring in the age of pre-emption, which officially debuted with the recent 
release of the Bush administration's National Security Strategy. In what may be the boldest rethinking of 
American foreign policy since Harry Truman, the document makes the case that Cold War logic no 
longer applies in a world where terrorists, possibly anned with weapons of mass destroction, strike at 
civilians without warning. "This kind of enemy will not be deterred or contained the way, perhaps, the 
Soviet Union might have been," Powell said last week. Breaking from the deep-rooted American instinct 
to strike only if attacked first, the so-called Bush Doctrine advocates pre-emptive military action against 
practitioners of terrorism-including overthrowing governments that support them-and it may soon 
provide the justification for an American attack on Iraq. 

U.S. officials insist that the Bush Doctrine is not a one-trick pony meant solely to justify an Iraq 
invasion. "Any state that has a weapons-of-mass-destruction program and has an irresponsible dictator 
falls within the president's paradigm shift," says one Bush administration official. "This is a historic 
moment." But as the dust-up over the Pentagon's North Korea briefing illustrates, laying out a broad 
strategic vision is one thing; applying it in the real world is quite another. In short: It is not at all clear 
where, besides Iraq, the Bush Doctrine could really be put into practice. 

The military gets to weigh in now; the admirals and generals are putting finishing touches on the 
National Military Strategy, a practical blueprint for implementing the White House's grand vision. Early 
indications are that those in uniform are far less enamored of pre-emption than their civilian bosses: A 
draft of the document, which had not yet made it to Rumsfeld's desk, all but ignored the concept, U.S. 
News has learned. 

The generals aren't dead set against striking first; after all, the notion of pre-empting an enemy attack 
("anticipatory self-defense," in the Bush administration lexicon) is as old as warfare. But the White 
House version is new and different. It advocates taking military action before the adversary even has the 
capacity to attack. It ca1Is for action, even without ironclad evidence of danger. And it suggests that U.S. 
power might "dissuade" other nations from trying to match American military might. In the words of 
one senior officer, "there is a brave new world coming with this new defense policy." 

Hit 'em. There is little debate about the appeal of going on the offensive to dismantle terrorist networks 
before they can strike. The approach gives planners the advantage of tactical surprise and permits them 

http://ebird.dtic.mi1'Sep2002/e20020~G~9/QSD/8853 9/30/2002 



•• Ready. Aim. Fire First Page 2 of3 

• • to strike with a smaller force. "Obviously, taking the offensive under the rules of war is something the 
military would love to do,'' says Gen. Gregory Martin, commander of U.S. air forces in Europe. Case in 
point: The Pentagon is drawing up plans to send special operations forces into states like Yemen that are 
harboring senior a] Qaeda leaders. 

Applying the doctrine to rogue states is where the water gets muddied. It has certainly been done before. 
Israel bombed the Iraqi nuclear reactor at Osirak in 1981, before it became operational, and many in the 
military consider the 1989 invasion of Panama another example. But top commanders, including some 
whose job it has been to devise war plans, are struggling to understand how hitting states first makes 
military sense. These officers say that even when confront- ing countries the president designated as an 
"axis of evil"-lraq, Iran, and North Korea-the containment calculus still works. "Personal survival is 
what matters to the Kim Jong lls and Saddam Husseins of this world," says one former four-star officer. 
"This [pre-emption] absolutely is the right doctrine to deal with enemies that are not organized into 
states. When it comes to dealing with other countries l'm not so sure." 

Even big-think objections to the Bush Doctrine offered by academics have practical consequences that 
get the military's attention. The doctrine imagines that the United States would not 11 a1low an adversarial 
military power to rise," as one Bush official put it. That "confirms the notion that America is now 
embarking on an imperial role,'' argues James Chace, a specialist in international relations at Bard 
College. '1The great danger of American power nowadays is that it will prompt other powers to combine 
against us." What that means to the generals is that strategic alliances built up over the years could be 
ruptured. 

Like it or not, the military may have to change the way it goes about its business. At a recent gathering 
of combatant commanders-the brass in charge of forces deployed outside the United States-Rumsfeld 
challenged them to adapt to the new terrorism threat. The military wiJI have to reassess where it bases 
forces, so it will not have to move troops and equipment into a region before a strike-and risk 
telegraphing its punch. The Pentagon will rely heavily on special operations forces that can deploy in 
smaller numbers and move without being detected, and on precision bombers that can strike a target 
from long range. Gathering reliable intelligence will become even more important. "Ifwe are going to 
be pre-emptive in nature, we better be pretty damn sure we understand their intent," says a senior Air 
Force official. Satellites in space can't do that very well, putting a premiwn on spies on the ground who 
can help predict what an enemy will do. 

Do as I say. These are just nuts-and-bolts problems, compared with objections to pre-emption being 
raised abroad and at home. "We'll be putting ourselves in the position of a rogue nation,'' says Sen. 
Robert Byrd, a West Virginia Democrat, who argues that the strategy might inspire copycats. While the 
Bush National Security Strategy warns that other coW1tries should not "use pre-emption as a pretext for 
aggression,'' the new doctrine might give ideas to China in its struggle against Taiwan or to Russia in its 
fight against Chechen rebels in Georgia. This pattern was clearly on Pakistani President Pervez 
Musharrafs mind when he warned India not to mimic the new U.S. policy. "Pakistan is not Iraq, and 
India is not the United States," he advised his adversary to the south. "They bad better not try it." 
Musharrafmay have reason to put down a marker. "India has a history of mirroring the U.S. rhetoric, 
and even trying to mirror U.S. actions on issues ranging from terrorism to nuclear strategy,'' says a 
Senate Democratic official who deals with South Asia policy. "We can't think we are planning our own 
doctrine in a vacuum." 

The White House is billing the Bush Doctrine as the first coherent strategy to confront the dangers of the 
post-Cold War world. This might be so, but much will depend on how the United States acts upon the 
doctrine1s muscular rhetoric and how the world reacts. "The ripple effects from this are really hard to 
gauge," says Andrew Krepinevich of the Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments. "These 
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• fundamental shifts in our defensive posture don't come around very often." 

With Thomas Omestad 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Bill Winkenwerder 

Donald Rum sf eld \)\ 

SUBJECT: Dextroamphetamine 

September 30, 2002 9:32 AM 

I just can't believe using these pills is a good idea. Why don't you get some fo]ks 

to think about it a little bit? I admit I've got kind of a bias against putting things 

into your body unless you absolutely have to, but please take a look at it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
09/06/02 ASD (Health Affairs) memo to SecDefre: Operational Use ofDextroamphetamine in 

Aviators [U14912-02] 

DI-IR:dh 
093002-4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by -~J _o-+-/ _2.--_s-~J_v_v __ _ 

U08668 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/8856 



MEALTM AFFAIRS 

THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. D. c. 20301~~DEF HAS s,~N 
"' tP 3 0 200a 

INFO MEMO ~~P:· ~ ~ 6>~o~:: 1 : :: : 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
w:~~:L_.-,.JJ,~. 

FROM: William Winken~MD. ASD (Health Affairs) 

SUBJECT: Operational Use of Dextroamphetamine in Aviators 

• You directed that we "look into this business about pilots using 
amphetamines." ~ 

• Dextroamphetamine, known as "go pi1ls," has been used hy military aviators 
since World War II to counter the effects of fatigue during combat operations. 
It is only used if alternatives such as adjusting sleep patterns, in~flight naps or 
exercise are either unsuccessful or not an option. There have been no reported 
safety incidents involving aircrew members' use of "go palls." 

• The wing commander, or deployed commander equivalent, in consultation 
with the senior flight surgeon, determines if the use of Dextroamphetamine is 
medically warranted. The authorization for its use is time and/or mission 
specific. 

• Countering pilot fatigue is an ''off label" use of Dextroamphetamine; informed 
consent is necessary from the crew member. C9mmanders may not order !!_s 
~here is no penalty. punishment, loss of benefits, or adverse action of any 
kind for those who decline the use of stimulants. Ground testing prior to 
combat use and rigorous accountability measures must also be in place. 

• Military medical research laboratories are currently studying alternative dmgs 
to effectively combat pilot fatigue, including Modafinil, a Food and Drug 
Administration approved medication used to treat narco]epsy. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

l(b)(6) I 
Prepared by: COL John Powers, C&PP, .._ ___ ____,,PCDOCS# 40336, 40197 

SPL A,SSISTANT DI AtTA 

SR MA CRADDOCK 

014912-02 MA BUCCI 
execsec WHtTMORE 

- -055 
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8:29AM ~ (._ 

TO: 

1
FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

David Chu 

Donald Rumsfeld\,J\ 

August 8, 2002 

Please look into this business about pilots using amphetamines. I don't think that 

is a good idea. What's going on? 

Thanks. 

DHR/u.n 
080902.02 

Please respond by: _____ 1'-l~-1_./_o_~-------~--

Ul4910-02 
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Snowflake 

'{tr,; 

FFlr:;Si.> 

()cJ. /(}I J.f4 t-0 
September 30, 2002 9:43 AM 

<:;)'<;:, . TO: Doug Feith 

~~ROM: Donald Rumsfe!d'\J'-

1 # 
/ SUBJECT: Questions 

Please have someone get an answer to these questions in this William Raspberry 

column, put them down and get them to me by Wednesday, please. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Raspberry, William, "Unasked Questions," Washington Post, 09/30/02. 

DHR:dh 
093002-6 

........................................................................ , 
Please respond by __ t_o.,_/ _0_2-.....:./_o_"L--__ _ 

U08669 
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Ass1s·IDf~ol~~~w~~tiLl~FENSE 
2400 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-2400 

OCT 1 2002 
(J~ 

INTERNAT IONAL 
SECURITY 
AFFAIRS 

USDP c117 IINI• i)c.,) 

EF-29~T - 1 ""' 
I-02/014370 

MEMO FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Assistant Secretary of Defense, International Security Af1rJlht7 0 1 OCT 2002 
(Peter W . Rodmarl(b)(6) I U J 0'-

SUBJ: Replies to questions in William Raspberry column 

• You asked for answers to the questions in WiJliarn Raspberry•s column for 30 
September (next under). 

• Suggested answers at TAB A. 

DASD NESA~ · 

FOR OFFICIW)SE ONLY 

11-L-ossWso1sa60 

SPL ASSISTANT DI RITA 

SR MA CRADDOCK 
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

• What is the actual threat to the U.S. - the purpose of war? 

• Biological agents - which might be disseminated by a terrorist group -
could cause large casualties. If one were trying to cause civilian casualties, 
they could be used quite effectively, despite what Colonel Williams says. 

• Iraq has had experience using chemical weapons - Iraq found them quite 
useful in the war with Iran, not to speak of massacres of its own citizens. 

• At Halabjah alone, Iraq massacred 5,000 people. This is one of several 
dozen cases chemical weapons were used effectively against civi1ians. 

• An Iraqi nuc1ear weapon would transfonn the Middle East. It would be 
used politically as a weapon ofregional blackmail, intimidating all oflraq's 
neighbors in the Gulf and the Middle East. Saddam could threaten Kuwait> 
Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Israel, or other neighbors via conventional aggression 
and hope that the U.S. would be deterred or impeded from intervening. 

• How many American lives will we expend to punish Saddam Hussein? 

• None. If American lives are put at risk, it will be for the purpose of 
defending our country and its vital interests. 

• After the Gulf War, the population of Iraq rose in rebellion against Saddam. 
Half of Baghdad's population is Shi'a. Why would they want to fight for 
Saddam? 

• In fact, since Saddam took power, almost one in five Iraqis have fled their 
country. Almost every Iraqi has someone in his family who fled or died 
because of Saddam. 

• Saddam rules by intimidation and bribery, not ideology. Few Iraqis want to 
die for Saddam. There is precedent of unrest among even the Tikritis and 
Special Republican Guard. 

• How long will public support last when hundreds, possibly thousands, of body 
bags start arriving home? 

• It is not productive to speculate about levels of casualties. High estimates 
have been significantly wrong in the past. 

• Thousands of Americans have already died because the U.S. turned a blind 
eye to those who harbor terrorists. 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONL"'t' 
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• In Vietnam, support for the war remained high even as we started taking 
casualties in large numbers. Majority public support lasted into 1968, by 
which time about 30,000 American servicemen and women had died. 

• How, militarily, do you plan to fight this war? 

• Coalition air power is much more capable now than it was in the Gu)fWar. 
Iraq's Air Force is not capable of engaging a Coalition Air Force both in 
equipment and pilot capabilities. 

• On the ground, we are much stronger and more agile than we were in the 
Gulf War, while the Iraqi army, even ifit fights, is poorly equipped and 
one-third the size it was in 1990. 

• The scenario that we will have to "conquer cities" by house-to-house 
fighting is speculative. 

• How many Iraqi citizens do you plan to kill in order to bestow democracy? 

• We do not target civilians. In fact, we do everything humanly possible to 
limit civilian casualties as demonstrated during Desert Storm, Kosovo, and 
Afghanistan. 

• The Iraqi regime intentionally uses civilians as human shields by hiding 
mi]itary forces in mosques, schools, and hospitals. 

• While we can't guarantee that no civilians will be harmed, it is probable 
that we will kiH orders of magnitude fewer civilians than Saddam Hussein 
has killed to maintain his tyranny. 

• We will not "level cities by bombing." We didn't in the Gulf War, we 
didn't in the Kosovo conflict, we didn' t in Afghanistan, and we won't now. 

• How will you govern a defeated Iraq? 

• As the people oflraq showed after the Gulf War, they are more likely to 
regard themselves as liberated than as defeated. 

• Iraqi opposition groups are discussing a broad-based, representative 
government to replace Saddam's tyranny. 

• Why do we assume that the Iraqi people are unable to provide themse]ves 
with a decent government? 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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• How does the war against Iraq contribute to winning the war against 
terrorism? 

• Iraq is a supporter of terrorist groups, including al Qaida, the Arab 
Liberation Front, and Hamas. 

• Iraq actively undermines Israeli-Palestinian peace diplomacy and pays 
$25,000 per suicide bombing. 

• The overthrow of the current Iraqi regime would deprive international 
terrorist groups of safehaven in Iraq. 

• The Iraqi regime's overthrow would end the threat that Iraq will be a source 
of biological agents, or other weapons of mass destruction, to terrorists. 

• The reaction in the Arab world wm likely be short-lived, just as it was to 
the liberation of Afghanistan - demonstrations at first, until the television 
screens begin to show the celebrations of the population. 

• Iraqis celebrating their liberation would send a message to other Arabs that 
freedom and a desire for peace trump extreme nationalism, radicalism, and 
war. 

F'OR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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Washington Post 
September 30, 2002 
Pg. 19 

Unasked Questions 

By William Raspberry 

Larry Williams, a retired Marine colonel now teaching at George Washington University, has a few 
questions he'd like to ask his commander in chief. They aren't smart-aleck questions -- this is a serious 
military man, whose service included stints in Vietnam and Lebanon. 

And though his questions may seem obvious, I think you'l1 be struck by how few of them the president 
has answered -- perhaps, as Williams says, even for himself. Here they are, abridged from his recent 
open letter to President Bush and elaborated in an interview: 

What is the actual threat to the United States -- the purpose of war? 

Chemical and biological weapons, Williams argues, are not weapons of mass destruction. "They are 
very inefficient and unpredictable and hard to use effectively. Casualty-producing, yes, but not on a 
large scale." 

Says Williams: "Even if the Iraqis make a nuclear device -- which also concerns me -- what would they 
do with it? The Mideast region is not alarmed. Why are we -- thousands of miles away -- alarmed to the 
degree of war?" 

How many American lives will we expend to punish Saddam Husst>in? 

Baghdad has nearly 5 million residents. It is reasonable to expect that many would see America not as a 
liberator but as an invader-· and that many of these would see our military as at least as great a threat as 
Hussein. "If," says the professor, "one million of them resist an American invasion in street-to-street 
resistance -- under a local threat of chemical and/or biological weapons •• how many Americans will 
die?" 

How long will public support last wbeo hundreds, possibly thousands, of body bags start arriving 
home? 

"Desert Storm and Afghanistan make war look so easy, with so few casualties. When support at home 
wanes, how will you turn back the clock? 1

' 

How, militarily, do you plan to fight this war? 

The Anny is too "heavy" to get there short of a Desert Storm-style buildup. Air power and advanced 
technology get you little in the fight to conquer cities. 

How many Iraqi citizens do you plan to kill in order to bestow democracy? 

"You can't level cities by bombing, as in World War IL When newspapers and TV broadcasts around the 
world start to show pictures oflraqi mothers canying babies dead from U.S. bombs -- pictures real or 
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.. 
staged, it doesn't matter -- the world will be inflamed in anti-American sentiment, and U.S. public 
support wi11 dissolve." 

HoH' will you govern a defeated Iraq? 

"Of course, a military victory is as assured as it was at the outset of Desert Storm. But then, how will 
you govern a country probably still resisting through guerrilla activity and in which we do not speak the 
language? Will your military forces be confined to cantonments at night because they do not control the 
streets of Baghdad?" 

How does the war against Iraq contribute to winning the war against terrorism? 

"The origin of the attacks of 9/11 and the preceding chain of attacks against the embassy in Beirut and 
the Marine barracks in 1983 and other embassies thereafter were in the Arabflvfuslim world. Victory in 
the war against terrorism must necessarily be found in that worldwide presence. How does alienating 
every facet of that world contribute to victory in the current war on terrorism?" 

Williams, a career Marine who insists that his thoughts are his and not to be linked to George 
Washington University, says he learned in Beirut and South Vietnam that his government didn't always 
have better information than he had -- not because officials lied but because critical details were filtered 
out as communiques made their way up the chain of command. "That experience," he said, "convinced 
me that the most senior leadership does not always have the best counsel." 

He then offers Bush his own bit of counsel: "As president and commander in chief, you clearly have it in 
your power to move a reluctant nation toward war. But if war is too important to be left to generals, it is 
also too fraught with unforeseeable catastrophe to be left to the personal whim of one man. Please, sir, 
ask yourself my questions -- and make certain you have the answers right." 

http://ebird.dtic.mil/Sep2002/e20020930unasked.htm 
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September 30, 2002 10:47 AM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Steve Cambone 

Donald Rumsfeld \)-

SUBJECT: JSF as Tank-Killer 

Someone said we ought to think about the Joint Strike Fighter as a tank killer and 

make it organic to the Army, ending the rule about Anny not having fixed wing 

aircraft. Any thoughts? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
093002-14 
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Please respond by __ Io__._{ ......... 18:......,/_v_i-___ _ 

U08670 /03 
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Snowflake 

September 30, 2002 11 :05 AM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1/-
SUBJECT: Middle East/ Arafat 

Here are some thoughts on the Middle East and a post-Arafat world from Newt 

Gingrich that he sent back in March. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
03/30/02 Gingrich e-mail to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
093002-25 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -Please respond by ________ _ 
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SECDEF HAS SEEN 
SEP 3 0 2002 

From: Thirdwave2@aol.com 

Sent: Saturday, March 30, 2002 10:56 AM 

To: !(b)(6) pentagon.mil; Ed.Giambastiani@osd.penlagon.mil; 

Subject: PLANNING FOR A POST ARAFAT PEACE PROCESS 

For secdef ,depsecdef 
from Newt 3/30/02 
planning for a post arafat world 

Our strategy in the Palestinian-Israeli conflict is profoundly weakened by a reliance 
on Arafat as the center of gravity among the Palestinian people. Arafat and the 
tradition of terrorism and dishonesty which he personifies is the problem. Trying to 
build a solution with him at the center is like to trying to solve the German problem 
with Adolph Hitler as Chancellor. 

No peace will come while Arafat is in charge. No peace can come while the terrorist 
organizations are funded, recruited, and organized. The terrorist organizations will 
not disband peacefully. The terrorist organizations have no interest in a ceasefire. 
The terrorist organizations have a vested interest In ensuring that General Zinni's 
mission fails. Uprooting the terrorist organizations would put Arafat In conflict with 
Syria and Iran. There is no reason to believe he will crush the ability of Hamas, 
Hezbollah and others to wage terror. Suppressing terror will mean imprisoning 
many of Arafat's own followers in organizations that pledge loyalty to him. This 
would be war between an older and younger generation. There is no reason to 
believe he is capable of that or even desires such an outcome. 
Arafat's behavior since Oslo has been consistent. Preach hatred In Arabic, print 
1extbooks that do not even show Israel on a map, promise Palestinians that the right 
of return will never be given up (this is return to Tel Aviv and Haifa not to the West 
Bank and would mean the end of Israel), permit terrorist organizations to 
propogandize and organize with impunity, publicly lavish praise on 
"martyrs" (suicide bombers and terrorists) and then call on the United States to 
intervene and make whatever tactical promise is necessary in English. 

If Arafat had been leading a polity next to the United States we would have 
replaced his government, tried him for war crimes. and rooted out the terrorist 
organizations at all cost. We would have established a moderate regime and 
sanctioned the hunting down and killing or imprlsoning of anyone who tried to 
overthrow that regime.We would then have thrown money at the Palestinian people 
to rebuild their economy while fundamentally overhauling their schools to teach civil 
society, democracy and living peacefully with their neighbors. This is in large part 
what we dld with Germany, Italy, and Japan, implemented over time with South 
Korea and are now in part doing in Afghanistan. 

Voting against Israel in the United Nations yesterday was a fundamental break with 
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President Bush's position on terrorism. If defending your civilians in a week when 
incident after incident has killed people (the equivelant of a thousand dead 
Americans if you take into account the 47 to 1 difference in population) is not 
legitimate then what are we doing in Afghanistan, the Philippines.etc? 

Focusing on a truce is not a strategy it is a tactic. We cannot build a strategy 
because we keep trying to stop the violence in a series of deals with a dishonest 
manipulater who has a consistent track record of saying one thing in Arabic and 
another in English. We cannot stop the violence without a wrenching change in 
Palestinian society in which the violent, the haters and the terrorists are defeated 
and that change will never be led by Arafat. 

If our focus remains on stopping the violence we will preside over the contiuing 
downward spiral of the region as Israeli society is more and more hardened by the 
killings and reacts with more and brutality which then legitimizes more and more 
suicide bombers and more and more fanaticism among the Palestinians. 

We need a new vision of peace in the region in which a Palestinian State committed 
to peace has accepted that the right of return has been turned into an equity right 
to be paid for over a twenty year period (in which the Palestinian people would 
recieve more aid per capita than Europe did during the Marshall plan) and with an 
insistence on democracy, transparency and a real opportunitiy to create prosperity 
and enforce peace. In this future preaching hatred would be as outlawed as Naziism 
is in modern Germany and for the same reason. If hatred can be preached violence 
will occur.If violence occurs the peaceful, prosperous, safe Palestine is impossible. 
If a peaceful prosperous safe Palestine is impossible then no truce will last because 
the haters will use the time to prepare new atrocities. 

It is time to create a new vision of a better future for the Palestinian and Israeli 
people and that future can only come when Arafat is no longer a factor. 

A small working group should begin now to think through a post-Arafat future, to 
plan for the support necessary for a moderate Pa!estinian regime fto survive, and to 
think through the transition process by which the United States could replace Arafat 
and his system of corruption and dishonesty with a younger generation of leaders 
willing to fight the terorists and willing to build their future on prosperity and dignity 
rather than terrorism and propaganda. This will be a difficult challenge but it is more 
likely to succeed than any effort to have a truce with the terrorists still in place. 
This new approach would require the Israelis to agree to a Palestinian state (with 
some limits on the ability to import weapons), to agree to a system of prosperity for 
the Palestinian people, to agree to be part of compensating the Palestinian people 
economically, and to agree to withdraw the most destructive and indefensible of the 
settlements. Yet in this circumstance those concessions would be empowering and 
strengthening a new Palestinian regime committed to living in peace and prepared 
to suppress and imprison would be terrorists and to outlaw hateful propaganda. The 
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United States could successfully broker an agreement of that kind with the Israelis 
and that would reinforce the authority of the new generation of Palestinian leaders. 
As each succeeding truce effort fails just remember, Arafat is the problem and 
cannot be part of the solution. Every American strategy which fails to take that into 
account will find itself undone by the violence of events. 
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Snowflake 

September 30, 2002 11:07 AM 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Afghanistan 

Attached is an e-mail from Newt Gingrich on Afghanistan that is well worth 

reading. If you have any thoughts, let me know. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
08/07/02 Gingrich e-mail to SecDef re: Action in Afghanistan 

DHR:dh 
093002-26 
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Please respond by l O / 12 / o v 

U08672 /03 
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l,\J,) ~~~.tz_ 8ECDEF HAs SEEN 
SEP 9 ti 200'! From: Thirdwave2@aol.com 

Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2002 10:47 PM 

To: !(b)(6) ~ii; Ed.Giambastiarii@osd.pentagon.mil; Larry.DiRita@osd.pentagon.mil 

Cc: Jaymie.duman@osd.pentagon.mil; fohn.Jumper@pentagon.af.mit: john.keane@hqda.anny.mil; 
kernan@jfcom.mil; ken.krieg@osd.pentagon.mil; peter.pace@js.pentagon.mil; 
rodmanp@mail.policy.osd.mil; James.P.Thomas@osd.pentagon.mil; blutl@mall.policy.osd.ml1 

Subject: action in afghanistan 

For secdef, depsecdef 
from newt 8/07 /02 
Action in Afghanistan 

Today's Washington Post story on the absolute failure of road building in 
Afghanistan is a disgrace and an invitation to a failure. 

This slow, laborious bureaucratic red tape ridden pace is typical of the self-serving, 
self-destructive habits of the modern international aid community. The defensive 
explanatlons in the story ("Afghans simply have to learn how slow and cumbersome 
our processes are" "people should not have unrealistic expectations") are the 
antithesis of the American pragmatic, entrepreneurial, can do spirit. US AlD is as 
bad as its overseas counterparts. 

We should have a retired combat engineer from the Army or Marines or a retired 
Seabee from a Naval Construction background and they should have $50 million to 
spend directly on their say so. We should ask for volunteers from national Guard 
construction units (as we did in Honduras In the 1980s) and they should spend 
three to six months building roads next spring and summer. We should insist on the 
Churchill phrase "Action this day." 

Leaders all around the third world are watching to see if the United States can be a 
useful ally. They know we can be a frightening enemy. They have less proof that we 
can be a helpful constructive ally. They are watching Afghanistan to see whether 
our coming In helps or hurts their lives. 

If we were prepared to pay a number of countries (Poland, Romania to name two) 
would almost certainly send construction units to serve for six months to a year). 

All we want to do Is build paved roads, get water running for irrigation and drinking 1 

get electricity poles up, and repair major buildings. The greatest power in the world 
should be able to do this fast, decisively and with common sense. 
Today we and the rest of the industrial world look trapped in our own red tape1 

hypocritical in our rhetoric, and pathetically unable to get the simplest things done to 
help our Afghan allies back on their feet. 
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Appoint a construction czar, cut through the red tape, get things moving. 

NOW. 
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Snowflake 

September 30, 2002 11:09 AM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <'i~ 
SUBJECT: Declaratory Policy 

Here is a note from Newt Gingrich on WMD and war crimes. Has this been fed 

into your declaratory policy? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
08/07/02 Gingrich e-mail to SecDefre: Regime Replacement: Weapons of Mass Destruction 

and War Crimes 

DHRdh 
093002-27 
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Please respond by __ l_o_,_/........;_J 1 ...... /_o_L __ _ 
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:for secd,depsecd ef 
from Newt 8/0 7 /02 

SECDEf HAS SEEN 
SEP a O 2007 

Regime Replacement: Weapons of Mass destruction and War Crimes 

It is vital that we announce early, clearly, and emphatically that any Iraqi in the chain of 
command who implements an order to use weapons of mass destruction will be 
treated as a war criminal and will face the death sentence. 

We need to make clear that the certainty of American punishment will be great enough 
that only Saddam's closest henchmen will even consider implementing an order for 
biological, chemical or nuclear action. 

This should be one of the highest priorities in preparing for a regime replacement 
action against Saddam and should be a component of any future preemptive strike. 

The need to establish certainty of punishment for WMD is so great that the 
Administration should consider asking Congress for a special law on WMD use and 
personal sanctions against anyone involved. 
This is a debate we will win with the American people and it will help set the stage for 

future action against regimes and groups using or threatening to use WMD. 
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September 30, 2002 11: 13 AM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 
L TG Craddock 
Steve Cambone 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Stryker 

Attached is a note on the Stryker from Newt Gingrich that is interesting. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
08/21/02 Gingrich e·mail to SecDefre: Stryker 

DHRdh 
093002-28 

........................................................................ , 
Please respond by __________ _ 

U08675 /03 
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...,.!(b-)(6_) ___ l[_C_I_V,:..._O~ .. --.---------. 
From: Thirdwave2@aol.com 

Sent: Wednesday, August 21, 2002 5:29 AM 

SECDEf HAS SEEN 
SEP 3 0 2002 

To: !(b)(6) h.pentagon.mil: Ed.Giambastiani@osd.pentagon.mil; 
Larry. DiRita@osd. pentagon. mil; jaymie,durnan@osd.pentagon.mil 

Subject: Stryker 

for secdef,depsecdef 
from newt 8/21 /02 
stryker 

there are two ways to approach stryker. One would be to kill it. That would be 
right but would probably maximize hostility and conflict betwen the old army and 
the civilian appointees. 

The other route is simply to let the llight of day determine its fate (we might in the 
end be wrong although I doubt it). 

the following outline assumes depsecdef is the action agent but it could be 
secdef. 

If we ran a simple project that 

first allowed the world to know of its millenium challenge performance 

second had depsecdef initiate an ooutside look at the millenium challenge 
performance and the promises against which it should be measured 

third, had depsecdef ask for a review of all the programs the army has cut to 
shovel money into this system 

fourth had depsecdef request a simulated battle (outside Army maybe at JFCOM) 
of the same dollar value Stryker versus AGS (Armored Gun System, Tracer, MX 
upgrade of M-113) and then matched c-130 equivelant forces (if you flew 100 c-
130s into theater and one version held stryker and the other version held the 
alternative force which gave you more power and survivability?) 

had depsecdef freeze this years POM investment in Stryker ($4.9 Billion I think) 
and instead invested it in secondary Army programs with only enough left over for 
Stryker to survive (say $300 million ) while being studied 

if at the same time the Army was getting A-10s and looking at JSF it would be 
pretty hard to argue secdef and depsecdef were anti-Army. 

Our mantra should be "people will die in combat if we make the wrong decision 
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and our commitment is to the soldier who is going to war in these vehicles. We 
are determined to get the best combat capability to save American lives." That 
puts the argument on a moral plane that is pretty hard to argue with. 
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September 30, 2002 11 :24 AM 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

CC: Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '\)... 

SUBJECT: Execute Orders 

Please take a look at this note from Jim Ha}1les and then see me. 

Larry, please schedule a meeting for us to talk about it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
08/12/02 GC Action Memo to SecDef re: Execute Orders [Ul 3307/02] 

DHR:dh 
(}93002-3 l 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ / _o ...... /_'Jc_-:J+-/-d_1.--___ _ 

U08676 /03 
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GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF Defrft~~c i~E 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON '"" ,,,._,- r • " ·" --,- --i •q 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1600 ." -· ·- ; · .· , 1·'-
1
·~-"-h-

ACTION MEMO 
Gll:Nl!:R"L COUNSEL 

SEP 3 0 2002 

August 12, 2002, 7:30 a.m. 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: William J. Haynes 11, General Counsel ~ 

SUBJECT: Execute Orders 

• Compare the orders you routinely sign to the attached: 

o February 12, 1944 order to Eisenhower in anticipation ofD-Day. (Two 
pages, including organization chart.) 

o September 9, 1862 orders from Robert E. Lee to his principa] subordinates 
regarding his first invasion of Maryland. This one to two page order is one 
of Lee's most complicated orders. It is the one found by McClelJan's army, 
resulting in the battle at Antietam. 

• Problem - Our system produces very turgid, over]y detaHed orders for you to 
issue. To be sure, this war on terrorism is extraordinary, presenting many unique 
issues. Nevertheless, there must be a way to write c1earer, shorter orders faster. 

• Objective - That we should be able to get c)oser to the old style of orders. 

o Perhaps we can rely more on training and genera] guidance to the 
combatant commanders, rather than regurgitating detailed ROE. 

• Recommend you suggest General Myers retrieve sample SECDEF orders from 
previous conflicts in, say, the last twenty or thirty years. Then, using those 
samples, a small multi-disciplinary team can track the changes, identify the 
reasons, and provide you a reasoned proposal to improve the system. I would 
expect this exercise could yield savings in time and resources. 

DECISION: Yes No See me 

BPL ASSISTANT DI RITA 
ATTACHMENTS: As stated 

CC: CJCS, USD(P) 

---> f'~}~f-·IA_-M_B_A_S_T_IAN_l_-t-"""1'"~----1 
MA 8UCCl 

EXECSEC WHITMORE 

0 Ul33 I 02 
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DIRECTIVE 

TO SUPREME COMMANDER 

ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCE 
(Issued 12 February 1944) 

J. You are hereby designated as Supreme Allied Commander of the forces placed 
under your orders for operations for liberation of Europe from Germans. Your title 
will be Supreme Commander Allied Expeditionary Force. 

2. Task. You will enter Lhe continent of Europe and, in conj unction with the 
other United Nations, undertake operations aimed at the heart of Germany and 
the destruction of her armed forces. The date for entering the Continent is the 
month of May, 1944. After adequate Channel fXJrts have been secured, exploitation 
will be directed towards securing an area that will facilitate both ground and air 
operations against the enemy. 

3. Notwithstanding the target date above you will be prepared at any time to 
take immediate ;idvantage of favorable circumstances, such as withdrawal by the 
enemy on your front, to effect a reentry into the Continent with such forces as you 
have available at the time; a general plan for this operation when approved will 
be furnished for your assistance. 

4- Command. You arc responsible to the Combined Chiefs of Staff and will 
exercise command generally in accordance with the diagram at Appendix [repro
duced on opposite page]. Direct communication with the United States and British 
Chiefs of Staff is authorized in the interest of facilitating your operations and for 
arranging necessary logistic support. 

5. Logistics. In the United Kingdom the responsibility for logistics organiza
tion, concentration, movement, and supply of forces to meet the requirements of 
your plan will rest vvith British Service Ministries so far as British Forces are con
cerned. So far as United States Forces are concerned, this responsibility will rest 
with the United States War and Navy Departments. You will be responsible for the 
coordination of logistical arrangements on the continent. You will also be respon
sible for coordinating the requirements of British and United States forces under 
your command. 

6. Coordination of operations of other Forces and Agencie.r. In preparation 
for your assault on enemy occupied Europe, Sea and Air Forces, agencies of sabo
tage, subversion, and propaganda, acting under a variety of authorities, are now in 
action. You may recommend any variation in these activities which may seem to 
you desirable. 
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7. Relationship to United Nations Forces in other areas. Responsibility will 
rest with the Combined Chiefs of Staff for supplying information relating to opera
tions of the Forces of the U. S. S. R. for your guidance in timing your operations. 
It is understood that the Soviet Forces will launch an offensive at about the same 
time as OVERLORD with the object of preventing the German forces from trans
ferring from the Eastern to the Western front. The Allied Commander in Chief, 
Mediterranean Theater, will conduct operations designed to assist your operation, 
including the launching of an attack against the south of France at about the same 
time as OVERLORD. The scope and timing of his operations will be decided by 
the Combined Chiefs of Staff. You will establish contact with him and submit to 
the Combined Chiefs of Staff your views and recommendations regarding opera
tions from the Mediterranean in support of your attack from the United Kingdom. 
The Combined Chiefs of Staff will place under your command the forces operating 
in Southern France as soon as you are in a position to assume such command. 
You will submit timely recommendations compatible with this regard. 

8. Relationship with Allied Governments-the re-establishment of Civil Govern
ments and Liberated Allied Territories and the administration of enemy territories. 
Further instructions will be issued to you on these subjects at a later date. 

CHAIN OF COMMAND 

U.S. CHIEFS 
OF STAFF 

I 

I 
L-... ~---------

COMBINED CHIEFS 
OF STAFF 

Supr11me Commander 
Allied Expeditionary Force 

Depuly Commander 

Chief of Slaff 

~COMBIN£D STAFF 

BRITISH CHIEFS 
OF STAFF 

I 
I 

._,--------~---.I 

Commander-in-Chief 
Allied Naval f o,ces 

U.S. Army 
Group Commande, 

8,W~h Army 
Group Commander 

Commander-in-Chief 
Allied Ewptdi1io11a1y 

Air FoKu 

U.S. Naval 
Forces 

B,itish 
Naval f 01cu 
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ORAi'. XXXI.J C'ORRESPONDENCE, ETC.-CONFEDERATE. 603 

While I shdnld feel the greatest satisfaction in having an interview 
with you, and consulting tipon all subjects of interest, I cannot but feel 
great. uneasiness for your safety should you undertake to rea.ch me. 
Yon will not only encounter the hardships and fatigues of a very dis
agreeable journey, but also rnn the risk of capture by the enemy. I 
send my aide-de-camp, Major [W. H.J Taylor, back to explain to you the 
difficulties and clangers of the journey, which I cannot recommend you 
to undertake. 

I am endeavoring to brea.k up. tlie line through Leesburg, which is 
no longer safe, and turn everything on from Culpeper Court-Hoose to
ward Winchester. I shall move in the direction I originally intended, 
toward Hagerstown aml Chambersburg, for tl1e purpose of opening our 
line of communication through the valley, in order to procure sufficient 
supplies of flour. I shall not move until to-morrow, or, perhaps, next 
day, but :when I do move the line of communication in t.l.1is direction 
will be entirely broken up. I roust, therefore, adviRe that .YOU do not 
make an attempt that I cannot but regard as lmzardous. 

I have the honor to be1 with l1igh respect, your obedient servant, 
R. E. LEE, 

General. 

81>ECIAL 0RDERS1 } HDQRS, ARMY OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA, 
No. 191. September 9, 1862. 

I. Th(', citizens of Fredericktown being unwilling, while overrun by 
members of this army, to open their stores, in order to give them confi
dence, and to secure to officers and men purchasing supplies for benefit 
of this eommand, all officers and men of this army are strictly prohibited 
from visiting Fredericktown except on bnsiness, in which case they will 
bear evidence of this in writing from division commanders. The pro
vost-marshal in Fredericktown will see that his guard rigidly enforces 
this orcler. 

II. Major Taylor will proceed to Leesburg, Va., and arrange for trans
portation of the sick and those unable to walk to Winchester, securing 
the transportation of' the country for this purpose. The route between 
this and Culpeper Con.rt-House east of-the mountains being unsafe will 
no Jonger b.e traveled. Those on the way to tbis army already across 
the river will move up promptly; all others will proceed to WinchestAr 
collectively and under command of officers, at which point, being the 
general depot of this army, its movements will be known and instruc
tions giYen by commanding officer regulating further movements • 
. III. .The army will resume its march to-morrow, taking the Hagers. 

town road. General Jackson's command will form the advance, and, 
after passing Middletown, with such portion as he may select, take the 
route toward Sharpsburg, cross the Potomac at the most convenient 
point, and by Friday morning take possession of the Baltimore and 
Ohio Railroad, capture such of them as may be at Martinsburg, and 
intercept such as may attempt to escape from Harper's Ferry. 

IV. General Longstreet's command will pursue the main road as far 
as ~oonsborough, wher~ it will halt, with reserve, supply, and baggage 
trams of the army. 

V. General McLaws, with flis own division and that of General R. H • 
.Auderson, will follow General Longstreet. On reaching Middletown 
will take the route to Harper's Ferry, and by Friday morning possess 
himself of the Maryland Heights and endeavor to capture tbe enemy 
at Harper1s Ferry ancl vicinity. 
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6q-4 OPkRATIONS I'.N' N. VA., W. VA., MD., AND PA. [CIUP,-XXXL 

VI. Genera.I Walker, with his division, after accomplishing the object 
in which be is now engaged, will cross the Potomac at Cheek's Ford, as
ce.nd its right bank to Lovettsville, take possession of Loudoun Heights, 
if practicable, by Friday morning, Keys' F(lrd on his left, and the road 
between f,he end of the mountain aud tlie Potoma-0 on his right. He 
will> M far as practicable, co-operate with Generals McLaws and Jack
son, and intercept retreat of tlrn enemy. 

VII. General D. H. Hill's division will form the rear guard of the 
army, pursuing the road taken by the main body. The reserve artil· 
lery. ordnance, and supply trains, &c., will precede General Hill. 

VI1I. General Stuart will detach a squadron of cavalry to accompany 
the commands of Generals Longstreet, Jackson, and Mc Laws, and, with 
the main body of the cavalry, will cover the route of the army, bringing 
up all stragglers that may have been left behind. 

IX. The commands of Generals Jackson, McLaws, and Walker, after 
accomplishing the objects for which they have been detached, will join 
the main body of the army at Boonsborough or Hagerstown. 

X. Each regiment on the march will habitually carry its axes in the 
regimental ordnance wagons, for use of the men at their encampments, 
to procure wood, &c. . 

By command of Gener~! R. E. Lee: 
R. II. CHILTON, 

Assistant Adjutant-General. 

HEADQUARTERS VALLEY DISTRICT, 
September 10, 1862. 

Brigadier-General BRANCH, 
Commanding Divisio·n : 

GENERAL: Tbe major-general commanding directs me to say that, 
instead of moving at da.wn, as hitherto ordered, ygu will follow General 
Lawton when be comes up, be being ordered to move at rlawn. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

General BRANCH: 

E. F. PAXTON, 
Acti-ng Assistant .Adjutant-General. 

HEADQUARTERS VALLEY DISTRIC'J:, 
September 11, 1862. 

The major-general commanding directs IDE\ to say that Major-General 
Rill, having been released from arrest, will assllille command of his 
division, and you will turn over to him all instructions received rela.
til'e to it. 

Res pee tfully, 
E. F. PAXTON, 

Acting Assistant Adju,tan.t-General. 

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF NORTHERN YIRGINU, 
Hagerstown, Md., September 12, 1862. 

Bil~ Excellency President DAVIS: 
Mr. PRESIDENT: Before crossing the Potomac I considered the ad

vantages of entering Maryland east or west of the Blue Ridge. In either 
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Snowflake 

September 30, 2002 11 :39 AM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld'»,-. 

SUBJECT: IO Plan 

I want to get briefed on the IO plan we are currently executing in Afghanistan. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
09)002-36 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ lo--+f~1-g~/ _tJ1.--_-__ _ 

U08677 /03 
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Snowftake 
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• 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Gen. Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld 

Afghan Security Forces 

When are we going to have a plan as to what we think ought to be done on 

Afghanistan's security forces? 

Thanks. 

DHR·dh 
093002-JS 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ l_o_,_( 1,-'"r._.. (_tJ_''l-__ _ 

C/) 

'~ 
~ 

• N 

U08678 /03 
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September 30, 2002 

/ 

TO: Gen. Myers 
·' 

_,../,.· 
/ 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·~ ./ 
/ 

SUBJECT: Reserves 

I need to get fu11y briefed on all this big reserve call up of 300,000 or 280,000 or 

260,000 or 250,000, whichever it is-I keep hearing different numbers. I need to 

have it disaggregated as to what portion is for Jraq and what portion is for U.S. 

force protection. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
09J002-44 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ I 0---.!~1..L-1 _/_o_-i, ___ _ 

U08679 /03 
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September 30, 2002 1 :57 PM 

TO: Gen. Pace 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1~ 
SUBJECT: JROC and Stryker 

ls JROC the proper place to take a look at this article on the Stryker and sec what 

the truth is~whether or not it is C-130 deployable? 

I keep hearing that it isn't. But every once in a while, someone pops up and says it 

is. I think we need to know precisely whether it is or isn't. If it is, how difficult is 

it, how many things break, how long does it take to do it and all of those extra 

little facts that seem to get lost in a heated debate. 

If you're not the right one, please tell me who is. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Inside the Army, "Gingrich Tells Top DoD Officials Army's Stryker Shouldn't be Fielded" 

September 30, 2002. 

DHR:dh 
093002-61 

........................................................................ , 
Please respond by __ / 0 .............. /_2_:.,_:· ...... / _o_-i.., __ _ 

U08680 /03 
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Gingrich Tells Top DOD Officials Army's Stryker Shouldn't Be Fielded 

Inside The Anny 
September 30, 2002 
Pg. 1 

Page 1 of2 

Gingrich Tells Top DOD Officials Army's Stryker Shouldn't Be 
Fielded 

A prominent retired congressman has advised Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld and his deputies that 
the Army's Stryker vehicle should not be fielded, sources said last week. 

Fonner House Speaker Newt Gingrkh (R-GA) earlier this month counseled Rumsfeld that Stryker 
"should either be canceled or limited to one test brigade that will never be air-transported but that could 
be used" to evaluate new electronics. 

Gingrich writes in a message to Rumsfeld and Deputy Defense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz that Stryker 
"simply fails to meet" the Army's self-imposed requirement of deployment via C-130. C-130 
compatibility is critical for two reasons, he contends. "There is no other airplane available with the total 
lift and mobility of the C-130," he states in the message. Furthermore, approximately 1,730 C-130s -
including 810 within the U.S. Defense Department and Coast Guard -- are owned by 68 countries across 
the globe; should the United States need assistance, "our allies can reaJly help with theater mobility if it 
fits into a C-130," Gingrich says. 

The C-130 requirement must be "non-negotiable" and, given that Stryker is not C-130 deployable, he 
states, the program should be terminated. If the department were to let the current contract run its course, 
it could outfit about one brigade and use it for testing purposes, Gingrich suggests. 

"It is impossible for this system to be funded in the next budget at Jevels requested. It has failed in ways 
which are not, repeat NOT, correctable," he concludes. 

Gingrich, through a spokesman, declined to comment on any military matters or contacts with 
Rumsfeld. Sources did not know whether his opinion on Stryker was sought or unsolicited advice. He is 
reported to have close relationships with Rumsfeld and Wolfowitz. 

Gingrich's letter was circulated to several top defense officials including Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. 
John Jumper, Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Peter Pace, Anny Vice Chief of Staff 
Gen. John Keane and Stephen Cambone, head of the DOD program analysis and evaluation directorate. 

The Army is flying Stryker in C-130s under a temporary waiver issued by the Air Force. The waiver 
was necessary because the vehicle is too wide to accommodate the 14-inch safety aisle around all sides 
that is required by the Air Force for the loadmaster. Additional1y, only a portion of its crew may fly in 
the same aircraft. 

Yet, the Army disputes claims that Stryker -- the centerpiece of its new Brigade Combat Teams -- is not 
transportable via C-130. 

Gen. William Kernan, chief of Joint Forces Command, recently acknowledged, however, that "there's 
some more work that needs to be done" regarding C-130 deployability. He drew his conclusions from 
the August Millennium Cha11enge '02 exercise during which five Strykers were flown on C-130s from 
southern California to the National Training Center at Ft. Irwin. 

http://ebird.dtic.mil/Sep2002/e2002J91o~~OSD/8889 9130/2002 



Gingrich Tells Top DOD Officials Anny's Stryker Shouldn't Be Fielded Page 2 of2 

An Anny summary of Stryker perfonnance during Millennium Challenge noted that the Infantry Carrier 
Vehicle variant required multiple alterations to fit into a C-130: The crew removed two smoke grenade 
launchers, all antennas, a left rear bracket that blocked egress over the top of the vehicle, the Remote 
Weapons System and the third-row wheel's bump-stop. Reassembly upon landing took as long as 17 
minutes, the memo stated (Inside the Army, Sept. 23, pl). 

Rumors that some members of the Office of the Secretary of Defense would like to cut Stryker 
procurement significantly have floated through the defense establishment during the past few months. 
The Anny wants to field six Stryker Brigade Combat Teams, formerly known as Interim Brigade 
Combat Teams. Sources have suggested that OSD wants no more than three SBCTs -- if that many. 

Stryker is currently participating in a side-by-side comparison against recapitalized Ml 13A3s already in 
the Army's inventory. The test was mandated by congressional authorizers to detennine whether 
acquisition of a new medium armored vehicle is truly necessary. 

Congress appears at least to support the concept of the Brigade Combat Teams. It has directed that one 
IBCT be fielded to Europe by fiscal year 2007. 

Additionally, four members of the Washington state congressional delegation recently sent their Capitol 
Hill colleagues a letter touting the system. The Sept. 16 document, signed by Reps. Nonn Dicks (D), 
George Nethercutt (R), Adam Smith (D) and Rick Larsen (D), emphasizes that the Stryker Brigade 
Combat Teams "rapidly deployed by C-130" during the Millennium Challenge exercise, and "brought a 
new way of fighting to the Opposing Force." 

"All six SBCTs the Anny intends to field represent a transformation in warfighting capability that will 
ensure our battlefield commanders have the tools they need to immediately respond to the War on 
Terrorism and other conflicts,i- the legislators state. 

- Erin Q. Winograd 

http://ebird.dtic.miVSep2002/e2002~9lOk!i.~OSD/8890 9/30/2002 



TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Steve Cambone 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfelc0j~ 

SUBJECT: IBCTs 

September 30, 2002 2:02 PM 

If the number of JBCTs goes down, we sure better figure out where the ones we do 

have go, because the pressure will be fierce. 

Let's get that decided in anticipation, just in case that's the decision. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
093002·62 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _ __,_! _o ..... { __ r'"""t'-' ..;;._j_LJ_-'--_, __ _ 

U08681 /03 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Pau] Wolfowitz 

Larry Di Rita 
Dov Zakheim 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Continuing Resolution 

September 30, 2002 3:48 PM 

Do we know what we get from a continuing resolution if we don't get an 

appropriation, how bad it is and what we ought to do about it? 

Thanks. 

DHR,dh 
093002.73 

·················································~······················· 
Please respond by I() ! '_;- i / o ·1..--~___,,...1 - ........ ~---

U08682 /03 
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Snowffake 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Germany and ISAF 

/, 

September 30, 2002 4:32 PM . _. 61:}/ 
/ 

We've got to decide what we want to do about Germany and JSAF. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
093002-76 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _~1_a-+l-+-l+I +-j-=-o..:::l..:.....· __ _ 

U08684 /03 
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Snowflake 

September 30, 2002 6:05 PM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld tX\. 
SUBJECT: Lessons Learned 

You might want to talk to Newt Gingrich about the idea that we should put a 

report to the American people and our coalition al1ies on the achievements and 

lessons learned in Afghanistan. It could be a booklet or a briefing. Newt thinks it 

could have a foreword from President Bush or President Karzai and possibly some 

coa1ition leaders and an introduction. The book could be from Gen. Franks or 

somebody and designed as lessons learned for the Congress, the interagency 

participants, the military outside CENTCOM and the like. 

He'd be happy to help, and he thinks it could get done by late October and have a 

huge impact. It could remind the world that we've done some things that worked, 

accept the direction we're going and it could have an effect in IO. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
09)002-87 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

Please respond by __ \_o_J _o___._lf ...... J _o_L __ _ 

U08685 /03 
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sno'Wflake 

TO: 

CC: 

Torie Clarke 

Doug Feith 
J.D. Crouch 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \}', 

SUBJECT: NATO 

October I, 2002 7:03 AM 

The editorial in the Washington Post from Sunday called "Progress at NA TO" is 

unfortunate. They claim that my comment that "it hadn't crossed my mind to 

engage NA TO" was disingenuous. It wasn't. We were briefing NA TO because 

we 're working the NATO countries in the UN to get their support. We were 

working with NATO countries because I was at a Defense Ministerial meeting of 

19 nations, all of which arc in the UN, where we are working to get a resolution of 

support for the President's position. The President has not made a decision to go 

into Iraq, therefore, we were not there recruiting nations to recruit NATO to go 

into lraq. 

Then it goes on to say, "J\ATO's support would be vital to a U.S.-led campaign 

either through individual countries in the military phase or co11ectivcly in post-war 

peacekeeping." That, of course, is true. We're already talking to individual 

countries to participate in the event that a decision is made. There's no question 

but that there would be either a UN or an international coalition helping in a post

Saddam Hussein Iraq. 

It goes on to say, "The alliance has never operated outside Europe." That is not 

true. The AWACs were flying over the U.S. for almost a year. They were NATO. 

There's a NATO-led effort in Kosovo and Bosnia. 

U08686 /03 
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It ends by saying there are some opportunities for "positive transformation of 

NATO-One that the Bush administration should not fail to exploit.'' That is 

insulting. It is the Bush administration that is creating the opportunities for 

transformation. We're the ones leading the transformation. We're the ones 

pressing for command and base structure reform. We're the ones who thought up 

and posed the NATO response force. It is inexcusably uninformed and negative. 

Maybe what we ought to do is have J.D. Crouch or Doug Feith write a letter to the 

editor of the Washington Post that really cracks them for that editotial's lack of 

understanding and knowledge. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
"Progress at NATO," Washington Post, September 29, 2002; Page B06. 

DHR:dh 
093002-70 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by -----------

11-L-0559/0SD/8896 



washingtonpost.com: Progress at NATO Page 1 of 1 

washlnglonpost.com 

Progress at NATO 

SWiday, September 29, 2002; Page B06 

IN A WEEK dominated by dissonance between the United States and Europe -- the poison of Germany's 
elections and the disharmony on Iraq at the United Nations •• there was at least one sign of vitality in the 
transatlantic relationship. A conference in Warsaw of NATO defense ministers suggested that the 53-
year-old institution is finally taking steps toward making itselfrelevant to a post-Cold War world. Since 
9/11, NATO has occasionally looked as if it might be withering: Its forces initially played little role in 
Afghanistan. That was partly because of an ill-considered Pentagon decision to exclude allies, but also 
because of the growing gap between U.S. and European military capabilities. The real threat that the 
alliance that faced the Soviet Union might become little more than a political club now seems to be 
inspiring attempts at resuscitation on both sides of the Atlantic. As the war on terrorism expands toward 
Iraq, the Bush administration should have a strong interest in nurturing and expanding the reforms. 

What happened last week was a small but important step toward reviving NA TO as a working military 
organization. Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld briefed the alliance's 18 other defense ministers on 
a proposal to set up a new reaction force, with up to 20,000 troops, that could be deployed within seven 
to 30 days. The force would make use of the combat.ready units NA TO members now have and would 
be explicitly authorized for action outside Europe. That would make it far easier in the future for NATO 
to join U.S. forces in engagements such as that in Afghanistan. The idea was wannly received; with 
luck, the initiative could be approved at the NATO summit meeting scheduled for Prague in November 
and could be up and running in two years. 

No NATO force would be ready to participate in an Iraq campaign, but Mr. Rumsfeld -- after 
disingenuously claiming that the thought of NATO in Iraq had not crossed his mind -- saw to it that 
much of the Warsaw meeting was devoted to the subject. In fact, NATO's support would be vital to a 
U.S.-led campaign in Iraq, either through the participation of individual members in the military phase 
or collectively in postwar peacekeeping. Though the alliance has never operated outside Europe, there 
may soon be a precedent: Discussions are underway about NATO participation in a reorganized Afghan 
peacekeeping force, led by Germany, All this shows that behind the sometimes angry exchanges over 
Iraq lies the potential for a positive transformation of NATO -- one that the Bush administration should 
not fail to exploit. 

© 2002 The Washington Post Company 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac1h1p<Uy,{Mi~l~8'9lguage=printer 9/30/2002 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SECl 
~ ame 

2 October 2002 

SUBJECT: Speechwriters 

, I met with all the speechwriters and Tony Dolan on September 30 to review all V) 

appropriate procedures for your speeches and remarks. "=..> 

I also underscored the critical importance of taking every measure to prevent any 
plagiarism or inadvertent plagiarism. 

I will continue to meet with the speechwriters individually and as a group to get 
the job done well. 

U08687 /03 
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September 30, 2002 1 :08 PM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld vf\ 
SUBJECT: Speech Length 

I have asked, and asked, and asked that every draft of a speech te1ls me how many 

minutes it is. 

It ought not to be hard for the speech shop to do that every single time. 

I insist that it get done. I am tired of having to guess, and then at the very end 

have to cut half of it out 

Please get it fixed. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
093002-51 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••w••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by--~' o __ f _o~:f~/_a_1-__ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/8899 
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September 30, 2002 1:10 PM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1~ 
SUBJECT: Pronunciation 

I think you ought to be able to persuade people in the speech shop to start putting 

in the phonetic pronunciation of names that are obviously difficult. Please see if 

you can get it accomplished. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dll 
093002-52 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ l_o_(_D_Y ....... J_o_,._'l-__ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/8900 
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TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Draft Speech Font Size 

September 30, 2002 1:12 PM 

In the future, please tell the speechwriters when they're sending me drafts to 

please use a decent size font and not the tiny stuff that they're using with respect 

to the West Point speech. Please get all of these instructions and guidance 

communicated to all the speechwriters and let's get it all fixed at once. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
09.3002-53 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ !_o-+/_o_Lf....,{....._' .:,_1,..-___ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/8901 



September 30, 2002 1:13 PM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \j" 
SUBJECT: West Point Speech 

In the future, please have the name of the speechwriter on the speech, so I know 

who's doing the work. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
093002-54 

··················································~········~············· 
Please respond by _ ...... It_) J ...... 0---1Y-/ ....... f)_1., ___ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/8902 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Torie Clarke 

Dona]d Rumsfeld ·i"" 
Draft Speech Process 

September 30, 2002 1 :20 PM 

In the future, please see that my edits are shown to the speechwriter, so that they 

understand what I'm trying to accomplish. 

Thanks. 

DHR:oh 
093002-55 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l1},1·'')'J Please respond by __ 1"-, . ..,._: _v_'i_-_ ...... ___ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/8903 
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September 30, 2002 2:11 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

CC: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfelrl'\jf\. 

SUBJECT: Speech Drafts 

These speech drafts continue to come in without any idea of how long they are. It 

has to stop. Please see what you can do with Torie or Thiessen-or somebody 

down there-to get it fixed. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
09)002-64 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ Io ___ ( _01,~fo ...... · 1..--___ _ 
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TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Colin Powell 
Honorable George Tenet 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Jll 
SUBJECT: Surprise and Warning 

May 20, 2002 4:41 PM 

Attached is a foreword from Roberta Wohlstetter's book that talks about surprise 

and warning. I think it is worth reading. 

Attach. 
Foreword by Thomas C. Schelling to Roberta Wohlstetter, Pearl Harbor: Warning and 

Decision (Stanford, 1962). 

DHR:dh 
052002-47 

11-L-0559/0SD/8905 U O 8 710 
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FOREWORD 

It would be reassuring to believe that Pearl Harbor was just a colossal 
and extraordinary blunder. What is disriuicting is that it was a supremely 
ord;nrtry bl11nder. In fact, "blunder" is too specific; our stt1pendous 

unreadiness at Pearl Harhor was neither a Sunday-morning, nor a 
Hawaiian, phenomenon. It was just a drnmatic failure of a remarkahly 
well·informed government to etl! the next enemy move in a cold-war 
crisis. 

IF we think of the entire U.S. government and its far-flung military 
and diplomatic establishment, it is not true that we were caught napping 
at the time of Pearl Harbor. Rarely has a government been more expec
tant. We just expected wrong. And it was not our warning that was most 
at fault, but our strategic analysis. We were so busy thinkins through 

some "obvious .. Japanese moves that we neglected to he~g" agaimt the 

choice that they actually made. 
And it was an "improbable" choice; had we escaped surprise, we might 

still have been mildly astonished. (Had we not provided the target, 
though, the attack would have been called off.) But it was not all that 

improbable. If Pearl Harbor was a long shot for the Japanese, so was 
war with the United States; assuming the decision on war, the attack 

hardly appears reckless. There is a tendency in our planning to confuse 
the unfamiliar with the improbable. The contingency we have not con

sidered seriously looks strange; what looks strange is thought improbable; 

what is improbable need not be considered seriously. 
Furthermore, we made the terrible mistake--------one we may have come 

11-L-0559/0SD/8906 .. 



,;virL ... Foreword 

close to repeating in the l 95D's--of forgetting that a fine deterrent can 

make a superb target. 

Surprise, when it happens to a government, is likely to be a compli
cated, diffuse, bureaucratic thing. Jt includes neglect of responsibility, 

but also responsibility so poorly defined or so ambiguously delegated 

that action gets lost. It includes gaps in intelligence, but also intelligence 

that, like a string of pearls too precious to wear, is too· sensitive to give 

to those who need it. It includes the alarm that fails to work but also 
' 

the alarm that has gone off so often it has been disconnected. It includes 
the unalert watchman, but also the one who knows he'll be chewed out 

by his superior if he gets higher authority out of bed. It includes the con

tingencies that occur to no one, but also those th.at everyone assumes 
somebody else is taking care of. It includes straightforward pwaastin.a
tion, but also decisions protracted by internal disagreement. It includes, 

in addition, the inability of individual human beings to rise to the occa· 
sion until they are sure it is the occasion-which is usu1lly too Lite. 

(Unlike movces, real life provides no musical background to tip us off to 
the climax.) Finally, as at Pearl Harbor, surprise may include some meas

ure of genuine novelty introduced by the enemy, and possibly some sheer 
had luck 

The results, at Pead Harbor, were sudden, concentrated, and dramatic. 

The failure, however, w;is cumulative, widespread, and rather drearily 
familiar. This is why surpri~e, when if happens to a government, cannot 

be- described just in terms of startled people. Whether at Pearl Har!xir 
or at the Berlin Wall, surprise is everything involved in a government'~ 

( or in an alliance's) failure to anticipate effectively. 

Mrs. Woh!stetter's book is a unique physiology of a great national 

failure to anticipate. If she is at pains to show how easy it was to slip 

into the rut in which the Japanese found us, it can only remind us how 

likely it is that we are ... in the same kind of rut right now. The danger is 

not that we sha 11 read the signals and indicators with too little skill; the 
danger is in a paverty of expectations-a routine obsession with a few 

dangers that may be familiar rather than likely. Alliance diplomacy, inter

service bargaining, appropriations hearings, and public discussion all 

seem to need to focus on a few vivid and oversimplified dangers. The 

ptanner should thcnk in subtler and more variegated terms and allow for 

Foreword 

a wider range of contingencies, But, as Mrs. Wohlstetter shows, the 

··planners" who count are also responsible for alliance diplomacy, inter

service bargaining, appropriations hearings, and public discussion; they 
are also very busy. This is a genuine dilemma of government. Some of 

its consequences are mercilessly displayed in this superb book. 

Center f r>r foternat;onal A ff airs 
Harvard Un;venity 

THOMAS C. SCHELLING 

11-L-0559/0SD/8907 .. 
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FROM OFFICE OF VETS IWEDl 5. 22" fJ2 14: 19 ST. !4 :1 3. t{f'..;:.__j(b_)(5_l __ -.1IP 2 
SECi"-.?:. . , _ .. 

MAY -I ml 

SECRETARY OF LABOR 
WASHINCTON 

The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
1000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, D. C. 20302-1000 

Dear Mr. Rumsfeld: 

")mz l'~" ?.., 1·1 o, .. 5" L'- ru , l _ j ., , V 

It is with pleasure tha~ l hereby appoint you to serve as an ex--officio member of the 
Advisory Committee on Veterans' Employment and Training. "(our appointment is 
effective as of today's date. 

lt is the duty of the Advisory Comrn.jttee to advist= the Secretary with respect to 
'carryjng out her functions, induding assessing the employment and training needs of 
veterans and determining the E!Xtent to which the programs and activities of the 
Department of Labor are meeting such needs (as provided in Se::tion 4110 of Title 38) 
and to submit recommendations with respect thereto. I solicit your advice so that this 
law may be effectively administered. 

l appreciate your willingness to give us your time ,md the benefit of your experience to 
help us better serve veterans. Please advise Mr. Frederico Juarb? Jr., Assistant 
Secretary for Veterans' Employment and Training, by May 8, 2002, of you.r intention to 
serve in this capacity. His telephone number jsl(b)(6) I 
Sincerely, 

Elaine L Chao 

11-L-0559/0SD/8908 U08717 /02 



SECRETARY OF DEFENSE CORRESPONDENCE ACTION REPORT 

This form must be CQmpleted and forwarded {O ~ torcespondence Control ml 
·---, "HS Room JA948, Suspense Desk!(b)y !FAX Number: (b) 

(b)(6) ! Email: Suspense_Desk@cd.whs.mil 
Action Agency @_PR, 

- ~ 

Suspense Due 5/31/02 

J. ACTION TAKEN (Check one) 

-:.; a. ACTION HAS BEEN COMPLE!TED (Copy attached} 

', I b, REQUEST EXTENSION OF SUSPENSE DA TE TO I (J1i~1,jy below) 
,--l 

' ·--··--· .. ) 
~ c. INTERIM REPLY HAS BEEN $ENT (Copy attached) EXTEND SUSPENSE TO c ---=1 (Ju,l'tifj, helm,) 

~ d, REQUEST CANCELLATION (J11stlf.1• bt•lowJ 

=i ~. R.EQUl:STTltANSPER TO ~ (.hi.Tt({y bdo1v /include POC' Name & Phone Number) 
--···. - -··--· .. ... -, I -·1 (Ju.sdfy belo\\~ .I f. REQUEST DOWNGRADE TO .. 

2. JUSTIFICATION 
... ... ... ··- -··- --- ··--

Telephoned the Department of Labor and informed them that Mr. John Mohno, DASO for MC&FP, hns 
heen clesignatecl as Secretary Rllnisfeld's representative on the Advi~ory Committrc on Veterans' 
Employment and Training. i 

. l(b )(6) 

I 
I :, ,~ 

DoL's POC is Mr John Mucklcbarrow nt ' .. , 
') . , .. , 

' I 

" 1 
- i' ••!\ .. 

'• 
' 
) ... 

:7) 
, ,, ...... 

"' 
I I' ; 

'~ ~ . • , 
\} .. ,_., .... .... _ _ ...... j 1,) 

3. REPORTING AGENCY 

11, ACTION AGENCY c. APPROVING AUTHORITY [~rR -... -- ·- ---·1 (Service Scmuiry/l'ndc1 Sccrc1arytA~DIM1lhary,1,~ccuJ/vc A~si,ti.nl Level) 

b, NAME OF ACTION OFFICER. 
S11J11IIUII.' Dale Sll(Ticu 

I LTC D~nncmillcr -----==:J Danncmi lier. Robert.0609008535 @s12912002.J 
o, TELEPHONE NO, S. ACTION TAKEN lf'or t,);Sl1( / Conc,pondencc ronirol 1)11,. ion l,'se Only) 

l(b)(6) I 
.. 

a. EXT n Approved D Disapproved .... 

J . DATE b. CANX l l AJ>provl'd n Disapproved 

l 0.5/29/2002 ·-=1 c. DWNGRD r.1 App1'0\'l'd D Disapproved 

4, CCD CONTROL# 
d-TRANSFER LJ Approved r 1 Disapproved 

.. ··-·· . "'" 
c. OTHER (Specify) L_ I 

I U0871;~02 
I 

.. . ·-
Signature Date Signed 

-·· -· ' I 

SD FORM 391, DEC 2000 
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Snowflake 

' 
202 K'.Y 23 ~:; q: 03 

May 2, 2002 7:42 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <\)f 
SUBJECT: Singapore 

Please be sure I send a personal note thanking the Deputy Prime Minister and 

Minister ofDefense of Singapore for the $10 million contribution toward U.S. 

operations in Afghanistan. 

I want to see the draft. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
050202-8 

11-L-0559/0SD/8910 uo 8 ?90 I 02 



UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1100 

SECDEF HAS Sif\pR I 7 PM 5: 2 J 

COMPTROLLER 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
.J 

,/ FROM: Dov S. Zakheim~ 

SUBJECT: Singapore 

MAY O 2, 2007. 

INFO MEMO 

April 16, 2002, 2:21 P.M. 

• You may recal1 that at this morning's staff meeting I mentioned that Singapore 

had agreed to contribute $10 million in assistance-in-kind to the Global War on 

Terrorism. I attach a self-explanatory letter from Defense Minister Tony Tan. 

Attachments: 

As stated 

COORDINATION: NONE 

__:171u/J if 
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hPR-16-2002 12:3e SI t-.lGAPORE EMBASSY 

April 16, 2002 

Dr Dov Zakheim 
Under Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) 
Department of Defense 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301 
Fax: (703) 693-0582 

3903 P.01-'02 

AMBASSADOR 
OF THE 

REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE 
.3501 l'NTD.N,nlONAL J>lACE, N.W . 

W ASHJNGTOl'I, DC 2 000~ 

l(b)(6) I 

Could you please forward the attached faxed letter from Deputy Prime 
Minister, Dr Tony Tan, who is also Singapore's Minister of Defence to US 
Secretary of Defence. The Honorable Donald Rumsfeld. Singapore has 
pledged US$10 million in kind towards US operations in Afghanistan. 

The original letter will be sent to you once we receive it. 

With best wishes. 

Yours sincerely, 

CHAN HENG CHEE 

11-L-0559/0SD/8912 
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· APR-16-2002 12: 30 SlHGAPOPE EMBASSY 

11 April 2002 

The Honourable Donald Ruznsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
Deputment oi Defense 
United States of America 

3903 P.02/02 

DEPUTY P'R.DfE MINISTER AND 
MINlSTltRFORDEFENCE 

SINGAPORE 

I am pleased to inform you that the Government of Singaporc·has considered 
the request of the United States Government for assistance-in-kind., and will pledge 
USS10 million in kind towards the US operations in Afghanistan. 

Singapore stands firm in our support for the international fish,t against 
terrorism, and this contribution undersc:ore.1 our commitment to support this effort. 
We regard the fight against terrorism. as an endeavour of the highest importance. 
The civilised world must and will suc~eed in this endeavour. 

Yours~~. 

DR TONY TAN KENG YAM 

11-L-0559/0SD/8913 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHJNGTON 

His Excellency Dr. Tony Tan Keng Yam 
Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister for Defence 
Republic of Singapore 

Dear Dr. Tan: 

JUN 17 200l 

I wanted to express my gratitude for your nation's 
pledge of assistance-in-kind towards U.S. operations in 
Afghanistan. 

Your pledge of$ IO million demonstrates 
Singapore's serious commitment to the fight against 
terrorism. The United States is pleased to be joined by 
Singapore in this critical endeavor. 

Your support means a great deal. 

With my best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/8914 
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May 23, 2002 8:00 AM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Tom White 
Gen. Myers 
Gen. Pace 
Gen. Shinseki 
Pete Aldridge 

FROM: 

Powell Moore ~ 

Donald Rumsfel4 

SUBJECT: Garwin Op-Ed 

Here is an op-ed piece by Richard Garwin, which should be moved around. He is 

a member of the Jasons and is a brilliant person 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Richard Garwin, 05/20/02 e•mail to Op-Ed Editor, Washington Post 

DHR:dh 
052302-8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ -_____ _ 
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Work: (b)(6) 

Home 
FAX: 

INTE 

May 20, 2002 
(Via Email to oped at washpost.com) 

Op-Ed Editor 
The Washington Post 

1150 I 5th Street~ N. W. 
Washington, DC 20071 

Dear Op-Ed Editor: 

Cnisader and Beyond. 

On May l6, the entire Defense Department leadership-
Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsf'eld, Deputy Secretary 
Paul WoU'owitz, and Under Secretary Pete Aldridge-- faced a 
skeptical Armed Services Committee in presenting their 
decision to cancel the Army Crusader artillery system. 

Crusader is an advance over Paladin-· the current 
self-prnpelled howitzer. The Crusader system consists of a 
sophisticated self-prnpelled gun with advanced control 
system, and a supply vehicle capable of transferring fuel 
and 48 rounds of ammunition to the howitzer in less than 12 

, minutes. The overall program would have had a $9 B 
development and procurement. cost. 

I concur with Secretary Rumsfeld's judgment that the 
Crnsader program has been overtaken by other technology, and 
that the Anny will benefit far more from applying these 
resources to a guided multiple-launch rocket system. 

l noted also the Secretary's testimony that the military in 
the past has often been shortsighted in rejecting the cruise 
missile, GPS, and the joint direct attack munition-- JDAMw
the GPS-guided bomb first used in 1999, in the conflict in 
Kosovo. 

I toiled over the decades to gain acceptance for all three 
of those programs, and several others. In my judgment, the 
GPS-guided rocket system surpasses Crus"3der in every 

3 

11-L-0559/0SD/8916 
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aspect-- , firepower, precision of attack, minimal staffing 
requirement, and flexibility, as well. It is also less 
vulnerable than is Crusader. 

Why? 

Howitzers such as Crusader are limited to a range of 
30-40 km, although rocket-propelled rounds can extend this 
range. The Anny indicates that the probable error in range 
for Crusader would be 0.5%, so about 0.15 km at 30-km range. 
The probable error for the GPS-guided rocket likely to be in 
the 5-m range, accounting for the statement that for attack 
on a point target, one guided projectile is worth about 50 
of the unguided. 

A single Crusader is to put eight rounds simultaneously "on 
target" (within the 150-m by 30-m footprint), by firing them 
in quick succession at different elevation angles. It is a 
simple matter to launch eight rockets from a range of 100 km 
or so-- even from different locations-- with the same 
requirement for simultaneous arrival. 

That capability is demonstrated in modem fireworks 
displays, which are computer programmed and fired. 

Guided rockets, with ranges from 60 km to 200 km or so, can 
mass fires much more readily onto a particular target than 
can multiple guns, or even a single Crusader. Furt:hennore, 
the same mechanism (movable fins or canards-- which allows 
the navigation system to guide the weapon to the target) can 
also be used to provide maneuvering, so that targets can be 
attacked not only directly, but from the side or from the 
back. Such capabilities already exist with JDAM. 

Furthermore, Crusader is a large _system_. Development is 
tightly integrated, whereas for the guided rocket, there is 
only loose coupling between the rocket in its various 
versions, and the launcher and command system. So one can 
anticipate much more rapid evolution of the rocket system, 
which can be placed into effective use, while adding 
features later which might prove desirable and affordable. 

I advocated such weapons throughout the 1970s and 1980s. In 
fact, the cruise missile came into the inventory because 
then Chief of Naval Operations Elmo R. "Bud" Zumwalt had 
been the liaison between my Naval Warfare Panel and the 
Pentagon before he was sent to Vietnam to head the 
brO\vn-water Navy there. On assuming the position of CNO, 

4 
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Adrniral·Zumwalt wrote me, "I am up and running on CAPTOR 
mines and cruise missiles." And indeed he did bring the 
Tomahawk cruise missile into the inventory, which was also 
the origin of the air launched cruise missile, developed by 
Boeing. 

Those interested in the effectiveness of our military in 
general, and our army in particular, should get behind the 
precision guided rocket system and transfer as expeditiously 
and economically as possible funds from the Crusader program 
to this quicker and more effective approach. 

One problem continually bothers the army; it is that a 
weapon of longer range is attached at a higher level in the 
army structure, so that those in combat regard such longer 
range weapons as less responsive and less available than 
weapons which support only their local combat area. In 
principle, weapons of longer range can do everything that 
the shorter range weapons can do; if necessary, the longer 
range weapons can be firmly assigned to support specific 
units. 

Sincerely yours, 

Richnrd L. Garwin 
Philip D. Reed Senior Fellow for Science and Technology 
Couni:il on Foreign Relations 

RLG F :jah:2 l 400EWP:0520020EWP 

----·------------------------
For discussion with colleagues only 

5 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 50' 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 1"'.1 ''.'.Y 2'1 P:·: 11, 20 I :::.:: 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20301·4000 , ~ f 

PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

FOR: 

FROM: 

INFO MEMO 
,~' 

May 24, 2002, 4:00 PM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

DAVIDS. C. CHU, UNDER S~~~~ARY OF DEFENSE 
(PERSONNEL AND READJN~tcdJ, {. L: -'t.L'<-- 4 YY:7 L::;"'Z, 

SUBJECT: Quality of DoD Schools: Has there been a decent study? ~ 
SNOWFLAKE 

• Yes: The National Education Goals Panel commissioned a Vanderbilt 
University report on why minority student achievement on the National 
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) was so high in DoD schools. 
Results published September 200 l. 

• DoD domestic and overseas schools scored at or near the top of al1 states in 
reading and writing on the 1998 NAEP, often referred to as the Nation's 
Report Card. The same is true for the results from the 2000 NAEP that 
focused on math and science (not included in the study). 

• Caucasians, African-Americans, and Hispanics each scored well compared to 
their civilian public school counterparts. The white-minority perfonnance gap 
was narrower than in the civilian sector. 

• lfDoD were a state system, it would rank number one in the nation in tenns of 
its minority student scores. The rankings were sustained even after controlling 
for parental education. 

• The authors noted several factors influencing these results: 

• DoD has a strong accountability system that continually measures 
student achievement and drives curricular improvement. 

• Parents are encouraged to participate. 
• DoD schools are relatively small, facilitating communication and 

cooperation. 

• The report also notes that sufficient resources are key. DoD schools appear to 
be adequately but not lavishly financed. DoD, in 1999, spent approximately 

0 
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$8,900 per pupil, $1,600 more than the national average. (Note: national 
figures often exclude other federal and state funds for which DoD is not 
eligible.) DoD's per pupil expenditure is less than what typically is spent in 
large U.S. school systems with comparable portions of minority students. 

• We are investigating a process to measure the added value of DoD schools, 
i.e., controlling for family and community characteristics. 

RECOMMENDATION: None 

COO RD INA TlON: None 

Prepared by: Dr. Joseph D. Tafoya, Director, D0DEA, ... !(b_)(_5) ____ .... 

11-L-0559/0SD/8920 



ODASD MCFP l(b)(6) 

April 22, 2002 3: 17 PM 

TO: David Chu 

FROM:·· D6rialffRumsfeld -~~ 

SUBJECT: DoD Schools 

Sixty Minutes had a program on DoD schools education programs and how they 

seem to be color blind and income blind, yet produce better students than the 

private schools. 

-Has there been a decent study on that, so we reallfkriow-what 1s going ori? They 

compared DoD schools with public schools. 

Thanks. 

DHK:dh 
0422D2--4l 

P.04 

..........................•••....... , ... ~································ 
Please respond by __ o_s-+--{ 1 ..... ] ...... /.._o_v __ _ 

TOTAL P.04 
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April 22, 2002 3:17 PM 

TO: David Chu 

FROM; ·· Dona1a· Rumsfcld -~ ~ 

SUBJECT: DoD Schools 

Sixty Minutes had a program on DoD schools education programs and how they 

seem to be color blind and income blind, yet produce better students than the 

private scbools. 

· ·Has there been a decent study on that, so we really know what is going on? They 

compared DoD schools with public schools. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
042202-41 

P,04 

····························································-······~····· 
Please respond by Os / 17 ) oz....-

TOT~ P.04 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Personal 

Honorable Robert S. Mueller, Ill 
Director, FBI 

Donald Rumsfel&f//'v 

Stew McMillan 

May 24, 2002 2:43 PM 

Bob, one additional thought for your finance post is Steve McMillan. He used to 

be the legislative director for Phil\ Gramm, when he was Chairman of the Senate 

Budget Committee. I understand he is either just going to 0MB or thinking about 

it. You might want to look at him. 

As you can see, I gave it a little additional "consideration." 

Go get 'em, my friend. You can do it! - But st.:iy away from DoD. We've got 

our hands full here. 

Regards, 

DllRdh 
052402-'l 

c:::::=:------
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TO: 

~:.:( FROM· \. •,' . 
,·~~ ... 

Jim Haynes 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
7 SUBJECT: John Walker Lindh 

'1~ .· . 

May 7, 2002 9:08 AM 

,. We have to get that John Walker Lindh issue solved promptly. Please tell me 

what needs to be done. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
050702•7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by o:; / 10 / O'L--

Larry r ii ! ::·;,. 

·J-z-'4-5b,1 
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FOR: 

FROM: 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL 

1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASt·UNGTON, DC 20301-1600 

INFO MEMO 

May 20, 2002; 9:00 A.M. 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

William J. Haynes II, General Counsel ~ '5"J~Jo'?,,, 
SUBJECT: Status of United States v. John Walker Lindh 

• You have asked for a brief status report on where matters now stand in the Walker 
prosecution. 

• On Tuesday, May 14, the Department of Justice (DOJ) responded to the court)s 
order to propose a method by which Walker's defense counsel could pose 
questions to detainees. Under the proposal, defense counsel questions would be 
screened and worked into routine interrogations. Answers would be transcribed 
and screened, then provided to defense counsel. A redacted videotape of 
interrogation would also given to defense counsel. 

• The com1 scheduled a hearing on this issue for May 28, 2002. 

• JTF 170 and the 202"d Military Intelligence Battalion are continuing to collect 
reports of interviews and similar documents to be screened for exculpatory 
evidence. We may be required to tum such evidence over to the defense. 
Screening will require a review of over l 0,000 documents. 

• DoJ has requested access to the relevant databases in order to conduct these 
document reviews. We will continue to limit DOJ access until we see how the 
court handles the detainee access issue. 

• The court's action in resolving the detaioee access issue may restrict our options in 
moving this case forward. We are developing a contingency plan for your 
consideration should the court dismiss the case. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Prepared by: Major Patrick J. Murphy, USMC, DoO OGc,1 ..... {b_)(_6) __ __ 

11-L-osRoso1s92s 
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Apri1 25, 2002 10:09 AM 

TO: <v 
~ _ i CC: 

Jim Haynes 

Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld ( , vfv _a'ROM: 

•rSDBIBCT: 

u\L 
Amnesty International 

fJP 
<)1,,\ Please take a look at this Amnesty lntemation3k particularly the conclusions and 

Jf .1f ~---reco_mm __ e_nd_a_tio_n_s, an_d_t_el_l m_e_w_ha_t_w_e_o_ugh_u_o_do_a_bo_u_t_it_. _ 

Thanks. 

Attach. p~ 
04/15/02Amnestylntemationa1Report - ~ l>6 ~""1i> tr"' \JJWW.4tn'laf'ff Dr6 

u~: ft.Q"Mc;...,r of ,,..APfM ,,.l ~'A4N'.9f..1 A,JJ> 

DHR:dh ~.,,..,, M1 Uf11)$.,f\1.JfS Hg,.., ~'lt'r.S- ,4mjJS'fl, ~~M)(M./.k._ 
042S()i.8 M6'1f~ -n, l.4$ 6,i11""",'l6'1('" 

··················································-···········~·········· 
Please respond by __ 0_~_(_1_,_/_o_-i..-__ ~ 



Snowflake . 
) 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld TJ'. 
Pakistan 

eF ,,rs 114-
0:.l/oo ~IS-u~f 

May 15, 2002 6:46 AM 

The Air Marshall for Pakistan was in, and they have the same problem-we are 

not paying them money. What is going on? 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
051502-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ O_'.._l_5_i_:-_) _'-~ 

/2£ .)J 7•'•' f ( 

trTk1rlJ __ \ 

(.i:O ~I 
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l"OLICY 

PRINCIPAL DE:PUTY UNDER SECRETARY 
OF DEFENSE 

2100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, O .C . 20301 ·2100 

INFORMATION MEMO 

l-02/00751 S 
FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

THROUGH: UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR POLICY.t\Y ii .. \•~ 
FROM: Dr. Stephen A. Cambone, Principal Deputy Under Secretary of oetZtse for 

Policy ~ 

SUBJECT: Pakistan Reimbursements 

• You raised questions about reimbursing Pakistan for war-related expenses. 

MAY 1 8 2CC 

• We have reimbursed Pakistan for expenses through Decen1her 2001 . Expenses 
claimed totaled $472 million. DoD made payments totaling $80 million from the 
Defense Emergency Response Fund (DERF) using authority provided in section 304 
of the Emergency Supplemental Act, 2002. In addition, the State Department, using 
its authorities, made payments totaling $220 million. 

• Pakistan has submitted expenses for .January~March 2002 of approximately $80 
million'per month; we expect to receive April expenses shortly. We have not yet 
reimbursed Pakistan for 2002 claims because the authority provided to DoD for this 
purpose is exhausted and the authority we requested in the pending emergency 
supplemental is not yet enacted. 

p e.,..J,· "'J 
• We requested $420 million in the emergency supplemental for reimbursements to 

Pakistan, Jordan, and other key crioperating nations based on estimated requirements 
of $45 million per month for Pakistan and $ 15 million through the end of the year for 
Jordan. 

• OUSD(C) is preparing to move quickly to make additional payments to Pakistan once 
the supplemental appropriation act is enacted. It is anticipated that reimbursements 
will be for Jess than the expenses submitted due to both vetting requirements and 
availability of funding. 

~~J}llsi! 11 ( a Ii · tab {j. 

Prepared by: Mary TigheJ(b)(6) 

0 05 - 2 0-02 1 1: 25 I N 
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May 23, 2002 1:10 PM 

TO: Honorable Colin Powell 

Donald Rumsfeld y_ 
SUBJECT: Outside DoD Assignments 

FROM: 

I got your memo on outside DoD assignments dated May 20. 

My Special Assistant, Larry Di Rita, is working with your Executive Secretariat to 

sort through those issues, and my impression is that it is coming along fine. 

Regards, 

DHR:dh 
05230Z-Z5 

11-L-0559/0SD/8929 UOB9!4 182 



~ !'f.01( OEPARTMi NT Of' STATE 011oll i ;. , o · 0 2 17 , 2 8/ ST. 11: 28/lol01._(b_)(_6J ___ I P 2 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

WASHINGTON 

\\) 
MEMORANDUM TO THE S~F DEFENSE 

FROM: Colin L. Powell 

SUBJECT: Outside DOD Assignments 

S/ES 200212228 

rnz nw 21 rn 9: 56 

May 20, 2002 

As we discussed last week, there ls value In having military officers assigned to the 
Department of State and Foreign Service officers serving in the Department of Defense. 
The exchanges have been on a non•reimt>ursable basis. Both Departments benefit 
from the exchange. The military officers serving at State are for the most part working 
on issues of Importance to DOD. 

As a result of your Marc:h 1311'1 directive to not approve any additional assignments 
outside of the Department, Doc Cooke has refused all requests for replacements for 
officers finishing their tour at the Department of State. I think lt would be unfortunate 
if this successful and long-standing program came to an end. 

We are prepared to provide a jlJstificatlon for each position to show the benefit accrued 
to DOD. I ask fa, )IOUr reconsideration o~policy, 

Colin l. Powell 

U08590 / 02 

11-L-0559/0SD/8930 
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- . 
UNDER SECRETARY OF '7)Ef~NSiE, .: 

4000 DEFENSE PE~A.GQN:\ ;- r ~ :<.:· •·.: 
WASHINGTON, O.C. 20'3'0f~ '" ···· .. ,. ·-

PERSONNEL AND 
REAOINESS 

7ffi2 f'.W 29 ft.:·l 6: 36 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: 

May 28, 2002-10:00 AM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: DA YID S. C. CHU, UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
(PERSONNEL AND READJNE~~:tb/, I!-, .c4-<.,"-- a~:!J' 0 ..;; 

SUBJECT: Gender Integrated Training - SNOWFLAKE 

• Charlie Abell and I are personally reviewing gender-integrated training by: 

~ Visiting each of the basic training facilities 
, ... ' 

> Interviewing our major operational commanders about their view of the 
competence of the personnel they receive from the training establishment 
(i.e., does a change in policy have military merit?) 

, We anticipate completing this !)urvey by fall and would propose to report to 
you on its results at that time. 

RECOMMENDATION: None required. 

COORDINATION: None required. 

Prepared by: Captain Stephen Wellock ... !(b_)(_5) __ 

~ 1-L-05Q0SD/8931 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

David Chu 

~ Donald Rumsfeld p · 

May 4, 2002 

How are we doing on these Presidential statements that he made during the 

Campaign? 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
050402.14 

Attach: Campaign Statements snowflake dated 9/7/01 

2:48 PM 

:. \;:.i 0~ Please respond by: __________ . __________ _ 
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TO: Secretary White 
Secretary England 
Secretary Roche 

CC: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld + . -y,r-
DATE= September 7, 2001 

SUBJECT: Campaign Statements 

Attached are some materials that refer to statements made by the President on the 
subject of training in the military. You might want to be aware of them. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn ' 
090701.20 

11-L-0559/0SD/8933 



O 91 o 6' IO 1 THU Z1 : 2 2 F AI!..._(b_._)( .... 6 )"--------' 

TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 

JOSHUA BOLTEN 
JOELKAPLAN 
09/06/2001 

Memorandum 

SUBJECT: CAMPAIGN STATEMENTS ON GENDER INTEGRATED 
TRAINING 

In response to your request, please find attached quotes that I believe represent the 
entirety of the President's and Dr. Rice's public comments during the campaign on 
the issue of gender-integrated training in the Armed Services. 

As you~ 11 see, the President spoke to this issue directly on two occasions. First, in 
response to a question about "gender-integrated training'' generally~ the Pr~sident 
stated in a December 1999 interview with the National Review that he "[ does not] 
b~H~ve in gender-integrated training," and that he "think[s] they ought to be 
separated.~' Second, the President gave a narrower response to a narrower question 
in a campaign-stop interview published the following month in .American Legic,n 
Magazine. In that interview, the President answered a question on gender
integrated basic training by stating that "the [ e ]xperts ... tell me that we ought to 
have separate basic training facilities." Dr. Rice, a member of the Kassebaum
Baker commission and the one expert to whom the President explicitly referred in 
hls American Legion interview, had previously described the President's views in a 
press teleconference in September 1999. She explained in that interview that while 
the President's "view is that gender-integrated training above the basic training 
level is a very good thing, .•. we ou.ght to look hard at the basic training end see if 
it might not be be a good thing to have ... separate gender training at the basi~ 
leveJ, at least in the :first sevetal weeks." 

11-L-0559/0SD/8934 
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0910.e'101 TBl.l .21: 23 FA.I ... l(b-)(_6) __ _, 

President Bush Quotes From Campaign 

National Review 
Dttember 31, 1999 

NR: What about g~er-integrated training? 

GWB: r don't believe in gender-integrated ti:ainmg. I think they ought to be sepanted. 

The Wuh1ngto11 Post 
December J 4, 1999 
POUTICS; Bush Rules Out 'Co-Presidency' 

Jn a wide-ranging interview With tho conservative journal National R~ew. Texas O<,v, Oeorgc 
W. Bush held forth on women. the media, bis New Year's plans aDd smolciDg in the White 
Hou.sc ... Should mCll and women train togc:thcr in the military? "I don't believe iD gender• 
integrated training. I thiDk they ought to be separated. The training faeilities ought to be 
sep.~ted. n • 

American Ledon Maeuine 
Ja•uuuy 2000 

Ca1:1dfdatt O & A 

Q: What are yout viewis on gend«-integratcd basic traming. 
A: The exports tell me, such as Condoleeu Rice (poliey adviser to former Prcsid.ent Bu&h), that 
we ought to have separate basic U'ainiog facilities. 1 think women in the military have an 
important and good role, but the people who study the issue tell me that the most effc,ctivc 
training would be to have the genders separated. 

Dr. Rice Quote From Campaign 

Press Teleconference 
September 23, 1999, Thu:csda_y 
HEADLINE: FORMER SECRETARY OF STATE DICK CHENEY HOLDS 
TBLE.CONFERENCE wrrH HIS FOREIGN POUCY ADVJSER AND FORM'.Elt U.S. 
AMBASSADOR RICHARD ARMITAGE TO DISCUSS GOVERNOR GEORGE W. BUSH'S 

11-L-0569/0SD/8935 
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0~/06/01 THll %1:23 FAX .... l(b_)(_6_) __ ___, 

SPEECH ON DEFENSE POUCY AT THE CIT ADEL IN CHARLESTON. S.C. 

QUESTION: What about gender-integrated trainiog in boot cam;,? 

RJCE: Yes, his view is that gender-integrated training above the basic training level is a very 
good thing, once theyn, into military opcntional sp«:ialties. but that we ought to look hard at 
the basic tnining and see if it might not be a good thing to have gender - to have $epatalc 
gender trailling at the ba.s;c level, at least in the first several weeks. 

If you remember, tllis was a recommendation of a bipartisan. panel, the Kusebawn-Baker panel. 
lt was a very. very broadly gauged panel - civil rlgbts lawyers, a Title 9 lawyer·· and everybody 
on that panel unanimously recommended that basic training - tbat tbc,y look hard at basfo 
training. . 

QUESTION: My undentanding. though - when you said he's going to listen to bia militmy 
commanders, it's u1y recollcctian th.at th.e majority of senior commanders oppose that 
recommendation. 

RICE: I thiolc.1h&t there - as I said. we'd loolc: hard - he'd look bard at it l didn't say be would 
always decide exactly what bis militocy eoa:unander'$ ,aid. I said be WQU}d listen hard to them. 

QUESTION: So can we then say that be basnta taken a position on it? 

RICE: Y cs. An you through (.Pb)? 

11-L-0569/0SD/8936 



PERSONNEL ANC 
RUCLNESS 

FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFEN~ --: .- - ~ ~ 
40000EFENSE PENTAGONC':":-~,, ·.·- :~:- ·----::~· "-

WASHINGTON, O.C. 2030l-4000'- ·' .. . ' -· _, -~:: 

INFO MEMO 

May 28, 2002 - 10:00 AM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

DAVIDS. C. CHU, UNDER SE~~ARY OF DEFENSE 
(PERSONNEL AND READINE~i:b/. <'. ~ ~ ~"/<7 0 "'-" 

Federal Recognition for National Guard Generals - SNOWFLAKE 

• In keeping with your direction (Tab A), the Department has been setting a high 
standard for federal recognition of flag rank for general officers in the National 
Guard. (They may be promoted by their states, but federal recognition allows 
them to serve in that grade when called to federal service, and is seen as an 
important validation of state actions.) 

• Two cases in the Mississippi National Guard have recently arisen that are of 
interest to Senator Lott, and I therefore wanted you to be informed of the 
background to the Deputy Secretary's decisions regarding their federal 
recognition, should Senator Lott speak to you about them. 

• In one case (Brigadier General Roberts), the Deputy Secretary has deferred 
action on federal recognition, pending a DoD IG review of Army practices 
regarding membership in supporting organizations. (The IG had earlier 
substantiated adverse information that General Roberts improperly pressured 
soldiers to join the National Guard Association of Mississippi.) 

• In the other (Colonel Woods), the Deputy Secretary decided to deny 
recognition, based on the adverse information substantiated by the IG that 
Colonel Woods signed an Officer Evaluation Report knowing it contained false 
information. 

• I will be conveying these conclusions to Senator Lott shortly. 

RECOMMENDATION: None required 

COORDINATION: None required 

11-L-osi'1oso1a937 
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' Prepared by: Captain Stephen Wellock, ... !(b-)(6_) _....1 

Attachment: As stated 

cc: Mr. DiRita 

11-L-0559/0SD/8938 



TAB 

A 
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~ '•. 

OFFICE OF THE SECRET ARY Oif. pEf:ENS~ 
\Jrl'k,'" L I tt. 

THE SPECIAL ASSIST~~? :-,,·.Cn!=.T ,\!:'. ('f DffENSL 

( r ?~? 1nr t 8 PM J: 53 

U06957 /02 
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April 4, 2002 10:23 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1¥l. 
SUBJECT: National Guard 

What is the situation on the National Guard? I keep reading these articles. This 

may be a time to release all of that, let it out and make the changes we want to 

make in the Guard. 

Please see me about it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
04/04/02 Dave Moniz and Jim Drinkard, "4 More Guard Leaders Probed," USA Today 

mrn.:dh 
040402-2 

...........................................•........•................... , 

Please respond by __ O_<-f~( _I z..._/01.,,-__ _ 

U06957 /02 
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Among those arrested was 
Wahidullah l.ahabaun, the 
fonner finance minster for the 
Northern Alliance and a for
mer member o(Mr. Hekmat
yar's Islamic Party, which was 
known for its extreme religious 
doctrines and its virulently 
anti-Western views. A gov
ernment official said that ·Mr. 
Zahabaun had been released 
but that his whereabouts were 
unknown. 

A spokesman for the 
American Embassy said to
night that the staff did not 
know about the arrests. 

Mr. Karzai's government, 
cobbled together during a 
meeting in Gennany while the 
fighting was still raging in Af
ghanistan, has been plagued by 
infighting since it took office. 

In February, Abdul Rah
man, the civtl aviation minis
ter, was killed by a mob, and 
three members of Mr. Karz.ai's 
government., including the 
deputy intelligence minister, 
were arrested. Mr. Kanai 
charged tl1lit Mr. Rahman had 
been assassinated as .part of a 
conspiracy. The thr~e men are 
awaiting trial. 

Last month, Zahir abruptly 
postponed his scheduled return 
to the count,y amid concerns 
about his security. A Western 
diplomat said the fonner king 
faced the threat of assassina
tion. 

His trip is meant to rally 
support for the government. 

The alleged conspiracy 
comes two months before the 
convening of the loya jirga, a 
planned gathering of the na
tion's political and religious 
leaders to choose a new gov
ernment. 

The maneuvering for that 
. convention has already begun, 

with persistent reports that an 
alliance of Islamic fundamen
talists, indu«:ling Mr. Hekmat
yar and others, would 1Iy to 
unseat Mr. K817.ai and fonn a 
more strictly lslamist govern
ment. 

Mr. Karzai could not be 
reach·ed for comment today, 
but a senior adviser suggested 
that he might have.had l~e to 

, do with the arrests. and that the 
arrests might have been carried 
out without his approwl. 

Mr. Kar.zai's critics see 
him ~ a. CQmpromisc choice, 
'and ·little more than a puppet of 
the Tajiks who control the For-

eign Affairs, Interior and De
fense Ministries. 

"This is a deeply divided 
government.," said the Karzai 
adviser, who spoke on condi
tion of anonymity. "I am not 
sure that he signed off' on the 
arrests. 

The arrests follow the de
cision by the Bush administra
tion last month to oppose the 
expansion of the 4,500-man in
ternational security force now 
patrolling the streets of Kabul. 

Mr. Karzai had urged 
Western governments to ex
pand the force to other Afghan 
cities, saying that without a na
tional anny, his government 
was powerless to fight rem
nants of the Taliban or quash 
restless warlords. 

The administration argued 
that the nations now supplying 
troops, like Britain and France, 
had military commitments 
elsewhere and were not willing 
to contribute any more. The 
Bush administration is cautious 
about the force, for one reason 
because it has said it does not 
want to be put in the position 
of having to evacuate it should 
fighting make that necessary. 

At a ceremony in Kabul 
today, the Afghan government 
marked the graduation of the 
first 600 members of the na
tional army, a force intended to 
bring Afghanistan's many eth
nic groups together under a 
unified conunand. 

"We will not allow groups 
of anned men call themselves 
annies," Mr. Karzai said. 

Also today, the new 
American ambassador to Af
ghanistan, Robert P. Finn, pre
sented his credentials to Mr. 
Karzai at Gulkhana Palace. 
Mr. Finn is the first American 
ambassador to serve here since 
Adolph Dubs was kidnapped 
and murdered by leftist ex
tremists here in 1979. 

While Kabul appears rela
tively calm under the watchful 
eyes of.the international force, 
the scene outside of capital is 
markedly different. The most 
serious threars have come in 
the north. · where the private 
armies of Gen. Ostad Atta 
Muhammad and Oen. Abdul 
Rashid Dostum. 1he deputy de,;. 
fense min~. ha-ve cwhed 
repeatedly in recent weeks. 
· Although he has pledged 
his loyalty to the Kanai gov
ernment. General Dostum may 

be preparing lo challenge it. A 
United Nations official and 
members of the interim gov
enunent say General Dostum 
is receiving guns and money 
from Iran. Gen. Dostum re
cently invited two former as
sociates of Mr. Hekrnatyar to 
set up operations in the large 
areas of northern Afghanistan 
where the general exerts nomi
nal control. 

Mr. Hckmatyar rose to 
prominence in the J 980's as a 
leader in the American-backed 
effort to oust the invading 
forces of the Soviet Union. 
Despite his extremist views, he 
received more American 
money than any other warlord. 

After the Soviet Union 
withdrew in 1989 and civil war 
engulfed the country, Mr. 
Hekmatyar's fortunes declined. 
Despite continued backing 
from Pakistan, his army stalled 
outside Kabul, and his forces 
began a series of rocket attacks 
on the city that lasted through 
th.e mid- I 990's. As many as 
.50,000 civilians were esf 
mated to have been killed. 

Mr. Hekmatyar tnet 
match in the Taliban, 
forces defeated his on the 
tlefield. Mr. .Hekmatyar 
into exile, but many of his 
lowers joined the Taliban. 

USA Today 
April 4, 2002 
Pg. I 
5. 4 More Guard Leaders 

All four were Anny Guard 
generals, known as adjutants 
general, who ran the National 
Guard in their states. The 
Amiy provided summaries of 
the ihtetnal investigations, but 
it says releasing identities 
would violate privacy rights. 
It's not known whether the 
generals received punishments. 

The disclosures amplify 
questions about the quality and 
character of some of the top 
leaders of the 470,000-member 
Guard, which is being counted 
on to play a major role in 
homeland defense and is in 
line for a boost in federal fund
ing. 

The extent of misconduct 
among top Guard· generals is 
unknown because the Pentagon 
refuses to release complete re
cords. The four new cases 
came in response to a request 
for records involving Oregon, 
Idaho, West Virginia, Con· 
necticut, New Jersey, South 
Carolina and the District of 
Columbia. 

· Among the findings: 
• A March 200 I Army 

probe determined that an adju
tant general had a five-year 
sexual relationship with an 
enlisted woman in his state 
while he was married. The 
military' prohibits adultery, 
which for generals is typically 
a career-ending offense. 

• An August i 996 Anny 
investigation detennined that 
an adjutant general had "co
erced, harassed and threat- · 
ened" officers who did not join 

Probed the National Guard Associa
Pentagon disclosurespob,t o ,··tion, a . powerful lobbying 
miscondud by brass in 13 / group. 
states r t A March I 997 investiga-
By Dave Moniz and Jim / tion found. that an . adjutant 

. ; general improperly used 
Drinkard, USA Today / money intended for soldiers to 

WASHINGTON The putt:hase gifts for officers in 
Pentagon has aclm?w ged his command, Guard officers 
four more ~s of m1 duct in other states and active duty 
by top Nati~nal G. 1 .. ,officers. The report 
manders, wtuch bnngs . also said the adjutant general 
least 13 the number of tcs ignored purct.iasing rules to 
where th~ ~igbest. • · g furnish h • ce. 
Guard official violated mil 8 series, of articles in 
rules t:>r state or federal laws December USA TODAY (l!..l{
over the-~ decade. . lined chronic . mi~conduct 

The dJSClosures came tn among adjutants general acrQSS 
response to a Freedom of I~- the United states. Over the 
formation Act tC9~cst by USA past decade, these . state
TODAY. The m1htary refused appointed National Guard 
to identify the , generals in- commanders committed· .. of
volved or their states '11d ":- fcnses that . include embeizle.
fysed to say whether any add1- rnent, perjury an4. misuse of 
t1onal . state '?Omntanders have government property. 
comnutted misconduct. . .,. 
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. . 
Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Gen. Tom Franks 

Donald Rumsfeld 'Vf-
May 28, 2002 

SUBJECT: AFGHANISTAN 

I am told that water is a real problem in Afghanistan. 

9:11 AM 

Do you think that it would make any sense for us to send some Corp of Engineer 

people over there to try to figure out where the water table is and what might be 

done? 

Former Secretary of the Anny Marty Hoffmann has an interest in this and raised 

the question with me. After you think about it, let me know your thoughts and if 

we think it is worth doing, Marty could be helpful to the Corp as to where to go 

and how to do it. Let me know what you think. 

Thanks. 

DHR/un 
OS2802.0l 

Please respond by: _____ '1;.oj,!;-3 ... ~_J __________ _ 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

David Chu 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

May 4, 2002 

How are we doing on these Presidential statements that he made during the 

Campaign? 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
050402.14 

Attach: Campaign Statements snowflake dated 9/7/01 

\ 

2:48 PM 

s \el o~ Please respond by: _________ ~-----------

U08974 / 02 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Secretary White 
Secretary England 
Secretary Roche 

David Chu 

Donald Rumsfeld ~. 

September 7, 2001 

SUBJECT: Campaign Statements 

Attached are some materials that refer to statements made by the President on the 
subject of training in the military. You might want to be aware of them. 

Thanks. 

,.... ' 

DHR/azn , 
090701.20 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
I 000 DEFE,"-iSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON OC 20301 1000 

CCT 2 1 2002 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRET ARIES OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
ASSIST ANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF I 

1 DEFENSE 'J\..J 
INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF I\ 

1 
DEFENSE \"' 

DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION rJ 
COMMANDERS OF THE COMBAT ANT COMMANDS 
ASS 1ST ANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
DIRECTOR, PROGRAM ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 
DIRECTOR, FORCE TRANSFORMATION 
DIRECTOR, NET ASSESSMENT 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 
DIRECTORS OF THE FIELD ACTIVITIES 

SUBJECT: The Title "Commander in Chief' 

Effective immediately, the title "Corrunander in Chief' shall be used to connote or 
indicate the President of the United States of America. Further. this memorandum 
discontinues use of the acronym "CINC" (meaning "Commander in Chief') for military 
officers. Attached is a list of new titles to be used. 

Utilization of current material (signs, stationery. etc) for military officers that 
indicates the title "Commander in Chief' is permitted until supplies are exhausted, or 
until the next regular maintenance period during which signage may be changed without 
any undue additional cost to the taxpayers. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

G U09052 / 02 
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New titles of fonner military "Commanders-in-Chief" 

Unified Combatant Commands 
Commander, U.S. N orthem Command 
Commander, U.S. Southern Command 
Commander, U.S. Joint Forces Command 
Commander, U.S. Pacific Command 
Commander, U.S. European Command 
Commander. U.S. Central Command 
Commander, U.S. Transportation Command 
Commander, U.S. Special Operations Command 
Commander, U.S. Strategic Command 

Other Commands 
Commander, United Nations Command 
Commander, Combined Forces Command 
Commander, North American Aerospace Defense Command 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WA$HINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

2r:'7 ,,. \' j (' 
L~ 1 •.• , .,, J 

ACTION MEMO CM-351-02 

.. ~9. ~·r~oo2 
' ' t"'i: ·~~\ ... ~ . . t'Y" ,..c_rf,!l"'·· r ,' ':'"£. \..... -'·' 

.~ 

Pit !2= 55 

DepSec Action _ _ _ .ff, .FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

,,f' FROM: General Richard 8 , Myers, cicf/JII, j ~ 

~i 

.. 

SUBJECT: The Title °Commander in Chief" 

• I have drafted the attached rnemorandum for your approval and signature (TAB) to 
restrict the use of the title "Commander in Chief' to the President. . -

, In addition, this memorandum discontinues use of the acronym "CINC" (meaning 
'~conunander in chier') to preclude confusion inasmuch as this acronym has 
nonnally connoted or indicated commanders of combatant conunands and, in 
some instances, commanders in the Military Services. 

RECOMMENDATION: Sigu the attached memorandum disseminating the correct 
usage of the term "Commander in Chief." 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Maj Gen H. P. Osman, USMC; Director, J-7 .... !(b_)C_6) __ _, 

l,:!!:l~!!!!e~~~.:..+-:;;~~i~ 
~~:.=;;~~~r.ri.¥1 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1000 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARlES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRET ARJES OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND EN 
ASS 1ST ANT SECRET ARIES OF DEFENSE 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPART NT OF 

DEFENSE 
INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE DE ARTMENT OF 

DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, OPERA TJONAL T T AND EVALUATION 
COMMANDERSOFTHECO ATANTCOMMANDS 
ASSlSTANTS TO THE SEC TARY OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTR ION AND MANAGEMENT 
DIRECTOR, FORCE TR NSFORMATION 
DIRECTOR, NET ASS SSMENT 
DIRECTORS OFT DEFENSE AGENCIES 
DlRECTORS OF E FIELD ACTIVJTIES 

SUBJECT: The Title "Commander i hief' 

Effective as of the date oft 1s memorandum. the title "Commander in Chief· shall 
only be used to connote or indic e the President of the United States of America. 
Further. this memorandum dis ontinues use of the acronym "CINC" (meaning 
"commander in chief') to pr elude confusion in::tsmuch as this acronym has normally 
connoted or indicated the mmanders of the combatant commands and, in some 
instances, commanders i the Military Services. 

Commanders f combatant commands shall be called combatant commanders, per 
the Department of efense Dictionary af Military and Associated Terms (short title: 
Joint Pub 1-02), ich defines the terms "combatant command" and "combatant 
commander." nceforth only the President will be called the Commander in Chief in 
accordance w· the United States Constitution. which refers to the President as 
"Command in Chief'' of the United States Anned Forces. 

/ 

G 
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GENEIV,L COUNSEL 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHIN~1,0N., i ~~f301-1600 
Uv ! .1 

MEMORANDUM FOR UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (P & R) 

SUBJECT: Redesignation of the Title ''Commander in Chief' 

This replies to your request for coordination on a proposal to have the 
President formally redesignate certain positions of importance and responsibility 
under section 60 t of title I 0, United States Code ( section 60 l ). The redesignation 
would replace the title of ''Commander in Chief' with the title "Commander." 
Your proposal is based upon the view that such formal redesignation may be 
necessary before the Secretary may direct that "Commander" be used in place of 
"Commander in Chief' when refening to those officers. 

I have determined that, as a matter of law, the Secretary may issue this 
guidance now, on his own authority. The positions in question are commanders 
and deputy commanders of combatant commands, and commanders of three 
international commands. Of course, in keeping with the substantial authority 
vested in these commanders, they may perform many responsibilities, including 
serving in some cases both as commanders of United States combatant commands 
and as commanders of international commands. The legal analysis with regard to 
titles for commanders of combatant commands differs somewhat from the analysis 
for commanders of international commands. 

I. Commanders of Combatant Commands. The primary governing 
statute for commanders of combatant commands is section 164 of title I 0, United 
States Code (section 164). Nothing in this statute mandates the designation 
"Commander in Chief." To the contrary, section 164 uses the titles "commander 
of a unified or specified combatant command'' and "commander of a combatant 
command." Section 164 thus suggests that the "in chief' language is merely 
honorific. 

This view is consistent with the President's recent actions. In his current 
Unified Command Plan (UCP), the President used the title "commander" rather 
than "commander in chief' to refer to the combatant commanders. In addition, in 
ail of the President's recent nomination packages submitted to the Senate for 
combatant commanders and deputy commanders, the President changed the titles 
for those positions to use the term "commander'' in place of "commander in 
chief." 

0 
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Moreover, the Secretary's authority, direction and control over the 
Department of Defense under 10 U.S.C. § 113 includes the power to determine 
methods of addressing subordinate officials within the Department, including 
combatant commanders and their deputies. Establishing such conventions and 
customs within the Department is an inherent part of the Secretary's command 
authority. 

I have carefully considered - and rejected- the argument that the title of a 
position of importance and responsibility under section 601, by itself, is so central 
to the designation of that position that only the President may direct this name 
change. The President's duty under section 601 is to designate positions, not 
bestow titles (though of course he may do so ifhe chooses). Titles merely identify 
the designated positions. A change in title would not alter the position. It would 
create no uncertainty regarding which positions are designated under section 601, 
and thus would not implicate the President's section 601 responsibilities. And in 
any event, the President's recent actions regarding the UCP and combatant 
commander nominations, described above, evidence his intent to change the title 
of the combatant commanders from "commander in chief' to "commander." 

In sum, directing the Department to use "commander" is consistent with 
sections 164 and 601, with the President's recent actions, and with the Secretary's 
statutory and inherent authority. 

2. Commanders of International Commands. The positions of 
Commander in Chief, North American Aerospace Defense Command; 
Commander in Chief, United Nations Command; and Commander in Chief, 
Combined Forces Command raise additional issues. These international 
commands are created by international agreement rather than by section 164. And 
unlike section 164, these agreements specifically refer to "commander in chief." 
Nonetheless, these agreements do not preclude redesignation. Nothing in the 
agreements requires that the commanders be designated "commander in chief," 
and a redesignation as "commander" would affect nothing of substance in the 
treaty. 

I should note, however, that the United States cannot bind another nation to 
changes in an international treaty unless that nation consents to the change. 
Because redesignation might have diplomatic implications, the Secretary should 
consider, as a matter of comity, informing our treaty partners of this change and 
perhaps seeking modifications to relevant international agreements to reflect this 
change. In addition, perhaps for an interim period, the Secretary may wish to 
authorize these commanders to use the title "commander in chief'' in the 
international context when doing so is in the interest of the United States. This 
multiplicity of titles depending on function is nothing new for these commanders -

11-L-0559/0SD/8951 



they are familiar with the concept of wearing several "hats," including those of 
multinational commands. 

The President's most recent UCP, referred to above, contains a reference to 
the title "Commander in Chief, North American Aerospace Defense Command." 
Accordingly, that title may be used in the bi-national U.S.-Canadian context. The 
UCP also embraces the title "Commander, US Northern Command" - the same 
official. In light of the Secretary's statutory and inherent authority to determine 
the methods of addressing subordinate officials, I do not believe that the 
President's UCP reference affects the conclusions above. 

*** 

I am aware that consistent DoD practice has been to request the President to 
modify formally the titles of the positions designated under section 60 l before 
directing any change in the Department. Under the specific circumstances 
presented here, however, I find no legal requirement that the President take action 
as proposed in the attached package prior to the Secretary's issuing his direction. 

I have advised the Counsel to the President and the Office of Legal 
Counsel, Department of Justice, of my conclusions. 
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CDR Greg Wittman 
Navy Military Assista11t 
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Date: JL1ne 1 7, 2002 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAT 

I Suspense: 1600 19 June, 2002 

SUBJECT: CINC memo. 

The Secretary of Defense has asked for coordina1ion by the Individuals listed 
below on the attached memo regarding use of the title •commander in Chief". 

Please indicate below concurrence or nonconcurrence. signatme and date, and 
any remarks. Feel free to annotate Hie attached draft memo. 

COORQ 

CJCS (Myers) 

VCJCS (Pace) 

USD(C) 
(Zakhelm) 

DoDGC 
(Haynes) 

ASD (PA) 
(Clarke) 

ASD (LA) 
(Moore) 

CONCUR/ 
[;JONCONCUR 

SIGNATURE/ 
~ 

REMARKS 

Completed coordination package should go to CDR Wittman in os

1

o Exe<::utivj 
Secretariat, Room 3D853, by suspense. Please deliver or call for pickup, (b)(6) 

-· 

j 
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ACQUISJTJON, 
TECHNOLOGY 

AND LOGISTICS 

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-3010 

UNCLASSIFIED 

INFO:MEMO 

E2 ~'.!. Y ? ! !.:1 ![l: ,~ 7 

May 15, 2002 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Mr. E. C. "Pete" Aldridge, Under Se() of Defense (AT &L) 

~ HAY 2002 
SUBJECT: Info Memo Force Protection 

Snowflake at TAB A. 

The staffs of USD(A T &L), USD(P&R) and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff (CJCS), are working this snowflake. We are currently working together to scope 
the extent of this challenge and then to propose technology options for fielding and 
implementation. CJCS has prepared the compendium of technology projects at TAB B, 
as potential considerations. DDR&E has examined the Joint Staff compendium and 
DDR&E reports that it is a good first list of near term technology opportunities, bul it 
may not include all the technology opportunities that could emerge from the DoD 
Component's current/approved S&T programs. 

In addition, as a follow-up to a meeting of the Military Manpower Senior Level 
Review Group, Dr. Chu requested that DDR&E engage in an eva]uation of technology 
opportunities for manpower transformation at TAB C. We are working closely with 
USD(P&R) to define the technologies that may produce opportunities for force protection 
manpower reductions. 

AT &L's expected analysis of technology products have been shared with 
USD(P&R), and the Defense Science and Technology Advisory Group (DST AG) (i.e., 
Service Component S&T Execs+ Joint Staff) with a positive response. The DSTAG is 
working this initiative through a tasked working group, with report and recommendations 
due to the full DST AG in early June, 2002. AT &L plans to have an interim assessment of 
technology programs by June 14, 2002. 

~ 
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Also, we are working with the Assistant Dire.ctor of Operations, Force Protection 
(J-34) to vet a subset of the technology opportunities with the military operations 
communities by using the JROC's Joint Warfighting Capability Analysis (JWCA) process. 
We anticipate that the JWCA metrics and methodology could be used for the full 
portfolio of technology opportunities. We will continue to keep you infonned of our 
progress. 

Attachments: TAB A : SECDEF Snowflake 
TABB: CJCS Compendium of Technology Projects 
TAB C: Evaluation of Technology Opportunities for Manpower 
Transfonnation 

Prepared by: Dr. Robert Foster, Director, Bio Systems, 0DUSO(S&T), .... !(b_)C_6) _ __, 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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March 20, 2002 7:58 AM 

TO: Pete Aldridge 

CC: Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Force Protection 

I would like to know what we are doing in R&D and technology development to 

get technological ways to handle force protection that makes it less manpower 

intensive. 

Steve: we should make sure the DPG includes this. 

Thanks. 

DHll:db 
03200l·S 

··~······································································ 
Please respond by __ O_<f_l ....... 1_-i.,. ___ J _o_"L--_. __ 
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CHAIRMAN OFlHE JOfNl CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON. l>..C. 2Cl31Mltl 

tNFO MEMC CM•lll-02 
22 Februa~J 2002 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richan! B. Myen, CJcflll ,/,r;t/ 
SUBJECT; Homeland Security (HLS} and Antiterrorism/Force Protection (AT/FP) 

· • For your infonnation, the following is in mpome to your question (TAB) regarding 
projects to make homeland secwity and force protection Jess manpower intensive. 

• Specific 'Projects. Currently, 14 Service and 2 combatant commander programs 
could reduce the HLS and ATIFP manpower footprint when fielded. All are funded 
and on track. · · 

. .. . ,, lfl 

• Types or Programs. Un.manned systems, remote sensors and weapon 
platforms, integrated accc:u c;ontrol. command and contr0l, perimeter 
dctection/sUNeilJance, and waterside security. 

• Starut of Prorrams. Three programs ue available oow for the SCNices and 
combatant commanders to purchase. Eight programs will be availa.ble within 
J to 3 years. APProximately $6M in additional fu.odiDg to the Services could 
accelerate five programs to production in less than 1 year. 

, Other :Efforts. lo addition to leveraging techno.logy~ less manpower intensive 
solutions for HLS and FP arc being considered u we: review and prioritize all 
requirements that compete for our limited resources (e.g., instead of using manpower 
to physically protect an asset, we may harden the supporting facility, modify existing 
plans or do nothing and a."cpt risk). 

COORDINATION: None 

Attachment: 
As stated 

~ Prepared By: LtGen G. S. Newbold, USMC; Director ofOperationsL___J 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20301-4000 
APR 4 ,rn2 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 

SUBJECT: Military Manpower Senior Level Review Group Follow-up 

;p~ 
Thank you for agreeing to lead an effort to evaluate opportunities to exploit 

technology as a means to release military manpower so that the Services can transform their 
manpower structure to better meet the requirements of the new strategy. 

Please include representatives from each of the Services and the Joint Staff as you 
conduct this review. Ms. Jeanne Fites, my DUSO for Program Integration wm provide a 
representative to assist you as well. I know that you are currently looking at ways 
technology could be used to reduce the manpower currently perfonning force protection 
duties. I am confident that there are other areas in which we can use existing or emerging 
technology in innovative ways to reduce our dependence on military manpower. 

Charlie Abell reported to me that you indicated that you would like to meet with us 
as you get started on this effort. I welcome the opportunity to discuss this with you at your 
convenience. 

In order to meet the Secretary's suspense, I wou1d appreciate receiving an interim 
report on your progress during the week of May 13-17. I will look for your final report not 
later than June 14, 2002. 

David S.C. Chu 

ft 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Pete Aldridge 

Steve Cambone 

Donald Rumsfeld ""-

SUBJECT: Force Protection 

March 20, 2002 7:58 AM 

I would like to know what we are doing in R&.D and technology development to 

get technological ways to handle force protection that makes it less manpower 

intensive. 

Steve: we should make sure the DPG includes this. 

Thanks. 

OHR:dh 
032001·5 

..........•••..•.................••....•.....••.•..............••••..... , 

Please respond by O<f I 1'1..-- / o-z-_________ 
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ESTADO LIBRE ASOCIADO DE PUERTO Rico 

The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Secretary Rumsfeld: 

May 24, 2002 

The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and Anny South have established a 
fruitful collaboration in our Island. My Administration wholeheartedly supports its 
permanent operations here at Fort Buchanan. I write to offer you my assistance to 
ensure many more productive years for Army South in Puerto Rico. 

Our Island features strategic advantages and preparedness capabilities vital 
to Anny South's continuing success. Puerto Rico's geographic location provides 
ease of access to all points throughout the Caribbean, Central and South America. 
Moreover, Puerto Ricans are committed to a strong national defense and have 
served with distinction in the United States Armed Forces in all major international 
operations: in both World Wars, Korea, Vietnam, Desert Stonn, the Balkans and 
now in the war against terrorism. Our skilled, bilingual workforce is a unique asset 
for Army South to accomplish its goals in overwhelmingly Spanish-speaking Latin 
America. Also, recruitment on the Island is up for all military branches, consistent 
with our substantial rates of voluntary service relative to other jurisdictions. 

The Puerto Rican people support Army South's key defense role, and value 
its important economic contributions to our community. Some advocates of 
relocating Army South claim there is a sentiment against its operations in Puerto 
Rico; however, all the evidence is to the contrary. In fact, staff in the Government 
Reform Committee who visited Fort Buchanan last year did not report any such 
sentiment. I trust you agree with me that permanently operating in Puerto Rico 
offers Anny South, like no other United States jurisdiction, the ideal conditions for 
long-tenn growth and success. 

P.O. BOX 9020082 SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO 00902-0082 
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Hon. Donald Rumsfeld 
Page 2 
May 24, 2002 

I am ready further to work closely with you for Army South to remain in 
Fort Buchanan and look forward jointly to review this matter at the earliest 
opportunity possible. 

Please accept my best personal regards. 

I 

Sincerely, 

Sila M. Calderon 
Governor 

11-L-0559/0SD/8966 
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S E C R E T A R Y OF T H E A R M Y 
WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Sita M. Calderon 
Governor, Puerto Rico 
P.O. Sox 9020082 
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00902-0082 

Dear Governor Calderon: 

JUN - 6 2002 
,r.,? 1·"·1 ·- -, '.'! ri. 0 rr ·-· ' I I •_;' / L, 

r: :~ 
SECf r;' · 

Thank you for your inquiry regarding the future stationing of United States Army 
South. Understandably this matter is of interest to the citizens of Puerto Rico as well as 
the many thousands of active duty, Reserve. National Guard, veterans, and milital)' 
retirees there. 

The stationing of U.S. Army South is part of an overarching effort that will touch 
military units around the world. In October 2000, the Department of Defense began the 
Quadrennial Defense Review, the deliberate process of reviewing defense strategy, 
force structures and stationing options. We entered this review aware of a 
Congressional mandate to reduce all headquarters by 15 percent and redirect these 
positions to front line units. Ult[mate!y, this review will be measured against the goals 
and objectives found in the President's National Security Strategy and the emerging 
National Military Strategy. 

The Puerto Rican people have a proud military tradition and have defended 
Democracy on behalf of a grateful nation with unparal!e!ed service and devotion. I fully 
understand your concern over a decision that will surely touch so many in Puerto Rico. 
The decisions made regarding United States Army South will certainly consider these 
concerns. Your offer of assistance and support is most appreciated. Thank you again 
for your letter. 

Respectfully, 

-1-lw£1 c. wktz_ 
Thomas E. White 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Sila M. Calderon 
Governor of Puerto Rico 
P.O. Box 9020082 
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00902-0082 

Dear Governor Calderon: 

JUN 19 ax.12 

I received your recent letter concerning the Army's 
Southern Command headguarters. While I have not as yet 
been briefed on any proposals to relocate the command, 
there are alternatives and the Anny is always seeking to 
ensure our forces are stationed in locations where they can 
best be trained, maintained, and housed, and where the U.S. 
military is welcomed and well treated. 

I appreciate having the benefit of your views in this 
matter, though. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

U100U9 /02 
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INFO MEMO 
COMPTROL.1.£1'1 

May 31, 2002, 3:00 P.M. 
FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim ~ 

SUBJECT: Congressional Research Service (CRS) Report on Incremental Funding 

• The CRS reported that the Department's fiscal year (FY) 2003 budget request set 

new precedents for procuring items through incremental financing schemes and 

ignores the Department's longstanding full funding policy. The DD(X), CVN(X), 

C-17, and the Air Force tanker lease proposal were cited as programs that the 

Department has incrementally funded or is considering to incrementally fund. 

• The Department's full funding policy states that the total cost of a weapon should 

be fully funded in the year the item is procured. There are two exceptions: 

1. advance procurement for long-lead time materials and 

2. advance procurement of items that have been approved for serial production 

under multi year contracts. 

• The reasons to avoid incremental funding include: 

• It creates liabilities in following fiscal years and limits the Department's and 

Congress' flexibility to make rational planning decisions; 

• If follow-on funding is not appropriated, there is no useable end item; 

• It reduces cost consciousness as increases in cost can simply be added to 

subsequent increments. 

• The first DD(X) ship is budgeted incrementally in Research and Development 

(R&D). Though this is a departure from how we have funded ships in the past, it 

makes sense to fund the first ship in R&D consistent with other acquisition 

programs_ By funding this way, the ship design will not be "locked in," thereby 

0 U09136"'/02 
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allowing changes in the ship design to be more easily made as new technologies 

are developed. Following ships will be fully funded in the procurement accounts 

similar to how we budget other weapons systems. 

• The CVN(X) has advance proc1,1rement for long Jead materials, nuclear 

components, and detail design efforts consistent with how previous aircraft carrier 

programs were funded. Construction of the CVN(X), however, is curreotly "split 

funded" over two fiscal years (i.e., FY 2007 and FY 2008). I intend to revisit this 

split funding in the upcoming Program/Budget review and hope to be able to fuJly 

fund the ship in FY 2007. 

• The C-17 mulliyear procurement (MYP) plan reflectc; a departure from the 

Departmeat1s MYP funding policy. In this case, not only will advance 

procurement funds be used to buy long lead items and items in economic 

quantities, but it wiU also incrementally fund the fabrication of aircraft. Th.is 

strategy allows the Air Force to sustain the current 15 aircraft per year produc·tion 

rate even though the budgeted amounts fully fund only 10 to 14 aircraft per year. 

• The Air Force proposal to lease tankers is currently being debated within the 

Department and is not currently in the FY 2003 budget request. 

• Programs are reviewed during the budget review to ensure adequate funding. 

COORDINATION: None. 

Prepared By: Ron Garaut, .... !(b_)(_6) _ __, 

\'!~·. 
~ h CJ-:\/ '?. I f\ s~ r v ~t<t. J. 

-·~ov 
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May 13, 2002 7:41 AM 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld lJ\ 
SUBJECT: CRS Report 

Please tell me what this Congressional Research Service report on the Pentagon 

not ful1y funding assets is about. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
05/13/02 Nathan Hodge, "Report: Pentagon Strays from Fully Funding Assets," Defense Week 

DHR:dh 
051302-6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_s_/_~_I _l_a_t--__ _ 
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intuitive appeal and it makes 
his strategy more enticing than 
if it were just about power. At 
the same time, it doesn't make 
it any less risky. It means we 
could be fighting a lot of wars 
around the world." 

In Iraq, Daalder says he 
prefers tackling the problem of 
weapons of mass destruction 
through United Nations weap
ons inspectors before consider
ing military action, as some in 
the administration have advo
cated. 

Similarly, Shibley Tel
harni, Anwar Sadat professor 
for peace and development at 
the University of Maryland, 
College Park, believes keeping 
Hussein contained is preferable 
to a military attack that could 
destabilize Iraq and the whole 
region. Hussein is "ruthless 
and ambitious, but not a mad
man," Telhami says. "I think 
we should continue to deter 
him and limit his power." 

Wolfowitz has expressed 
skepticism about the ability of 
inspectors to detect Hussein's 
work on weapons of mass de
struction and views inspectors 
as only "part of a solution." 

The larger solution, he 
says, is still on the president's 
drawing table. "There are some 
very big decisions that only the 
president can make," he says. 

Then, the world may 
know the full measure of 
Wolfowitz's influence. 
Pentagon correspondent Tom 
Bowman contributed to this ar
ticle. 

New York Times 
May 13, 2002 
7. Bees Learning Smell or 
Bombs With Backing From 
Pentagon 
By Andrew C. Revkin 

Scientists working for the 
Pentagon have trained ordinary 
honeybees to ignore flowers 
and home in on minute traces 
of explosives, a preliminary 
step toward creating a buzzing, 
swarming detection system 
that could be used to find truck 
bombs, land mines and other 
hidden explosives. 

The research, under way 
for three years, initially fo
cused on using bees to help 
clear minefields. But the effort 
has broadened, the scientists 
say. In two tests last summer, 

before the terrorist attacks on 
Sept. 11, trained bees picked 
out a truck tainted with traces 
of explosives. 

The work is in its early 
stages, and bees, like bomb
sniffing dogs, have limitations. 
They do not work at night or in 
storms or cold weather, and it 
is hard to imagine deploying a 
swarm to sniff luggage in .an 
airport. But they also have ex
traordinary attributes, includ
ing extreme sensitivity to scant 
molecular trails and the ability 
to cover every nook around the 
colony as they weave about in 
search offood. 

Pentagon officials ac
knowledge that the idea of 
bomb-sniffing bees has a pub
lic relations problem, a "giggle 
factor," as one official put it. 
But that official and scientists 
working on the project insist 
the idea shows great potential. 

"It appears that bees are at 
least as sensitive or more sen
sitive to odors than dogs," said 
Dr. Alan S. Rudolph, program 
manager for the Defense Sci
ences Office of the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects 
Agency, which is overseeing 
the experimentation. 

The Air Force Research 
Laboratory at Brooks Air 
Force Base, in Texas, has just 
completed an analysis of a 
round of tests of bees' bomb
sniffing ability and confirmed 
that they found the explosive 
chemical more than 99 percent 
of the time, project scientists 
said. 

l n coming weeks, the team 
plans the first field tests of a 
new radio transmitter, the size 
of a grain of salt, that could al
low individual bees to be 
tracked as they follow diffuse 
trails of bomb ingredients to a 
source. Such a system would 
help if bees were used to 
search a wide area for hidden 
explosives. 

But such sophisticated 
technology would not be nec
essary at, say, a truck stop, 
where the clustering of alerted 
bees would be apparent 

Scientists involved in the 
project said bees were also be
ing considered for sniffing out 
illicit drugs, which release 
more volatile chemicals into 
the air and are easier to trace 
than explosives. 

For many years, biolo
gists, notably a group at the 

University of Montana, have 
been training bees to prefer 
different scents, using sugar as 
a reward. After one bee learns 
the new cue, it somehow trans
fers that knowledge to others. 
Within hours, an entire hive, 
and sometimes adjacent hives, 
switch to searching for the new 
scent. 

Scientists have found that 
it takes less than two hours to 
use sugar-water rewards to 
condition a hive of honeybees 
to eschew flowers and instead 
hunt for 2,4-dinitrotoluene, or 
ONT, a residue in TNT and 
other explosives, in concentra
tions as tiny as a few thou
sandths of a part per trillion. 

In tests of 12 trained bee 
colonies last summer at the 
Southwest Research Institute 
in San Antonio, one to tw 
bees an hour were seen fly" g 
around uncontaminated on
trols, while "we were tting 
1,200 bees an hour the tar
gets,'' said Philip . odacy, a 
chemist in the explosives tech
nology group at Sandia Na
tional Laboratories in Albu
querque. Sandia. the Southwest 
institute and the University of 
Montana are among many in
stitutions contributing to the 
research. 

One idea is to place a hive 
of trained bees near important 
security checkpoints to guard 
against potential terrorists, Dr. 
Rudolph of the defense re
search agency said. But he 
added that much more work 
had to be done before that 
could happen. 

"It's not straightforward to 
move from watching bees hov
ering around a box to watching 
trucks parking in a weigh sta
tion for a minute," he said. 
"This is not a capability until 
we know how predictable it 
is." 

The work is a facet of a 
much broader effort overseen 
by Dr. Rudolph to exploit the 
chemical sensitivity and mobil
ity of bees, as well as moths 
and other insects, so they can 
scour broad areas for a whiff 
of a chemical. Over all, the 
Pentagon has spent $25 million 
since 1998 on ressearching 
what it calls controlled bio
logical systems, traits of ani
mals that might be turned into 
war-fighting technologies. 

Scientists are also explor
ing whether moplike insect 
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hairs can be used to screen the 
air for releases of biological or 
chemical weapons. Early tests 
have shown that bees are an ef
ficient sampling mechanism 
for airborne bacterial spores, 
including those of a close 
cousin of the anthrax bacteria, 
said Dr. Jerry J. Bromenshenk, 
an entomologist at the Univer
sity of Montana. 

He and other researchers 
there have developed "smart 
hives" that monitor the com
ings and goings of the insects 
and, with e ipment developed 
at the · ge National 
Laborat in T essee, sip 
the · as bees re , to test 
for plosives. 

fense Week 
May 13, 2002 
Pg.2 
8. Report: Pentagon Strays 
From Fully Funding Assets 
By Nathan Hodge 

According to a report is
sued last week by the Congres
sional Research Service, the 
Library of Congress' non
partisan research arm, the Pen
tagon is chipping away at a 
longstanding budget policy 
that mandates full fundmg of 
weapons systems. 

The CongressionaJ Re
search Service, or CRS, sug
gested that, in the Pentagon's 
latest budget submission, the 
military may be setting "new 
precedents" for procuring 
items through incremental 
types of funding. 

"Such precedents could 
further circumscribe the full
funding policy,'' the report 
reads. "This, in tum, could 
limit and complicate Congress' 
oversight of DOD procurement 
programs, or require different 
approaches to exercise control 
and oversight." 

Since the 1950s, Congress 
has required the Pentagon to 
fully fund the total cost of a 
weapon in the year the item is 
procured; that policy is spelled 
out in an executive-branch cir· 
cular from the Office of Man
agement and Budget. But the 
Pentagon regularly uses alter
native strategies for funding 
costly items, especially Navy 
ships. 

There are two main excep
tions to full-funding policy. 
Congress routinely approves 
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TO: Gen. Myers 
Gen. Pace 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

CC: Larry Di Rita 

TAB A 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Meeting w/John Handy at TRANSCOM 

April 2S, 2002 I.OS PM 

~ 
My recollection is that some 36% of deplo~ent orders were not signed until after ~ 

the latest date for doing what the dep)o)1llcnt order proposed. I am told that 

number now has been moved down to 20%. 

l would like Feith and Pace to figure out what is going on. If this building is so 

complex that it cannot function, and we are so totally wrapped around our anchor 

chain, we are going to have to take layers out. 

Please get back to me within the next 14 days with a proposal. One idea might be 

to include a tracking process to show the dates each DoD element receives a 

deployment order, how many people it goes to, and a proposal as to bow we can 

limit the number of days each person can have it. We should reduce the number 

of places they have to go. 

Thanks. 

~ -I 
~:::i:~ ................................................................... ~.z:,...~ 



May 20, 2002 1:27 PM 

TO: John Stenbit 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld g(l 
SUBJECT: Security Clearance Backlog 

Please give me a simple piece of paper that tells me what has happened to the 

security clearance backlog since I came in January 2001, and where it is today. In 

addition, please tell me what you propose to do to work off the rest of the backlog. 

Please put it in simple English, so I can understand it without having to ask you 

for an explanation. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
052002-23 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 0_6+-/ -'· ..... \+-/_0_1-_-__ 
r 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
6000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, OC 20301·6000 

INFO MEMO 

SECDEflSEE~ 
~,.1v · " ~(1L1·· ' . ' ( 

COMMAND, CONTROL, 
COMMUNICATIONS, ANO 

INTELLIGE:NCE 
May 22, 2002 5:32 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
( 

FROM: JOHN P. STENBIT f / 
SUBJECT: Secudty Clearance Backlog 

, You asked me to explain the handling of the security clearance backlog from January 
200 I t.o the present.. 

• The backlog of security clearance cases has been steadily diminishing. When you 
assumed office in January 2001, there was a backlog of 456,127 cases pending 
before the Defense Security Service (DSS). Normally, DSS has a backlog of 
120,000 to 150,000 cases, because there is a lapse time of 75 to 120 days to 
complete each case, depending upon the level of investigation. So while there was 
a backlog of 456> 127 cases in January 2001, the excess backlog (above normal 
workload) was about 300.,000 cases. 

• Today, DSS has a backlog of '148,39 .I (within the desired workload range). 
However, about 40,000 of these are old cases that are more complex and take 
longer to complete. 

• The way we worked down the DSS backlog was to slop giving DSS new cases. 
From May 200 I to March 2002, new cases were given to the Office of Personnel 
Management (OPM) to handle, while DSS worked off the backlog of old cases. 

• You also asked me to explain how we propose to work off the rest of the backlog. 

• By the beginning of this year, DSS was progressing at solid rate, indicating that 
we should consider giving new cases back to DSS. 

• First, though, we ran a pilot of l ,000 new cases to see if DSS could keep up with 
the new work while continuing to make progress with the old cases. DSS proved 
that it could, and today we are in a transitional period of moving new work back to 
DSS. We expect DSS will continue to meet standard case completion times while 
completing work on the aging cases that are more complex. The standards range 
from 75 days for secret~Jevel investigations, up to 120 days for reinvestigations of 
persoMel with top secret or SCI clearances. 

• We expect that by the middle of fiscal year 2003, OPM will only handle DoD 
civilian and a few basic.level military investigations. 

U09228 /02 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
6000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-6000 

INFO MEMO 
COMMAND. CONTROL. 

May 22, 2002 5:32 PM COMMUNICATIONS. AND 
IHTIU.IGl:NCI! 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: JOHN P. STENBIT ff) 
V 

SUBJECT: Security Clearance Backlog 

• You asked me to explain the handling of the security clearance backlog from January 
200 I to the present. 

• The backlog of security clearance cases has been steadjly diminishing. When you 
assumed office in January 200 I, there was a backlog of 456,127 cases pending 
before the Defense Security Service (DSS). Normally, DSS has a backlog of 
120,000 to 150,000 cases, because there is a Japse time of 75 to 120 days to 
complete each case, depending upon the level of investigation. So while there was 
a backlog of 456,127 cases in January 2001 , the excess backlog (above normal 
workload) was about 300,000 cases. 

• Today, DSS bas a backlog of 148,391 (within the desired workload range). 
However, about 40~000 of these are old cases that are more complex and take 
longer to complete. 

• The way we worked down the DSS backlog was to stem giving DSS new cases. 
From May 2001 to March 2002, new cases were given to the Office of Persormel 
Management (OPM) to handle, while DSS worked off the back.log of old cases. 

• You also asked me to explain how we propose to work off the rest of the back.log. 

• By the beginning of this year, DSS was progressing at solid rate, indicating that 
we should consider giving new cases back to DSS. 

• First, though, we ran a pilot of 1,000 new eases to see if DSS could keep up with 
the new work whiJe continuing to make progress with the old cases. DSS proved 
that it could., and today we are in a transitional period of moving new work back to 
DSS. We expect DSS will continue to meet standard case completion times while 
completing work on the aging cases that are more complex. The standards range 
from 75 days for secret-level investigations, up to 120 days for reinvestigations of 
personnel with top secret or SCI clearances. 

• We expect that by the middle of fiscal year 2003, OPM will only handle DoD 
civilian and a few basic-level military investigations. 

____ o 
Prepared by: CAPT Hanson, C31rb)(6) ~9/0SD/8976 
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May 20, 2002 1:27 PM 

TO: John Stenbit 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld g{l 
SUBJECT: Security Clearance Backlog 

Please give me a simple piece of paper that tells me what has happened to the 

security clearance backlog since I came in January 2001, and where it is today. In 

addition, please tell me what you propose to do to work off the rest of the backlog. 

Please put it in simple English, so I can understand it without having to ask you 

for an explanation. 

Thanks. 

OHR.di, 
Oj200M3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ 0_~-+/_1 __ 1 / ..... (J_1-__ _ 

' 
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Snowflake 

June 3, 2002 11:10 AM 

TO: Gen. Franks 

CC: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld yf\. 
SUBJECT: Hekmatyar 

If Hekmatyar is going to go after us, maybe we ought to go after him. Let's talk. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
05/31/02, AP, "Afghan Warlord Calls for Holy War on U.S., Britain," Dallas Morning News 

DHR.dh 
060302-!8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by O (;,/I ·-l f O L-
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pine military headquarters on 
the island and remain behind 
when Filipino troops go out to 
hunt the enemy. 

Adm. Thomas B. Fargo, 
chief of the U.S. Pacific Com
mand, has recommended 
Americans be allowed to go 
with patrols and give on-the
spot advice as Filipino troops 
pursue the rebels, officials 
said. 

Though the Special Forces 
advisers are prohibited from 
engaging in combat, U.S. med
ics have entered combat zones 
at least three times in recent 
months to retrieve and treat 
Filipino wounded. 

Accompanying local 
lroops as they scour Basilan's 
jungles could put Americans in 
greater danger, obviously, and 
Congress asked months ago to 
be notified if the Pentagon 
wanted to do that. Defense of
ficials said they would give no
tification. 

Defense Secretary Donald 
H. Rumsfeld is considering the 
idea and was expected to talk 
with Fargo this week about the 
recommendation, officials 
said. Also, Deputy Defense 
Secretary Paul Wolfowitz be· 
gan an Asian trip last night that 
includes a weekend visit to the 
Philippines. 

The Philippine govern
ment is expected to approve 
the idea, Pentagon officials 
said. 

Another question is 
whether the American training 
program should be extended 
beyond the sixth months 
agreed to by the two govern
ments. 

Officials have said they 
believe the American trainers, 
and sophisticated e.quipment 
they brought with them, have 
raised Filipino troop morale 
and resulted in the killing and 
surrender of some rebels. 

But the effort has not 
completely destroyed the 
group nor accomplished per
haps the biggest unspoken goal 
of the U.S. deployment: win
ning freedom for the Bum
harns. 

A Muslim rebel leader 
said today that he would re
lease his last remaining Fili
pino hostage, but he did not 
mention the Bumhams. 

Abu Sabaya, a leader of 
Abu Sayyaf, said in an inter
view with RMN Radio that he 

will release Filipino nurse 
Ediborah Yap "any moment." 

Washington Times 
May 31, 2002 
Pg. IO 
37. Americans Training 
Georgian Military 

U.S. training of military 
officers in the former Sovlet 
Republic of Georgia will make 
it harder for 1errorists to find 
safe haven in the region, the 
commander of the American 
trainers said yesterday. 

Lt. Col. Robert M. Wal
temeyer said 70 Green Berets 
and other trainers began Mon
day their 21-month program of 
helping upgrade a poorly fi
nanced Georgian military. 

The $64 million U.S. pro
gram, which also will give 
Georgians weapons, ammuni. 
tion, uniforms, communica
tions and other equipment, is 
part of a global counterterror
ism effort. 

Dallas Morning News 
May 31, 2002 
38. U.S. Cluster Bombs 
Complicate Afghan Cleanup 
Mine.laden Kandahar may 
take years tQ rid of explosi11es, 
U.N. says 
By Associated Press 

KANDAHAR, Afghani-
stan - The use of duster 
bombs during the U.S.-led at
tacks in Afghanistan has 
pushed back efforts to clear 
this mine-laden city by at least 
a year and raised doubts about 
a plan to rid the region of un
exploded ordnance by decade",, 
end, U.N. officials said Thurs· 
day. 

Efforts to clear the region 
of bomblets, known as BLUs, 
have become the top priority 
for U.N.-backed de-mining 
teams in five southern prov
inces, where they are scattered 
in 46 areas. 

"They are just waiting to 
explode," said A.G. Asalati of 
the U.N. Regional Mine Ac
tion Center. "Many parts of 
Kandahar are contaminated ... 
and some BLUs are near popu
lated areas." 

Organizations such as 
British-based Landmine Ac
lion have estimated that the 
United States dropped nearly 

125,000 bomblets on Afghani
stan, based on a Pentagon 
statement that about 600 clus
ter bombs were used by early 
December. 

Each cluster bomb con
tains 202 bomblets, 7 percent 
to 15 percent of which are 
thought not to have exploded. 

Afghanistan's two decades 
of warfare left an estimated 5 
million to IO million mines lit
tering the country, the vast ma
jority of them left by the Sovi
ets during their JO-year occu
pation of the country. 

Mr. Asalati said the U.N. 
agency had hoped to clear 
Kandahar of the mines by the 
end of 2001, but the cluster 
bombs had delayed that time
table by at least a year. 

Since February, de-miners 
have managed to clear 
bomblets from all but six areas 
encompassing about 40 square 
miles. The United States has 
provided them with maps of 
many strike areas and helped 
!rain the de-miners in neutral· 
izing cluster bombs and 
bomb lets. 

The International Commit
tee for the Red Cross estimates 
that about 3,000 Afghans are 
maimed each year by land 
mines. According lo U.N. es
timates, 100,000 people have 
been injured or maimed over 
!he past 23 years. 

As many as 150 to 3 
people were killed each mo 
in 200] by mines or ex-
ploded ordnance, ace ng to 
U.N. figures. In 3, Af-
ghanistan had an average of 20 
to 24 casualties per day - up to 
8,500 deaths a year. according 
to the International Campaign 
to Ban Landmines. 

Children are the most 
common victims. Tied to a bed 
at the Red Cross-run Mir Wais 
Hospital in Kandahar, 13-year
o]d Mohammed Raffia 
screamed in pain as doctors ad
justed the bandages that cov
ered his head. In a nearby bed, 
his friend Niaz Mohammed, 
16, lay with his right hand 
missing. 

The two teenagers were 
injured during the weekend as 
they watched over their graze, 
ing herd of cows and sheep i 
the town of Bagh-a-Pul, near 
former Taliban tank regiment. 

"Niaz saw something an 
picked it up. It exploded," said 
his father. Niaz is the second 

11-L-0559/0SD/8979 

of four sons be injured in four 
months, he said. 

Local authorities say the 
area, near a former Taliban 
weapons depot, is one of the 
few places near drought
plagued Kandahar that still has 
some vegetation. 

However, the area is also 
littered with minefields and 
unexploded ordnance left when 
U.S. and coalition forces me
thodically bombc:d the depot. 

Bending over a yellow 
bomblet about the size of two 
soft drink cans, mine clearer 
Nazar Mohammad, 55, 
sweated profusely as he 
cleared the area around it be· 
fore fitting a small amount of 
plastic ex.plosive to destroy the 
bomblet. 

"I hate these things," said 
Mr. Mohammad, a mine 
clearer for 18 years. "They are 
more dangerous than mines; 
they will explode on touch." 

When it explodes, a 
bomblet breaks into tiny steel 
fragments honeycombed into 
the casing - an explosion so 
powerful that it will fuse lime
stone and can kill anyone 
within 100 feet. 

Mr. Mohammad was even 
more frustr because he has 
already c re e area twice 
- fir Russian ines, then 
of mes laid by rebels. 

Dallas Morning News 
May 31, 2002 
39. Afghan Warlord Calls \ 
For Holy War On U.S., Brit- . 
ain 
Ex-Pakistan spy chil!f warns 
hard-Uner should not be un· 
dereitimated 

page 28 of 40 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable George Tenet 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Offer of Assistance 

May 31, 2002 8:05 AM 

Attached is a letter I received in the mail. I don't know the individual, but I found 

it interesting. Is it something one of your folks might want to look into? 

Please advise. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
I 0/09/011*amboill 1tr to Sec Def 

IJHR:dh 
053102-10 
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Octobef 9, 2001 

Mr. Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense of The United States 
1000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington DC 20301-1000 

Dear Mr. Defense Secretasy, 

SECDEf HAS SEEN 
MAY a t 2UOt 

The September 11, 2001 unspeakable acts of terror that threaten our freedom and liberty cause me to 
write to you. 

Because of my respect for your principles, integrity and determination to get the job done, I would be 
honored as an American, to openly offer to you and my country, rrrf skills, knowledge and experience 
should you find need of lhem. 

Briefly, I am an American citizen of lrantan descent. a successful business owner and administrator 
llving in ~os Angeles and Taos.! I left Iran in 1978 dUring the revolution and I am privileged to live my 
life in the United States. 

e was one of the few 

in Iran consider 

Kindly keep this communication confidential as my Mother and other relatives live in Iran. 

~espectfully yours,! 
(b)(6) 

, 
11-L-0559/0SD/8982 



THE SECRETARY OF' DEFENSE 
WASHING TON 

Md(b)(6) 

r b)(6) 

Dear MrJ,_(b_)(5_) _ _, 

Thanks so much for your letter of October 9. 
Unbelievably, it just arrived in my hands from Nat Troy. 

I will have someone here think a bit about that, and 
we wi11 get back in touch with you. 

With my appreciation and best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/8983 



Snowflake 

9:40AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe]d ~ 
SUBJECT: Testifying w/Powell 

On this invitation from Biden, I think we probably shouldn't do this. 

Colin told me I wi11 have to do it when the treaty is up there, so ifwe need a way 

to ease the fact that I don't want to this, say that obviously I wi11 be available if 

and when the treaty comes before the Committee. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
05/29/02 DepSecDef note to SecDef, 05/24/02 Biden ltr to SecState 

LanyDi Rita 

v/y 

11-L-0559/0SD/8984 U09 268 / 0 2 
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Snowflake 

s-/J, > 

J/JC 

-%)D ssm:HMSEEN 
MAY 31 2002. 

MEMO TO: Secretary RumsfeJd DATE: May 29, 2002 

FROM: Paul Wolfowi~ 

SUBJECT: Biden Invitation to Testify 

Don, 

Colin gave me the attached letter from Biden inviting the two of you to testify 
before the Foreign Relations Committee. He had heard that you were receptive to the 
idea of testifying. However, I think he's concerned about the precedent of the two of you 
testifying together, including the fact that it would open you up to requests from seven 
other committees. 

11-L-0559/0SD/8985 
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The Honorable Colin L. Powell 
Secretary of State 
Department of State 
Washington, :OC 20S20 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN AELAllONS 

WAS1o1NGT0N, DC 2051o-G.2tl 

May24,2002 r· 
' ' ; 
\: 

r-. 

,v 
(/1 

•\ 
.'._i 

I invite you to testify before the Committee on Foreign Relations, at a full Committee 
hearing on developments in Afghanistan. Depending on your schedule, we will hold the hearing 
either at 10: 1S a.m. on Tuesday. June 11 or at 2:30 p.m. on lbund.ay, June 20 in Dirksen Senate 
Office Building. room 419. Secretary Rumsfeld has been invited to testify u well. 

My colleagues md I very much appreciate your regular closed door briefings on 
Afghanistan. However, it bas been six months since this Committee bas held an open bearing on 
a country at the top of our nation's foreign and security policy agenda and of concern to the 
American people. The Committee nopes you and Secretary Rumsfeld will address developments 
in fo'QI' areas, as appropriate: (i) the wm on terrorism; (ii) internal politics and govc:rnancc; 
(iii) the security situation; and (iv) humanitarian aid and development assistance. 

I will appreciate )'QUI submitting 100 c<1pies of yollr prepared statement and an additional 
copy on disk at least two woTki:Dg days in advance of the hearing. If you have any further 
questions~ please have your staff contact Jonah Blank. at!(b)(6) I 

I look forward to seeing yoo and hearing yow 'Views. 

ly. 

'ii! 
Joseph R. Bide.n. Jr. 
Chairman 

11-L-0559/0SD/8986 



Snowflake 
I 

TABA )~/ 

,~ ~i,,;,, 
December 9, 2002 5:15 PM J) 

TO: 

FROM: 

Gen. Myers 
- Paul Wolfowitz 

Gen. Pace 

· ·Donald-Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Forces in Key Provinces 

Why don't we resurrect that idea of {ak:ing coalition forces and putting them in 

several key provinces, so they are spread around Afghanistan. since we are going 

to be switching over to less kinetics, and tie them in with the Afghan battalion. 

Please have a proposal for that when I get back. 

Thanks . 

...•......•.....•......................................•.........••..... , 

Please respond by I~ l '.!> { 0-V 

U09282 /03 
Tab A 
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TO: Service Secretaries 
Under Secretaries 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·\)1{\
SUBJECT: Wasteful Spending 

June 3, 2002 1:26 PM 

This recent report about wasteful spending bothers me and I know it does you, too. 

I sure hope that when you have all investigated the problems here, that we don1t 

decide there is no one to be held accountable. These sound like very poor 

decisions, and we are never going to change the culture around here without 

imparting the appropriate sense of urgency about our responsibilities as stewards 

of taxpayer money. 

Please look into this and into our spending practices generally and let me know 

what course of action you recommend. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Hoffman, Lisa; Scripps Howard News Service, "$24,000 Sofa Among Luxuries Bought by 

Anny and Air Force," Seattle Post-Intelligencer, 05/30102 

DHR:dh 
060302-29 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

/ ' 

Please respond by __ o_,---4-/ _/"l--1-/ ;)_· i....--__ _ 

·-
UO9302 02. 
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$24,000 Sofa Among Luxuries Bought By Anny And Air Force 

Seattle Post-Intelligencer 
May 30, 2002 

Page 1 of 2 

$24,000 Sofa Among Luxuries Bought By Army And Air Force 

By Lisa Hoffman, Scripps Howard News Service 

WASHINGTON -- A S24,000 sofa and armchair. An $1,800 pillow. And $45,800 in silver and china. 
Such accoutrements would cause little surprise if found in the abodes of the wealthy and well-known. 

But government auditors discovered these pricey items -- and many more -- not in a mansion but at Air 
Force and Army bases in Saudi Arabia, the rest of the Persian Gulf, Europe and the Balkans. 

In a just-released report, the General Accounting Office infom1ed Congress that its auditors found a 
number of "seemingly unneeded expenditures" made by the Air Force and Army in 2000 and 2001. 

"As much as $101 million in contingency operations funds were spent on questionable expenditures" -
a small fraction of the estimated $2.2 billion examined by the investigators, but troubling nonetheless, 
the report said. 

Among those were $4,600 worth of "white beach sand" for an air base in the Arabian desert and a 
$3,400 Sumo wrestling suit for another. 

The Army came in for criticism for duplicating purchases of computers and office equipment at its bases 
in Bosnia to the tune of $2.3 million. 

Rather than using equipment already there or sharing new items, four successive Anny units heading for 
Bosnia bought their own sets of equipment, the GAO said. 

That struck the auditors as particularly wasteful, given that the Anny has stocked more than 2,000 
computers, 865 printers, 91 copiers and "a multitude of other office equipment" in the area. However, 
Army officials said that differences in missions and training of the various units serving in Bosnia 
necessitated some of the equipment purchases. 

The auditors blamed Pentagon and Army superiors for failing to provide the clear guidance and strict 
oversight needed to rein in such practices. 

The Air Force was also criticized for an array of what the GAO deemed unjustified and excessive 
spending, including: 

At al Dhafra Air Base in the United Arab Emirates, the service bought a $2,200 coffee table. 

At Prince Sultan Air Base in Saudi Arabia, it bought a $24,000 loveseat and arrn chair and $9,800 worth 
of Halloween decorations. 

At al Jaber Air Base in Saudi Arabia, the questionable spending included an $1,800 "executive high
back" pillow, a $3,000 computer tLttorial titled "The Intelligent Investor" and $19,000 worth of 
decorative "river rock." 

http://ebird.dtic.mil/May2002/e20o1'1s-3~fa9/0SD/8989 6/3/2002 



$24,000 Sofa Among Luxuries Bought By Anny And Air Force Page 2 of 2 

At various Air Force installations in the Persian Gulf region, the service bought a $35,000 golf cart, a 
$16,000 corporate golf membership and $5,333 in golf passes. 

Military experts claim that such recreational items can be a useful tool for building good relations with 
officials of a host country, whom base officers can invite for, say, a friendly round or two of golf. 

The GAO report said Pentagon officials generally agreed that better oversight is needed to prevent 
wasteful spending. 

http://ebird.dtic.mil/May2002/e200~0$ :l.Ge(J.!jo9/ 0 SD /8 990 6/3/2002 



Snowtlake 

June 4, 2002 8:02 AM 

TO: Honorable George Tenet 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld L}\ 

SUBJECT: Yemen 

My recollection is that King Abdullah of Jordan has a good relationship in Yemen 

and can conceivably be helpful to us there. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
060402-8 

11-L-0559/0SD/8991 U09308 /02 



ACQUISITION, 
TECHNOLOGY 

ANC LOGISTICS 

·- - .... .. - ----: 1 1,,: 
- - . · · " r 

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENsa:? J:}' -6 AM !O: 08 
3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHfNGTON, DC 20301-3010 

INFO MEMO 

June 4, 2002, 08:30 AM 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE DepSec ____ _ 

FROM: UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFEN~j/.r/•v 

SUBJECT; De-Mining 

• You provided USD (AT&L)Tori Clarke's comments on Mr. Gingrich's 
November 12, 2001, email, which proposed a campaign to eliminate 
landmines in Afghanistan and a robotics de-mining competition. You asked 
if it is possible to do that (TAB A). 

• Currently, we have unmanned systems - Miniflails and Standardized 
Robotics Systems (TABB) - operating in Kosovo, Bosnia and Afghanjstan. 
Our systems in Afghanistan are used to clear anti-personnel and anti-tank 
mines to protect our operational forces. 

• The Department has a solid de-mining research and development program. 
AT &L is developing robotic technologies that make mine clearing more 
efficient and safer for our personnel. There are two ongoing ACTDs and one 
potential FY04 candidate focused on countermine technologies that could 
have de-mining applications. Additionally, DARPA is pursuing a range of 
de-mining initiatives as well as robotic technologies that could potentially be 
adapted for use in de-mining. We welcome good ideas that compete 
favorably in the program reviews. 

• Mr. Robert Andrews, PD, SO/UC, previously responded to Mr. Gingrich's 
email and sent you a follow-up lnformation Memorandum on May 3, 2002. 
I concur with Mr. Andrews' points and do not feel it is necessary to respond 
to Mr. Gingrich again. __ /1dT µ/~ ~ ~ 

COORDINATION: None -:L'::~~ "'' ~ 
~- ~ Attachments: 

As stated 

Prepared By: Michael Toscano, S&TS/L w. j,._(b_)(5_l _ _, 

P.. 
11-L-05~i>SD/8992 uo 9 3 36 IO 2 
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TO: 

FROM: : 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Torie Clarke 

Donald Rumsfeld 'I) f\., 
S~JECT: De-Mining 

April 22, 2002 1: 13 PM 

Attached is a memo from Newt Gingrich on de-mining. Do any of you think it is 

possible to do that? 

Thanks. 

Attach. · 
11/12/01 Gingrich e-mail to SccDef rc: Taking the Mines Out of Afghanistan 

DHlt:dh 
042lQl•lO 

.....•••.•..••••......••..•.•.••...........................•......••.... , 
Please respond by __ o_,;-___..._/_1 o_JL...o_i-=-----

I ~.'. ,,... ~ • t-_, ~ . 
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TO: 

FROM: s~~ Tone e 

CC: DEPSECDEF 
Doug Feith 
Robert Andrews 
V ADM Giambastiani 
LanyDiRita 

DATE: May 22, 2002 

SUBJECT: De-Mining 

It is possible to do what Newt Gingrich suggests regarding de-mining. 

As you know, there is considerable money and clout behind the international 
movement to eliminate landmines altogether. It is likely they would react strongly 
and negatively to such a program with a massive public relations effort: "Why 
don't you work as hard at eliminating landmine use at all?" 

Recommendation. Consider co-opting the anti-landmine community somewhat 
by: 

a. Committing resources to an effort to develop landmine alternatives. 
DoD launched a nwnber of efforts to examine alternatives to anti-personnel 
mines, which are currently under review by the Bush Administration. The 
following are some of the landmine alternates under review: 

• The Man In The Loop (MITL) Non Self Destruct Alterative 
system 

• The Remote Area Denial Artillery Munition (RADAM) 
• Self-Healing Minefields 

b, Landmine alternatives studies performed by the National Academy of 
Sciences and Los Alamos Natiomil Laboratories (as well as DoD studies) 
concluded that non-lethal technologies alone are not viable replacements 
for anti-personnel landmines, but can be useful in certain military 
operations. The following non-lethal landmine alternatives are now under 
evaluation: 

11-L-0559/0SD/8994 



'· . 

• The Modular Crowd Control Munition 
• A Kevlar capturing net 
• A high velocity! air vortex ring munition 
• An electrical stun, anti-mobility device 

c .. Encouraging other countries to join the de-mining campaign. Since 
1993, the United States has provided over $35 nnllion to support 

humanitarian demining efforts in Afghanistan. In FY 2001, through the 
State Department1s Office ofHwnanitarian Demining Programs, the U.S. 
allocated $2. 8 million to sustain such mine action activities in Afghanistan 
as mine awareness and demining training, and mine detection and clearance 
operations. We could increase that amount. 

11-L-0559/0SD/8995 



MINE CLEARING SYSTEMS 

Mini-Flai1 

Abrams Panther with Standardized Robotics System 

11-L-0559/0SD/8996 



April 22, 2002 1 ;13 PM 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

FROM: . 

Torie Clarke 

Donald Rumsfeld i}.~ 
SUIJJECT: De--Mining 

Attached is a memo from Newt Gingrich on de-mining. Do any of you think it is 

possible to do that? 

Thanks. 

Attach. , 
J 1/12/01 Gingrich e-mail to SecDefre: Taking the Mines Out of Afghanistan 

DHR:dh 
041202-ZO 
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TABA 

December 27, 2002 

TO: Gen. Myers 

a ROM: Donald Rumsfeld '/f.. 
SUBJECT: French Ports 

Do you think we ought not to have ships go near French ports if they are going to 

have those kinds of demonstrations? There arc plenty of other places we can go'. 

Thanks. 

DHJl:411 
12270 l ·29 {IS COlllpllllr} 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ o_l /,_1;.....,0+-f-"'--------

c;, ,.., 
..... 
I 
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December 4, 2002, 5:00 PM 

~: SECDEF 

,,..-·" 
,/ 

.. / 'lr\1..J 
/\ 

FROM: Gordon England 

RE: Stop Loss 

We could not agree more - both Navy and Marine Corps see stop loss as a "least 
preferred,, force shaper. We do not like to use it - but some times we have had too. 

Navy: [nded the use of Stop Loss in August 2002. 

• The last Sailor will be released from the program by 3 l December 2002 

Marine Corps: Selectively finds stop loss necessary in a few instances. 

• Have 171 Marines under Stop Loss 
• Used for force protection and low- density high-demand skiJls 
• Judicious use limitis impact to a small number of Marines 

Bottom Line: The Maine Corps continues to very selectively use Stop Loss when it 
makes best sense. Navy has been able to use other force shaping tolls and has no plans to 
re-implement it. -c::: 

U09472 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/8999 



TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

SECRET 
Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

Donald Rumsfeld 

December 2, 2002 

8:49AM 

Set a meeting with Gen. Myers, 0err:-Pace, Wetfewitz, Feith, Billingslea, 

Carnbone to discuss the Welch Assessment Panel on Special Operations. 

Someone from the Welch panel shouJd come and brief us and answer questions. 

We need to do it the first week of December. Here's my copy, and I will need it 

back for the meeting. 

Thanks. 

----

?~:~, ~ 
...._ ..... ___ _,_...,.,---:-::--

Attach: Welch Draft Reporr I 1 /26/02 - SECRET 

Please respond by: ________ 162__.\'1 ________ _ 

SE€JRJ3'17 
~fl~!f:;MOVALOf A'!TMllMENT('S) 
\)OC'i :,!yl.f"}!T ... ,.. ,..,()J.JfF~ r l'NCLASSIFIED 

11-L-0559/0SD/9000 
U09484 /03 



March 11, 2002 4:04 PM 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '\}\ 

SUBJECT: Attorneys 

I would like a study done of how many attorneys there are in the Defense 

Department and where they are located. 

I would also like to consider the possibility of whether or not to eliminate the 

separate legal functions in a number of the activities, centralize them and reduce 

the number by some non-trivial fraction. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031102-S6 

······-·································································· 
Please respond by __ o_<_...,_{ _0_1_/ _0_1..-__ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9001 U09492 /02 
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May 20, 2002 5: 17 Pl\-1 

TO: Pete Aldridge: 

FROM: 

,,, ..... 
t' /I 

Donuld Rurnsfcld 1 1\ 

SUBJECI': Modernizing Logistics 

What do you think about getting PriceWat~rhou~t:Coopers i1110 help os think 

through logi$tic~ alone, as this Ncwl Gingrich e-tn~i1 ~uggcst~'! 

Att.:ic:h. 
Nc:wt Gintrii.:h r:-mail r<1 St:c0c{, "Tak.in~ the Cost Oul" OS/0.1!02 

11HH:,lh 
M200l-SA 

•••4·-··································································· 
Please respond b.v O ~) : J_,') "L, __ ____,._ ____ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9002 110 9 5 70 /02 



May 20, 2002 5:17 PM 

TO: Pete Aldridge 

FRO~i: 
/" 
(. /I 

Donald Ru,nsfeld 1 1 \. 

SUBJECT: Modernizing Logistics 

What do you think about getting Price Wi1:terhou::.t:Coopcrs into help us think 

throt1gh Jogi~tic!l alone, ns this Newl Gingrich e-m~il l.uggests? 

Attilch. 
Newt Gint,:rii:h e-mail ro s~Dcf, "Taking the Cost Out'' 0S:'OJ.'iJ2 

···~······················~·············································· 
P/eu.w.· respond by 0 (.,. J · J / ) ·<..., ----------

11-L-0559/0SD/9003 U09571 /02 
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October 31, 2002 2:41 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Attendees at Meetings 

V) 

You have to start telling me who is in a meeting with me. I notice, for example, 0 
for the I :30 to 2:00 p.m. meeting with Mr. Kheir, there is no indication of who is 

supposed to be in the meeting, and it is not a one-on-one. 

Also, I notice that in the materials, like this Jordan paper ~is keeping, she is 

not putting down the people who are in the meetings from the country, which I 

need. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Foreign Report Jordan 

DHR:dh 
103102-16 

············-······-····················································· 
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JORDAN 

Meetin2,s in Jordan: 

11/19/83 

12/14/83 

l/28/84 

Amman, Jordan 
Dinner hosted by HRH Hassan bin Talal, Crown Prince of Jordan 
Meeting re: Middle East 
-Hussein bin Talal, King of Jordan 
-Foreign Minister Kasim 

Amman, Jordan Re: Middle East 
Minister of Information Adnan Abu Odeh 
Crown Prince HRH Hassan bin Talal 
Control Officer lmbrie 
Political Officer Turco 
Walid Jumblat. 

Amman, Jordan - Re: Middle East; King of Jordan Hussein bin Talal 

Meetin2s with Jordanian Di2nitaries: 

3/30/76 

3/31/76 

3/31/76 

10/13/76 

5/20/82 

2/21/83 

4/5/01 

4/24/01 

Washington, DC - State dinner hosted by President & Mrs. Gerald Ford, 
met Hussein bin Talal and Queen Alya, King and Queen of Jordan 

Meeting with King Hussein bin Talal 

Reception honoring President and Mrs. Ford (reciprocal) 
hosted by King and Queen, Hussein bin Talal and Queen Alya. 

Meeting with Zayyid Bin Shaker, Jordanian Armed Forces CINC 

Chicago, IL - Hosted dinner at Ritz-Carlton on behalf of Mid-America 
Committee. Guests: 
H.E. Adbul Hadi Majali, Jordanian Ambassador to the U.S. 
H.E. Amer Kahammash, Minister of the Royal Court 
H.E. Ragai,Dageni, Director of the Office of the Crown Prince 
HRH Hassan bin Talat, Crown Prince of Jordan 

London, England - Re: Middle East, King of Jordan Hussein bin Talal 
and Armed Forces CINC Zayyid Bin Shaker 

One-on-one luncheon @ Pentagon with King Abdullah of Jordan 

With Gen. Shelton (CJCS) met Lt. Gen. Malkawi, Chairman of Joint 
Chiefs of Jordan 

7/30/02- Jordan 
Foreign Reports.azn 

11-L-0559/0SD/9005 



9/27/01 

2/1/02 

3/11/02 

5/6/02 

7/31/02 

King of Jordan Abdullah@Four Seasons Hotel, Washington, DC 

King of Jordan HRH King Abdullah II @Four Seasons Hotel, 
Washington, DC. 
Prime Minister of Jordan Ali Abu Ragheb 
Minister of Foreign Affairs Marwan Muasher 
Director of General Intelligance Sa'ad al-Khayr 

Military Worldwide Coalition Against Terrorism Luncheon 
@Pentagon, Photo op w/SecDef - Representative from Jordan was 
present. 

King of Jordan HRH King Abdullah II @ Four Seasons Hotel, 
Washington, DC w/Prime Minister Abu Raghib, Foreign Minister 
Muasher, DCM Hassan 

King of Jordan HRH King Abdullah II @ Four Seasons Hotel, 
Washington DC w/Dr. Crouch, 

7/30/02 - Jordan 
Foreign Rcports.azn 

11-L-0559/0SD/9006 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Clay Johnson 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: SEC 

November 26, 2002 10:08 AM 

Here is a letter I received from a person I have known somewhat over the years, 

John Levin. I do not know Burton Malkeil, but for what it's worth, here it is. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
11/13/02 John Levin ltr to SecDef 

DHRdh 
1117023 

11-L-0559/0SD/9007 
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The Hon. Donald H. Rumsield 
Secretary of Defense 
Room3E880 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC (OSD) 20301 

Dear Secretary Rumsfeld: 

JOHN A. LEVIN & CO., INC, 
ONE~PL11%A 

251" rLOOII 

'NEWYOA1<,NY 10020 
(212) 332-6400 

November 13, 2002 

P.02/06 

SECDEF HAS SEEN 
NOV I 7 2002 

I laiow you are overwhelmed and all our thoughts are with you but knowing your central 
role in decision-making, I want to take the liberty of sa>~ng that I believe several people 
have spoken on behalf of Burt Malkiel to head the SEC. Perhaps you know Burt and his 
outstanding qualities, integrity.judgment and knowlt:dge of all aspects of the securities 
industry. He has been a long term Direc1or of Vanguard and understands the public 
interest, has been an outstanding Director of our company, and is a frequent columnist for 
the Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, and other publications. More 
fundamentally, he was on the Council of Economic Advisers. is a Professor at Princeton1 

and has. written a number of well-regarded books. I have attached his c. v. 

Burt really is first-rate and a very measured person who also has an excellent public 
persona. All the best. 

JAL:reb 
enclosure 

T:\OOClJMENNlOWE~iOll \ 13.c!Ot 

John A. Levin 

11-L-0559/0SD/9008 



HOME ADDRESS 

r b)(6) I 

RESUME 
BURTON G. MALKIEL 

January 2002 

(b)(6) 

l
(b)(6) 

DATEOFBIRTH .__ ____ _ 

EDUCATION 

1949-1953 

1953-195S 

1960-1964 

Boston Latin School 

Harvard College, B.A.i June 1953 

Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration, M.B.A., June 1955 

Princeton University, Ph.D., January 1964 

MILITARY SERVICE 

1955-1958 First Lieutenant in the Finance Corps of the U.S. Anny 

BUSINESS CAREER 

1958-1960 Associate in the Investmem Banking Department of the Wall Street 
investment banking fum of Smith Barney & Co. 

GOVERNMENT SERVICE 

1975-1977 Member, Council of Economic Advisers 

ACADEMIC CAREER 

1964-1966 

1966-1981 

1966-1968 

1968-1981 

1969-1981 

Assistant Professor, Economics Department, Princeton University 

Director, Financial Research Center, Princeton University 

Associate Professor, Economics Department, Princeton University 

Professor, Economics Department, Princeton University 

Gordon S. Rentschler Memorial Professor 

l 

11-L-0559/0SD/9009 



TO l(b)(6) P.04/06 

1974-1975 

1977-1981 

1981-1988 

January 2002 
Chairman, Economics Department, Princeton University 

1988. 

Chairman, Economics Department, Princeton University 

De.an, Yale School of Org:lnizarion and Management and William S. 
Beinecke Professor of Management Studjes 

Chemical Bank Chairman's Professor of Economics, Economics 
Department1 Princeton University 

PROFESSIONAL POSTS 

Direc10r, The Vanguard Group of Investment Companies ($SOOB assets}: Member, Compensation 
Comminee, Audit Committee 

Director. The Vanguard Group (Ireland) Limited 

Director, Prudential Insurance Company of Americ'1 ($300B assets); Chairman, lovestrnent 
Committee~ Member, Executive Committee, Dividend Committee 

Director, BKF Capital Group; Member. Strategic Planning Committe.e, Aud.it Conunittee, 
Compensation Committee 

Director, The Jeffrey Company ($2B Private Investment Company} 

Director, Neuvis Corporation (lntemet software) 

Investment Committee, Pew Charitable Trusts 

Chairman. New Products Comminee, American Stock Exchange 

MEMBERSHIPS 

American Finance Association (President, 1978) 

American Economic Association 

American Philosophical Society 

Various government and non-government c-0nunissions and advisory boards 

Editorial Boards: Emerging Markets Review; Applied Financial Economics 

2 
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January 2002 
;.. WARDS, HONORS 

Smith Breeden Prize for best anicle in the Journal of Finance, 2001 

Third Annual Bernstein Fabozzi/Jacobs Levy Award, Journal of Portfolio Management, 
volwnc year 2000-2001 

Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters Degree from the University of Hartford, June 1971 

Phi Beta Kappa 

Harvard Business School Alumni Achievement Award for 1984 

PUBLISHED BOOKS 

lnternati.onal Monetary An-angemenrs: The Problem of Choice, (co-editor with Fritz Machlup, and 
author of position paper)> Princeton, 1964. 

'flze Term Structure of Interest Rates: Expectations and Behavior Patterns, Princeton University 
Press, Princeton, December I 966. 

Strategies and Rational Decisions in the Securities Options Marker, (with Richard E. Quandt), MIT 
Press, Cambridge, 1969. 

A Random Walle Down Wall Srreet, W. W. Norton & Co., New York, 1973; Revised College 
Edition, 1975~ Second College Edition 1981; Fourth Edition. 1985; Fifth Edition, 1990; 
Japanese Edition, I 993; Chinese Edition, 1996; Sixth Edition. 1996; Seventh Edition, 1999; 
Japanese Edition, 2000; Seventh Edition Paperback, 2000; Italian Edition - A zon:zo per 
Wall Street. printed November 2001 and a Russian Edition, printed 1999. Also, selected 
chapters of book (German translation) in 11Strategie und Zufall an der Borse," Zurcher 
Kantonalbank Publisher, Zurich, Switzerland, October 1988, pp. 29-109. ITn pasea 
aJeatacio poc Wall Sttes:l, Alianza Edhorial, Madrid, 1992. 

Managing Risk in an Uncertain Era: An Analysis for Endowed lnstiMtons, (with Paul B. 
Firstenberg), Princeton, 1976. 

11ie Jnflation-Bealer's Investment Guide, W.W. Norton & Co., New York, 1980. Revised 
i,aperback ei:tition Winning Jovestmenr Strategjes, 1982. 

Expectations and the Strocture of Share Prices, (with John G. Ctagg), University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, I 982. 

Global Bargain Hunting: An Investor's Guide ro Profits in Emerging Markets, (with J.P. Mei), 
Simon & Schuster, New York, January 1998. 

3 
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The Index Fund Solution (with R. Evans), Simon & Schuster, New York., 1999. 

OTHER PUBLICATIONS 
Approximately 150 published articles 

4 
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INFO MEMO 

June 11, 2002, 4:30 p.m. 

FOR; SECRETARYOFDEFENSE ~ 

FROM T~~f,v.'Anny -

SUBJECT: Military Suppon to Wildland fires .western Region 

• The Department of Defense (DoD) has initiated support to the National 
Interagency Fire Center (NIFC) for wildfires in the western Unit.ed States 
(Colorado, Utah, and California). An execute order was issued today 
tasking a Defense Liaison Officer in accordance with a memorandum of 
agreement between NIFC and DoD. 

• The Director of Military Support issued a planning order in April that 
was coordinated with the Services, Commander, Joint Forces Conunand, 
the other regional and specified commanders, and Defense Agencies. 

• Due to the intensity of the fires, it is anticipated that DoD may be asked, 
within the next several days, to provide up to eight Modular Airborne 
fire Fighting Systems (MAFFS) from the Air National Guard and Air 
Force Reserve. 

• To provide a historical perspective, in 2001, MAFFS aircraft supported 
NlFC efforts from Gowen Field, Boise, Idaho; Klamath Falls, Oregon; 
and Port Hueneme, California. Seventy-two MAFFS personnel 
provided 20 days of support flying over two hundred hours on 175 sorties 
that delivered just less than eight miJlion pounds of fire retardant. 
Department of Defense also provided two battalions in support of the 
efforts to suppress western wildland fires. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

l (b)(6) 

Prepared By: Kathryn A. Condo~------

CF: 
Chainnan, Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Principal Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Policy) 

U O 9 5 9 l 1 •• / 0 2 
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THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON. D C 20301·3010 L":n, ,,.,, I , 

<!• • - ' ' 
~- ,, _ _. - · i. c..:. : .... , S: ., t 

- - · J 

ACQUISITION. 
TECHN OLOGY 

ANO LOGISTICS INFO MEMO 

May 29, 2002, 7:46 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Mr. Pete Aldridge, USD(Acquisition, /Jw:n1ogy. and Logistics) 
{JP'7 I 2 JUN 2007 

SUBJECT: Appointment of Mr. Art Money to the Defense Science Board 

• Dr. Bill Schneider. Chainnan, Defense Science Board (DSB) cleared the 
appointment of Mr. Art Money with Ms. Jackie Arends prior to my approval of his 
appointment. 

• Mr. Money has particular expertise in the area of Radio Frequency Signal 
Intelligence (RF SIOINT) and significant experience in intelligence issues. His 
appointment will strengthen the Board's expenise in the intelligence area as it 
continues to grapple with these issues in the War Against Terrorism. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

l~K6) t rt~ Prepared By: CDR Brian Hughes/DSB._ ____ ......, · )._o(; )." ' 

A 
11-L-O~JOSD/9014 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Art Money 

How did Art Money get on the Defense Science Board? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
051602-lO 

May 16, 2002 2:51 PM 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_s_/ 3_1 ,....J_a_2-__ _ 

r/L,,, 
~~~//Artje 

11-L-0559/0SD/9015 
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COMMAND, CONTl'IOL, 
COMMUNICATIONS, AND 

INTl:l . .UGl!NClli; 

ASSISTANT SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
6000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-6000 

INFO MEMO 

2m2 Ju:.r , 2 r;1 6: 10 

June 12, 2002 9:19 AM 

TO: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: /JOHN P. STENBIT ekj--j-~ tj,2/c-... 

SUBJECT: Ga1iJeo 

• Jn reply to your question about the technicaJ problems with Galileo. the overriding 
problem is the potentiaJ overlay of our military code. If that happens, and a Ga1ileo 
receiver falls into the wrong hands, we would have to jam their signal in an area of 
conflict, and our signal would be jammed as weJL We can mitigate this problem, 
but at increased difficulty. 

• We have no problem with the EU's moving forward, provided they meet our four 
objectives: 

• That the performance of any civil terminal be better in the presence of both 
GPS and Galileo satellites in the field of view than with one or the other alone. 

• That there be no interference with the frequency used by our military codes. 

• That Galileo does not initiate a regulat0:ry regime·that would force the U.S. to 
have a Galileo receiver in order to fly aircraft in Europe, or on ships to enter 
European ports. 

• That NA TO not be expected to fund the Galileo shortfall through member 
nations I military funding. 

• Perhaps the greatest problem with OPS at the current time is that both the HASC 
and the SASC reduced the funds we asked for to increase the power of the next 
several OPS satelJites, once again postponing some easily provided anti-jam 
protection for this most valuable system. We need to make sure we provide the 
best OPS system before we worry about what the Europeans a.re doing. 

Prepared by: Ray Swider, C3IJ ... (b_)_(
6

_> _ ...... 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/9016 U09688 /02 



J0-.27 AM 
TO: John Stenbit 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ') 

DA TE: Jimc 8, 2002 

SUBJECT: GALILEO 

1 need 8 very simple oneapagcr explaining to me what the technical problcmJ an: 

with Galileo. 

Thanks. 

DHR/1111 
060l02..12 

Pl-. rapo,uJ by: ______ , \_,~ .... k_.l.. ______ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9017 
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· Snowftake 

April 29, 2002 9:32 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Invitation for Kazakhstan 

I think we probably ought to invite the Minister of Defense of Kazakhstan to the 

U.S. when they put their liaison people in Tampa. 

Thanks. 

OHR:dh 
042902.3 ..............................................................•.•....... , 
Please respond by ___ o_s-_/ __ 1 __ 1_/_o_'L--______ _ 

Larry DI Rita 

?/7 

\ 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: SEC 

Why don't you get me invited to the SEC sometime? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
100102·52 

October 1, 2002 2:45 PM 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ , o~/~1_i _,/~0_1-__ _ 

:--

-c::,. 

~ 
C) 

U09781 /03 SU 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Travel 'v" 

October 3, 2002 8:07 AM 

Would you please give me something that shows the travel (location, number of 

days, whether business or pleasure) of the senior civilians, through assistant 

secretary, for this year. 

I watched it for the CINCs last year. I would like to see it for the Service Chiefs. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dil 
10030N 

•••••••••••••.•......................................................... , 
Please respond by -~/_o-+-/ ~I J__._/_0_1..-___ _ 

Ll 
w 
u 

w 
C> 

(\ -
0 

U09782 /03 ~ 
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October 7, 2002 2:48 PM 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~-6\. 

SUBJECT: Compliments from Satire 

I saw Bil1 Satire the other night and he said, "You have that fellow Marc Thiessen 

over there. He's doing a good job for you." He mentioned particularly the House 

and Senate Testimony and the Arlington Cemetery piece. 

As an old speechwriter, he ought to know! 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
100702,!iS 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ ---_____ _ 

U09783 103 
11-L-0559/0SD/9021 



October 7, 2002 2:41 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Photographers 

I think we should maybe get the military photographer of the year and have him 

do our photographs, and figure out some alternative for Helene Stikk.el and Robert 

Ward. 

Please see me about it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:Jh 
l0070l-Sl 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 1_0 -+{.....:.1 ...... Y--f./_o_-z.,.,_-__ _ 

U09784 /03 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: United Way 

October 7, 2002 7:24 AM 

We have this big United Way campaign on. J'm wonied about it. Those people 

seem to have trouble with corruption and wrongdoing. I am reluctant to give my 

money to it, and I'm worried about asking people in the Pentagon to. 

Would you please have someone look into it? Please tell me what you think. 

Thanks. 

OH.R:dh 
t0070z.3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by~-/ o__.f---'1....,_1 +-/ _o_1-___ _ 

U09786 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/9023 
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October 7, 2002 8:05 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfe1d \JA ,. 

SUBJECT: Top Ten 

Please let me see the latest version of the top ten priorities, and let's make sure we 

pass it out to all the key people, so they know where we ended up. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
100702-14 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 1 o-+/~l -=--~"'--/ _0_1..-___ _ 

~ 
V 
() 

C, 

0 
C, 

..:::, 
C> 

4 
C 
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TO: 

FROM: 

~ MSgL__J 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Events at River Entrance 

October 8, 2002 10:11 AM 

I would like to be told what these big events are out on my front lawn down here. 

Whenever there is something going on out there like that, please put a note in my 

box telling me who it is. 

Thanks. 

DHR,llh 
100802-14 

••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ \ o___._J-'-1 .;...,t /_o_i, __ _ 

"J:. \.,..11\"t.. "'t°~\~~ -~ c...\., ~L (..o~~ ~~~~ \t, 

\Cl..,~ '-~ \<.. ... o~ ~- ew--~ \,,,)~\ ~~~ (=>\"<-e_ sl) ~ 
I 

l(b){6) 

l'Y'IS~ ....._ __ ___. 

11-L-0559/0SD/9025 
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October 9, 2002 9:03 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Grady Means 

Please get Grady Means from PriceWaterhouseCoopers in and let me meet him. f 

would like to talk to him. Apparently he is technology-oriented and very bright. 

DHR:dh 
100902.1 2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by lo Ji.-~ / 01-

I 

l{b)(6) I \,-J't l tl"' +I\.~. l'm d (j\,J1'\. 

~ 

U09789 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/9026 
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Snowflake 

October 9, 2002 8:24 AM 

TO: LJ 
FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ]) 

SUBJECT: Testimony 

When you give out my testimony on Iraq, don't give out an the Q&As that were 

asked by the members, just give the prepared testimony as it was prepared, not as 

it was delivered. 

Thanks, 

DHR:dh 
100902,S 

········································-································ 
Please respond by ___ .---_____ _ 

U09791 /03 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld\)\ 

SUBJECT: Bruce Jette 

October 9, 2002 8:57 AM 

Why don't you meet Bruce Jette~ who Newt Gingrich mentioned to you? He 

worked for Keane. See what you think of him and let me know. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
100902-9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ t_o-+J_i_s_.· /_1J_,....... ___ _ 

U09792 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/9028 



October 9, 2002 9:00 AM 

TO: V ADM Staser Holcomb, USN (Ret) 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld (i)\ 

SUBJECT: Candidates 

Why don't you sit down with Newt Gingrich-he is running around all over the 

country meeting bright people. Please get the names of the people, and find out 

what he thinks their best qualities are, so we can have a good list of those folks. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
100902-10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _.,_! 0 ...... /_2 _r ..;..../ .;_....1Y_l,-_· __ _ 

U09793 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/9029 
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October 9, 2002 9:01 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~\ 

SUBJECT: Col. Warner 

Please get from Newt the rest of Col. Warner's name, the Anny intellectual who is 

BG-promotable. I think we ought to meet him. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
l00902·11 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ I _o .._P_,; _____ j J_i....-___ _ I of°( 

Co1 x'"" 11M~d JJi 

_l.) 
(:), 

~ 
0 

U09794 /03 JJ 
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October 9, 2002 9:24 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Earlier Jointness 

PJease tell me who responds to my request in yesterday's staff meeting as to ways 

we can improve jointness at an earlier stage. I would like to see a list of who was 

in the meeting and who actually responds. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
100902-18 

····················~···················································· 
Please respond by _ _.l....,...0-+/ ..... 2 .> ...... · -1--'/v"'-k::"""-----

U09795 /03 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Substantive Documents 

October 10, 2002 12:27 PM 

You really probably should give me copies of things you have signed that are 

substantive, so I can get a look at them. 

Thanks. 

DHR;dh 
101002-9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: POTUS Meeting 

I want a meeting \Vith the President every week. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dli 
101 !02,12 

October 11, 2002 9:04 AM 
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Please respond by I O / I ~ / o-t-. 

U09797 /03 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Invitations 

October 15, 2002 1:54 PM 

I'm stil1 not getting to look at the invitations I receive or the press invitations I get. 

l would like to get a sense of who is asking me to do what. 

Please let me see some of it. 

Thanks. 

D!lR:dh 
[01502·Jj 

.............................•.•.•••••.•.••.......•.•.................... 
Please respond by __ (1)-+[_2-..... s ....... l_.)_V_· __ _ 

U09798 /03 
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October 16, 2002 8:00 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Vf\ 
SUBJECT: Accomplishments Paper 

Please add to that accomplishment paper that we stopped calling it national missile 

defense and calJ it ballistic missile defense, which changed the whole focus. 

Also add the decision for missile defense to go for R&D. 

Then show me how you have changed it. 

Thanks. 

DHlblh 
101602-9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by lo j i<,; / 01..--

U09799 /03 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld -Vj{,, 
SUBJECT: October 15 NSC Meeting 

October 16, 2002 7:07 AM 

On both Sunday and Monday, my staff called over to see if the NSC meeting at 

8:55 a.m. on Tuesday, October 15, 2002 was plus one or just principals. We were 

told both times it was just principals. I arrived, and there was McLaughlin, Kelly, 

Libby, Hadley and Joseph. It turned out it was plus one, or more. 

Also, I'm told you have directed that your staff not tell my office who the 

attendees will be at an NSC or PC meeting. Why is that? 

That the paper didn't arrive until shortly before the meeting (the afternoon of 

October 14) makes it difficult for everybody. 

DHR:dh 
101502-40 

11-L-0559/0SD/9036 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Bill Schneider 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Thanks 

October 16, 2002 9:02 AM 

If I have not thanked you for your comments on "Need for Urgency & Teamwork" 

paper, I do so now. Your remarks are excel1ent. 

DHR:dh 
10)602-l 7 

11-L-0559/0SD/9037 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·"}\ 

SUBJECT: Need for Urgency Paper 

October 16, 2002 9:05 AM 

Would you please get somebody to take Bill Schneider's comments and 

incorporate them into our "Need for Urgency" paper. I think they are first-rate. 

He is one smart fellow. Then let me see it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
07/30/02 Schneider Paper 

OHR:dh 
10l602.JS 

·····································································~··· 
Please respond by __ ),~) _o ..... a_J_ij_1.--___ _ 

U09802 /03 
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SECDEF HAS SEEN ~, L/2. SC/I-NE( OE_(<__ 
8f~o 

OCT 1 6 2ooa 

COMMENTS ON 
Need for Urgency & Teamwork: 

Building Multiple Leadership Centers 
(07/30/02 draft) 

The comments offered below reflect a review of the 7/30 draft. Current thinking may 
have moved well beyond the points mentioned there based on subsequent discussion .. To 
begin with, the section, The Way Ahead that was treated last (section 8) in the draft is 
addressed first here, followed by comments on subsequent sections of the paper. The 
Way Ahead addresses a number of department-wide cross-cutting issues that will affect 
the more specific issues raised elsewhere in these comments. 

The WayAhead 

There a number of cross cutting issues can be helpful in implementing more specific 
objectives described subsequently in these comments. 

Consider the following additional initiatives: 

}> Employ output metrics to manage DoD activities. The DSB has produced a study 
on the subject of methodology to create output metrics to better manage DoD 
resources. This effort can be updated and refined if desired. 

}> Use the broadened role of JFCOM to establish annual exercises that are intended 
to test, not demonstrate increasingly demanding capabilities of the military forces. 

}> Establish a full-time panel of recently retired Combatant Commanders to assist 
OSD in implementing transformation, jointness, etc. 

}> Change system testing practices to incorporate testing throughout the 
development cycle (see DSB study on testing) to improve system performance, 
lower costs, and decrease product cycle time. 

}> Rationalize the national security (DoD + NNSA) science and technology 
infrastructure, refocus science and technology investment to couple directly to 
future requirements in the context of a reformed and shortened acquisition 
process, and fund the development of systems engineering and integration skills. 

}> Software is both the most pervasive enabler of modem military capabilities and 
the most enduring source of cost, performance, and scheduling problems in the 
DoD. Failure to reform software development and maintenance will adversely 
affect the DoD's ability to achieve its transformation aspirations .. 

}> Restructure the management of intelligence around its products rather than its 
tools. The organizing theme of the intelligence community that focuses on the 

11-L-0559/0SD/9039 
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means by which inte11igence is collected rather than ends to which that 
intelligence is put is an important source of the problems that are so apparent 
today. The DSB has developed a proposal (either for a joint study with the 
intelligence community, or solely for the DoD) to develop this theme. 

> The extent to which the DoD wi11 be able to effectively transition from the 
industrial to the information age will depend on its ability to covert inf onnation to 
knowledge and to manage that knowledge effectively. The management of this 
knowledge wi11 be the most important characteristic that will enable the DOD to 
use that knowledge. Models in the commercial sector of how this can be done are 
abundant. 

> Missile defense needs to become a core competence of the DoD. Three essential 
architectures (war fighting. systems, and technology) should be the first 
de1iverable from the R&D program - supported by a plan to provide end-to-end 
simulation of the "system of systems" that makes up the layered BMD 
architecture. 

Specific comments on other points in the briefing follow. 

1. The First 18 Months-Highlights (Accomplishments} 

To this list could be added a few other significant points that reflect on administration 
themes for defense transformation. 

}.> Emphasis on precision targeting and prominence given to precision weapons 
procurement (e.g. post Enduring Freedom acquisition of JDAM). 

~ Establishment of a positive relationship with the news media that has set the stage 
for a credible public discussion of post Enduring Freedom options in the Global 
War on Terrorism (GWOT). 

~ The emphasis on transfonnation has faciJitated a focus on the centrality of 
information technology and decision dominance to achieve the President's 
aspirations. 

~ The extension of the transfonnation theme to the fu]l scope of DoD activities has 
created a constructive set of expectations that place all stakeholders on notice that 
the no area of DoD activity will be excluded from transfonnation. 

» The NPR makes it possible to begin to develop a 21st century approach to the 
nuclear weapons program and organization that will ensure its role as a 
contributor to the broad aims of dissuasion contained in the document. 

11-L-0559/0SD/9040 
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2. Where is the US likely to more vulnerable and/or in need of improvement over the 
next 5 to JO years? 

>- The security of information should be included. 

»- Greater investment should be made in a rationalized DoD and (S&T) base that 
sheds superfluous capabi1ity (e.g. DoD facilities that are creating technologies 
better done in the civil sector), and focuses investment on S&T needed for 
defense transformation. (See the 2001 DSB Summer Study) 

}> The DoD is likely to become vulnerable to "training surprise" (i.e. focused 
investment by adversaries in highly specialized training that exploits US 
vulnerabilities) because the DoD under funds/undervalues training in its 
modernization programs. (See 2000 DSB study on Training). 

}> DoD modernization has been adversely affected by a secondary consequence of 
the rationalization and consolidation in the defense sector during the 1990s; the 
loss of the industry's experienced cadre of systems engineering and integration 
professionals. The DoD needs to invest to rebuild these crucial skill sets. 

3. What USG/DoD organizational circumstances create vulnerabilities and/or the 
need for improvement over the next 5 to 10 years? 

To this list should be added: 

) The reliability of the nuclear stockpile, and the absence of a path to create 
nuclear weapons appropriate to the requirements of 21 51 century 
dissuasion. 

> In addition to the need to recruit skilled experts, systems engineering and 
integration specialists must also be included. 

) Adequate investment in training is required. 

4. In the next 5 to 10 years. what systems/capabilities/activities are like to be of 
relatively greater utility? 

151 Tier 

) Ballistic missile defense 

11-L-0559/0SD/9041 
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» Reliable and less costly unmanned systems 

» Timely and reliable logistics 

» Rapid assimilation and assurance that the lessons of military operations will be 
"learned." 

).> The outsourcing tasks that do not reflect DoD-core competencies will parallel 
similar trends in the defense indus1ry (i.e. in the defense industry, the core 
competence is systems engineering/integration, not technology). 

> Effective operationaJ deception/asymmetry will only emerge from a modem 
planning process that will produce speed-surprise precision. 

).> Improved Ohem .. -bio defenses should be a first tier, not a second Lier activity. 

2nd Tier 

>" Stealth, land/sea/air 

>" Suppression of enemy air defenses using standoff munitions from heavy bombers 

5. In next 5 to JO years, what systems/capabilitieslacTivities are likely to of relatively 
less utility. or of relatively Jess utiliry, useful as a dererrent bur very expensive -
need to assess tradeoffs? 

> Strategic/tactical nuclear forces based on Cold War concepts of operation, 
weapons (e.g. legacy warhead and weapon systems), and support misallocate 
resources and diminish effectiveness. The infrastructure supporting 
strategic/tactical nuclear forces needs to be modernized to place this capability on 
a lower-cost/sustainable path. 

6. Over the next 5 to JO years. which relationships/regions could take on: 

Greater Importance 

» Ad hoc coalitions of the willing to respond to specific regional or global threats 

.... Relatively Greater Danger 

11-L-0559/0SD/9042 
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>" Iraq and North Korea are omitted from the list. 

.... Relatively Less Danger 

~ Russia is less certain than Western/Central Europe to pose less danger to the US 

7. Countries the US is/or could be allied with over the next 5 to JO years 

>" Concern about the regional consequences of WMD/missile proliferation could 
produce situation-dependent alliance relationships in support of missile defense 
deployments without establishing a more broadly based alliance relationship, e.g. 

• Israel, Egypt, Turkey, Nepal, selected European states, Canada, Taiwan, 

lJcftf ~I~Le-: i, ,z_ 
William Schneider, Jr. 19 August 20, 2002 

11-L-0559/0SD/9043 



TO: L TG Craddock 
Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Attending NSC Meetings 

October 16, 2002 8:07 AM 

I don't know who is telling the NSC whether or not I plan to attend meetings, but I 

would }ike you to stop doing it You can't know who is going to actually go, so 

having you or others tel1 them who is coming is probably not helpful. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
101602·4 

············~··~,··~············································,·····''' 
Please respond by __ 1_0~/ _1~....;..)_1)_1--___ _ 

U09803 /03 
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-October 17, 2002 10:33 AM 

TO: V ADM Staser Holcomb, USN (Ret) 

CC: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Military Appointments 

We have to Jay out the entire year ahead in military appointments, so we get lead 

time on it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
101702·18 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ \_1 _/~0_1----+-/ _0_1..-___ _ 

U09805 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/9045 



October 21, 2002 12:05 PM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: 
-9). 

Donald Rumsfeld I'-

SUBJECT: Speechwriting 

People keep giving me things that have phrases like: "a11 nations who support." A 

nation is not a ·'who." 

They keep personalizing nouns that cannot be personalized. Please have someone 

talk to them about it. 

Thanks. 

DHR;dh 
102102-10 

•••......•.••.........••••••.................•.•••.......•• , ............ , 

Please respond by __ I-ti /~0~1_,./_o~'k---~ 

U09806 /03 
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(b)(6) 
TO: 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'Qr\ 
SUBJECT: Meetings with President 

October 21, 2002 5:50 PM 

(::) 
w ..... 
I ....., 

When you get a fornrnt for the meetings with the President, please show it to me. Then I will edit ~ 

it. so we can do it. :t; 

For example, today I met with the President at the National Security Council meeting from 8:55 

to 9:45 a.m. in the White House Situation Room. The subjects were Turkey, Jordan, Jiang 

Zemin's visit and the UN resolution on Irnq. Leave a space for comments. 

Also today, at 2:55 p.m. I met with the President. He introduced me to one of his classmates 

from Yale, wife's name Laura, from Greenwich, Connecticut. I then met alone with the 

President for about three minutes and talked to him about 1l1e Wednesday NSC meeting, where J 

had been told he wanted to meet with Gen. McNeill and Gen. Franks. He said, ''Who is General 

McNeill?" J said he is the general in charge of Afghanistan. He said, 1'Well, I don't need lo 

meet with him." J said that General Franks, General Myers and I suggest that General Franks 

meet on SVTC. He said, "Fine. That's the way to do it. I just kind of want to stay in touch." 

1 met in the Oval Office from 3:00 to 3: 15 p.m. for a pre-brief on the meeting between the 

President and Lord Robertson. From 3:15 to 4:00 p.m., J was in the meeting when the President 

met with Lord Robertson. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
102102· 18 

··~············································································ 
Please respond by _ _ ID~')_i_ .. ~_/_o_L-_ _ _ 

U09807 /03 
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October 22, 2002 7 :30 AM 

' 

TO: 

FROM: 

~ : 

Donald Rumsfeld \)\\ 

SUBJECT: Incident in Chicago 

There was an explosion of some kindt a loud blast, that people in the 

neighborhood seem to think was a bomb of some kind in front of Marcy's house in 

Chicago. It was in the street, Just to the middle of her line with her n~ighbor. 

About 20 people rushed outside to see what had happened. 

Marcy called the FBI, but no one ever caJled back. She left a message. 

I have no idea what it was, but it might be worth someone thinking about. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
102202-7 .. , ... ,. 
Please, 

22 Oct 2002 

Sir, 

I spoke with Marcy again (after our conversation). It was a strange 
incident. As I indicated earlier, we're going to run several agents 
through New Mexico to Portland and Chicago this week to speak with 
all of your children, the FBI and the other respective police agencies 
regarding the investigation in Santa Fe and other potential safety issues. 
I hope to be able to get my arms around all of the facts, stories, and 
information available so that we can get a comprehensive big picture. e 
They are also going to work with the NM State Police and Paul on 
monitoring the demonstration in Taos and identifying response t_ 
procedures should the demonstration get out of hand and pose a threat ~ 
to your property. t-1 

V/R 

U09808 /03 
(b )(6) 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld-t:J~ 

SUBJECT: Scheduling Time this Week 

October 22, 2002 7:17 AM 

I need time to do the memos for the other CJNCs if Feith is not going to do them. 

I need time this week alone for a couple of hours to work on the Security 

Cooperation Guidance paper. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
102202-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _ ______._Io __ ( ·l_~___.._{ a~· .,_,_. __ _ 

U09809 /03 
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October 28, 2002 9:03 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \YI 
SUBJECT: Burial in Arlington 

Can the spouses of people who are eligible for burial in Arlington Cemetery be 

buried there also? For example, could Joyce be buried there, assuming I am 

eligible? Am I eligible? 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
102802-21 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by--' '~{~o_f_[ J_"t-___ _ 

U09810 /03 
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Snowftake 

October 28, 2002 2:34 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld"[~ 

SUBJECT: FBI Report 

If the FBI does not give me a report on Iraqi terrorism in the US by Wednesday, 

please cal1 over to Director Mueller's office and ask for it. 

Thanks. 

DI IR Jh 
I02ll01-2'l 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ~~/_o-+/_3_1_.l_,_J_J_'-~--

U09811 /03 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·1 f'. 
SUBJECT: Time During Defense Policy Board 

October 28, 2002 3:58 PM 

In the future, when the Defense Policy Board is in, I would like you to keep my 

day more open, so I can see some of the members individually. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
102802-31 

·····································································•••t 
Please respond by ________ _ 

U09812 /03 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld I\} 
SUBJECT: Side Visits 

October 30, 2002 7:48 AM 

It can have an enonnous impact to the benefit the Department if l stop by and see 

a CHOD when he is visiting Myers/Pace or a po)icy person when he is visiting 

Feith or Wol fowitz, or if I make a brief stop by at a reception in an embassy. It 

ends up being only 20 minutes worth of effort, with minimum trave), but it can 

have far-reaching results. 

I think you ought to get someone to prepare a list for me of all the people who are 

coming into the building on a dai]y basis, and I ought to start looking at the 

invitations more carefully. We ought to find a way to make these brief contacts. 

Please see me with a plan as to how I am going to be able to get my voice heard on 

these things. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
103002-4 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
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Snowftake 

October 31, 2002 6:56 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '~ 

SUBJECT: Invitation from Djibouti 

When I went down to visit with him yesterday, the CHOD for Djibouti invited me 

to Djibouti. Let's put that on the list of people who have invited me to something. 
~-,______________ ___ - - -

T}lanlcs.. 

/ 
,/ DHR:dh 

/ ]03102-4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ~-1_1 .._/ a-'-~ ..... /_0_1--___ _ 
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October 31, 2002 6:59 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Df\-
SUBJECT: Call to Marty Hoffmann 

Please have Steve Herbits call Marty Hoffmann and talk to him about the security 

problem for the family. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
103102·6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by l J /oJ / ov 
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COMl"TROl..l.ER 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
l 100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON DC 20301-1100 

OSD INFO MEMO V/H:TE !-'.CU~E SEi'.;T/ON 

June 14, 2002, 4:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim ~ 
SUBJECT: Budget 

• We should look into a 2-year budget. The major stumbling block has been the 

congressional appropriations committees which have never been receptive to 

a biennial budget. They have consistently viewed biennial budgeting as an 

executive branch attempt to reduce their constitutional oversight role. 

• Regardless of congressional action, we are looking at streamlining the internal 

Planning, Programming, Budgeting System (PPBS) process. We have an 

on-going PPBS reform effort with Ken Krieg. The Defense Planning 

Guidance (DPG) also directs the Senior Executive Council (SEC), under the 

leadership of the Secretary of the Navy, to work with the Vice Chairman, 

Joint Chiefs of Staff and myself to undertake the replacement of the current 

rigid PPBS with a more streamlined and integrated process. 

• My personal view is that we do not need to do all phases of the PPBS with 

equal intensity every year. Once an administration's planning guidance 

construct is in place and we have programmed funds to achieve the planning 

guidance goals and objectives, subsequent reviews should simply focus on 

fine-tuning the defense program based on fact-of-life changes. 

0 U09816-02 
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• I envision a 4-year cycle where we conduct an intensive planning and 

programming process in the first year of an administration and then conduct 

budget execution reviews that focus on perfonnance in the years we do not 

conduct intensive programming. These execution reviews will help infonn 

the annual budgets and will also incorporate the kinds of fact-of-life changes 

that inevitably arise (changes in inflation assumptions, new legislated 

requirements, program slippages, etc.). If the proposed legislative change to 

shift the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) to the second year of an 

administration is adopted, the QDR will occur the same year as an execution 

review. 

• I will approach the appropriations committees to see if there is any 

receptivity to a biennial budget. Jn the meantime, I will work closely with 

Secretary England to recommend internal changes that reduce the rigidity 

and duplication of the convoluted PPBS chart illustrated. 

COORDINATION: None 
~ \ \ \ I.~~ ~ (-"' 6 
- ().<;o w·.~ WQ,\lw V I 

:1v \ C 'x C)..r ~ , \ " "'\ 

(}.D r>-,.~ Qf ~~r, c. , • \J \J 

~" Q,_~ <:. (., Vt\ N\ (\. V lQj.., . 

Prepared By: John Roth, ... !(b_)(_6) __ ___, 
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TO: Dov Zakheim 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ,. J\, 
SUBJECT: Budget 

Should we go back and try to get a two-year budget? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
05/01/02 USD(P&R) Memo to SecDefre: PPB (U07677/02] 

DHRdh 
OS2102-l2 

May 22, 2002 8:43 AM 

·····································~··································k 
Please respond by __ r_.-_·_, ._·,_ . ..._. _i _)_i __ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9058 



TO: 

FROM: 

~I 

~ 
Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Budget 

Should we go for a biennial budget? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
05/01/02 USD(P&R) to SecDefre: PPB [U07677/02] 

DHR:dh 
050802-U 

May 8, 2002 8:17 AM 

........................................................................ , 
Please respond by __ o~~'--'--/_3_t_l_o_"1.--_-__ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9059 



4,, .~~:12 UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, O.C , 20301~00Q. .. .. - [: 7 

SECOEF HM SEEN 
Pt'MONNEL AND 

1'1£AOINES$ 

INFO MEMO 

May l , 2002 - 12:00 p~ECDEF HAS SEEN 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE MAY OB 2002 

DAVIDS. C. CHU, UNDER SE~~~ARY OF DEFENSE 
(PERSONNEL AND READINE~n/.J .t:~ d~,<.._.... ~ ~ f:J b ~ 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: PPB a Joke? 

• A third of the "plumbing" in the chart you circulated (Tab A) reflects not PPB 
but a variety of documents whose content might usefulJy be considered in its 
deliberations (most of the entries in red). There's a useful question whether all 
those are needed, or needed so frequently (e.g., National Security Strategy
once an administration should ordinarily be enough). 

• The chart is also more complex than it need be by trying to show how three 
sequential budgets intersect (03, 04, and 05), and by trying to show processes, 
actors, and products on one page. The underlying process is actua11y quite 
simp1e: you (and the President) give your guidance, the Military Departments 
submit their program proposals (POMs), you review them (program review), 
and a budget is produced. 

RECOMMENDATION: None required. 

COORDINATION: None required. 

Attachment: As Stated 

Prepared by: Captain Stephen Welloc~'""(b-)(_
5
l _ __, 

0 

SPL ASSISTANT DI RITA 
SR MA G1AMBA..~\ANI 

"MAeucc1 
EXECSEC WHITMORE 

11-L-0559/0SD/9060 U076?7 /02 



~ ... 
DEFENSE PPB SYSTEM 

JASOND J F 

2001 
President's Strategic Guidance 
National Security Strategy 
JSR/National MIiitary Strategy 
Defense Program Projection 

M A 

Joint Warflghtlng Capabllltles Assessment 
Chairman's Program Recommendations 

M J J A s 
2002 

I Defense Planning Guidance 
Program ObJecttvH Memoranda 
Program Review 
Chairman's Program Assessment 

0 

CONGRESS 

OSD 

CJCS 

CINCS 

N D JFMAMJ 

2003 

I Program Decision Memoranda 
Budget Estimate Submissions 
Program Budget Decisions 
President's Budget 2Al2 Gs 

* Potentla1 Defense Resources Board (ORB)/EXpanded DAB 
* Quadrennial Defense Review (ODA) & Revised NMS 

0JC$(J5/J81 
OUSO(PJ 
O[)PAll,£ 

OUSD(Ci 

11-L-0559/0SD/9061 
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TO: Under Secretaries 
Service Secretaries 
Chairman, JCS 

FROM: 

Vice Chairman, JCS 
Service Chiefs 
PDUSD(P) 

Dona1d Rumsfeld J{l 
SUBJECT: PPB System 

April 23, 2002 7 :58 AM 

Attached is a chart that was used in a briefing recently to explain the Defense PPB 

system. 

When I saw it, I asked if it was a joke. It turns out it is apparently not meant to be 

a joke. 

It struck me that those of us in the Senior Review Group ought to think about 

whether maybe it is a joke, even though it is not intended to be one. 

Regards, · 

Attach. 
2/02 Defense PPB System slide 

DHR:dh 
04230H 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ---------

11-L-0559/0SD/9062 U07237 /02 



October 31, 2002 7:56 AM 

TO: L TG Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1)f\ 
SUBJECT: Fixing Process 

I am tired of getting these materia]s in such user-unfriendly shape. I want this 

process fixed, like we fixed the JSR process. These documents should be in 

English. Reduce the number of people who sign-off. Make the process move 

faster. 

It is a waste of everyone's time to handle something this poorly. On something 

like this, I want to be able to tell if it has been approved by Gen. Myers and Doug 

Feith. 

This package seems to suggest they are going to deploy from May 15 to 

November 10 and another team June 1 from November 27. May and June are 

past. What is up? 

I want the process revamped. I want to get briefed on how it is going to be 

handled in the future with a model package. I am not going to approve anything 

until I can understand it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
OASD(C31) Controlled Item in pouch 

DHR:dh 
103102•7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ l....;_I +f .;._I S-_../_o_i..--__ _ 

U09816 
11-L-0559/0SD/9063 

/03 



Snowftake 

October 31, 2002 11 :48 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld l)"\ 
SUBJECT: Israeli CHOO 

I ought to see the Israeli CHOO when he is in town. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
103\02-14 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 1_1...;_(_I 5_·-=-/_J_-i..-__ _ 

U09817 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/9064 



TO: 

FROM: 

~1 

~ 
Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Budget 

Should we go for a biennial budget? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
05/01/02 USD(P&R)to SecDefre: PPB [U07677/02] 

DHR:db 
050802-18 

May 8, 2002 8:17 AM 

---.D 
.... 

0 -
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ o--=s ...... { _3 __ , ..... I O_""L--__ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9065 U09 849 /02 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

His Excellency Dr. Tony Tan Keng Yam 
Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister for Defence 
Republic of Singapore 

Dear Dr. Tan: 

JUN 17 2002 

I wanted to express my grat1tude for your nation's 
pledge of assistance-in-kind towards U.S. operations in 
Afghanistan. 

Your pledge of$ IO million demonstrates 
Singapore's serious commitment to the fight against 
terrorism. The United States is pleased to be joined by 
Singapore in this critical endeavor. 

Your support means a great deal. 

With my best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/9066 

U09886 /02 

(" 



His Excellency Dr. Tony Tan Keng Yarn 
Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister for Defence 
Republic of Singapore 

Dear Dr. Tan: 

I wanted to p1non1lly express my gratitude for 
your nation's pledge of assistance-in-kind towards /.J ~. 
operations ln Afghanistan. ThtM!'~mey will help cm;w:c 

;..arr, Qi F · 

ft/ l/ 

freepeopJ;~rn111i .. eiopc~:. .,4& J.~ Li~: 
Your~e ofSIO million-M• ~aeat5stei, in ~..vi«-, ~ 

s~ng people wor1d 1.vMc as they units i11 d e uub! ·-t» ~+~ J,. -~. c ....... ~ 
ag&.iRst terrot ism. • .~ (! -

Jt ' 4h4. lh tLr:l J ft;l ..-ll,aoks agmR. Your support means a great deal. -~ 
(A,~% 1,.---;( 

With my best wishes, _:.;.:-~ f 1-- J.,; j, rr_ 
"" ~ cJ-~ ~. Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/9067 



His Excellency Dr. Tony Tan Keng Yam 
Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister for Defence 
Republic of Singapore 

Dear Dr. Tan: 

Thank you so much for your letter and your 
nation's pledge of assistance-in-kind towards operations 
in Afghanistan. 

With my best wishes, 

\ r\ ~ 
', \ 't' 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/9068 

~~\ 
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Snowftake 

' 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld <\)f 
Singapore 

2ITIZ HAY 23 r:-i q: 03 

May 2, 2002 7:42 AM 

Please be sure I send a personal note thanking the Deputy Prime Minister and 

Minister of Defense of Singapore for the $10 million contribution toward U.S. 

operations in Afghanistan. 

I want to see the draft. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
050202-8 r··;..-,-· -~, - ~·· • 

• ~.,, : ' I > ' 

~~~~······································································· 
MAY 1. fi .'1:0> 

11-L-0559/0SD/9069 U08?90 /02 



• 
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

1 1 00 DEF'ENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1100 

COMPTROLLER 

SECDS: HAS SvM.PR I 7 PM 5= 2 I 

MAY O 2 200? 

INFO MEMO 

April I 6, 2002, 2:21 P.M. 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
.) 

/ · FROM: Dov S. Zakheim~ 

SUBJECT: Singapore 

• You may recall that at this morning's staff meeting I mentioned that Singapore 

had agreed to contribute $10 million in assistance-in-kind to the Global War on 

Terrorism. I attach a self-explanatory letter from Defense Minister Tony Tan. 

Attachments: 

As stated 

COORDINATION: NONE 

I ,. . ' i-l)/ /7c· i;~.,' J 

l11u/; 1v 
~ ) 

11-L-0559/0SD/9070 

~) ],.,I- i' 
!P~· K.~1, 

1 /7· " 
/'. ,/~ 

r'~• 

,._arry Di Rhr 

'1/, 

U06896 /02 



• 

APR-16-2002 12:30 S l t.Jf".,APORE Er1EASSY 

April 16, 2002 

Dr Dov Zakheim 
Under Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) 
Department of Defense 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301 
Fax: (703) 693·0582 

3903 P. 01/02 

AMBASSADOR 
OF THE 

REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE 
3501 rt,.'7E!I.NATIONA!. PLACE, N.W 

Wt\SlirNGTON, DC 2000A 
TEL: fl0:2) 53'7-3100 
FJl.)(:(202}537-0876 

Could you please forward the attached faxed Jetter from Deputy Prime 
Minister, Dr Tony Tan, who is a1$o Singapore's Minister of Defence to US 
Secretary of Defence, The Honorable Donald Rumsfe!d. Singapore has 
pledged US$10 million in kind towards US operations in Afghanistan. 

The original letter will be sent to you once we receive it. 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

CHAN HENG CHEE 

11-L-0559/0SD/9071 



• 
DEPtTI'Y PlU)IE MlNISTER AND 

MI~'1ST£RFORDEFENCE 
SINGAl'ORE 

11 April 2002 

The Honourable Donald Rumsf eld 
Secretary of Defense 
Department oi Def en st 

United States of America 

I am pleased to inform you that the Government of Singapore has considered 
the request of the United States Government for assistance-in-kincL and will pledge 
USSlO million in kind towards the US operations in Afghanistan. 

Singapore stands fum in our support for the international flght agiinst 
rcrrorism, and uris contribution underscore~ our commitment to support this effort. 
We regard the fight against terrorism as an endeavour of the higheSt importance. 
The civilised world must e..nd will succeed in this endeavour. 

Yours 5r4 ~ , 

DR TONY TAN KENG YAM 

11-L-0559/0SD/9072 
TOTi:,L P.02 



Snowftake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Doug¥eith ~ 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ r 

SUBJECT: Africa 

Please take a look at these three pages on Africa. It looks to me like there is an 

enormous opportunity for the war on terrorism. 

Please fashion something for me to send to Gen. Ralston, with a copy to Gen. 

Myers and a blind copy to Gen. Jones, asking them if they would consider these 

things as they travel around and deal with those countries. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
384572AI 5-02, 759824AI (B00431) 5-02, 384573Al 5-02 

DHR:dh 
0.50602-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

-c;::, 
N 
~ 

'!.; 
N 

11-L-0559/0SD/9073 
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Snowllake • 

June 17, 2002 2:39 PM 

TO: Gen. Franks 

CC: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Tracking Down Taliban 

What do we need to do to get the CIA interested in tracking down the Taliban as 

well as the Al Qaeda? 

Please let me know what I can do. 

Thanks. 

DHR.dh 
061702-43 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_1_
1
i-'l 1.....,,-z_::.....J/o.....::vc.....::'l.--::__ __ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9074 U10008 /02 



P. 1 

* * * COr,1,tJ,iICATION RESLLT REPORT C JUl'l.t9.2002 4:09AM > * * * 
TTl 

FILE MODE OPTION ADDRESS (GROlP) RESULT PRGE 
-911--l"E~Y-Tx---------------------------rb)(6) I OK p . 2/ 2 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------~------REASON FOR ERROR 
E-1) HANG UP OR LINE FAIL 
E-3) NO ~R 

E-2) BUSY 
E-4) NO FACSIMILE CONNECTIOH 

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED 

OFl'IC8 01' THe 
SECRETARY OF DEFEN8E 

CA8LEB DMBION . 

FAX TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET 

Telephone: Comm: (b)(
5

) 

Facsimile: (b)(6l 

To: GEN Franks 

£C: GEN Myers 

DSN: ..... l(b)-(6_) ___, 

Ds 
l(b)(6) 

Facstmne #:. NI.__ ----------

11-L-0559/0SD/9075 
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* * * COM/1..JHCATION RE.St.LT ~T C JU'l.19. 2002 4: 10AM ) * t ~ 

TTl 

P. 1 

FILE MODE OPTI~ ADDRESS (GROl.P) RESULT F'AGE; 
-912--MEM:)RY-TX ------ --------1(b)(6) r--- OK 

REASON FOR ERROR 
E-2) BUSY E- 1) HANG LP OR LINE FAIL 

E-3) l'-0 ANSWER E-4) NO rACSIMILE CONNECT!~ 

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFffiD 

OFFICE OF THE 
SSCRffARY OF DEFENSE 

CABLES DMSION . 

FAX TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET 

Telepbone:;.,;:C~o~~: (b)<
5
> 

Fa~imlle: (bH5l ----..-----

To: GEN Franks 

~: GENMyers 

Facsimile #:. DSN(b)(6) 

DS~ .... (b-)(6-) --

11-L-0559/0SD/9076 
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CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED 

OFFICE OF THE 
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

CABLES DIVISION 

FAX TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET 

(b)(6) 
Telephone: Comm: 
Facsimile: ~(b~)(6;":'"') ------,... _ _.. 

To: GEN Franks 

CC: GEN Myers 

Facsimile#: DSN._l(b-)(
6
_) ------

DSN:.._!(b_)(6_) _ __, 

From: Secretary of Defense 

Executive Secretary 

Tracking Down Taliban 

SECt>EFCABLES 

Office/Desk: 

Subject: 

Number of Pages Including Cover: 2 

COMMENTS: 

Da: . i'RIBl.Tl ION 
, 

SPLA: ST 
EXECSEC 
·DEPSF.CDEF 
C.&D 
C(D X 
USDP -. 

CABLEOI 
f1lE 

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED 

11-L-0559/0SD/9077 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Sila M. Calderon 
Governor of Puerto Rico 
P.O. Box 9020082 
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00902-0082 

Dear Governor Calderon: 

JUN 19 2002 

I received your recent letter concerning the Army's 
Southern Command headguarters. \Vhile I have not as yet 
been briefed on any proposals to relocate the command, 
there are alternatives and the Army is always seeking to 
ensure our forces are stationed in locations where they can 
best be trained, maintained, and housed, and where the U.S. 
military is welcomed and well treated. 

I appreciate having the benefit of your views in this 
llltltter, though. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

U100U9 /02 
11-L-0559/0SD/9078 
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The Honorable Sita M. Calderon 
Governor, Puerto Rico 
P.O. Box 9020082 
San Juan, Puerto Rlco 00902-C082 

Dear Govemor Calderon: 

-
S[Ci- ; · ._·: 1:-. r-

Thank you for your inquiry regardmg the future stationing of United States Army 
South. Understandably this matter is of interest to the citizens of Puerto Rico as well as 
the many thousands of active duty, Reserve, National Guard, veterans, and military 
retirees there. 

The stationing of U.S. A~my South is part of an overarching effort that will touch 
military units around the world. In October 2000, the Department of Defense began the 
Quadrennial Defense Review, the deliberate process of reviewing defense strategy, 
force structures and stationing options. We entered this review aware of a 
Congressional mand<1te to reduce all headquarters by 15 percent and redirect these 
positions to front line units Ultimately, this review will be measured against the goats 
and objectives found in the President's Nationa: Security Strategy and the emerging 
National Military Strategy. 

The Puerto Rican people have a proud mi:itary tradition and have defended 
Democracy on behalf of a grateful nation with unparalleled service and devotion. l fully 
understand your concern over a dec,sion that wil: surely touch so many in Puerto Rico. 
The decisions made regarding United States Army South will certainly consider these 
concerns. Your offer of assistance and suppo:1 is most appreciated. Thank you again 
for your letter. 

Respectf u Jly. 

--//:Wti,{ c. wkz_ 
Thomas E. White 

\JOC\ \ \ b-02 
·--~. ~-"""" @-·""' J_ 

11-L-f)559/0S0/9079-·-···-.. _· .. -:-·-.::.-·~·=·: __ 
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EsT ADO LUIRE ASOCIADO DE PUERTO Rico 

The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defoose 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Secretary Rumsf eld: 

May 24, 2002 

282 t!f Y 31 

The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and Army South have established a 
fruitful collaboration in our Island. My Administration wholeheartedly supports its 
permanent operations here at Fort Buchanan. I write to offer you my assistance to 
ensure many more productive years for Anny South in Puerto Rico. 

Our Island features strategic advantages and preparedness capabilities vital 
to Anny South's continuing success. Puerto Rico's geographic location provides 
ease of access to all points throughout the Caribbean, Central and South America. 
Moreover, Puerto Ricans are committed to a strong national defense and have 
served with distinction in the United States Armed Forces in all major international 
operations: in both World Wars, Korea, Vietnam, Desert Stonn, the Balkans and 
now in the war against terrorism. Our skilled, bilingual workforce is a unique asset 
for Anny South to accomplish its goals in overwhelmingly Spanish-speaking Latin 
America. Also, recruitment on the Island is up for all military branches, consistent 
with our substantial rates of voluntary service relative to other jurisdictions. 

The Puerto Rican people support Army South's key defense role, and value 
its important economic contributions to our community. Some advocates of 
relocating Anny South claim there is a sentiment against its operations in Puerto 
Rico; however, all the evidence is to the contrary. In fact, staff in the Government 
Reform Committee who visited Fort Buchanan last year did not report any such 
sentiment. I trust you agree with me that permanently operating in Puerto Rico 
offers Army South, like no other United States jurisdiction, the ideal conditions for 
long-term growth and success. 

11 n Q 1 1 1i. ,~ 1 o 2 



Hon. Donald Rumsfeld 
Page2 
May 24, 2002 

I am ready further to work closely with you for Army South to remain in 
Fort Buchanan and look forward jointly to review this matter at the earliest 
opportunity possible. 

Please accept my best personal regards. 

Sincerely, 

....... _ ...... ~o,:::i *"• 

Sila M. Calder6n 
Governor 

11-L-0559/0SD/9081 



Snowflake 

June 17, 2002 4:55 PM 

TO: Gen. Franks 

CC: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Elections in the Middle East 

The far right column of this table indicates dates of elections in the Middle East. I 

thought you might want to see them. 

Regards. 

Attach. 
06/13/02 Elections in the Middle East 

DHR:dh 
061702-56 

..........•................... ,,,~~······································ 
Please respond by ___ -__ , ___ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9082 Ul00l3 /02 



JUN.14.2e02 6:02AM P.2 

PASS TO OR. LUTI, J?ASD/NESA 13 June 2002 

Elections in the Middle East 

Legislative none Oct2002 
Munici al 2 Ma 2002 

Egypt Legislative Oct 2000 
Executive 4 2005 
Munici al A r2002 scheduled 

Israel Legislative/Executive May 1999 
Executives Feb2001 
Munici al scheduled ular1 scheduled r 

Jl'Jrdan Legislative Nov 1997 none 
Munici al Jul 1999 scheduled re ularl 

Kuwait Legislative Jul 199.9 Jul2003 
Munici al Jun 1999 Jun 2003 

Labanon Legislative Aug 2000 Aug 2004 
Executive 7 1998 2004 
Municieal 2 Ma~ 1998 scheduled regularly_ 

Oman Legislative 5 See 2000 Se 2003 
Qatar Legislative 9 none 2003 

Munici al' Mar 1999 scheduled~ 
Saudi Arabia none na na 
United Arab Emirates none na 
Yemen Presidential Sep 1999 

Legislative Apr 1997 
Munici al 2 Feb 2001 

1 
l':mir Hamad bin l:5a Khalim dt!clared Bahrarn e eonstitulll;m11I monarchy in Feb. 2002. The upi:oming 

Jegisl;titfva electioni: WIii be th$ first held under the National Acilon Charter, which was approved in e. 
Feb. 2001 retorend~n'I. 

2 Mun iciµ.il vi edion s held for !hf! fir..t time. 

, For the PiWple's Assembly (MaJ!1s al Sha'b}. 
4 The People'6 Assembly riominates 1he President The nomination inust then be &pproveci in a referendum. 
5 Beginning with the next election, the Jsr&eJi PM will hO longer blil directly elected. Instead, h;rael will return 

to a traditional parliamentary S)'sten,. 
0 King Abdullah fl dluo~d par11ament in June 2001. New elections h.ivw J'\Ot yet been schel'luled, but many 

axpsct them in lhe fatr of 2002. 
7 The legisll'lture oh001es the president, wtlo thel'I appointi; the PM 1n contilJltation wl!h legislawre. 

B Only for lower chamber (Majli!! al-Shur&), which has only llrnitad power to propo$e leglslation. 
9 New coMtiMlon expi;:cted thls yaar that should set legislative efectiol1$ fl'>r 2003. 

11-L-0559/0S D/9083 
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CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED 

OFFICE OF THE 
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

CABLES DIVISION 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

Honorable Richard B. Cheney 
President of the Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

JUN 25 axl2 

Dear Mr. President: l.\J 
r ,J 

It is my privilege to notify you, in accordance with section 161(b)(2) of title 10 (·-1 

United States Code, that on April 30, 2002 the President of the United States approved a 
new Unified Command Plan (UCP) that specifies the missions and responsibilities, 
including geographic boundaries, of the unified combatant commands. 

In keeping with the statutory requirement periodically to review the UCP and to 
recommend necessary changes to the President, the Chainnan of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
and I conducted an extensive review, working in consultation with the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff and the unified combatant commanders. The events of September 11, 2001 and the 
ensuing war on terrorism highlighted the requirement to adjust the UCP. In undertaking 
this effort, we had three primacy goals: 

1. To organize U.S. Anned Forces most effectively to address threats to the territory 
and security of the United States along with the air and maritime approaches; 

2. To ensure that we maintain a proper organizational and institutional focus on the 
transformation of U.S. Anned Forces; and 

3. To update any remaining Cold War organizational approaches that may impede 
effective planning and execution of future military operations. 

The revised 2002 Unified Command Plan makes great strides in all of these areas. It 
includes changes that accomplish the following: 

• Establishes a new combatant command, called U.S. Northern Command, 
effective October 1, 2002, assigned the mission of defending the United States 
and providing support to civil authorities. 

• The area of responsibility for the new command wi11 be the continental 
United States (including Alaska), Canada, and Mexico. 

• Adjoining waters to approximately 500 nautical miles (including Puerto Rico, 
the U.S. Virgin Islands, Cuba, and the Bahamas) will be included in the U.S. 
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Northern Command area of responsibility to provide for effective defense of air 
and maritime approaches. 

• The Commander of U.S. Northern Command will also be assigned duties as 
Commander in Chief, North American Aerospace Defense Command 
(NORAD). 

• Refocuses U.S. Joint Forces Command on experimentation and transfonnation of 
U.S. Armed Forces and strengthens its ability to be the trainer and provider of joint 
military forces. 

• We will do so by divesting U.S. Joint Forces Command of its existing 
geographic area of responsibility. This change will lead to the transfer of 
Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic (SACLANT) responsibilities, a four-star 
NATO command, from U.S. Joint Forces Command to another U.S. four-star 
commander as agreed through a coordination process with our NA TO allies. 

• Assigns all previously unassigned countries and territories, effective October I, 
2002: 

• The 48 contiguous United States (CONUS) and the District of Columbia, 
Canada, and Mexico to U.S. Northern Command; 

• Transfers responsibility for Alaska from U.S. Pacific Command to U.S. 
Northern Command, effective October 1, 2002 (forces in Alaska will remain 
assigned to U.S. Pacific Command); 

• Russia to U.S. European Command, recognizing that U.S. Pacific Command 
will have responsibilities in Eastern Russia; 

• Caspian Sea to U.S. European Command; and 

• Antarctica to U.S. Pacific Command. 

We have begun the next review of the unified command structure and will likely be 
proposing in the near future a merger of U.S. Strategic Command and U.S. Space 
Command. I look forward to working with Congress on these matters. 
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Honorab]e J. Dennis Hastert 
Speaker of the House 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
t 000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

2369 Rayburn House Office Building 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Mr. Speaker: 

JUN 2 5 2002 

It is my privilege to notify you, in accordance with section 161 (b )(2) of title 10 
United States Code, that on April 30, 2002 the President of the United States approved a 
new Unified Command Plan (UCP) that specifies the missions and responsibilities, 
including geographic boundaries, of the unified combatant commands. 

In keeping with the statutory requirement periodically to review the UCP and to 
recommend necessary changes to the President, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
and I conducted an extensive review, working in consultation with the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff and the unified combatant commanders. The events of September I I, 2001 and the 
ensuing war on terrorism highlighted the requirement to adjust the UCP. In undertaking 
this effort, we had three primary goals: 

1. To organize U.S. Armed Forces most effectively to address threats to the territory 
and security of the United States along with the air and maritime approaches; 

2. To ensure that we maintain a proper organizational and institutional focus on the 
transformation of U.S. Anned Forces; and 

3. To update any remaining Cold War organizational approaches that may impede 
effective planning and execution of future military operations. 

The revised 2002 Unified Command Plan makes great strides in all of these areas. It 
includes changes that accomplish the following: 

• Establishes a new combatant command, called U.S. Northern Command, 
effective October 1, 2002, assigned the mission of defending the United States 
and providing support to civil authorities. 

• The area of responsibility for the new command will be the continental 
United States (including Alaska), Canada, and Mexico. 
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• Adjoining waters to approximately 500 nautical miles (including Puerto Rico, 
the U.S. Virgin Islands, Cuba, and the Bahamas) will be included in the U.S. 
Northern Command area of responsibility to provide for effective defense of air 
and maritime approaches. 

• The Commander of U.S. Northern Command will also be assigned duties as 
Commander in Chief, North American Aerospace Defense Command 
(NORAD). 

• Refocuses U.S. Joint Forces Command on experimentation and transformation of 
U.S. Anned Forces and strengthens its ability to be the trainer and provider of joint 
military forces. 

• We will do so by divesting U.S. Joint Forces Command of its existing 
geographic area of responsibility. This change will lead to the transfer of 
Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic (SACLANT) responsibilities, a four-star 
NATO command, from U.S. Joint Forces Command to another U.S. four-star 
commander as agreed through a coordination process with our NATO allies. 

• Assigns all previously unassigned countries and territories, effective October l, 
2002: 

• The 48 contiguous United States (CONUS) and the District of Columbia, 
Canada, and Mexico to U.S. Northern Command; 

• Transfers responsibility for Alaska from U.S. Pacific Command to U.S. 
Northern Command, effective October 1, 2002 (forces in Alaska will remain 
assigned to U.S. Pacific Command); 

• Russia to U.S. European Command, recognizing that U.S. Pacific Command 
will have responsibilities in Eastern Russia; 

• Caspian Sea to U.S. European Command; and 

• Antarctica to U.S. Pacific Command. 

We have begun the next review of the unified command structure and will likely be 
proposing in the near future a merger of U.S. Strategic Command and U.S. Space 
Command. I look forward to working with Congress on these matters. 
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Honorable Carl Levin 
Chairman 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1000 

Committee on Am1ed Servkes 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510-6050 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

JUN 25 2:02 

It is my privilege to notify you, in accordance with section 161 (b )(2) of title 10 
United States Code, that on April 30, 2002 the President of the United States approved a 
new Unified Command Plan (UCP) that specifies the missions and responsibilities, 
including geographic boundaries, of the unified combatant commands. 

In keeping with the statutory requirement periodically to review the UCP and to 
recommend necessary changes to the President, the Chainnan of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
and I conducted an extensive review, working in consultation with the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
and the unified combatant commanders. The events of September 11, 2001 and the ensuing 

war on terrorism highlighted the requirement to adjust the UCP. In undertaking this effort, 
we had three primary goals: 

1. To organize U.S. Armed Forces most effectively to address threats to the territory 
and security of the United States along with the air and maritime approaches; 

2. To ensure that we maintain a proper organizational and institutional focus on the 
transfonnation of U.S. Armed Forces; and 

3. To update any remaining Cold War organizational approaches that may impede 
effective planning and execution of future military operations. 

The revised 2002 Unified Command Plan makes great strides in all of these areas. It 
includes changes that accomplish the following: 

• Establishes a new combatant command, ca11ed U.S. Northern Command, effective 
October 1, 2002, assigned the mission of defending the United States and providing 
support to civil authorities. 

• The area of responsibility for the new command will be the continental United 
States (including Alaska), Canada, and Mexico. 
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• Adjoining waters to approximately 500 nautical miles (including Puerto Rico, 
the U.S. Virgin Islands, Cuba, and the Bahamas) will be included in the U.S. 
Northern Command area of responsibility to provide for effective defense of air 
and maritime approaches. 

• The Commander of U.S. Northern Command will also be assigned duties as 
Commander in Chief, North American Aerospace Defense Command 
(NORAD). 

• Refocuses U.S. Joint Forces Command on experimentation and transfonnation of 
U.S. Anned Forces and strengthens its ability to be the trainer and provider of joint 
military forces. 
• We will do so by divesting U.S. Joint Forces Command of its existing 

geographic area of responsibility. This change wi11 lead to the transfer of 
Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic (SACLANT) responsibilities, a four-star 
NATO command, from U.S. Joint Forces Command to another U.S. four-star 
commander as agreed through a coordination process with our NATO allies. 

• Assigns all previously unassigned countries and territories, effective October 1, 
2002: 
• The 48 contiguous United States (CONUS) and the District of Columbia, 

Canada, and Mexico to U.S. Northern Command; 
• Transfers responsibility for Alaska from U.S. Pacific Command to U.S. 

Northern Command, effective October 1, 2002 (forces in Alaska will remain 
assigned to U.S. Pacific Command); 

• Russia to U.S. European Command, recognizing that U.S. Pacific Command 
will have responsibilities in Eastern Russia; 

• Caspian Sea to U.S. European Command; and 
• Antarctica to U.S. Pacific Command. 

We have begun the next review of the unified command structure and will likely be 
proposing in the near future a merger of U.S. Strategic Command and U.S. Space 
Command. I look forward to working with Congress on these matters. 

cc: 
Honorable John Warner 
Committee on Armed Services 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510-6050 
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Honorable Robert Byrd 
Chainnan 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1000 

Committee on Appropriations 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

JUN 2 5 2002 

It is my privilege to notify you, in accordance with section 16 l(b )(2) of title I 0 
United States Code, that on April 30, 2002 the President of the United States approved a 
new Unified Command Plan (UCP) that specifies the missions and responsibilities, 
including geographic boundaries, of the unified combatant commands. 

In keeping with the statutory requirement periodically to review the UCP and to 
reconunend necessary changes to the President, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
and I conducted an extensive review, working in consultation with the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
and the unified combatant commanders. The events of September 11, 2001 and the ensuing 
war on terrorism highlighted the requirement to adjust the UCP. In undertaking this effort, 
we had three primary goals: 

1. To organize U.S. Armed Forces most effectively to address threats to the territory 
and security of the United States along with the air and maritime approaches; 

2. To ensure that we maintain a proper organizational and institutional focus on the 
transformation of U.S. Armed Forces; and 

3. To update any remaining Cold War organizational approaches that may impede 
effective planning and execution of future military operations. 

The revised 2002 Unified Command Plan makes great strides in all of these areas. It 
includes changes that accomplish the following: 

• Estab1ishes a new combatant command, called U.S. Northern Command, effective 
October 1, 2002, assigned the mission of defending the United States and providing 
support to civil authorities. 

• The area of responsibility for the new command will be the continental United 
States (including Alaska), Canada, and Mexico. 
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• Adjoining waters to approximately 500 nautical miles (including Puerto Rico, 
the U.S. Virgin Islands, Cuba, and the Bahamas) will be included in the U.S. 
Northern Command area of responsibility to provide for effective defense of air 
and maritime approaches. 

• The Commander of U.S. Northern Command will also be assigned duties as 
Commander in Chief, North American Aerospace Defense Command 

(NORAD). 

• Refocuses U.S. Joint Forces Command on expe1imentation and transformation of 
U.S. Armed Forces and strengthens its ability to be the trainer and provider of joint 
military forces. 

• We will do so by divesting U.S. Joint Forces Command of its existing 
geographic area of responsibility. This change wi11 lead to the transfer of 
Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic (SACLANT) responsibilities, a four-star 
NATO command, from U.S. Joint Forces Command to another U.S. four-star 
commander as agreed through a coordination process with our NATO allies. 

• Assigns all previously unassigned countries and territories, effective October 1, 
2002: 

• The 48 contiguous United States (CONUS) and the District of Co1umbia, 
Canada, and Mexico to U.S. Northern Command; 

• Transfers responsibility for Alaska from U.S. Pacific Command to U.S. 
Northern Command, effective October I, 2002 (forces in Alaska will remain 
assigned to U.S. Pacific Command); 

• Russia to U.S. European Command, recognizing that U.S. Pacific Command 
will have responsibilities in Eastern Russia; 

• Caspian Sea to U.S. European Command; and 

• Antarctica to U.S. Pacific Command. 

We have begun the next review of the unified command structure and will likely be 
proposing in the near future a merger of U.S. Strategic Command and U.S. Space 
Command. I look fonvard to working with Congress on these matters. 

cc: 
Honorable Ted Stevens 
Committee on Appropriations 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 
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Honorable Daniel K. Inouye 
Chairman 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
lOOO DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

Subcommittee on Defense 
Committee on Appropriations 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510-6028 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

JUN 2 5 2002 

It is my privilege to notify you, in accordance with section 161 (b )(2) of title 10 
United States Code, that on April 30, 2002 the President of the United States approved a 
new Unified Command Plan (UCP) that specifies the missions and responsibilities, 
including geographic boundaries, of the unified combatant commands. 

In keeping with the statutory requirement periodically to review the UCP and to 
recommend necessary changes to the President, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
and I conducted an extensive review, working in consultation with the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
and the unified combatant commanders. The events of September 11, 2001 and the ensuing 
war on terrorism highlighted the requirement to adjust the UCP. In undertaking this effort, 
we had three primary goals: 

1. To organize U.S. Anned Forces most effectively to address threats to the territory 
and security of the United States along with the air and maritime approaches; 

2. To ensure that we maintain a proper organizational and institutional focus on the 
transformation of U.S. Armed Forces; and 

3. To update any remaining Cold War organizational approaches that may impede 
effective planning and execution of future military operations. 

The revised 2002 Unified Command Plan makes great strides in all of these areas. It 
includes changes that accomplish the following: 

• Establishes a new combatant command, called U.S. Northern Command, effective 
October 1, 2002, assigned the mission of defending the United States and providing 
support to civil authorities. 

• The area of responsibility for the new command will be the continental United 
States (including Alaska), Canada, and Mexico. 
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• Adjoining waters to approximately 500 nautical miles (including Puerto Rico, 
the U.S. Virgin Islands, Cuba, and the Bahamas) will be included in the U.S. 
Northern Command area of responsibility to provide for effective defense of air 
and maritime approaches. 

• The Commander of U.S. Northern Command will also be assigned duties as 
Commander in Chief, North American Aerospace Defense Command 
(NORAD). 

• Refocuses U.S. Joint Forces Command on experimentation and transfomiation of 
U.S. Anned Forces and strengthens its abihty to be the trainer and provider of joint 
military forces. 

• We will do so by divesting U.S. Joint Forces Command of its existing 
geographic area of responsibility. This change wil1 lead to the transfer of 
Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic (SACLANT) responsibilities, a four-star 
NATO command, from U.S. Joint Forces Command to another U.S. four-star 
commander as agreed through a coordination process with our NATO allies. 

• Assigns all previously unassigned countries and territories, effective October 1, 
2002: 

• The 48 contiguous United States (CO NUS) and the District of Columbia, 
Canada, and Mexico to U.S. Northern Command; 

• Transfers responsibility for Alaska from U.S. Pacific Command to U.S. 
Northern Command, effective October 1, 2002 (forces in Alaska will remain 
assigned to U.S. Pacific Command); 

• Russia to U.S. European Command, recognizing that U.S. Pacific Command 
will have responsibilities in Eastern Russia; 

• Caspian Sea to U.S. European Command; and 

• Antarctica to U.S. Pacific Command. 

We have begun the next review of the unified command structure and will likely be 
proposing in the near future a merger of U.S. Strategic Command and U.S. Space 
Command. I look forward to working with Congress on these matters. 

cc: 
Honorable Ted Stevens 
Subcommittee on Defense 
Committee on Appropriations 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510-6028 
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Honorable Bob Stump 
Chairman 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

Committee on Armed Services 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515-6035 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

JUN 25 2002 

It is my privilege to notify you, in accordance with section 161(b)(2) oftitle 10 
United States Code, that on April 30, 2002 the President of the United States approved a 
new Unified Command Plan (UCP) that specifies the missions and responsibilities, 
including geographic boundaries, of the unified combatant commands. 

In keeping with the statutory requirement periodically to review the UCP and to 
recommend necessary changes to the President, the Chainnan of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
and I conducted an extensive review, working in consultation with the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
and the unified combatant commanders. The events of September 11, 2001 and the ensuing 
war on terrorism highlighted the requirement to adjust the UCP. In undertaking this effort, 
we had three primary goals: 

1. To organize U.S. Anned Forces most effectively to address threats to the territory 
and security of the United States along with the air and maritime approaches; 

2. To ensure that we maintain a proper organizational and institutional focus on the 
transformation of U.S. Armed Forces; and 

3. To update any remaining Cold War organizational approaches that may impede 
effective planning and execution of future military operations. 

The revised 2002 Unified Command Plan makes great strides in all of these areas. It 
includes changes that accomplish the following: 

• Establishes a new combatant command, called U.S. Northern Command, effective 
October 1, 2002, assigned the mission of defending the United States and providing 
support to civil authorities. 

• The area of responsibility for the new command will be the continental United 
States (including Alaska), Canada, and Mexico. 
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• Adjoining waters to approximately 500 nautical miles (including Puerto Rico, 
the U.S. Virgin Islands, Cuba, and the Bahamas) will be included in the U.S. 
Northern Command area of responsibility to provide for effective defense of air 
and maritime approaches. 

• The Commander of U.S. Northern Command will also be assigned duties as 
Commander in Chief, North American Aerospace Defense Command 
(NORAD). 

• Refocuses U.S. Joint Forces Command on experimentation and transformation of 
U.S. Anned Forces and strengthens its ability to be the trainer and provider of joint 
military forces. 
• We will do so by divesting U.S. Joint Forces Command of its existing 

geographic area of responsibility. This change will lead to the transfer of 
Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic (SACLANT) responsibilities, a four-star 
NATO command, from U.S. Joint Forces Command to another U.S. four-star 
commander as agreed through a coordination process with our NA TO allies. 

• Assigns all previously unassigned countries and territories, effective October I, 
2002: 
• The 48 contiguous United States (CONUS) and the District of Columbia, 

Canada, and Mexico to U.S. Northern Command; 
• Transfers responsibility for Alaska from U.S. Pacific Command to U.S. 

Northern Command, effective October l, 2002 (forces in Alaska will remain 
assigned to U.S. Pacific Command); 

• Russia to U.S. European Command, recognizing that U.S. Pacific Command 
will have responsibilities in Eastern Russia; 

• Caspian Sea to U.S. European Command; and 
• Antarctica to U.S. Pacific Command. 

We have begun the next review of the unified command structure and will likely be 
proposing in the near future a merger of U.S. Strategic Command and U.S. Space 
Command. I look forward to working with Congress on these matters. 

Sincerely, 

cc: 
Honorable Ike Skelton µI-
Committee on Armed Services 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515-6035 
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Honorable C.W. Bill Young 
Chainnan 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

Committee on Appropriations 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515-6015 

Dear Mr. Chainnan: 

JUN 2 5 2002 

It is my privilege to notify you, in accordance with section 161(b)(2) of title 10 
United States Code, that on April 30, 2002 the President of the United States approved a 
new Unified Command Plan (UCP) that specifies the missions and responsibilities, 
including geographic boundaries, of the unified combatant commands. 

In keeping with the statutory requirement periodically to review tbe UCP and to 
reconnnend necessary changes to the President, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
and I conducted an extensive review, working in consultation with the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
and the unified combatant commanders. The events of September 11, 2001 and the ensuing 
war on terrorism highlighted the requirement to adjust the UCP. In undertaking this effort, 
we had three primary goals: 

1. To organize U.S. Armed Forces most effectively to address threats to the territory 
and security of the United States along with the air and maritime approaches; 

2. To ensure that we maintain a proper organizational and institutional focus on the 
transfonnation of U.S. Aimed Forces; and 

3. To update any remaining Cold War organizational approaches that may impede 
effective planning and execution of future military operations. 

The revised 2002 Unified Command Plan makes great strides in all of these areas. It 
includes changes that accomplish the following: 

• Establishes a new combatant command, called U.S. Northern Command, effective 
October 1, 2002, assigned the mission of defending the United States and providing 
support to civil authorities. 

• The area of responsibility for the new command will be the continental United 
States (including Alaska), Canada, and Mexico. 
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• Adjoining waters to approximately 500 nautical miles (including Puerto Rico, 
the U.S. Virgin Islands, Cuba, and the Bahamas) will be included in the U.S. 
Northern Command area of responsibility to provide for effective defense of air 
and maritime approaches. 

• The Commander of U.S. Northern Command will also be assigned duties as 
Commander in Chief, North American Aerospace Defense Command 
(NORAD). 

• Refocuses U.S. Joint Forces Command on experimentation and transformation of 
U.S. Armed Forces and strengthens its ability to be the trainer and provider of joint 
military forces. 
• We will do so by divesting U.S. Joint Forces Command of its existing 

geographic area of responsibility. This change will lead to the transfer of 
Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic (SACLANT) responsibilities, a four-star 
NATO command, from U.S. Joint Forces Command to another U.S. four-star 
commander as agreed through a coordination process with our NATO allies. 

• Assigns all previously unassigned countries and territories, effective October 1, 
2002: 
• The 48 contiguous United States (CONUS) and the District of Columbia, 

Canada, and Mexico to U.S. Northern Command; 
• Transfers responsibility for Alaska from U.S. Pacific Command to U.S. 

Northern Command, effective October l, 2002 (forces in Alaska will remain 
assigned to U.S. Pacific Command); 

• Russia to U.S. European Command, recognizing that U.S. Pacific Command 
will have responsibilities in Eastern Russia; 

• Caspian Sea to U.S. European Command; and 
• Antarctica to U.S. Pacific Command. 

We have begun the next review of the unified command structure and will likely be 
proposing in the near future a merger of U.S. Strategic Command and U.S. Space 
Command. I look fonvard to ,,1orking with Congress on these matters. 

cc: 
Honorable David Obey 
Committee on Appropriations 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515-6015 
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Honorable Jerry Lewis 
Chainnan 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1000 

Subcommittee on Defense 
Committee on Appropriations 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515-6018 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

JUN 2 5 axJ2 

It is my privilege to notify you, in accordance with section I61(b)(2) oftitle 10 
United States Code, that on April 30, 2002 the President of the United States approved a 
new Unified Command Plan (UCP) that specifies the missions and responsibilities, 
including geographic boundaries, of the unified combatant commands. 

In keeping with the statutory requirement periodically to review the UCP and to 
recommend necessary changes to the President, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
and I conducted an exte.nsive review, working in consultation with the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
and the unified combatant commanders. The events of September 11, 2001 and the ensuing 
war on terrorism highlighted the requirement to adjust the UCP. In undertaking this effort, 
we had three primary goals: 

1. To organize U.S. Armed Forces most effectively to address threats to the territory 
and security of the United States along with the air and maritime approaches; 

2. To ensure that we maintain a proper organizational and institutional focus on the 
transformation of U.S. Armed Forces; and 

3. To update any remaining Cold War organizational approaches that may impede 
effective planning and execution of future military operations. 

The revised 2002 Unified Command Plan makes great strides in a11 of these areas. It 
includes changes that accomplish the following: 

• Establishes a new combatant command, called U.S. Northern Command, effective 
October 1, 2002, assigned the mission of defending the United States and providing 
support to civil authorities. 

• The area of responsibility for the new command will be the continental United 
States (including Alaska), Canada, and Mexico. 
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• Adjoining waters to approximately 500 nautical miles (including Puerto Rico, 
the U.S. Virgin Islands, Cuba, and t11e Bahamas) will be included in the U.S. 
Northern Command area of responsibility to provide for effective defense of air 
and maritime approaches. 

• The Commander of U.S. Northern Command will also be assigned duties as 
Commander in Chief, North American Aerospace Defense Command 
(NORAD). 

• Refocuses U.S. Joint Forces Command on experimentation and transformation of 
U.S. Am1ed Forces and strengthens its .ability to be the trainer and provider of joint 
military forces. 

• We will do so by divesting U.S. Joint Forces Command of its existing 
geographic area of responsibility. This change will lead to the transfer of 
Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic (SACLANT) responsibilities, a four-star 
NATO command, from U.S. Joint Forces Command to another U.S. four-star 
commander as agreed through a coordination process with our NATO allies. 

• Assigns all previously unassigned countries and ten-itories, effective October 1, 
2002: 

• The 48 contiguous United States (CONUS) and the District of Columbia, 
Canada, and Mexico to U.S. Northern Command; 

• Transfers responsibility for Alaska from U.S. Pacific Command to U.S. 
Northern Command, effective October I, 2002 (forces in Alaska wi11 remain 
assigned to U.S. Pacific Command); 

• Russia to U.S. European Command, recognizing that U.S. Pacific Command 
will have responsibilities in Eastern Russia; 

• Caspian Sea to U.S. European Command; and 

• Antarctica to U.S. Pacific Command. 

We have begun the next review of the unified command structure and will likely be 
proposing in the near future a merger of U.S. Strategic Command and U.S. Space 
Command. I look forward to working with Congress on these matters. 

cc: 
Honorable John P. Murtha 
Subcommittee on Defense 
Committee on Appropriations 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515-6018 

<!.I , 
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PRINCIPAL DEPUTY UNDER ~.ECRET ARY · 
OF DEFENSE ..., - : 

2000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON. CC 20301<200Q ... . 1 • 

I,.. .. ' , • ~ ] 

ACTION MEMO 

POLICY l-02/007944 

DSb ,,._;fu 
FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

THROlJGH: UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR POLICY 

FROM: PRINClPAL DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY OF 6J¥ENSE JUN 1 4 
FOR POLICY (Dr. Stephen A. Cam bone) V 

SUBJECT: Congressiona] Notification of the 2002 Unified Command Plan (UCP) 

Section 16l(b)(2) of title 10 United States Code requires Congressional notification not 

more than 60 days after establishing a new combatant command; or significantly revising 

the missions, responsibilities, or force structure at an existing combatant command. The 

President's approval cf UCP 2002 requires such notification. Congressional Members 

an<! staff have been briefed extensively on the revisions lo the UCP. The attached letters 

will provide fonnal Congressional notification of the President's approval of the UCP on 

April 30, 2002. 

Recomtnendation: That you sign the eight letters at TAB A. 

Attachments: 
As s tated 

' .' . ,r ·~a. -~~ 
DASO/Strategy · . 

Prepared by: Amanda Dory, OUSD(P)/Strategy, .... l(b-)(-6) _ ___, 

, ,,...- r 
;,' l : _ 

11-L-osioso19103 u10023 102 



COORDINATION PAGE 

I-02/007944 
Formal Congressional Notification for the 2002 Unified Command Plan 

Coordination: 

Joint Staff/J-5 

OGC 

ASD/LA 

4 June 2002 
-- ----

12 June 2002 - ---

__ 31 May 2002 __ _ 

Please provide cov[dJoatjoj by Monday, 3 June 2002 
Cal ( )( ) for pick-up 

11-L-0559/0SD/9104 



Reply ZIP Code: 
20318-0300 

THE JOINT STAFF 
WASHINGTON, DC 

DJSM-0517 ~02 
04 Ju.ne 2002 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR POLICY 

Subject: Formal Congressional Notification of the 2002 Unified Command Plan 

1. Thank you for providing the opportunity to coordinate on your letter1 

providing congressional notification of the 2002 Unified Command Plan 
required by title 10, I concur .in the letter (with enclosures) as written. 

2. The ,Joint Staff point of contact is Commander HornbeckJb){S) ! 

Reference: 

~.PtZo~ 
JOHN P. ABIZAID 
Lieutenant General, USA 
Director, .Joint Staff 

l OUSD(P) memorandum, 28 May 2002, "Formal Congressional 
Notification for the 2002 Unified Cornmand Plan (I-02/007944)" 

11-L-0559/0S D/9105 



COORDINATION PAGE 

, I-02/007944 
_:<)ionnal Congressional Notification for the 2002 Unified Command Plan 

Coordination: 

Joint Staffi'J-5 

OGC 

ASD/LA 

Please provide co~cdinatio, by Mon. day, 3 June 2002 
can (b)(5) for pick-up 

11-L-0559/0SD/9106 



1-02/007944 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

THROUGH: UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE FOR POLICY 

FROM: PRINCIPAL DEPUTY UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
FOR POLICY (Dr. Stephen A. Cambone) 

SUBJECT: Fonnal Congressional Notification of the 2002 Unified Command Plan (. u., f") 

Section 161 (b )(2) of title 10 United States Code requires fem1l Congressional 

notification · · in the Unified COfflffland-Platt (UCP); 

Congressional embers and staff have been briefed extensively on revisions to the 2002 

UCP. The atta hed letters will provide formal Congressional notification of the 

President1s app oval of the UCP on April 30, 2002. 

Recommenda on: That you sign the letters at TAB A. 

Attachments: 
As stated 

ft 
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COORDlNATJON PAGE 

1-02/007944 
Formal Congressional Notification for the 2002 Unified Command Plan 

Coordination: 

Joint Staff/J-5 

OGC 

ASD/LA 

Please provide coordination by Monday, 3 June 2002 
Can j(b)(6) ~or pick-up 

11-L-0559/0SD/9108 



SnoWflake 

June 1, 2002 3:44 PM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: India and Pakistan 

We might want to think about doing some war gaming as to what the United 

States would or should do-politically, economically and militarily if or when 

there is a conventional conflict between India and Pakistan, if or when there is a 

nuclear conflict. 

We could get some outside outfit to do it discreetly, I would think, and have it 

look like they are doing it on their own. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
060102-6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ o_4' ...... / _l r..r.........._/ _o--i.-__ _ 

11-L-0559/0S 0/9109 Ul 0114 /'02 

--



CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

ACTION MEMO 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, acf#!(I b/z:o 

""; t""· 1 , ~ . . ' .-, ! 

l.. . . " .: ; 

CH-375-02 

• •r ""I, ' 1 r . ' .:) 

21 .June 2002 

DepSec Action __ _ 

SUBJECT: Naming the Command Resulting from the Merger of USSTRA TCOM and 
USSPACECOM 

• Attached briefing slides indicate seven potential names for the merged command 
considered by the Joint Staff, USSTRA TCOM, USSP ACECOM and the Services. 

• Top three names, according to the pros 3Jld cons developed, included US Global 
Operations Command (USGOCOM)i US Strategic Command (USSTRA TCOM) 
and US Strategic Operations Command (USSTOCOM). 

• None of the alternatives is clearly superior to the current name, U.S. Strategic 
Command, and there are real costs associated with changing the name. 

RECOMMENDATION: Approve recommendation to retain the name U.S. Strategic 
Conunand (USSTRA TCOM), for the merged command. 

Approve ___ Disapprove ___ Other __ _ 

COORDINA T10N: NONE 

A rtachrnent: 
As stated 

Prepared By: LTG George W. Casey, USA; Director, J-5; ,_!(b_K_6> __ _, 

11-L-0559/0SD/9110 
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Top-3 Potential Names 
• US Global Operations Command (USGOCOM) 

- Definition: "Global: World-wide; total, comprehensive. Operations: A process or series of acts 
aimed at producing a desired result or effect; a military or naval action or campaign." 

- Pros: Describes the function of the merged command. "USGOCOM" follows same naming 
convention as "US Special Operations Command (USSOCOM)." 

- Cons: Could be perceived by some as attempt to achieve US hegemony. Term "global" could 
be perceived as implying diminished importance of regional commands." 

• US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) 
~ Definition: "Strategic: Designed to destroy the military potential of an enemy." 

- Pros: Does not require a name change. Still captures nature/mission of the command. 

- Cons: Nuclear connotation. Only captures part of the space mission. Might create perception 
of "hostile take-over'' of USSPACECOM. Might create perception and reality of reduced 
emphasis on tactical and operational contributions. 

• US Strategic Operations Command (USSTOCOM) 
- Pros: Slight name change. Accurately captures strategic effects expected from the command in 

terms of strategic attack, defense and information operations. 

- Cons: Only captures part of the space mission. Might create perception and reality of reduced 
emphasis on tactical and operational contributions. Might be confused with USSOUTHCOM 
and USSOCOM. 

1 
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Potential Names 
Also Considered 

• US Global Command (USGLOBECOM) 
- Definition: "Global: Worldwide; total, comprehensive." 

- Pros: Describes nature of the command's perspective. 

- Cons: Could be perceived by some as attempt to achieve US hegemony. Term 
"globalj' could be perceived as implying diminished importance of regional 
commands. 

• US Phalanx Command (USPHACOM) 
- Definition: "Phalanx: A close formation of spearmen carrying overlapping shields; 

a close-knit or compact body of people, especially one unified by a common 
goal" 

- Pros: Describes having both offensive and defensive capabilities. 

- Cons: Esoteric. 

2 
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Potential Names 
Also Considered (Cont.) 

• US Strategic Forces Command (USSTRATFORCOM) 
- Definition: "Forces: A group organized or available for a certain purpose." 

- Pros: Indicates change. 

- Cons: Does not adequately capture emerging missions. 

• US Strategic and Space Command (USSTRAT-SPACECOM) 
- Pros: Indicates change while showing retention of current missions. 

- Cons: Does not adequately capture emerging missions. 

3 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
I 000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1000 

July 11, 2002 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
ASSISTANT SECRET ARIES OF DEFENSE 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TESTING AND EVALUATION ~ 
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ~ 
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT ~ 
DIRECTOR, FORCE TRANSFORMATION 
DIRECTOR, NET ASSESSMENT 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 
DIRECTORS OF THE DOD FIELD ACTIVITIES 

SUBJECT: Designation of U.S. Strategic Command 

I have determined that the name of the Command resulting from the merger of 

U.S. Strategic Command and U.S. Space Command will be U.S. Strategic Command 

(USSTRA TCOM). 

<I.I , 

... .P U10693-02 ' ' ,~ 
11-L-0559/0SD/9114 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ f-i 
SUBJECT: Video Images 

June 14, 2002 11:06 AM 

Please get me some information on these video images that are available to the 

general public and what we think about it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
NY Times article: "Spy Photos Could Put Troops at Risk" 

DJ-IR:dh 
061402-t. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by 01 t--i/oL 

11-L-0559/0SD/9115 Ul O 220 / 0 2 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 'J)f' 
June 13, 2002 

SUBJECT: EarJy Bird 

3:48PM 

Take a look at the attached article, "Pentagon Does Not Track Thousands of 

Foreigners in US Military." Why don't you find someone in the general counsel's 

office to review what our policies are and whether we are doing thlngs· properly. 

Thanks. 

DHRlazn 
061302.01 

Attach: "Pentagon Does Not Track Thousands of Foreigners in US Mmwy", Newhouse.com 
David Wood, Newhouse News Service, June l l, 2002 

Please respond by: ________ fs-1j_a,_t+-/p_.:t... ______ _ 

-

U10221 /02, 
11-L-0559/0SD/9117 
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nation cost,, compared to killing che prosran, arttr its Proiram Ddinh1on and R.i.sk Rcduciion pllll1c ~·n<ts in April 
2003. a~con.liny 10 a letter lu1 wed: frorn Oefonsc. Stcrewy Do1111ld Rumsfeld to Cona,ess. 

' 17. M\'em Command ·And Control lnreroptrabilit~· rrobltnu f'trslst 
iU~'./lm.,·,• Dm/yJ .... Hunter Keeter 
1)0 0 conrinuoes to have prob~nu n·i1b the in1tro~rabili1y of its numerous colllll'lllnd, control. communka1ions. com, 
puh:rs. in1clli11cnec:, surwilla~t .ind rrconn:ussance·(C-ilSR} S)'Sltms. acrordinl! to Air force Gen. Rkh:ml M~r~. 
c· · o· inrcJii~·- ---- · -- --~~ 
Pc1111111on Dou Not Trark Thouun'tls or Forrigntrs In t:.S. ~fllita~· • ·, 
(ht•wl,mMt',mmJ .... U::md \\ ooa. s~whouse Sew! Sef\'l(C 

... 1'ht Penia»on dots not keep 1r11ck of its alil'n personnel. lt knows nothin1l .aboul "'ll('r,: :md for l1ow long lih!)' ;,.,:111. 
~lly si:r,·I.!, wh,u kmd ol'maining thty r.:c.:11·c or the kind, o(jCIN thty hold. ofrtci11ls Qcknowlcdl!LoJ. Nnr .::m l'i:111:a
J:lilll ,1f1icials say "'htre the 11lwn, :m: 1h11u. 

1'1. Sct'rec.',. OH Missile Odt'nSC Grows ----
tll ,1.1·J,,;1g11111 Po.rrJ .... Ur:adt.rr Gr3ham ---·-----·-
As the Pi:nUl!!On boo11s .sptnding :anJ m1t:ns1fics de,-i:Joy,n1tn1 or a n~1ion:1I 0111in1issik' systrm. ii is 11lsn 1:akin!l s1~·11s 
10 shidd the pro»r.im from Conrrrn and 1ht public as \\'tll :as traditional o,-trsish1 n-.·asurct within lhl.' DC'rcnsc I k· 
r11r1n~n1. 

CONGRESS 
:!O. Lc,·ln Qucsllons }\11,sile Ddcnst As:tnry•s Classlfindon Polle~· 

r1mM,• ,\h.m'l~ D,!/'111Sl') .... I honu1 DuJf>· ' · 
Si:n. c·11rl Lc,·in (D,MI), the chairn~n 0(1hc Sen:nc Amle'd St-rrices C'ommintc. said this week he wnulll tin cwr,·
thing he c.in to m11kc public infonn:ation tcJ!arding the Dush adnunisrr:uion's notional missile de(en,c llirhts w11s ~(. 
ti:r 1bc odministra1ion dtcidtd Jut mon1h 10 classif)' lhe i.nJ!tll and decoys useci in 1hosc IC'Us. 

21, \\'11.r·Wflh r11 hn't lne,·hable. S11,·i; Mmed Sen"ites Comnlim.-, Chairman 
r :urupc.•,m. Mrs 1111 tri/•L•$1.... 15:l ur~cu 
f)\'SJ'lilc nll.'.di11 rcpom ih11c claim Prcsidtnc Bush has dccid~ to wape war arainst Iraq. neither a nllljoril)' or :a1.ln11111, 
111rn1ion 1.10icial$, nll:n,b\!rs llfConi,trtu nor tnihl:lf)' omctrs 1, ,;ommin~ 10 tht prosptCI, a seni<ir Sl•n111nr s:1111 ~Ion· 
11.t)'. 

ll. J.11wn1:1kcrs Sue O,·er AR~I rar1 Wilhdrawal 
t1J u:,1111,gt,m Pmt) .... Ncti)' l 111:ki:r . 
Thirty,onc nl(m~,s of Cnniircs, sui:J tlM: Dush 11Jn11nism111on m (tdtr11l court )'L'SterJay. cliarvinp !hat Pre~itlcm 
Dush viola11.-d the Consti1u1ian when II( dtcrd1.-d c.irhcr this yrar 10 J1op a )O,ye.,r-old nuclL'or wnpt.1ns p.,cl wi1h 
Rusiio,, 

23. 'We Should II not Known. Coss sa,·1 or 9/1 J 
f II ,ultir1g1011 PrwJ .... Danll Pntlf ianJ Jube1 tdptrin . . 
\\'11h six )'(':IB of occc:ss 10 highl)' clauilieJ CIA inform:iuon ahout ())anl3 bin uid,m. Rep. flon .. •r J. l ioNK ~R-fl:1.), 
i:1l•da.iitm:an o(lhe joint conirtssional J')antl ex:amining ihe rerlurm:mct of U.S. iniclligenct a~ncies. has l'oll~ h, 
mnll.' bolJ i:,mc-lusinns 11bou1 the fuopt. I I auacks. · 

2.J. P:arty Le11ders l-'11\'or Str11rhy A,tenrr 
f ii 11slm1g11m PoMJ .... Uul ,\lilh!r anJ Juhel Eilpenn 
LcaJcrs of bolh panics in Congrc.s yes1mby supponcd the 1dt:1 of creo1ing a Dcp:anment or Homchmd Sccuri1y·t,y 
Sept 11, even .u they hin1ed they m1gh1 std, subsianual ,hang.n 10 Prcsidtnt Bush'• proposal for the biii;cs1 n:nr· 
gam1.a1ion of 1hc federal l)O\'cmmen1 m more than .$0 years, 

NAVY 
l!i. N11n• Clears Some F-Hs To Rr1urn To Carrier Dul\'; Otl•en Sttd f,'h:cs 

,N,,~}"/k 1't~1111rm·P1lor1 .... 0ale h"n"1n • 
The ·Navy has cleued 4S ofits F'-14 Tonll:ats 10 wurn 11> full du1y hltl will hD\'c 10 replace lhc nose wheel assembly 
11n more than 20 per~ent of the pl:mcs insfk•c1ed since II suspcodcJ carnet opcra1ions on 1111 I S6 Tomc;us tas1 wed,. 

11-L-0559/0SD/9118 
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"Ti1is i:iln'1 be a U.S.-only 
lissue] ... J am particularly dis• 
niaycd that our i;oalition pan• 
nt'rs ciln 't l'el together on rhis." 
?-.1}"1.'rs s:lill. "This isn't a nut
lC'r llf big dollars citlm. It is a 
mat1t!r of where 10 put im·esl• 
n11!'11L" 

cnlisr and srrH in 1hc C.S. "There art so many, it be· 
milicary. conlC's unmanaJ!:nblc 10 ll}' lo 

Non-cilizc.'n !iOldiers cm. l~l'k 1hcm. all," said Army Lt. 
body an old and honorllblc UD· , Col. J:in~s P. Cassella, 11 Pen
dilion or du:il loy.i!ly 1ha1 d.alc.'S 1:igon spol:.csm:in. 
b.:11:k 111 lt'GSI tp tht Amrrican ,J.cquiring. ptrm;incnl U.S. 
Revolurion. for gtncr;:i:rions of residtnl status rtquircs bad,• 
immigrants. milirDr)' stn·ice iround and fingerprint checks. 
has been :i rdiablr means cf And Deknsc Dcp;iT1mcnt of(i. 
c::m1ing ii !iring u wdl ;is ci:als s.aid once an alien applies 
t\·emual c111;r~n!hip. 10 enlist in 1hc armed StrYiccs. 

J h.lWl.'\'r.?f, a!lit'S••C:\'t'O 
1hosc: wi1hin lln: NA TO 11lli· 
ani:1.'-·ha,·c: i11\'~s1ed ,·er;· liule 
or !heir comp:imi,,dy :m1all-cr 
Llefonse b11dcc1, in C~ ISR · ca-
pabi111y. -

Dmm~ the IIJ99 Driyh1 
Siar txcrcisL·, for u.:implc, :md 
the w:u m·er Koun·o Q ft'W 
month~ 1.iwr. :i rnim11Jti:h 
:11111.rni; :illk,I C-1 I L";apabihtic.s 
was hi.~hH!!hlcd :u 11n :111.:::1 in 
1M:d or in1prnwmcm 1Dcknsc 
n~iry, Nm·. J, 1999). 

In ilu: UnitcJ States, 1he 
mili1.ar)' ser,·ices h:i,·e 111 ken 
s1cps to impTO\'I.' 1hcir , 0\\1\ 
i,ne1·opn:1bili1y :is wdl :u th~ 
rl'i:11ionshipi; Ji:ploycd unill 
11:i,·r wi1h, :illitJ forces. For 
c:-..-implL', 1he N:i,·y h;:i:s enjoyed 
sonlL' measure o.f $\lccen wi1h 
i1s Coalition Widt Arto Niit
wurk tCWAN) conctpl, which 
h:is ll'l d:ihr bl'tn uitJ in ,up· 
port of n\l1hi-m11ion11I 1n1ininl! 
1.'\'l'lllS 11ml I lie w:ir m·..-r A f
.1,:hruiistgn, 

Tht l'W AN ,un,ept is to 
huihl a 11.:1work 1h.>t co111J bl: 
usl.'J for ,my 0111m11ion and 
\\·1tt1ld rem:iin :is :i "lasting in• 
l'r:istrm:turl.', indmling web 
lil't\'l'tS buih \Ill tht C011l'L'l"II of 
·w1?b-cc111rii: w.1rliirt." tor lu-
111re cngagenwlllii, oci:<JrJin1110 
\'ii.:~ Alim. O.:nnili McGinn. 
lier,u1y rhiel' of na ,·al optr.:i• 
tions !or warfatl' rt'quir1m11m1s 
,.mJ n.•suuri:.:.s. 

N l' whnuin: .i: um 
Junr 11, 1002 
18. Pcnlliizon Does Not 
Track Thous:ind1 Of for• 
eigners In U.S. l\11lll11ry 
Uy D.:irid Wood, Newhouse 
News Scn·ke 

l::I.KRIOGE, Md .•• His 
hl':lrt rem:11ns 111 honK" dc-ep in 
lht lmirt nl' Mric:a, l 2.000 
1111ks :iw.>y. Jlui one d:iy re, 
r,mtly; Tl11erry Dany Osungs 
rniscd his nglu hand and in 11 
5lcady ,•nil'c swurc to uphold 
:111J 1!cl~nJ 1hc Constitution of 
1h~ Unit1:l1 Stales, bec:oming 
one or the tens of thousands of 
.:11izr1\S or other coumrics who 

Dut 1od:I)'. 1he scr\'icts are he or she nNSI again und<.'rgo 
enlis1ing ,b!rowiny numbers of FBI fin~crprin1 checks ;ind an 
non-driziin! al 11 1im.: when 1ht Cllltnsirc b.>ckrround invcsli· 
United S1;11c:s is 1ryin~ to G~llon. u well os p~ss medical 
1i11htC'n rcsmcuons on 1nY11i- scrctnin~ :md an in1clli~1:ncr 
griuion and ;iliens ~cause of 1cu. 
rnnl.'tms about r.:mmsm. Onn· 1n 1hr 'l't\'itl'. :alicnR 

U.$, 11flkials :i,knowl, u~y not holJ any johs 1h;i1 ,~. 
cd~i.> 1h~rc :Ht se11011s wr:ik• quut ;i sccurny dcar.>ncc. 11 
ntucs in 1he lctlc:r;il 1:ift-. funhcr mc:asure 1hat hc:ps 
l!u::uds a1:ii11s1 crmun11I alien, 1hcni :i" ~y from s.:nsi1iw 
or lt"orim .:mcrin!l 1lw coun- 1cchnolo11r .>nd inforn101ion. 
try :ipd obtaining 1he mrus of "I dan'I frd uneasy 11hou1 . 
pcmi:inenl rcsid'cnt 1hat is re- . 1his," ~id Fnml.; Sh:iffl.'ry. 
quircd for military · scn·ict. dcpu1y dircc1or of rccrui1iny 
Tht'tt art t\'ilknt \\'t:akncuts for tht Amw, ri1in£! an cx1en-
11s well in the procedurn 1hC' sh·c m:rwork of ch«ks 1111d 
Dcftnst 011panmen1 usu 10 b:1c~i1ound in,~siir:irions dc
ch«k 11ntl appro\'i: potential s,yncd 10 \\'ccd ou1 UMD\'01')' or 
1rnlisicrs. unuus1worth\' indi\·idu:ils. 

L,UI >'CDr alnl011 8.000 ·Dul oil \\1th 'an)' ffSltnl, a J)C'J• 
fordgnus wc:rt' sworn in10 son •• ally J)('"on •• could mis
U.S. military sct'·kc. 11 50 ptt· rrprtscn1 1hrmsth'C',. U.S. 
~·cnl inctc:i,c from 199j 11nd c11iz,:n or no1." 
about 4 f'IL'r.:cnt of .111 !hose llowtnr. 1hr prablrn1 of 
who si11ncJ ·up in 2001. The :ihrm ob1;iininl! pmnimcnl 
Pc:nL:al!an dr.k·~ not keep ,oun1, rts1Jrnt s1:i111s by fraud "is 
bm if :ill :ihen 1-!nlinccs ,cn·rJ Jk'l'\'21i,·t ;ind serious." 1hc 
ll IH>ic;sl four-yc.:ir 1crm. 1hert U.S. Gcner:il Acco1.1111ini: Of• 
coulJ bi.- n10rc 1h.1n )0,000 on fin rrponcd ~r1c:r :in in\'c:s1i,
:ia:111·i: mili1:iry Jul)', !!:!!Ion r:irlirr ibis )'c:tr. Tl~ 
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DEPUTY SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

t O 10 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1010 

MEMORANDUM FOR UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
(PERSONNEL AND READINESS) 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
(COMMAND, CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS, AND 

INTELLIGENCE) 

SUBJECT: Identifying and Locating Non-Citizens Serving in the Military 

I have learned that the Department's ability to identify and locate non-citizens 
who are serving in the military is degraded by the lack of accuracy and consistency of the 
Military Departments' data that are collected and reported to the Defense Manpower Data 
Center (DMDC). 

Our inability to retrieve this data limits our ability to identify and rely upon 
military personnel whose country of origin, background, and cultural familiarity may 
prove valuable in support of specific military missions and objectives. 

[ have been advised that the necessary infrastructure to provide this information 
exists today, but that our capability is precluded by incomplete and inconsistent data 
collected during our initial recruiting process. As a result, these problems directly and 
adversely affect the DMDC database and our security clearance/investigations database. 

I request that each of you, working with the Military Departments as necessary, 
ensure that information regarding the place of birth and citizenship status of all non· 
citizen military members is collected, entered, and kept current in the Military 
Departments' personnel databases, the DMDC database, and in our infonnation systems 
pertaining to DoD security clearances and investigations. 

cc: Secretaries of the Military Departments 

013976-02 

11-L-0559/0SD/9120 



INTERNATIONAL 
SECURITY Al"f'AIRS 

FOR: 

FROM: 

1u~1 1 9 .. ,0,: ·\ 
u 11 ~-·- '-

ASSIST ANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ~~ 

2400 DEFENSE PENTAGON ~ 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301 ·2400 ,.-',r\. ; . 

INFO MEMO USDP ;-..,\3 :.,\;,V ., 
: ' 'I 

In reply refer to: 
I-02/009107-ME 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 1 9 JUN 2002 

Assistant Secretary of Defense, International Security Affffis 
(Peter W. Rodman, 695-4351) I'~ 

SUBJECT: Status of Pakistan C-130E Aircraft Request 

• BACKGROUND: 

• GOP asked for six C-130s in a letter of request to DSCA. The GOP inlcnds to 
fund the C- I 30s with their $75M FY02 supplemental funds. 

• The C- I 30s, with engine and avionics upgrades, will cost $70M. 

• ACTIONS TAKEN: 
,, 

• DSCA submitted the Congressional notiftc.ation package to State 4 June·. 
• The USAF is building the Letter of Offer and Acceptance (LOA). Expected 

completion: early July. 

• STATUS: 

• Funding is subject to passage of the FY02 Supplemental by the Congress. 
• State expects challenges from some Congressional members and State has asked 

DoD for more detailed OEF justification. 

• NEXT STEPS: 

• ISAIDSCA will provide additional OEF justification to State by 26 June. 
• USDP will call Under Secretary of State Bolton as necessary. 

Prepared by: Lt Col Bernice Beckwith, MEANflvffi,._!(b_)(5_) __ ____. 

PDt\SD/I St\ ---

11-L-osOoso19121 :: :- : d:110299: / O 2 
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Snowflake 

~ 

3~L,~ -Gf \ ~ 4:22 PM 

TO: Doug Feith 

)I& FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ij1 
DATE: June 13, 2002 

SUBJECT: 

The Pakistanis say they are waiting for approval from State for C-613 Os. What's 

the story? 

Thanks .. 

DHRilln 
061302.ll 

,j11 Io.).,_ 
Please respond by: ----------4----------l-...---~-~t 

~/ ~'VJ_ c;;j;c,:X; 

~ -! 
-..J 
~ 

1P(tt-

11-L-055~0SD/9122o~-l 7-02 r,q :59 IN 



Snowflake 

... 
3'E,L,~ ..Gf \t 4:22 PM 

~ 
TO: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld y)f/ 
DATE: June 13, 2002 

SUBJECT: 

The Pakistanis say they are waiting for approval from State for C-6130s. What's 

the story? 

Thanks .. 

DHR/azn 
061302. 11 

Please relpond by: ________ ,--+J_J l---11-0~·~~~~-~-
fR / ( T 

~ ,..,.. 
-.J 

11-L-0559.iJSD/9123 on-17-oW 1CJ(1J (i}O / 0 2 
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November 4, 2002 7:32 AM 

TO: Col. Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·'\)f\ 

SUBJECT: Cabks 

Please talk to Cables and explain to them that when they call my house and ask for 

me, Joyce assumes they need me to come to the phone right a\.vay, when in reality 

they could give her a message to pass on to me. 

I would appreciate it if th~Y would say~vhe.!_b~S_Q~pot i!_k_urgent. I may be in the 

shower or outside. If all they want to do is let me know there is a secure fax for 
- .. --- -·-··----~- --·~---~~--------........-- . 

m_~-~t~~y can just tell J_o_yce __!h.g._ If all they want to do is tell me General 

Craddock needs to speak to me, but it is not time sensitive, that would be a help. 
·----

J end up running to the phone to talk to Cables, and they tell me something like 

Paul Wolfowitz is going to send me a fax in two hours-something they could 

have passed to Joyce just as easily. 

There must be some 1,vay to work this out so it is not quite so inconvenient. 
---~ ·--·~----------------· 

Thanks. 

DHR:t.lh 
l 10402-J 

........................ ~ ... ·.· .................. SECDttl1AS .SEEN ... . 
Please respond by ! , I,),_ I .J L-

,] f--c,0-{ 

1,1 (,,,v l Ql(_ (c,\ \ J 

( ~ .• '"'f\.-.. ~l.-( 

(i, L 73 '- i( ( I 1 / V 
11-L-0559/0SD/9124 
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TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld1 (\ 

SUBJECT: Approval Process 

November 4, 2002 11:57 AM 

The more I think about it, the more the idea that some guy named Tarbel1, five 

layers down from me who I have never met, is the one who was signing off on the 

boats for Iraq bothers me. 

We have so many interagency committees and so many low level people sitting on 

them and making decisions for this Department that I don't agree with. How in 

the world do we get that stopped? 

Please take a look and show me all the interagency committees you have, who is 

representing us and what our linkages are to that person, so that I have some sense 

that we're properly represented. 

I know Tarbell is gone now, but it is the principle of the thing. We need to see 

who is representing this Department and get ourselves comfortable with it. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
110402-!2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ l _1 
_/ _:i,_7.-~· ,,_._{ ~0_2.-__ ~ 

U10344 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/9125 



• 
TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld / A-, 
SUBJECT: Quarterly Reports 

I am not sure I am getting much out of the quarterly reports from the combatant 

commanders. ,,/ 

One thought is to cut them to every four months or every six months. The other is 

to tell them to discontinue them and simply have them send me one or two pages 

on important issues that they feel ought to be called to my attention whenever they 

feel something ought to be called to my attention. 

• Let's talk about it 

Thanks. 

• 

DHR:dh 
110602, l 8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

I 
I . 

Please respond by __ 1----,!_1 ~-·· _I <>_l.---___ _ 

Ul0345~/03 
11-L-0559/0SD/9126 
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November 6, 2002 9:25 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: 
-~,~ 

Donald Rumsfeld \ v 

SUBJECT: Staff Meetings 

Please get me the list of the staff meetings I currently have and who is invited

the senior staff, the roundtablc, and anything else I have on a regular basis, so I 

can have the list in front of me. 

Thanks. 

DHK:Jh 
110602-7 

••••••••......................••.•.•......••••••••...••••••......••••.... 

Please respond by \ I / 0 ~· J O 1-----;-, --+-------

U 1 0 3 4 6 ,w / 0 3 
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November 7, 2002 11:49 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld<J 

SUBJECT: Gifts 

There is a question about giving people knives. In some countries, it is bad Juck 

and they cannot accept it without payment. It is true in Russia, and it is true in 

Kyrgyzstan and other countries. 

Please ask Protocol to be careful about who we give that nice knife to. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
110702·6 

········································································~ 
Please respond by __ 1_1 ........ /_1 -..._-:--'-j _J_1.---___ _ 

0 
rJ 

U 1 O 3 4 7 ,, · I O 3 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: PA on Trip 

November 7, 2002 2:05 PM 

What do you think about having Kevin Kellems come on one part of the trip and 

Bryan \Vhitman come on the other? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
l 10702-9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by I I / OS / 01.--· -~.-. --;,.-----

1/g 
Jfc t)tf -

~;fl' c:f5=r" "")~"" 

}1tl-
~ 

~ 
0 

< 
0 
N 

U 1 O 3 4 8 I~ I O 3 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Joyce 

Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

Donald Rumsfeld ')fl 

November 8, 2002 10:24 AM 

SUBJECT: Travel Coordination w/Paul Wolfowitz 

I am going to stay in Washington until Tuesday, December 24, so Paul Wolfowitz 

can go to Florida with his daughter. He is going to leave late on Friday, December 

20, and rerurn about 2 p.m. on Tuesday, December 24. I plan to take off from 

Andrews to go to Taos around 3 p.m. on December 24. 

I have to land in Taos by dusk, so we should find out what time 1 have to leave 

Andrews. Paul will need to land about one hour before l take off 

Larry, please work that out with Paul and give him the precise times. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
110802-9 

~ 

C 
u 
<. 
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N 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1)\ 

SUBJECT: Meet w/Haig 

November 8, 2002 8:35 AM 

Please have AJ Haig come in for a 25-minute visit sometime. 

Thanks. 

DHR.Jh 
110802-7 

·····································································~··· 
Please respond by __ \_1._,,/_ftJ-'--/0_·· ........ ___ _ 

8 
C) 

=tJ -

11-L-0559/0SD/9131 
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November 8, 2002 7:40 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Today's Calendar 

r need 15 minutes to sit dm-vn \Vith Paul Wolfowitz on our calendars. 

schedule it for today. 

Please 

I need time today to get ready for the German MoD meeting. I don't see any pre

brief on it, I am not ready, and I haven't had time to read this three inches worth of 

cables and papers that have come in. 

Please make sure I have a good German interpreter for the Struck meeting. 

Thanks. 

DIIR uh 
110802-4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _________ ~ 

0 
0 
CJ 
"' 

~ -
V) 

Q 
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November 12, 2002 9:56 AM 

TO: L TG Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld o{l 
SUBJECT: Envelope 

The envelope you had delivered to my house on Monday from PACOM 

h 

. . was open 

w en 1t arnved to me. 

Thanks. 

Dl!R.Jh 

: '.' ::'.':. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - _/---------------- . . ' . 
Please respond bv ~ •••••••• • •• •• • • •• ·7 ... .. • • • • • • • · • · • • • •, ' 

~ I / SECDEF HAS SEEN 

;--l .. -Vt,( r \/QV l 1 )/Jffl 

5-1/4.-t--1~ ~-~ kr ~J ~J ~ .·------

l~ to lo /'u,f ~ p~ ;,._ M ut//e:I~ 

fu<;/-,4[~ ",[ r Mf,..,/-J {';t,/J~.s. ~ ~ /;t,.. 
t,tl'LU,t " /, ~ ~ .hw<-l'f1-'" ,._J_ /'~ i,4l...<... 

~ eA,rJ,«· 
/fl.,_ Md. J, U;nv p,,1-at1 .. ,t. r ~/ YM-~ 
~ .ft<. ~""'urL, ~1,.,,,,,._;r·- ,-; ,._12 /,(,, ,,(,_ .... r. 

M ;,,,,d- /d .k,,t,,. ~ -4 ~ ,ft...tl- .A-,-r ,#.,._ ~ 
~~. ' 

GJ ---
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November 12, 2002 12:17 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Dona]d Rum sf eld V, f"'I-

SUBJECT: Arlington Cemetery 

It looks to me as though I qualify under section 2-4 e ( 1) since 1 held an elective 

office of the U.S. Government and had served honorably in the Armed Forces. 

What about under items (3) or (4)? What do those mean? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
AR 290-5 

DHR:dti 
111202.40 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ n_. ___,___{_i.,.-----'--/ _0_1.--_. __ _ 

U1035311/03 
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c. No one will be buried in a memorial section. These sections are designated for the erection of memorial markers 
in memory of those individuals specified in paragraph 3-4. 

2-4. Persons eligible for ground burial in Arlington National Cemetery. 
a. Any active duty member of the Armed Forces. 
b. Any retired member of the Armed force~. A retired member of the Armed Forces, in the context of thi~ 

paragraph, is any retired member of the Anny, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps or Coast Guard, or any present or 
former member of a Reserve component, who has been retired for disability or performed at least 20 years of active 
duty or active reserve service which qualifies him or her for retired pay either upon departure from active service, or at 
age 60. 

c. Any former member of the Armed Forces separated for physical disability before 1 October 1949 who has served 
on active duty ( other than for training) and who would have been eligible for retirement under the provisions of 10 
USC 1201 had that statute been in effect on the date of the separa1ion. 

d. Any former member of the Armed Forces whose last active duty (other than for training) terminated honorably 
and who has been awarded one of the following decorations: 

( 1) Medal of Honor 
(2) Distinguished Service Cross (Air Force Cross or Navy Cross) 
(3) Distinguished Service Medal 
( 4) Silver Star 
(5) Purple Heart 
e. Persons who have held any of the following positions, provided !heir last period of active duty (other than for 

training) as a member of the Armed Forces terminated honorably-
// (I) An elective office of the United States Government 

(2) Office of the Chief Justice of the United States or of an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United 
States 

'7 _ (3) An office !isted, at the time che person held the position, in 5 USC 5312 or 5 USC 5313 
,., _,,,--:_ (4) The chief of a mission who was at any time during his tenure classified in class I under the provisions of 411 of 
· 1 the Act of I 3 August I 946, 60 Stat. I 002 as amended (22 USC 866). 

j The spouse, widow, or widower, minor child, and at the discretion of the Secretary of the Anny, unmarried adult 
dependent child of any of the persons listed in a through e above. 

(l) The term "spouse" refers to a widow or widower of an eligible member, including the widow or widower of a 
member of the Armed Forces who was lost or buried at sea or officially determined to be permanently absenl in a 
status of missing or missing in action. A surviving spouse who has remarried and whose remarriage is void, terminated 
by death, or dissolved by annulment or divorce by a court with basic authority to render such decrees regains eligibility 
for burial in Arlington National Cemetery unless it is determined that the decree of annulment or divorce was secured 
through fraud or collusion. 

(2) An unmarried adult dependent child may be interred in the same grave in which the parent has been or will be 
interred, provided that the child was incapable of self-support up to the time of death because of physical or mental 
condition. At the time of death of an adult dependent child, a request of interment will be submitted to the 
Superintendent of Arlington National Cemetery. The request must be accompanied by a notarized statement from an 
individual who has direct knowledge of the marital status and degree of dependency of the deceased child; the name of 
that child's primarily eligible parent; and the military service upon which the burial is requested. A certificate from a 
physician who has attended the decedenl as to the nature and duration of the physical and/or mental disability must 
also be submitted for approval to HQDA (DAAG-PED), WASH, DC 20314, before interment. 

g. Widows or widowers of service members who are interred in Arlington National Cemetery as part of a group 
burial may be interred in the same cemetery but not in the same grave. 

h. The surviving spouse, minor child and, at the discretion of the Secretary of the Army, unmarried adult dependent 
child of any person already buried in Arlington. 

i. The parents of a minor thild or unmarried adult dependent child whose remains, based on the eligibility of the 
parent, are already buried in Arlington. 

j, An honorably discharged fonner member of the Anned Forces may be interred in the same grave as a close 
relative who is the primary c:ligible for intennent in the gravesite, provided (a) the close relative is already interred; (b) 
the former member is without minor or unmarried adult dependent children; (c) the former member will not occupy 
space reserved for the spouse or minor or urunarried adult dependent child of the primary eligible; (d) the burial is 
sanctioned by all close relatives of the primary eligible; (e) the fonner member's spouse waives his or her entitlement, 
on the basis of the former member's service, to interment in Arlington; and (f) the cost of moving or recasketing/ 
revaulting remains as a result of the burial will be borne by the party requesting the interment. 

2-5. Assignment of gravesites. 
a. Under present policy of the Department of the Army, only one gravesite is authorized for burial of a service 
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ember and eligible family members. This policy applies to Arlington National Cemetery except when the Director, 
. · Casualty and Memorial Affairs, specifically determines this is nol feasible. 

b. Gravesites will not be reserved. 
c. Reservations made in writing, before the one-gravesite-per-family policy was established, for gravesites adjoining 

those of next of kin previously interred, will remain in effect as long as the reservee remains eligible for burial in 
Arlington. 

2-6. Persons eligible for inurnment of cremated remains in the Columbarium in Arlington National 
Cemetery. 

a. Any member of the Armed Forces who dies on active dury. 
b. Any former member of the Armed Forces who sen:ed on active dury (01her than for training) and whose last 

~ service terminated honorably. 
/ c. Any member of a Reserve Component of the Armed Forces whose death occurs under honorable conditions while 

he is----
()) On active duty for training or performing full-time service under Title 32, USC; 
(2) Performing authorized travel to or from that dury or service; 
(3) On authorized inactive duty training including rraining performed as a member of lhe Army National Guard or 

the Air National Guard (Section 502 of Tade 32, USC); or 
( 4) Hospitalized or undergoing treatment at the expense: of the United States for injury or disease: incurred or 

contracted under honorable conditions while he is on that dury or service, perfonning that travel or inactive duty 
training, or undergoing that hospitalization or treatment at the e>:pense of the United Stales. 

d. Any member of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps of the Army, Navy, or Air Force whose death occurs under 
honorable conditions while he is anending an authori2ed training camp or on an amhorized practice cruise, performing 
authorized travel to or from that camp or cruise, or hospitali2ed or undergoing rreatmenl at the expense of the United 
States for injury or disease incurred under honorable conditions while anending thal camp or cruise, performing that 
travel, or undergoing that hospitalization or treatment at the e>:pcnse of the Uni1ed Stal.es. 

e. Any citizen of the: United Statc:s who, during any war in which the United Stales has been or may hereafter be 
engaged, served in the Armed Forces of any government allied with the United States during that war, whose last 
service terminated honorably by death or othc:rwise, and who was II citizen of the United States at the lime of entry on 
such service and at the time of death. 

f Commissioned officers, Uniled States Coast and Geodetic Survey (now National Oceanic and Atmosphcric 
Admmislration), who die during and subsequent to the service specified in lhe following categories and whose last 
service tenninated honorably are eligible for imimmenl of their cremated iemains in the Columbarium regardless of 
time of death-

( I) Commissioned officers assigned 10 areas of immediate military haj';ard described in the Acl of 3 December 1942 
(56 Stal, 1038; 33 USC 855a) as amended. 

(2) Commissioned officers ~erving in lhe Philippine Islands on 7 December )941. 

(3) Commissioned officers actually transferred to the Department of 1he Army or the Department of the Navy under 
the provisions of the Act of 22 May 1917 (40 Stat. 87; 33 USC 855). 

g. Any commissioned officer of the Uniced States Public He11l1h Service who served on full-time duty after 29 July 
1945. If the service falls wi1hin the meaning of aclive duty for training as defined in 38 USC IOI (22), or inactive duty 
training as defined in 38 USC IO I (23 ), death mus I have resulted from a disease 01 in Jury 1m;urred or aggravated in line 
of duty. Also, any commissioned officer of the Regular or Reserve Corps of the Public Health Service who perfonned 
active service prior to 29 July 1945 in time of war; while on delail for dury with the Anned Forces; or while the 
service was part of the military forces of the United States pursuanl lo execulive order of the President. 

h. Spouses, minor children and adult dependent children as described in paragraph 2-3/, and the same categories of 
spouses and children of the persons listed in a through g above. 

2-7. Selection of the Columbarlum for lnurnment. 
a. Those persons eligible for ground imennent in Arlington National Cemetery under paragraph 2-4 above are also 

eligible for inununent in the Columbarium. However, once the initial inlennenl is made in a gravesite, each additional 
interment in Arlington of eligible members of the family uni! musl be made in that gravesite. 

b. In the event the Columbarium is selected for inumment of a family member, the cremated remains of aJI eligible 
surviving members must be inumed in that facility if disposition of remains is in Arlington. 

2-8. Persons eligible for burial in Soldiers' Home National Cemetery. 
The Board of Commissioners of the US Soldiers' and Airmen's Home will prescribe rules governing burial in the 
Soldiers' Home National Cemetery. 

6 AR 29()-.5 • 1 September 80 
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November 9, 2002/Di Ri$ 
MEMO TO SECDEF 

Re: Arlington National Cemetery 

You asked for the guidelines for burial at Arlington National Cemetery. 

They are attached, together with the guidelines for placement of ashes in the 
co]umbarium. 

11-L-0559/0SD/9137 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

Donald Rumsfe)d1~ 

SUBJECT: Mailing List 

November 12, 2002 12:23 PM 

Please set a l 5·minute meeting for you and me lo go over this mailing list idea. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
SecDef Memo to Arlene, re: Mail ing List ( I 02802·7) 

DHR:dh 
111 202-42 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 1_-i... .... /_<, __ /_D_""" _ __ _ 

Ul0,541~/0J 
11-L-0559/0SD/9138 
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I October 28, 2002 8:00 AM 

TO: 
l(b)(6) 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Mailing List 

Please develop a mailing list for me of people I would like to send selected items 

from time to time. 

It should include my sister Joan, Valerie, Marcy, Nick, Jim Denny, Ed Brennan, 

Percy Bonevick, Ned Jannotta, John Madigan, Ross Jannotta, George Shultz, Alan 

Greens.pan, the fonner Secretaries of Defense, the fonner Secretaries of State, the 

former NSC advisers, the former CIA directors, the members of the Defense 

Policy Board, the members of the Defense Science Board, and the members of 

DACOWITS. J will just put on those lists who l want. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
I 02802•7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 1_,+-/ _03~/o'--v ___ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9139 



November 12, 2002 3:54 PM 

TO: 

'l FROM: 
.~ 

Donald Rumsfeld V~ 

n..~ o/" SUBJECT: Black Tie 

%) Please be sure to let me know if there are any black tie events in Prague or Chile. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
111202-10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 11......_! -'---l?.i......_{_o_i--___ S_....ECOEF HA~ SFF~: ,rjl} 

0('( 11/ 

U1035§ /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/9140 



TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Combatant Commanders 

Commanders c;}J-
Gen. Myers 0' 
Donald Rumsfe]d 'yr 

SUBJECT: Quarterly Reports 

November 12, 2002 7:18 AM 

In the past, the pattern has been for Commanders to send in a quarterly report. On 

reflection, J haven't found them very useful. They seem to come off as 

somewhat forced. Therefore, I recommend they be discontinued. 

Instead, I would suggest that if and when you have something you feel I should 

know, please put a single subject on a single piece of paper and send it to me. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
! 10802-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -Please respond by _________ _ 

Ul0357~/03 
11-L-0559/0SD/9141 



TO: Dov Zakheirn 
Steve Cambone 
Paul Wolfowitz 

CC: Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1)1\_ 
SUBJECT: Budget 

November 12, 2002 1:40 PM 

I want to see every single movement that takes place in the budget. Larry, please 

set up regular weekly meetings, so I can be brought up to date on what everyone is 

thinking about doing and so we know what is going on. 

I want to know precisely every reserve, and I want control over the reserves. I 

don't want the controls left in 0MB, the Comptroller shop or PA&E. 

Paul Wolfowitz, Gen. Myers, Gen. Pace and I want to be involved in these things. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
111202-48 

·····················································-··················· 
J I ,J 1-,-(, I O 1., 

Please respond by _____ ~----

-............ 
0 .. 

0 -
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N 
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November 12, 2002 1:57 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Semantics 

I like the idea that we should talk about transforming systems, rather than 

transformation. 

You might want to talk to Marc Thiessen and the speechwriters about that. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
111202-55 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ ---______ _ 

---

-N 

~ 
0 

< 
0 
rJ 
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November 12, 2002 2:31 PM 

TO: Arlene 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '1'. 
SUBJECT: Foreign Contacts 

At the Fortune dinner last night, 1 saw Ehud Barak, the former Prime Minister 

(Israel), Prince Bandar's son (Saudi Arabia) and the Deputy Prime Minister of 

Singapore, Minister Li. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
\ll20HJ 

························································~················ 
Please respond by ------~---
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November 12, 2002 3:48 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeid)/ fv 

SUBJECT: Review 

I think I ought to meet with my key appointees and direct reports individually and 

kind of review two years with them and talk about the period ahead. 

Please see me on it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
l l !202·69 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 1_, _{ _2-_&_/_o_?--__ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9145 u 1 0 J 6 } 1\L! / 0 3 



November 13, 2002 1:05 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel<f\JI\ 

SUBJECT: Photograph 

Please see if you can get the White House to give us the photograph near the 

Cabinet Room that shows the National Security Council in the Siruation Room. I 

would like to have it. 

Thanks. 

DHR.dh 
111302· 10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 1_1-...... ~{_<, ___ l u_L--___ _ 

~(Jni St) 

11-L-0559/0SD/9146 

~ qc)vd.e. 

LanyOi Ritr-

11)/'f 
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November 13, 2002 1 :07 PM 

TO: _!(b_)(6_) ___. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe)d~ 

SUBJECT: Jim Denny Background Sheet 

Please get a copy of Jim Denny's background sheet and send it over to Andy Card 

and Josh Bolten with a no,te: 

Attached is rhe background sheet on .Jim Denny, who has the kind of skills and 

background that might be useful for the Webster post tha1 is now vacant or the 

SEC, either one. 

Regards, 

Thanks. 

DIIR:dh 
111302· 11 

••••••••••• ••••• ••• •••• •••••••• •• •••••• •••••••••••••••••••• ••• ••••• ••• ••• 

Please respond by __ \1-f.(-'-l)""""+l-o_i-___ _ 
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November 13, 2002 1 :09 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcl~ 

SUBJECT: Boy Scouts 

Andy Card tells me that the Boy Scouts want me to be their honoree this year. I 

told him that it i.vas against the rules of the Pentagon~isn 't that right? They want 

to use it for a fundraiser. 

Thanks. 

DHR Jh 
111301-ll 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 1_,1 {-l_S-+f _i.l_1...-_· __ _ 

t;ECDEF HAS t,FF I 
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November 14, 2002 10:09 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Dona]d Rumsfeld '1-1 
SUBJECT: Advance Notification on Gen. Franks 

l should have had Tom Franks to dinner last night. If J had known he was going to 

be in town a day or two before, I could have thought about it. 

I think I have indicated to you before that when he is in town I want to try to have 

dinner with him-alone or with Joyce-and have a chance to talk to him. 

Please find out when he is going to be in and let me know in advance, so I can 

make my own arrangements. 

Thanks. 

OHR:dli 
111402-22 

···········-····························································· 
Please respond by ~-1_1-'-{ _7_-<.,_/'-o_l-~~-

11-L-0559/0SD/9149 
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November 14, 2002 10:05 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld lJt, 
SUBJECT: Meetings w/Franks 

I want to control exactly who will be in any meeting with Gen. Franks from now 

on. 

We had exactly the wrong group in the meeting yesterday. Apparently I need to 

start looking at the list. [ want to keep it very lean. There is no reason in the 

world for Paul Wolfowitz to have both of his generals sitting there the whole time. 

I don't want either one of them in there. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
I l ]41)2-21 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by --~--------

11-L-0559/0SD/9150 
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November 14, 2002 10:21 AM 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 
u,l ii{,1, c I 11. l 
Donald Rumsfeld lj!'" 

Gen. Myers at DCI Lunch 

Gen. Myers should join me for the Tenet lunch tomorrow. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
111402-28 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 1_1 ....... / _1 -;___,_J o_·L ___ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9151 
U10J72"·/03 



November 14, 2002 9:18 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

·§~ FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1) ~ 
<:)'~-

...,~ SUBJECT: Pentagon Memorial 

Please take a look at this note from Joe Johnston and the article saying that the 

panel on the memorial was all one-\vay. What do you think? 

Thanks. 

Auach. 
11 / I ! /01 Johnston ltr t0 Sec Def and art1ck by Catesby Leigh, "The Wrong Way to Remember" 

fllllhlh 
111402·12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Pl ease re:,pond by __ 1_7..._,/~1.p-+{_u_1.,, ___ _ 

SECDEF HAS St:E:~. 
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B,, Cnkshy Leigh 

(;round Zero has received most or the 
attention of late. out the planes of Sept. 
11, Jest we forget, did their deadly work 
m Washington as well as New York. A 
memorial is planned for the Pentagon 
crash site, and a jury has now chosen six 
fmal1st designs. As it happens, M!Iltary-·: 
City.com is offering an unofficial onllne 
plebiscite for anvone who wants to vote 
for the best amo'ng them. · 

['II go with "none of the above." The 
finalist ideas [or the memorial-all de
signed ror a roadslde site in front of the 
Pentagon fai;ade demolished in the ter
rorist attack-are that bad. 

One plan calls for a Rubik's cube
style wall with 184 parts-the number of 
victims at the Pentagon and aboard 
American Airlines Flight 77. Set in a 
clearing m a rectangular grove with 184 
trees, the wall is meant to be dlsmem· 
bered, or tieconstructed, so the ugly 
voids that 1·esult can serve as a record of 
loss. Parts can be shared with victims· 
fami!lcs or nometowns. How thOughtful. 

Another proposal, dubbed the Penta
gon New Day Memorial, tugs at the heart· 
,!rings more gently and is conceived as 
an 1ntNactive tabula rasa, a make-your
owll memorial. It features a maze of 184 
glas, slabs standing perpendicular to one 
ilnother. The maze 1s on a granite island 
in a reflecting pool and can be accessed 
from the surrounding landscape al sev
eral pornts. Cool air flowing from below 
causi'.'S condensatron, which allows visi
tors to engage in fmger-painting of sorts. 
Tl1e sen t1ments they register on the glass 
fade away with the next morning's dew. 
,: The llpper parts of each slab will be 
inscribed with a victim's name.) 

Yet another plan oflers a sunken plaza 
wllh a stark, poll shed wall in whose upper 
portion the Pentagon's reconstructed 
ra1;ade is renected. In the plaza, a long 
\able-slab is surrounded by 189 b!ock·like 
seats~mcluding five for F1ight 77's hijack· 
ers. How generous! Vine-covered wal!s 

W13 

to Remember 
select a single tradit10nal entry fmm !he 
pool or U26 proposals. Dino Marcantonio. 
an archllecture professor at Notre Danw. 
submitted an outstanding classic/II des1~11. 
It is focused on a lofty cenotaph ennrhed 
With swags and floral motifs and crowned 
wltlt a pediment with anthemia and eagles 
Guarded by two hons, the cenotapl1 s'1ts on 
a handsome terrace whose renecting ~)I 
is girded by Japanese cherry trees. 

i This design would creatr an 1nspmng 
work of civic art, providmg a strong ar
chitectural accent that would allow tht' 
rather bland 1930s-vintagc, stnpptd-cla,· 
sicaJ idiom of the Pentagon faGade to 

::;.serve·as an appropriate backdrop. And 
•because. the design is conceived ln truly 
· monumental terms, the cenotaph, unlike 
the Hnal!st proposals, would create an 
appeallng landmark along Route 27. 
which the memorial slte abuts. 

For centuries, artists accorded pri
macy to the sculptural and architectural 
elements of memorial design. Not one of 
the finaUsts, however, creates a land
mark or complements the architecture of 

· the Pentagon as Mr. Marcantonio's plan 
does, and here again Maya Lin's V1et
·nam memorial, which gives undisputed 

:,, primacy to landscape, plays a role. In
, .. '-,,. deed, her walls are implanted in the 

· :'1i '<',1 ,.; ... _. Mall's landscape and defer to l t. 
'."I. '•' /,a,;_ 
',' ·.;•:;;-::'·', ·. · ·not c9!nctdenta1Jy, no Jess than !hrPP 

Top; a sunken plaza and table with seats 
commemorating those who died at the 
Pentagon, including tne hijackers! At>ove: 
glass slabs on which visitors rnay write. 

them. The stapler-benches, in turn, are 
arrayed in "age lines" (determined by 
the victims' years of birth): F!fty-ntne 
benches face one way (for the airline pas
sengers), 129 the opposite. Like, weird. 

And last, the coup de grAce: a low, mar
ble, pedestal-like mou.nd without a statue. 
No statue? Why, the visitor is the statue! 

These designs not only reflect the pro
found innuence of the Vietnam Veterans 
Memorial on juries but also a failure to 

of the SE>Ven design profrssi!ln''' 
Pentagon competilion·s 11-mernn~, ,. 
{which includes Terence Riley, the Mu
seum of Modern Art's chief curator of 
architecture and design) are la11dscape 
architects. All the finalists are anti-monu
mental in their deference to the land
scape. Unfortunately, this approach all 
too often leads to disaster, a~ with 
Lawrence Halprin's sprawling Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt Memorial in Washing 
ton's West Potomac Park. 

Also noteworthy is the reliance on tac
me and interactive elements m several of 
the finalist schemes. You can ·1 get mut!1 
closer to nothingness than the New nc1y 
Memorial's maze of g-lass slabs, ,o the de-

are fronted bv flower beds, 
surely intended to calm the 
srncirjal impulses sparked by 
this dismal setting. 

It gets worse. We also 
I How bad are the six design finalists for the J 

Pentagon's 9/11 memorial? Let's see ... 

signers give a sentimental 
emphasis to touch and pe,·
sonal response. Visitors sil
ting at the table in the sunken 
plaza become actors on a min-

/ial'e a proposed dark pavement from 
which l84 "\i!-e recorders," concrete boxes 
inspired by the "black boxes" aboard air
craft, protrude. Orange on the outside (as 
black boxes, m fact, are) and filled with 
water, the "life recorders" have two-way 
mirrors on their bottoms. They would re· 
fkct the sky by day and be ht rrom below 
at night. Tlie nmrors would be etched 
with narnt's anct their glass encasements 
rould even conlam mementoes. 

Thrn lherc·s the plan for a ·•memorial 
flelcl" with 181 "memorial units" constst-
111g of benches shaped rather like desktop 
staplers. Re!ow are water-filled alumi
num wells that also light up at night. 
Cunnete seats are cantilevered over 

grasp that memorial's true nature. Maya 
Lin's black, name-etched wau is an ex
ceptional artifact-a minimalist memo-

. · rta! to a deeply controversial conflict. Its 
extreme simplicity ts widely regarded as 
a virtue rather than a ddect. 

Juries have routinely sought the same 
kind of radical novelty in the past two 
decades. But as the Pentagon competi
tion suggests, the reinvtnt-the-wheel syn
drome easily descends to farce. There 1s 
a warning here for the decision -makers 
involved with choosing New York's 9/11 
memorial, now much under debate. 

Given the poor quality of these emphati· 

imalist stage set. And of course those 
mounting the stlly pedestal-mound arc 
themselves the crow111ng work of "art ., 

The wheel-re inventors could use some 
good, sl1H competition. but they won·\ 
get it as long as Junes are packed with 
those who, favoring modernist reduction
ism. disqualify traditlonalist designs. We 
have classical architects and sculptors 
who could vastly enrich the 1nix Lf'l 
!hem have their say, perhaps on Jtmes 
with layman majorities that can hetter 
judge whether the ancient wisdom or the 
current wisdom has more to offer. 

'Jlllf ~,lr!~~~.~ytr}i.lti54- Mr. Leiqh writes on rrrclulrrl1n·r rrnd 
chstm~'\e'"Rbwffl'it~~.Uil' rlo me art from Wash111(}1011 



November 14, 2002 8:22 AM ~ 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1}_ 
SUBJECT: Civilian Use of PX 

I do want to get an answer as to why civi]ians cannot use the PX. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
! 11402-2 

w -.. 

........................................................................ , 

Please respond by __ l_),,_._/_i,__,__/_o_~ ___ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9155 
U10376 /03 



TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Dona]d Rumsfeld 1)1 
SUBJECT: Round Table 

November 14, 2002 9:06 AM 

I don't think we can keep skipping the round table. It is the one meeting I have 

where I fee] I really get some people going on stuff--of course, that's except when 

I am meeting with you! 

But I do think we are starting to skip it too often> and it is not right. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
111402·11 

•••.................•....•.•••••..•.....•.••••••............•••••••••••• , 

Please respond by ---------

U 1 0 3 7 7 ~~, I O 3 
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. 
Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

L TG Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Paragraph 8 

,.. ' _, 

~~~ \~ 
November 15, 2002 7:35 AM V ,S 

/ 

, 
/ 

/ 

/ 
f 

You were going to give me paragraph 8 of the new resolution so I could see it. 

Thanks. 

J>HR dh 
111502-h 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond l~v ________ _ 
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Text of UN Security Council Resolution on Iraq: November 8, 2002 

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of 
America: draft resolution 

[Adopted as Resolution 1441 at Security Council meeting 4644, 8 November 
2002] 

PARAGRAPH 8 

8. Decides further that Iraq shall not take or threaten hostile acts directed 
against any representative or personnel of the United Nations or the IAEA 
or of any Member State taking action to uphold any Council resolution; 
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Text bf UN Security Council Resolution on Iraq: November 8, 2002 . . Page 1 of 6 

Settele, James, CDR, OSD 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sherrod, Jimmy, CIV, WHS\CCD 

Friday, November 15, 2002 8:07 AM 

Settele, James, CDR, OSD 

Subject: Text of UN Security Council Resolution on Iraq November 8, 

Importance: Low 

I think this is it. 
js 

[Pnnt Friendly Verskin] 

Text of UN Security Council Resolution on Iraq: November 8, 2002 

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America: draft re5olution 

[Adopted as Resolution 1441 at Security Council meeting 4644, 8 November 2002] 

The Secunly Council, 

Recalling all its previous relevant resolutions. m particular its resolulions 661 (1990) of 6 August 1990. 678 (1990) of 29 
November 1990, 686 (1991) of 2 March 1991, 687 (1991} of 3 April 1991, 6BB (1991) of 5 April 1991, 707 (1991) of 15 August 
1991, 715 (1991) of 11 October 1991, 986 (1995) or 14 April 1995, and 1284 (1999) of 17 December 1999, and all the relevant 
statements of its President, 

Recalling also its resolution 1362 (2001) of 29 November 2001 and its intention lo implement it fully, 

Recognizing the threat Iraq's non.compliance with Council resolutions and proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and 
long-range missiles poses to international peace and security. 

Recalfing thal its resolution 678 (1990) authorized Member States to use all necessary means to uphold and implement its 
resolution 660 (1990) of 2 August 1990 and all relevant resolutions subsequent lo resolution 660 (1990) and to restore 
international peace and security in the area. 

Furlher recalling that its resolution 687 {1991) imposed obligations on Iraq as a necessary step for achievement of its stated 
objective of restoring international peace and security in the area, 

Deploring the fact that Iraq has not provided an accurate, full, final, and complete disclosure, as required by resolution 687 
(1991), of all aspects of its programmes to develop weapons of mass destruction and ballistic missiles with a range greater than 
one hundred and fifty kilometres, and of all holdings of such weapons, their components and production facifities and locations, 
as well as all other nuclear programmes, including any which ii claims are for purposes not related to nuclear-weapons-usable 
material, 
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Deploring furlher that Iraq repeatedly obstructed immediate, uncondilional, and unrestricted access to sites designated by the 
United Nations Special Commission (UNSCOM) and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), failed to cooperate fully 
and unconditionally with UNSCOM and IAEA weapons inspectors, as required by resolution 687 ( 1991 ), and ultimately ceased 
all cooperation with UNSCOM and the IAEA in 1998, 

Deploring the absence, since December 1998, in Iraq of international monitoring, inspection, and verification, as required by 
relevant resolutions, of weapons of mass destruction and ballistic missiles, in spite of the Council's repeated demands that Iraq 
provide immediate, unconditional, and unrestricted access to the United Nations Monitoring, Verification and Inspection 
Commission (UNMOVIC), established in resolution 1284 (1999) as the successor organization to UNSCOM, and the IAEA. and 
regretting the consequent prolonging of the crisis in the region and the suffering of the Iraqi people, 

Deploring also that the Government of Iraq has failed to comply with its commitments pursuant to resolution 687 (1991) with 
regard to terrorism, pursuant to resolution 688 (1991) to end repression of its civilian population and to provide access by 
international humanitarian organizations to all those in need or assistance in Iraq, and pursuant to resolutions 686 (1991), 687 
(1991 ), and 1284 (1999} to return or cooperate in accounting for Kuwaiti and third country nationals wrongfully detained by Iraq, 
or to return Kuwaiti property wrongfully seized by Iraq, 

Recalling that in its resolution 687 ( 1991) the Council dBclared that a ceasefire would be based on acceptance by Iraq of the 
provisions of that resolution, including the obligations on Iraq c.onlained therein, 

Determined to ensure full and immediate compliance by Iraq without conditions or restrictions with its obligations under 
resolution 687 (1991) and other relevant resolutions and recalling that the resolutions of the Council constitute the governing 
standard of Iraqi compliance, 

Recalling that the effective operation of UNMOVIC, as the successor organization lo the Special Commission, and the IAEA is 
essential for the implementation of resolution 687 { 1991) and other relevant resolutions, 

Notmg the letter dated 16 September 2002 from the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Iraq addressed to the Secretary-General is a 
necessary first step toward rectifying Iraq's continued failure to comply with relevant Council resolutions, 

Noting further me letter dated 8 October 2002 from the Executive Chairman of UNMOVIC and the Director-General of the IAEA 
to General AI-Saadi of the Government of Iraq laying out the practical arrangements. as a follow-up to their meeting in Vienna. 
that are prerequisites for the resumption of inspections in Iraq by UNMOVIC and the IAEA, and expressing the gravest concern 
at the continued failure by the Government of Iraq lo provide confirmation of the arrangements as laid out in that letter. 

Reaffirming the commitment of all Member States to the sovereignly and territorial integrity of Iraq. Kuwait and the neighbouring 
States, 

Commending the Secretary-General and members of the League of Arab States and its Secretary-General for their efforts in 
this regard, 

Determined to secure full compliance with its decisions. 

Acting under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations, 

1. Decides that Iraq has been and remains in material breach of its obligations unC,er relevant resolutions, including resolution 
687 (1991), in particular through Iraq's failure to cooperate with Uniled Nations inspectors and the IAEA, and to complete the 
actions required under paragraphs 8 to 13 of resolution 687 ( 1991): 

2. Decides, while acknowledging paragraph 1 above. to afford Iraq, by this resolution, a final opportunity to comply with its 
disarmament obligations under relevant resoluMns of the Council; and accordingly decides to set up an enhanced inspection 
regime with the aim of bringing to full and verified completion the disarmament process established by resolution 687 (1991) and 
subsequent resolutions or the Council; 

3. Decides that, in order to begin to comply with its disarmament obligations, in addition to submitting the required biannual 
declarations, the Government of Iraq shall provide to UNMOVIC, lhe IAEA. and the Council, not later than 30 days from the date 
of this resolution, a currently accurate, full, and complete declaration of all aspects of its programmes to develop chemical, 
biological, and nuclear weapons, ballistic missiles, and other delivery systems such as unmanned aerial vehicles and dispersal 
systems designed for use on aircraft, including any holdings and precise locations of such weapons, components, sub
components, stocks of agents, and related material and equipment, the focations and work of its research, development and 
production facilities, as well as all other chemical. biological, and nuclear programmes, including any which it claims are for 
purposes not related to weapon production or material; 
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4. Decides that false statements or omissions in the declarations submitted by Iraq pursuant to this resolution and failure by Iraq 
at any time to comply with, and cooperate fully in the implementation of. this resolution shall constitute a further material breach 
of Iraq's obligations and will be reported to the Council for assessment in accordance with paragraphs 11 and 12 below; 

5. Decides that Iraq shall provide UNMOVIC and the IAEA immediate. unimpeded, unconditional, and unrestricted access to any 
and all, including underground, areas, facilities, buildings, equipment. records, and means of transport which they wish to 
inspect, as well as immediate, unimpeded, unrestricted, and private access to all officials and other persons whom UNMOVIC or 
the IAEA wish to interview in the mode or location of UNMOVIC-s Dr the IAEA's choice pursuant to any aspect of their 
mandates; further decides that UNMOVIC and the IAEA may at their discretion conduct interviews inside or outside of Iraq, may 
facilitate the travel of those interviewed and family members outside of Iraq, and that, at the sole discretion of UNMOVIC and 
the IAEA, such inteNiews may occur without the presence of observers from the Iraqi Government; and instructs UNMOVIC and 
requests the IAEA to resume inspections no later than 45 days following adoption of this resolution and to update the Council 60 
days thereafter; 

6. Endorses the 8 October 2002 letter from the Executive Chairman of UNMOVIC and the Director-General of the IAEA to 
General AI-Saadi of the Government of Iraq, which 1s annexed hereto, and decides that the contents of the letter shall be 
binding upon Iraq; 

7. Decides further that, in view of the prolonged interruption by Iraq of the presence of UNMOVIC and the IAEA and in order for 
them to accomplish the tasks set forth in this resolution and all previous relevant resolutions and notwithstanding prior 
understandings, the Council hereby establishes the following revised or additional authorities, which shall be binding upon Iraq, 
to facilitate their work in Iraq: 

- UNMOVIC and the IAEA shall determine the composition of their inspection teams and ensure that these teams are 
composed of the most qualified and experienced experts available; 

- All UNMOVIC and IAEA personnel shall enJoy the privileges and immunities, corresponding lo those of experts on mission, 
provided in the Convention on Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations and the Agreement on the Privileges and 
Immunities of the IAEA; 

- UNMOVIC and the IAEA shall have unrestricted rights of entry into and out of Iraq. the right to free, unrestricted, and 
immediate movement to and from inspection sites. and the right to inspect any sites and buildings. including immediate, 
unimpeded, unconditional. and unrestricted access to Presidential Siles equal lo that at other sites, notwithstanding the 
provisions of resolution 1154 (1998); 

- UNMOVIC and the IAEA shall have the right to be provided by Iraq lh!! names of all personnel currently and formerly 
associated with Iraq's chemical, biological. nuclear. and ballistic missile programmes and the associated research, 
development. and production facilities: 

- Security of UNMOVIC and IAEA facihties shall be ensured by sufficient United Nations security guards; 

- UNMOVIC and the IAEA shall have the right to declare, for the purposes of freezing a site lo be inspected, exclusion zones, 
including surrounding areas and transit corridors, in which Iraq will suspend ground and aerial movement so that nothing is 
changed in or taken out of a site being inspected; 

- UNMOVIC and the IAEA shall have the free and unrestricted use and landing of fixed- and rotary-winged aircraft, including 
manned and unmanned reconnaissance vehicles: 

- UNMOVJC and the IAEA shall have the right at their sole discretion verifiably to remove, destroy, or render harmless all 
prohibited weapons, subsystems, components. records, materials. and other related items, and the right to impound or close 
any facilities or equipment for the production thereof: and 

- UNMOVIC and the IAEA shall have the right to free import and use of equipment or materials for inspections and to seize and 
export any equipment, materials, or documents taken during inspections. without search of UNMOVIC or IAEA personnel or 
official or personal baggage; 

8. Decides further that Iraq shall not take or threaten hostile acts directed against any representative or personnet of the United 
Nations or the IAEA or of any Member State taking action ta uphold any Council resolution; 

9. Requests the Secretary-General immediately to notify Iraq of this resolution, which is binding on Iraq; demands that Iraq 
confirm within seven days of that notification its intention ta comply fully with this resolution; and demands further that Iraq 
cooperate immediately, unconditionally, and actively with UNMOVIC and the IAEA; 
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10. Requests all Member States to give full support to UNMOVIC and the IAEA in the discharge of their mandates. including by 
providing any information related to prohibited programmes or other aspects of their mandates. including on Iraqi attempts since 
1998 to acquire prohibited items, and by recommending sites to be inspected, persons to be interviewed, conditions of such 
interviews, and data to be collec;ted, the results of which shall be reported to the Council by UNMOVIC and the IAEA: 

11. Directs the Executive Chairman of UNMOVIC and the Director-General of the IAEA to report immediately to the Council any 
interference by Iraq with inspection activities, as well as any failure by Iraq to comply with its disarmament obligations, including 
its obligations regarding inspections under this resolution; 

12. Decides to convene immediately upon receipt of a report in accordance with paragraphs 4 or 11 above, in order to consider 
the situation and the need for full compliance with all of the relevan1 Cc>Uncil resolutions in order to secure international peace 
and security; 

13. Recalls, in that context, that the Council has repeatedly warned Iraq that 1t will face serious consequences as a result of its 
continued violations of its obligations; 

14. Decides to remain seized of the matter. 

Annex 

Text of Blix/EI-Baradei letter 

United Nations Monitoring, Verification and International Atomic Energy Agency 
Inspection Commission 

The Director General 
The Executive Chairman 

8 October 2002 

Dear General AI-Saadi, 

During our recent meeting in Vienna. we discussed practical arrangements that are prerequisites !or the resumption of 
inspections in Iraq by UNMOVIC and the IAEA. As you recall. at the end of our meeting in Vienna we agreed on a statement 
which listed some of the principal results achieved, particularly Iraq's acceptance of all the rights of inspection provided for in all 
of the relevant Security Council resolutions. This acceptance was stated to be without any c;onditions attached. 

During our 3 October 2002 briefing to the Security Council, members of the Council suggested that we prepare a written 
document on all of the conclusions we reached in Vienna. This letter lists those conclusions and seeks your confirmation 
thereof. We shall report accordingly to the Security Council. 

In the statement at the end of the meeting, it was clarified that UNMOVIC and the IAEA will be granted immediate, unconditional 
and unrestricted access to sites. including what was termed "sensitive sites" in the past As we noted, however. eight 
presidential sites have been the subject of special procedures under a Memorc1ndum of Understanding of 1998. Should these 
sites be subject, as all other sites. to immediate. unconditional and unrestricted ai;cess. UNMOVIC and the IAEA would conduct 
inspections there with the same professionalism 

H.E. General Amir H. AI-Saadi 
Advisor 
PresidenUal Office 
Baghdad 

Iraq 

We confirm our understanding that UNMOVIC and the IAEA have the right to determine the number of inspectors required for 
access lo any particular site. This determination will be made on the basis of the size and com plexify of the site being inspected. 
We also confirm that Iraq will be informed of the designation of additional sites, i.e. sites not declared by Iraq or previously 
inspected by either UNSCOM or the IAEA, through a Notification of Inspection (NIS) provided upon arrival of the inspectors at 
such sites. 

Iraq will ensure that no proscribed material, equipment, records or other relevant items will be destroyed except in the presence 
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of UNMOVIC and/or IAEA inspectors, as appropriate, and at their request. 

UNMOVIC and the IAEA may conduct interviews with any person in Iraq whom they believe may have information relevant to 
their mandate. Iraq will facilitate such interviews. It ls for UNMOVIC and the IAEA to choose the mode and location for 
interviews. 

The National Monitoring Directorate (NMD) will, as in the past, serve as the Iraqi counterpart for the inspectors. The Baghdad 
Ongoing Monitoring and Verification Centre (BOMVIC) will be mainlained on the same premises and under the same conditions 
as was the former Baghdad Monitoring and Verification Centre. The NMD will make available services as before, cost free, for 
lhe refurbishment of the premises. 

The NMD will provide free of cost (a) escorts to facilitate access lo sites lo be inspected and communication with personnel to 
be interviewed; (b) a hotline for BOMVIC which will be staffed by an English speaking person on a 24 hour a day/seven days a 
week basis; (c) support in terms of personnel and ground transportation within the country, as requested; and (d) assistance in 
the movement of materials and equipment at inspectors· request (construction, excavation equipment, etc.). NMD will also 
ensure that escorts are available in the event of inspections outside normal working hours, including al night and on holidays. 

Regional UNMOVIC/IAEA offices may be established, for example, in Basra and Mosul, for the use of their inspectors. For this 
purpose, Iraq will provide, without cost. adequate office buildings, staff accommodation, and appropriate escort personnel. 

UNMOVIC and the IAEA may use any type of voice or data transmission, including satellite and/or inland networks, wilh or 
without encryption capability. UNMOVIC and the IAEA may also install equipment in the field with lhe capability for transmission 
of data directly to the BOMVIC, New Yor1<. and Vienna (e.g. sensors, surveillance cameras). This will be facilitated by Iraq and 
there will be no interference by Iraq with UNMOVIC or IAEA communications. 

Iraq wiU provide, without cost, physical protection of all survelllance equipment, and construct antennae for remote transmission 
of data, at the request of UNMOVIC and the IAEA. Upon request by UNMOVIC through the NMD, Iraq will allocate frequencies 
for communications equipment. 

Iraq will provide security for all UNMOVIC and IAEA personnel. Secure and suitable accommodations will be designated al 
normal rates by Iraq for these personnel. For their part, UNMOVIC and the IAEA w,JJ require that their staff not stay at any 
accommodation other than those identified in consultation with Iraq. 

On the use of fixed-wing aircraft for transport of personnel and equipment and for inspection purposes. it was clarified that 
aircraft used by UNMOVIC and IAEA staff arriving in Baghdad may land al Saddam International Airport. The points ol 
departure of incoming aircraft will be decided by UNMOVIC. The Rasheed airbase will continue lo be used for UNMQVIC and 
IAEA helicopter operations. UNMOVIC and Iraq will establish a1r liaison offices at the airbase. At both Saddam International 
Airport and Rasheed airbase, Iraq will provide the necessary support premises and facilities. Aircraft fuel will be provided by 
Iraq, as before. free of charge. 

On the wider issue of air operations in Iraq, both fixed-wing and rotary. Iraq will guarantee the safely of air operations in its air 
space outside the no-fly zones. With regard to air operations in the no-fly zones, Iraq will lake all steps within its control to 
ensure the safety of such operations. 

Helicopter flights may be used. as needed, during inspections and for technical activities. such as gamma detection, without 
limitation in all parts of Iraq and without any area excluded. Helicopters may also be used for medical evacuation. 

On the question of aerial imagery, UNMOVIC may wish to resume the use of U·2 or Mirage overflights. The relevant practical 
arrangements would be similar to those implemented in the past. 

As before, visas for all arriving staff will be issued at the point ot entry on the basis of the UN Laissez.Passer or UN Certificate; 
no other entry or exit formalities wiU be required. The aircraft passenger manifest will be provided one hour in advance of the 
arrival of the aircraft in Baghdad. There will be no searching of UNMOVIC or IAEA personnel or of official or personal baggage. 
UNMOVIC and lhe lAEA will ensure that their personnel respect the Jaws of Iraq restricting the export of certain items, for 
example, those related to Iraq's national cultural heritage. UNMOVIC and the IAEA may bring into, and remove from, Iraq all of 
the items and materials they require, including satellite phones and other equipment. With respect to samples. UNMOVIC and 
IAEA will, where feasible, split samples so that Iraq may receive a portion while another portion is kept for reference purposes. 
Where appropriate, the organizations will send the samples to more than one laboratory for analysis. 

We would appreciate your confirmation of the above as a correct reflection of our talks in Vienna. 

Naturally, we may need other practical arrangements when proceeding with inspections. We would expect in such matters, as 
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with the above, Iraq's co-operation in all respect. 

Yours sincerely, 

(Signed) 
Hans Blix 
Executive Chairman 
United Nations Monitoring, 
Verification and Inspection Commission 

(Signed) 
Mohamed EIBaradei 

Director General 
International Atomic Energy Agency 

HH,; sit,i i'; mcrnaqcd by the F,u,caLJ of Public Affairs, LIS. ll,'p,;,t,1w,1t of Sl,,ll' 
Fxtcnial links to other lnt.cm,,l f,:lcs should nut 1.1..' ,:,,n~tru,·d ,,~ <111 c11<.lo1 scrnu,t cA tl1c, v,r-,s contti,ncd tl1crcm. 
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November 15, 2002 7:38 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1)1\ 

SUBJECT: Authorizations Team 

What do you think about getting some people who served as chief executives of 

states or companies in the House and Senate and former military people, like Mark 

Kirk, and forming a team to work on getting our authorizations freed up. 

Certainly Liddy Dole and Lamar Alexander and any former governor or former 

CEO would be good candidates. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
111502-7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ----------
fl J1l, /01-
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November 15, 2002 7:40 AM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~. 

SUBJECT: Radio Interview 

I saw C-span coverage of the Infinity radio interview. In the future, I would like 

you to tell me if it is going to be on television. I would have combed my hair or 

arranged the seating a little differently. I was thinking it was purely radio, with 

just some photographs being taken. 

Please give me a copy of the tape. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
111502-8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ l_l ~l _1.-_ec,_/ _o_·i._." __ _ 
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Snowflake 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld y ~ 
SUBJECT: Foreign Invite 

November 15, 2002 8:58 AM 

The MoD of Kazakhstan invited me to visit Kazakhstan, at the request of the 

President. We should add that to my list. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
111502-11 

.......................................•••••••••••••••••••••.••••.....••. 

Please respond by ___ __. _____ _ 
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Snowtlake 

November 15, 2002 9:02 AM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'Y~ 
SUBJECT: Follow Up on Kazakhstan MoD 

The MoD of Kazakhstan asked to meet with me privately, and we did. LTG 

Craddock came in a little late, but basically he talked about the President deciding 

to run for reelection in 2006. He is confident he wi11 win. 

He likes his persona] relationship with me-we both have cauliflower ears! He 

wanted us to be aware of the human rights situation and that he is working it. I 

told him it was a matter of importance here in the US and mentioned the journalist 

who had been arrested. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
111502-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ---------~ -
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TO: David Chu 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. Myers 
Gen. Pace 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·7'/L 
SUBJECT: Flag Officer Tenure 

November 15, 2002 11:56 AM 

It seems to me that our country would be better served if our generals and admirals 

spent more time in each billet to which assigned and more total time on active 

duty. 

What are the personnel assignment criteria-service and joint-that drive us to 

move our senior leaders so frequently? What can we do to change that? 

Ifwe want to keep good officers on active duty longer, what changes to pay and 

retirement benefits, if any, should we be thinking about for those who serve 

beyond 30 years? 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
111502-14 

·····~~·································································· 
Please respond by __ 1_2-f"j_13~/ 0_1.,_-__ _ , __ 
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TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Donald Rumsfeld \)\. 

November 16, 2002 

SUBJECT: Smart Sanctions 

10:37 AM 

We've got to get a National Security Council process going on stopping this smart 

sanctions business. There are just too many things that are getting through that are 

dual use that are going to end up killing coalition forces. 

Let's get that shoved into the Deputy's Committee or into the Principal's 

Committee and start raising cane about it. Smart sanctions are ridiculous. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
111602.01 

Please respond by: ________ l_t \~~_< __________ _ 
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Snowflake 

10:59AM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 11' 
DATE: November 16, 2002 

SUBJECT: Prince Bandar 

Make sure you get back to me with what Bandar said to the president and then you 

probably ought to confinn with Tom that he ought to talk to Abdullah or Sultan or 

both. 

Thanks. 

DHR/.e.2.n 
111602,02 

, \' Z)s 
Please respond by: ________ _,;._ ________ _ 
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No\ltmber 17, 2002 J: l 5 

TO: Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald Ruiru;feld )I\ 

SUBJECT: Total Information Awareness 

I think using our mHitary commission advisors to look into this Total lnformation 

Awarene~s question is at least worth thinkin& about. 

Please take a look nt it and let me know what you think. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
11!\6102 Washington Pust edi1orlal: "Total Information Awarcncs.~" 

OHR,;d)i 
1111U2,U 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please· respo"d b.v __ ~l-~""'j.._...lP_,./_0_1-_______ _ 

U10389~/03 
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• 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1600 

INFO MEMO 
GENl>~ ... L COUNSEL 

FOR: 

FROM: 

December 3, 2002, 7 PM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

William J. Haynes II, General Counsel WJ4'1' --

SUBJECT: Total Information Awareness - Federal Advisory Committee 

• DARPA's Total Information Awareness ( .. TJA") program may be 
important to American security. But it has been heavily criticized in 
recent weeks as a threat to fundamental civil liberties. 

• I am in the process of establishing a Federal Advisory Committee to 
review the civil liberty and related issues implicated by TIA. An 
Advisory Committee can improve the TlA program and help quell 
public criticism by (a) helping to surface and sort through issues 
implicated by TIA, and (b) educating the public about TJA. 

• To be effective (and consistent with the ]aw), the TIA Federa] 
Advisory Committee must be politically balanced, and must include 
experts in civil liberties, privacy, technology, and management. 

• You asked whether our military commission advisors should ]ook into 
the TIA program. Some, but not a11, of the military commission 
advisors are qualified to serve on the TIA Advisory Committee. 

• I am now organizing the core of the TIA Advisory Committee. Core 
members could include Griffin Be11. Lloyd Cutler, and Zoe Baird. 
(All are willing to serve.) I am a1so talking with Gerhard Casper and 
Newt Minow. The Advisory Committee shou]d also include non
lawyers. I am in the process of finding suitable non-lawyer 
candidates. 

• Pete Aldridge is also looking into some management improvements 
for the TIA program. 

• I will keep you abreast of these developments. 

cc: Pete Aldridge 
Tori Clarke 

0 
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1"ovember 17, 2002 4:18 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld V 

SUBJECT: Leadership Outcomes 

J was not given the outcomes of the leadership elections in the House and Senate, 

Republican and Democrat. I need to dictate notes and telephone people when 

things like that happen. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
11 \ 702 21 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _____________ _ 
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? 02/02 JUN-2J-2J02 TUE 03: 4:> Pr. CONG. TOM OSBORNE FAX NO. !(b)(5) 
--------

TOiV OSBORNE 

CCMI\I' TTE£ ON Au~ :CUl TUllE 

CCNl\•;T"r'E: 0'11 ::OI.JCA11QN 
AN/"l Ys,E WOilK•ORC!: 

CO.W,MTT~f. ON AESOURC=S 
~ongrcss of tbt l=tnittb f@tatts 

i)olffl't of l\rprrsrntatfbts 
~ast,ington, llt: 20515-2703 

Jun1; 25, 2002 

The Honnn:ihlc Donc1\1 Rumsrcld 
Sec n.:lury of De rcnse 
ld.00 Dercnsc Pc:1tagon 
Pent::i.;on, l)C 20301 

D~sr Sccreh1ry Rumsfolcl: 

-1-, ., .... 4..:. ~"' c,~,- . ..,'ltl Hcvt., 01, 1t c: av11.c.,·,...~: 
WA~rlM\,j(, ICh OC 20'.il~ 

''I t• 5~ !(b)(6) 2

.

1 

w e 
1 1',ll i u- J 

D1STRICT Ol=F!CES: 

!1~ 011 ft; Avt:N1;i . Sut""t 3 
c;.,,.,,,11~1.1\t·O, NG (,800l 

!(b)(6'( " <W 

21 E.-.t , ,o,..~ srmr-,, 
Scorru .... ,, , , Ni:. s~~e, 

!(b'i{i3)'" 12 1 

T 3n, \.Vriting to cxpl'~ss my support for 1hc prupused merscr of the United St.ites Space Command 
ond l'.1e Unb:d St~re~ Strat-:g:c Comm:ind .1nd the placement of 1.ha l r.ew comm.md ;it Offutl Air F0rcc 
Jb.~c in Omoht'I . 

J 1.1 n,kr.st,md that a proposed m1.,gcrofthe U.S Space Command and the U.S. Strategic 
COIY\\Y\3nd w.is st1Jd1ed in l 99 J :ind at the mnt 1nfrastrnctu1·e an<.l lcchnology h:unpered t~c intcgl'nt,on of 
the two U.S. commands. I undcrstJnd 1hat t~chnolog1cal nd\·2m:cs and similar mission tasks :ire enabling 
yo11 to recons:ucr 1hc merger of rhe two cofmnanc~. 

P1:tcr~M Air force IJasc in Colorado Spnngs, Colorado will be the new home of the Northern 
C'r1'.~,1~1ane1 thnt 1s 6~hc:d11led to b1;giu opel'allons on October 1. 2002. Tkcau!>e Peterson Air fore~ Blls~ 
will be the hc:idqu.irters for 1hc 11ew Northern CommanJ, I beltcw thJt Offutt Air force nlsC Wlltild be an 
t•xcellc:nt locotion for the new ml!rgeJ lJ S command and would complement lh<.: current missions at 
Off1.11t Air Force nasc. U.S. S!r3tcgic Command missions arc Dt.:lelTencc, Jn1clligence, Op<:n1tion and 
1.oi;is1ics, and Command and Control The Nuclear Posture.Review also showed that 1hr U.S. Slr:itcgic 
C<)nnnnnd would be lMl<ing at n mission of nor.-n1.1clcar weapon capabilities. 

The U.S. S\r:.itcgic Command h:is al~o been 1ns1rum1."T1tal m o,"~l'alion .Enduring r'ruedom. 
ln'.~llii;cncc personnel frorn the U.S. Straki;k CommanJ have provided important inh:llig~nce 
in.!'01•n1alt0n in Afgh.u islun .ind other pc>rts of the v.orld. Offutt Air force Base ts nlso home lo the 
li:•.c1? 1.c;¢11cc Operations Ccnte~. Weather Supriort Cm1er, Force Status Rendint:ss Center and other wpr,ort 
offi~c.:s. The t:.S. Strnteg1c Co1Tum,11d hc:1.dquarters 1s also the home to 1,300 military p1..7sonncl, 400 
civili,rns nnd 600 cont:nctors. 

I uadc,·sts.nd that the r.ic:rgcr of the U.S. Space Command ;md the U.S. Strategic Comr.11:1hd is v~ry 
ltkcly. J ~ncotu·agt you to coni.1dc:r Offllft Air r:orcc Base 1n Om.lhil ns the pcnn:ment home of the new 
merged command. 

I :ipprec j3 tc you tak,ng this requ~st tl'\lO ,011sideratton . 

.8esl Wishes, u.:. C),.t_. 
TOM OSBORNE 

11-l\-:terss~,e,~19115 
U10391 / 02 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Tom Osborne 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515-2703 

Dear Representative Osborne: 

JUN 28 2002 

Thank you for yoHr letter regarding the merger of 
U.S. Space Command with U.S. Strategic Command and 
recommending the location of this merged command at 
Offutt Air Force Base. f' 

As you may know~ we have announced that Offutt 
is indeed the preferred alternative for the site of the new 
command. A final decision awaits the completion of 
required impact and environmental assessments. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

f. 

11-L-0559/0SD/9177 

1-J,/ , 

U105?7 /02 
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.~BWtffiRe 
18-t-OV-02 10:'ll OE: !(b)(6) 

~ (b)(6) 
F'AG. :028 

TO; Tom White 
Jun Roche 

PROM; Donald Rumsfeld f1' 
SUBJECT: Turbulence 

November 17~ 2002 4:34 PM 

Attached is a memo I got from Ger.don Engl13:nd in response to the subject I raised 

with him. It strikes me that he is on the light track. I hope you folks are looking 

at similar activities. 

Thanks. 

Anach. 
11/14/02 SecNav .memo to SeeDefrc.- 1\abulcDco 

Offlblh 
I l l70:M3 

.•......••.........•..••.•........•......•..... , •••.•..••......•....• , .... 
Please respond by I z-../ "7 / O v 

28 
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TO: SECDEF 

FR: Gordon Englan 

A: Turbulence 

/ MT. Secretary, 

}J .... ~ 
Beeen:'sc, 14. 2002 

You 're right - t1,1rbulence is hurting us in two areas, and we have been working for some 
time to reduce these problems: 

People 

1. Longer Toun. We arc rev,~--lng our SJ)Cci:ilty areas for longer tours. For 
example, we have teams studying 011, shore facilities, our ship main1enance 
programs and our acquis,tion personnel to see if we can extend tout length to 
four years. Our thinking is to keep people in their current positio'ns longer and 
;>rorootc them in a current jub rather than having to move to an open 
promotable positi(ln. Srill a work in progi-css. 

2. ff omebasing - we are cncounsging sequential ro'1J'S in the same homebase to 
knock down the ~rsonal turb\1lenct crcaied by a m(wing van shQwing up 
every 18 months- it saves money too! 

3. Unit lntegrity-The rotation of people in 8lld out of our Combat Teams are 
hcing synchroni1.ed to maximize unit intcgl'ity rro01 training through 
d~loyment. This minimizes rotation while improving unit cohesion. 

Processes 

1. PVBS - This moming we had a long scheduled offsite meeting with the 
lcadershtp of tht Navy/Marine Corps and Sccrewi.at to examine new 
c1pproaches for our PPBS processes. As a result of that meeting, we will be 
moving to a process lb.at relies more on financial 1nodeling and less on budget 
buil~g _from the bottom up. Immediatc~y, this will yield a higher degree of 
~ta bility m over 50% of our buJ"&tS,. Il will also allow the lcadersh ip team to 
concentrate on the truly variable par1 of our budget Further, by having 
e*nsive financial modeling, we can do "what-if' off line analysis that 
otherwise is unavaifable as a management tool. 

29 
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2. Maintenance, Modernization and Recapitallzatlon-Commcrcial company 
personnel intermixed with retired and active military u c examinin8 a wide range 
of processes across the Navy. In almost every case, they are recommending th.at 
we stabilize our change processes, our funding approaches, our decision 
pro~ses, etc. Turbulence is a halhnark of the way we do our business and drives 
our costs. Based on the recommendations of these studies, we will be modifying 
many of our proCC88es to bring more stability and predictabilicy in the way we do 
business. 

3. Facilities - We're getting ready for 2005 (BR.AC) by studying the way we 
manage facilities with an eye toward coming out of the BRAC with ••nothing 
cxtr"1;,ut nothing missing" in the number. type, and size of facilittcs we need to 
enable the warfigbters to get the mission done. Shrinking the number of our 
facilities will help us with our personnel and financial stability. 

We won't res\ b~re. Thanks for ,sking. 

11-L-ossg?oso191 ao 

PAG. : 030 
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18-1-0U-02 10:40 OE: !(b)(6) !(b)(6) 

To: CDR Settele 

Please distribute w/BCC to Gordon England that says 
"Thanks - DR'' 

Thanks, 
Delonie 

11-L-OSSS/bSD/9181 
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Snowflake 

l(b)(6) l(b)(6) PAG. :025 

November 17, 2002 4:40 PM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Pau] Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld \> 

SUBJECT: Docwncnt 

Thonks for showing me that Israeli document. I think you ought to got it to 

Abizaid and Frat'l.k:s. lt is ititeresting-ccrtai1,ly well worth considering. 

DH~:dl\ 
l l 1702.2.S 

·························-··············································· 
Please respond by ____ _________ _ 

11-L-055gf0SD/9182 



November 17, 2002 5:07 PM 

SUBJECT: Discuss w/CJCS 

I want to talk to Gen. Myers. ram told by a member of an ODA team that they 

had to get up in the middle of the night and shave their beards. They were told 

every person, regardless of what they were doing, had to shave his beard. 

Either the infonnation Myers is getting about how innocent the general is who 

made the comment is wrong, or this is like a rule of engagement, where someone 

gives an order and then everyone down the line takes IO percent off of it and 

wants to cover their tails. 

In ,my event, I don't like it. I am unhappy about it and the argument that the rnles 

need to be obeyed is baloney if the rules are wrong, because everyone is 

misinterpreting them down the line. If we want rules to be obeyed, they have to be 

sensible, and they have to be exactly what they were intended to be and everyone 

at each level down <.:an't feel that they can modify the dam things. 

I am convinced that some overeager general who had been in his position for 

about 15 minutes and was trying to make a name for himself mucked up and we 

have a whole chain of <.:ommand protecting him. 

IJH!{ rlh 
: 1 ]7()2 30 
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June 24, 2002 10:48 AM 

TO: Steve Cambone 

CC: ADM Ellis 
J.D. Crouch 
Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld V~ · 
SUBJECT: Nuclear Posture 

Attached is a paper by Mike May on an alternative nuclear posture. 

Mike was my SALT negotiator when I was Sec Def in the 1970s. He is an 

interesting felJow. Please take a look at this for me and see if you think there are 

things here that we need to be thinking about 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
May, Michael. "An Alternative Nuclear Posture" 06/04/02 

DHR:dh 
062402-23 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

Please respond by __ o_·-_r _f :_; __ (c,_/_· _.:, _, .. -__ _ 
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JUN.10.2002 11:30AM 

June 4,2002 
Michael May 

CI~ STf'.ff"ClRD LtjIV .... l(b_)_(6_) __ ___, N0. 177 

An Alternative Nuclear Posture 

A portion of President Bush's 2002 nuclear posture was released or leaked 
recently1

• The posture is largely silent on international cooperation and largely 
negative on arms control. The main relatively new trend in tru! posture is that the 
US will be prepared to use nuclear weapons in a much wider range of 
circumstances than before, with a particular emphasis on tactical uses2

, 

Supporting that trend, the posture states that the infrastructure for those 
expanded missions will be built up, including the design and production of new 
nuclear weapons; and th.at arms control measures, such as SALT II and the 
CTBT, will not stand in the way. Such an emphasis in a declaratory policy has 
not been seen since the days of "flexible response" forty or so years ago, when 
tactical nu~ear weapons were deployed in Europe and elsewhere. 

Such a posture may be superficially attractive in an era when there is fear of 
hostile states or terrorist groups using nuclear weapons against the US. Yet, it is 
just in that light, and in the light of what nuclear weapons are actually useful for, 
iliat what is emphasized ln the posture is needlessly imprudent. At the same 
time, what is absent or de-emphasized is essential to meet coming threats and 
take advantage of coming opportunities. 

TI1e posture explicitly increases the nuclear threat, particularly the tactical 
nuclear threat, to possible US adversaries, some of which are named, This 
emphasis on buil~g up and widening the nuclear threat increases the 
motivation of states, which could find themselves on the US target list, to 
improve and extend their own nuclear force, or t"o get one if they don't have it. 
The fear of nuclear attack has been a strong motivator for building and 
protecting a nuclear force. It was.a prime motivator for the United States, the 
Soviet Union, China, Pakistan, and arguably India. 

The benefits to US secwity in return for this increased motivation of proliferation 
are marginal. The posture could be thought of as a warning against nuclear 
proliferation. If so; it iB not an effective warning. The US has demonstrated 
means of discouraging nuclear proliferation that are more usable and less risky 
than the threa·t of tactical nuclear weapons. Emphasizing the tactical US nuclear 
threat adds little. It is unlikely that the US would use nuclear weapons against a 
country just for acquiring nuclear weapons. If the posture is meant as a warning 
it adds only adds marginally to the deterrent and dissuasion means that the US 

1 http://www.glob?lsecurity,or~/wmd/llbrary/poliey/dod /npr.htm Page references below 
are to this docume1.'\t. 
2 [Nudear weapons] provide c:ffiiible military options to deter a wide ra:n~ of threats, including 
WMO and largew5cale conventional military force,, . Grea~r fleXIbillty is needed with respect to 
nudear forces and plannil\g than was the case during the Cold War. (p. 7) 

1 
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has already. At the same time, by advertising that the US is preparing to use new 
tacti.cal nuclea.r weapons, the posture may add to the incentives an adversary 
has, not only to acquire, but to use or demonstrate it can use nuclear weapons of 
its own. 

The posture states that there will be new nuclear weapons for various missions. 
Bul' again the help is marginal and comes at high cost. Nuclear weapons don it 
help much with the kinds of missions the US prepares for and carries out, 
including the ones noted in the posture, such as digging out very deep 
underground facilities and developing small nuclear weapons for discriminate 
use-''. Both offer operational as well as political difficulties for marginal increased 
utility. Deep undergroW1d facilities are very difficult to destroy without large 
nuclear explosions, and are usually more vulnerable through their outlets for 
communication and action. Small nuclear weapons have only marginally more 
effectiveness than US conventional weapons againit most targets of force 
projection, are more dif!icult to use, and carry all the risks of first use if used 
against a non-nuclear opponent. In the area of biological weapons, it is unlikely 
that nuclear weapons would provide the US a better counter against the most 
effective delivery methods than do current and planned non-nuclear alternatives. 

On balance, from what has been released, the posture would increase the main 
threats to the US today (nuclear proliferation, nuclear force buildups, and 
nuclear use by states other than the US) in return for marginal or unusable US 
advantages. That is the opposite of what a nuclear posture should do. Given the 
overwhelmJng US conventional advantage and the relative invulnerability of the 
US to all but nuclear weapons, the US nuclear posture should aim at minimizing 
the chances of the worst outcomes rather than seek marginal gains. The present 
posture only makes sense if the US is confident it will be the last or only power to 
use or threaten to use nuclear weapons. But there is no ground for such 
confidence. 

At the same time, It is true that a new nuclear posture is needed, one that takes 
into account relevant new developments. Below I attempt to sketch out what 
such a posture could look like. First, however, some of the relevant new 
deveJoprnents are noted bri,fly. 

l . The Cold War order is gone, That's good in most ways, but there is a 
drawback. Security prospects and alignments for many states are now less 
clear than they were. The Cold War lines separating nuclear rivals were 
unmistakable; they had been drawn in blood and through serious crises. It's 
good they are gone, but it's not good that the lines are now fuzzy. Rivalries 
remain among the US, Russia, and Chin.a, and between other nuclear or 
nuclear~capable countries. Several of them concern zero-sum issues such as 
military dominance over territory. In this climate of uncertainty, rivals are 
maneuvering for advantage. Uncertainty about what are central interests 
makes for instability in crises. 

J Pl'· 46-48 

2 
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2. The us has ~one from a military postµre of defense and deterrence to oru:,ol 
military expansion. NATO expansion, military agreements with former 
Soviet republics, a much increased presence and unilateral ac:tion (with th!! 
UK) in the Middle East; unilateral or NATO action in the Balkans, and 
attempts to increase the role and range of Japanese forces (the most modem 
in the world after those of the US), these moves, rightly or wrongly, have 
brought US forces much closer to Russian, Chinese, and other countries' areas 
of vital interest than before. The Pentagon has given top priority to offensive 
projection forces. President Bush's statement that his highest priority is the 
military reinforces the emphasis on the offense. Militarily, the US is not a 
status-quo power, the US 1s on the move, 

3. There are now several demonstrations oi the relative ease with whlch.nuclear 
we:9ns c;an be ac~ijired. North I<orea, a poor nation of 17 million people, 
ma e and separate plutonium,. perhaps enough for one or more weapons, 
with very little help. South Africa made at least six weapons with essentially 
no help. lraq and Pakistan, both in hostile surroundings and neither with a 
good technical and economic infrastmctUl'e, went all or most of the way. 
Pakistan got help from China and Ir~g from the world's markets. So could 
other countries. There are probably fifty countries that could obtain nuclear 
weapons if they so wished, and many of them could get at least a marginal 
capability surreptitiously. 

4. US vital security int,m5~ and tru>se gf its ke~ allies (a:iide&om Israel) are 
s:ssentially unfu!eateneclexceptJot the pos,ibility of nudear proliferation or 
instability, Except for that possibility, Western and Central Europe are safe, so 
is Japan. South Korea faces a dangerous possible adversary, but that 
adversary is vastly outgW'U'led, isolated, and trying, albeit clumsily and 
overaggressively, to find some road to international acceptance. Who 
dominates Taiwan is vital to China, not to the US. Who dominates former 
Soviet republics is vital to Russia, not to the US. Penian Culf oil is needed by 
the US economy over the short run 4, but it is vital to the sellers. 

s. us conventional fori:e sY,Periority lwhich ts anythina; but c;ony,:ntiona,l), 
manifested b~ hi;h-preciston, welHnformed, relatively invulnerable weapon 
delivecy sy~tems, is not likely to be c;h~lLen~d for some time, It is other 
countries, not the US, that may need to have recourse to nuclear weapons to 
offset conventional superiority. 

In addition to these changed aspect$ of the landscape, three aspects that have not 
changed are relevant and often overlooked. 

1. v ta ov r ' 
o s · 1 c eco. omi tio . No one, 

not Russia or China or Islamic extremists can use these tools more effectively 
than the US. On the US road to superpowerdom, these tools have been more 
useful than the military (though the military was necessary). The US won a 
Cold Peace, not a Cold War. The outcomes of the various wars (in Korea, in 

• Though the cheapest to bring to market, Gulf oil is sold at approximataly the price that it would 
take to replace it with more expensive oil. It plays a role in keeping prices from going up, but, 
give.n time, it could be replared. 
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Vietnam, in the Middle East) were ambiguous or worse, but the outcome of 
the peaceful competition was not. 

2. Nuclear weapons are equalizers. They make winning a war far more costly, 
and, in the case of states with significant protected nuclear weapon systems, 
they make winning impossible, In most cases, tactical nuclear weapons, if 
introduced into a theater, would disadvantage the US more than its foes. 
Nuclear weapons are effective against expensive concentrated means of force 
projection, such as port facilities, air bases, and fleet units including carriers. 
They are comparatively ineffective against dispersed and less expensive 
targets such as mobile or hidden missile launchers. Escalation to threats of 
destruction of cities so obviously can lead to disaster that getting useful 
results without taking risks of esc:alatton is what much of nuclear policy has 
been and must be about. The US has plenty of capability to pursue its 
interests without nuclear confrontation. 

3. Non-proliferation requires willini adherents and the only last;infef.ound for 
such adherence is security. This truth points to the other major d ect of the 
nuclear posture, its almost total lack of attention to the international 
dimension of nuclear weapons control. Most states under the Cold War 
regime came to feel secure in giving up the nuclear weapons option. That 
regime is gone. In the troubled regions of the world, securing adherence to 
nuclear non-proliferation on the basis o:f each state's national security must be 
done over again. The nuclear posture betrays a negative view of n,on
proliferation agreements and arms control in general that is not supported by 
history. Lasting settlements on the basis of security have minimized 
proliferation. 

What kind of nuclear posture follows from these remarks? I cannot pretend to 
answer the question fully, but here is a brief list of suggestions. 

1. An ypdated strate'8" for ~n& the demand (Qr nuclear proliferation. 
both vertical and hotjzonta[such a strategy would take into account the 
changed situation in the parts of the globe where nuclear proliferation is most 
likely, East, South, and Western Asia. These parts of the world contain most 
of the world's population and will in a few decades have most of its wealth. 
Several states there have nuclear weapons, a number more could readily have 
them. The prune purpose of a US nuclear posh.U'e should be to deal 
constructively with this prospect. That can only be done by minimi%ing the 
demand or perceived need for nuclear weapons. To that end, a stable security 
order is needed, in which the various states, whether the US likes their 
internal governance or not, have.a reasonably assured chance of peaceful 
survival if they themselves are peaceful. Continued US military expansion 
and unilateral disregard of sovereignty do not serve that purpose. They are 
more likely to motivate nuclear proliferation than nuclear limitations. 

2. A strate~ for nuclear arms 1eductjons that could include eventuA.lly 
limitations on the Chinese and other ar:-enals. The US and Russia are the 
main but not the only candidates for anns reductions and limitations. That 

5 Vertical proliferation refers to the augmentation of an existing nuclear force. Horizontal 
proliferation refers to a state newly acquiring nuclear weapon$, 
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they have most of the weapons does not mean that they pose most of the 
threat. After the first hundred or so survivable weapons, it matters less and 
less how many a state has. To go beyond the US and Russia, a framework is 
needed based on international law and recognition that will be applicable to 
the various regions of the world where nuclear rivalries threaten. Such 
international recognition provides the only lasting basis for extending arms 
limits to most states. We do not know at present what the final content of the 
recently agreed treaty between the US and Russia will be, but the provisions 
of such a treaty should provide the pattern for later agreements, especially as 
concerns international verification. Finally, the reductions must be real, not 
illusory. In the recent US-Russia agreement, red~finition of numbers of 
weapons to be limited and delays in implementation amount to a step 
backward in the US position on reductions6

• 

3. A pottc~· basis for,add,rmin£,the,,problem of nu,clta.r terrorism, President 
Bush and other admini,tration spokespeople have repeatedly addressed the 
risk of nuclear terrorism. The US nuclear posture should correspondingly 
propose and lay the groundwork for both unilateral and multilateral actions 
to minimize that problem. Any solution to the problem of keeping nuclear 
weapons and materials out of the billions of shipments that crisscross the 
world will require international cooperation on standards, procedures, cost 
sharing, and the like. Money and agreements are needed toward these goals, 
A modern nuclear posture should establish the policy basis for securing those 
resources and agreements. The problem of inadequate safeguarding of 
nuclear materials and weapons in locations abroad has been addressed 
through added appropriations recently but the nuclear posture does not lay 
the policy basis for continued action or for the needed international 
cooperition in this regard, nor does it addres9 the problem of safeguarding 
and, as needed, disposing of the hundreds of tons of excess nuclear weapon 
material. Measures to address nuclear terrorism, pa·rticularly involving 
nuclear weapons and weapons materials, should be an essential, permanent 
part of a modem nudear posture, on a par with nuclear deterrence. 

4. A reconsideration of the problem of minimizing the.mks olaccidental 
nuclear launch while at the same time maintainin& invulnerability of the 
reduced depl9yments. The nuclear posture briefly mentions the "rigorous 
safeguards" on US weapons systems and proposes to deal with the problem 
of accidental or unauthorized launch of "certain foreign forces" Via nuclear 
missile defense. That is at best a partial and certainly a distant remedy. At 
present, a number of nuclear weapons systems are on alert under conditions 
where maintaining the human infra.structure for such a system will become 
more difficult in the US as well as elsewhere. Bilateral and multilateral 
measures could alleviate this problem. While details may be classified, the 
policy basis for such measures should appear in a nuclear posture. 

5. A policy basis for updating and broadel\ing the C3I systems. Some of this is 
in the present nuclear posture statement. Missing is an international aspect to 

6 Pp. 50 ff. Specifically, only opierationally deployed warheads are to be counted, others are to be 
kept in reserve. Reductions are to be made by easily reversible downloadir\g. Delivery systems 
will not be retired. The effective date for ~uctions beyond ST ART ! is postponed beyond 2007. 
ST ART Tl is rejected. 
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warning and control, something that would begin to reassure states that are 
· subject to nuclear threat or potential nuclear threat. This would be a long

term progrilll'\ that would use US technical leadership cooperatively to 
reassure all states involved. That is needed now in South Asia. Later, it could 
help limit aises with Russia and China, and help prevent proliferation in the 
Middle East. President Reagan, with a portion of Star Wars, and, before him, 
President Eisenhower, with Open Skies, had something of the kind in mind. It 
is time to begin thinking about how this would look in modem form. 

In summary, a new nuclear posture is needed, but it should not bring nuclear 
weapons back into the forefront of regional deterrence. That is likely to set into 
motion a process of growing insecurity under conditions where time md the 
spread of technology are not working for the US, and the assumption that the US 
will be the only stat~ to eff«tively threaten or use nuclear weapons is not likely 
to be valid very long. Nuclear deterrence oontinues to be needed, but, where it 
can be effective, it exists in abundance already. Emphasizing the occasions for 
wider nuclear use, stating that the infrastructure to permit such~ will be built 
up and that arms control agreements will not sta.nd in the way of carrying out 
new nuclear missions, all this adds little to deterrence and is not need for 
conventional war-fighting. It adds an unknown amount to incentives for nuclear 
proliferation. 

'What is missing from the present posture, and what is essential in today's world, 
is a policy basis for international agreements to deal with the dangers of 
proliferation to unlitable states, terrorism, and the risk of acddents as human 
infrastructures change. Despite its claims of going beyond Cold War concerns, 
the present posture in fact goes back to early Cold War arguments and neglects 
current realities. Easier nuclear proliferation and possible nuclear terror are 
dangers of our globalized world. These dangers can only be dealt with through 
cooperation among the nations; unilateral US polidng won't work. Any forward· 
looking nuclear posture must provide for such cooperation. Cooperation won't 
work unless the United States plays its role. It may not work anyway. U it does 
not, our children and grandchildren can look forward to slaughter that will make 
World War Il and other twentieth-century disasters look like child1 s play. 

2800words 
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18-NJvf-02 10:37 DE~ 
l(b )(6) l(b)(6) 

November 1'7, 2002 10:00 AM 

T0: Powell Moore 

fROM: Donald Rumsft:ld <1}, 
(;lJB.H-·:C'I': C ongressi<>nal Responses 

l need to $ee the answers we hnve given to questions asked by Members of 

Congress. 

Th,:1,nks. 

,\ttach. 
09,'231'02 Sv,Ocfnit:mo to P , RiUt, Moon: 

l)ll~ 1111 
I I 11!f.! 2 

PAG. :021 

········-·~······························································ 
Plense ,·etiptmd by __ _,'1-'-·;_,,_/_~_ ... /_"_2,... ________ _ 
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•i 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 
Powell Moore 

Donald Rumsfeld )'J\ 
September 23, 2002 

1:38AM 

I need an answer to Taylor on chem-bio. And I would like 10 know what a chem

bio unit costs, and whether or not nny cities or st.ates have them. 

Thanks. 

DHRl~n 
092302.10,1 

Plt!u1~ rc:31w11d by: _ ______ G_"'..,l-~-----------

.. --- ···---- - so--
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16-t-oV-02 10:35 OE: 

Snowtleke 

: TO: 

FROM: 

!(b)(6) 

Doug.Feith 

Donald Rumsfcld 

SUBJECT: Anti-Drug Effons 

l(b)(6) 

November 17, 2002 10:00 AM 

l think we need to get out of the anti-drog effort in Latin America. We aren't 

stopping dn1gs from being used jn the US, aod we certainly arcn 't stopping their 

production. They are just moving things around. 

It seems to me like a wa~:tc of the taxpayers' doJlar~ when we oecd to focus our 

effort on the war on 1enori~m. 

Let's fi&,ure out how to change this. 

Th,ank~. 

PAG. :015 

·····-··································~································ 
Pleose re..~po11d by __ 12,_,~/-"'1-.1/~0~2..,.,--------
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18-t-OU-82 10:37 CEi 

sr18WtfMe 
!(b)(6) 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald RumsfcJd J /', 
SUBJECT: Book on Bin Laden 

l(b)(6) 

November 17, 2002 ll:14 AM 

There is a CTA person who wrote a book, Through Our Enemies· £yes, on Osama 

Bin Lad~11 and signed it "t,:,wnymous." J should get a briefing from him. 1 am 

told it ~s a briefing 1 should get. 

Thanks. 

PHR.:dk 
111702.9 

PAG. :020 

············································-~·~·····~··················· 
Please respo11d by ____________ _ 

--~·-·--· - - ... -·~- ... - · .- --·· -· ....... -

fo ·~ SHAIZvrJ C«w o 

Fi>~ wt+GJ 

.• ... 
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SnowRake 

TO; Powell Moore 
Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1'Jf\ 

November 17, 20~2 4:14 PM 

SUBJECT; Answer to Congressman Abercrombie 

1 have nevct be1:.-n given the answer we sent Abercrombie on 300 people in 

NORTHCOM. It h3S been way too long to not have answered it. I need to see 

what was sent fast, because I want to .meet with Eberhart again and know what I 

am talking about. 

Please get it for tne by the time I get back from Prague. 

Than\(.$, 

···············~···············································~········· 
Plttase respond by __ ..;.../_1 ..... /1,~>'_.h_u'-V _______ _ 



LEGISLATIVE 
AFFAIRS 

THE ASSIST ANT SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1300 

FOUO 
INFO MEMO 

November 26, 2002 4:30 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE n 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Powell Moore, Assistant Secretary of Defen\1 ~ 
Congressman Abercrombie's concerns on USNORTHCOM 
Response to Snowflake 111702.20 

• Rep. Abercrombie (D-HI) sent you a letter dated July 26, 2002, in which he 
expressed his doubt regarding the need for a new combatant command 
responsible for homeland defense. He attached a paper that synthesized his 
thoughts relating to homeland defense, along with several newspaper articles 
and a list of related questions he posed during a previous briefing on 
USNORTHCOM. (Tab A) 

• You thanked the congressman in a letter dated Ju]y 31, 2002, and informed him 
that you had provided a copy of his at1achments to the Under Secretary of 
Defense for Policy (Tab B). Doug Fe1th's staff viewed the packet as 
'informational' in nature, and no further action was taken. 

• On September 18, 2002, you and Rep. Abercrombie engaged on this issue 
during a HASC hearing on Iraq. A review of the transcript (Tab C) does not 
indicate that there are any pending interrogatories from this exchange. 

• You met with GEN Eberhart on November 15, 2002, and indicated your intent 
to continue the discussion regarding the USNORTHCOM HQs construct at a 
later date. You are currently scheduled to meet with GEN Eberhart on 
December 18, 2002. 
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NEIL ABERCROMBIE 
1ST DISTRICT, HAWU 

WHIP-AT ·UAGl 

( ---~-:: - . ·~ -... . 
SEC?.~ r; ,' . ,. 

<!tongrt1ut of t.be Hnrub ~att.s 
Jl11UJJe nf irprt.stntutiut.s 
JLfoalringtun, I.Cit. 211515 

July 26, 2002 

MI. Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
Department of Defense 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 2~ 

De~S~., .. I 

COMMITTEE ON 
ARMEO SERVICES 

COl\4MliT€E ON 
RESOURCES 

Thank you for the productive discussions we have enjoyed regarding the establishment of 
Northern Command. 1 promised to further consider your positio~ as well as my own. I offer the 
attached paper as a ~ynthesis of my thoughts on the many 1opics we have discussed. 

There is no doubt that we need to reorganize for new and emerging missions that address 
threats we could hardly have imagined ten years ago. J strongly believe that there are alternatives 
to insure we expend our resources in the most efficient manner. 

I am also attaching three articles of interest. The first reviews actions taken in Hawaii 
using available resources to bolst.er our ability to respond and defend against terror. The second 
is about the training drills currently underway in Hawaii to integrate state, local, and federal 
response to a terrorist act. The third is a recent editorial from the Honolulu Star-Bulletin about 
Posse Comitatus. 

For your reference, I am including the original questions I submitted for the record when 
Northern Command was first announced. Finally, 1 have included the relevant pages from the 
FY2003 Defense Emergency Response Fund to illustrate that this is not a "no cost" initialive. 

As always, I look forward to your conunents. I certainly hope we can continue the 
healthy dialog on this issue. 

A TI ACHMENTS: 
"Tuning Up Security in the Islands" by Craig B. Whelden 

ORIGINATED FROM! 

li3"WASHINGTON OFFICE: 1502 LONGWORTH HOUSE OFFa 8UILOING, WASHINGTON, q~r,t1:b:-;)¥;!"
6
~:s-lcb .... )...,IB.,..) ___ -,..._----J 

C HOME OFACE: ROOM 4-104. 300 ALA MOANA BLVD .. HONOLULU, HAWAU 96800 1 __ ~---l~ - !------
Homftpag"c hnp://www.llouse.gov/1bercromble.l E-ma,I. -l.abercrombie@m8llhoosft.gov -........ 
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"Emergency Response Teams Focusing Drills on Terrorism'' by William Cole 
"Keep Armed Forces Out of Law Enforcement" unattributed 
Questions for the Record submitted 24 April 2002 
Excerpts from the FY2003 Defense Emergency Response Fund Budget Justification 

CC: Deputy Secretary of Defense, Mr. Paul Wolfowitz 

NA:js 

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Legislative Affairs, Mr. Powell A. Moore 
White House Special Assistant for Legislative Affairs, Mr. Nelson Litterst 
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The "plan" to establish a United States Northern Command (NORTHCOM) raises a 
number of questions. The Senate has already held confirmation hearings for the new combatant 
commander, General Ralph Eberhart. By General Eberhart's own testimony, the form and 
organization ofNORTHCOM are not known. The Department of Defense (DoD) is rushing 
headlong into a complete reshuffling of the military command structure at the very moment the 
rest of the federal government is reorganizing to meet the homeland threat. It is unwise to 
restructure every institution in government at the very time we require a seamless and integrated 
approach to homeland defense. 

The main thrust of the effort seems to be consolidation of all the various competencies 
DoD brings to bear in response to the threat to our homeland. We already have such structure in 
place and additional layers of command will further remove the Department from the people it is 
to serve. Our scarce resources (human, capital, and time) are best used improving and expanding 
upon our current institutions. We need to trust talented and capable leaders in all walks oflife to 
do their jobs. 

The following as points of departure offer the basis for what shou1d be a careful and 
considered discussion. 

We already have a capable and competent command structure 

There is no need or requirement to stand up a new combatant command. We have a 
robust and capable military command structure that already fulfills the roles and missions 
envisioned for NORTHCOM. Joint Forces Command (JFCOM) can execute combatant 
command authority over military forces within our borders. JFCOM could either directly 
command the forces within our borders through component commanders, or stand up a sub
unified command to fill that role. The sub-unified commander would absorb Joint Task Force
Civil Support (JTF-CS)and the Anny's Director of Military Support (DOMS), yet be 
permanently funded and manned. With a sub-unified commander focusing on homeland defense 
and consequence management, the JFCOM commander can continue to focus on joint 
experimentation and training. All U.S. based forces (less Pacific specific units on the west coast) 
are already assigned to JFCOM. In light of this additional responsibility for JFCOM, divesting 
the role of North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic 
(SACLANT) is a wise move. 

Projected Costs 

The expenses of standing up a new command are many and will certainly exceed the $25 
million for construction and $41 million for personnel requested in the fiscal year 2003 Defense 
Emergency Response Fund (DERF). With modem communications, many functions do not have 
to be co-located for efficiency. By distributing work centers at various bases, JFCOM would 
maintain staff integrity while reducing risk of a catastrophic attack. Instead of improving a 
building or moving people to a new base, we can put our capital into communications 
modernization to facilitate coordination between all the organizations currently working in their 
own "bubbles" of influence. 
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The National Guard is already doing these types of missions 

We employ National Guard troops under Title 32 USC to fight the War on Drugs. The 
State Governors retain control of the National Guard even though the federal government may 
provide pay and other resources. Each Governor prepares a plan that is submitted to the National 
Guard Bureau (NGB) for review and approval. The NGB already has a close relationship with 
all the State Adjutants General. Further, each state National Guard Headquarters has a Plans, 
Operations, and Military Support Office (POMSO). Channels of communication already exist to 
support this relationship. This relationship can easily be broadened to encompass Homeland 
Security. We can leverage this coordination/execution chain and enhance it to provide the quick 
and responsive support local first-responders need. As for more traditional warfighting 
missions, the National Guard has long executed Air Defense of the Homeland through the North 
American Air Defense Command (NORAD). It should not be different on the ground or at sea. 
Although this capability must be enhanced and expanded, there is no need for an entire 
combatant command to "recreate the wheel". 

Coordination with Federal Departments and Agencies 

Coordination is key to successful military support to civilian authority. Liaison offices 
currently exist in the combatant commands to key federal departments and agencies. This liaison 
can be expanded to encompass homeland defense. There is no need to create a military 
command to enhance military to agency coordination. We have already established the structures 
to accomplish quick and effective coordination. We need to build on what we have in place, not 
create new, ill-defined organizations. Civilian agencies with responsibility for homeland security 
could easily tie-in to the Joint Forces staff to provide government wide liaison and coordination. 

The Homeland Security Strategy tasks NORTHCOM to .. update plans to provide military 
support to domestic civil authorities in response to natural and man-made disasters and during 
national emergencies". NORTHCOM is tasked with "homeland defense" without fully defining 
what that entails. The relationship between DoD and the proposed Department of Homeland 
Security (OHS) is sketched out (They would participate as appropriate in homeland security 
training that involves military and civilian emergency response personnel) but the relationship 
between NORTHCOM and OHS is not addressed. To execute effectively, the relationship 
between the two organizations must be defined. Particularly troubling is the lack of definition of 
how military operations (Homeland Defense) are to be integrated with protecting the homeland 
(Homeland Security). 

Posse Comitatus Act of 1878 

DoD has not outlined the ramifications of the Posse Comitatus Act regarding Homeland 
Defense to Congress. There are several situations where military forces may be required to 
execute classic military operations in support of law enforcement officers. Border security, 
interdiction of shipping, and combat air patrols come to mind. The Act states that the military 
may not be used in a domestic law enforcement role "unless participation in such activity by such 
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member is otherwise authorized by law" 18 U.S.C. 1385. There is clearly a need for a review of 
applicable laws and regulations, yet it was not until the July 2002 National Homeland Security 
Strategy that the administration addressed the need for review as a "major federal initiative". 
With a careful analysis, the Act can be modified to allow certain pre-authorized missions, Minor 
modifications would close the "seams" that terrorists and criminals can exploit because they 
know that they need not immediately fear military forces in the direct aftermath of an attack on 
U.S. soil. 

Resources and Funding 

Like all combatant commands, NORTHCOM would have a relatively small permanent 
staff. Forces will be assigned for each mission as required. Since forces are trained and 
equipped by the individual services, this creates a problem similar to that faced by Special 
Operations Command (SOCOM) when it was conceived. Congress recognized then that the 
services were not putting a priority on procurement of special operations specific equipment. 
Congress created a funding line specifically for SOCOM, the only command so authorized. 
Likewise, establishment of a dedicated funding line for those capabilities that specifically support 
the homeland defense mission is advisable. JFCOM is ideal for this responsibility as it is a1ready 
responsible for creating joint doctrine and training joint forces. This will enable cradle·to-grave 
responsibility for new equipment and training that will enhance our abiJity to respond to 
domestic crises. The existing structure of our forces here in the continental U.S. is ideal for 
executing this type of forward thinking procurement. 

The Way Ahead 

What can we immediately do to effectively improve our posture to respond to and 
mitigate threats without wmecessarily creating more bureaucracy? EtTorts currently underway in 
Hawaii offer some insights. Though not unique to Hawaii, they are mirrored throughout the 
country in every state and municipality. We must encourage this homegrown approach. Some 
ex amp Jes of Hawaii action as described by Army Major Genera] Craig Whelden, Deputy 
Commanding General U.S. Anny Pacific are: 

• Identification of over 150 mission essential vulnerable assets throughout the state. 
• Establislunent of effective liaison between federal, state and private organizations to find and fill 

the seam; in coverage and responsibility. 
o Civil Defense, Coast Guard, National Guard, and Active Duty military 
o Police Departments, state health organizations, utility companies 
o FBI, Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), Customs Service, Secret Service, 

and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
• Establishment of a Joint Intelligence Fusion Cell for two-way communication of critical 

infotmation over both classified and protected networks. 
• Multi-agency training, 7 major exercises so far to work out coordination and jurisdiction issues. 
• Alllly and Marine counter-terror units are on alert as a Quick Reaction Force for immediate 

deployment anywhere in the state. 
• New command and control suites at military bases for collaborative planning. with plans to field 

them to civil agencies. 
• Establishment ofan FBI-led Joint Terrorism Task force, fully operational by the Fall of 2002. 
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This list is not all.inclusive but serves to highlight what we are already doing with 
available resources. These are the actions we should be encouraging and expanding throughout 
the nation. Once we leverage the organizations and structures we already have in place, we can 
then hold an infonned discussion on the creation of new military and civilian agencies. Of note 
is that of the initiatives described above, almost all of them depend on responsive and 
interoperable communications. All of the initiatives depend on caring, competent, and motivated 
leaders who know how to creatively accomphsh their mission. We need to trust these dedicated 
and talented people to do their jobs. 

These concerns about NORTHCOM in no way obviate the need to continue operations 
against those responsible for the September 11th terrorist attacks, nor should they sidetrack 
efforts to streamline the Defense Department's support to civil authority here in the United 
States. However, I believe that there is insufficient cause for a rush to change when we may 
already possess the institutions and structure required to execute military support to domestic 
authority. When talking about bureaucracy, less is better and doing some thing is not the same 
thing as doing the right thing. We have an opportunity to create a real support base for homeland 
defense without adding a redundant bureaucracy. 
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Published on: Sunday, July 7, 2002 

COMMENTARY 

Honolulu Advertiser.com 

Tuning up security in the Islands 

By Craig B. Whelden 

Those old enough to remember can tel1 you exactly what they were doing 60 years ago when told of the 
attack on Pearl Harbor. My dad was a student at Purdue University, trying to decide whether to study or 
go see a movie. Events of that day eventual1y sent him to China, piloting C-47s in support of Gen. Claire 
Chenault's Flying Tigers. 

I was in the seventh grade when told of the John F. Kennedy assassination. And I was working at a 
camp in England, staring at a small black-and-white television at 3 a.m., when NeiJ Armstrong uttered 
those famous words: "One small step for man ... one giant leap for mankind." 

Where were you on Sept. t 1, 2001? 

I was at a conference in Crystal City, Va. - just across from the Pentagon - when told that the two 
World Trade Center towers had been hit. We were trying to find a television when, minutes later. a 
woman ran into the room to announce that an explosion had occurred at the Pentagon. 

We all ran outside to witness a rising black plume above America's most recognized symbol of military 
power. My first instinct was to call my wife in Hawai'i, as she believed my meeting that day was in the 
Pentagon. I found that my cell phone couldn't connect, so I ran up to my room, where I .fina1ly got 
through. It was 4 a.m. in Hawai'i and 10 a.m. on the East Coast. The governor had not yet been notified, 
I found out later. 

I then went over to the Pentagon where I found coot heads - in the midst of a chaotic scene - all 
trying to help. Hundreds of people were outside the building trying to organize litter teams. Medical 
people, firefighters, police officers, Pentagon security people and the FBI were all there, but it quickly 
became evident that there was no central point for coordination. 

I suspected there would be a need for miJitary support, in manpower, communications and logistics, so I 
approached an FBI agent and asked who was "in charge." After glancing around, he replied: "I guess I 
atn." 

Later, I learned that what he really meant was that the FBI was in charge of the crime scene. The FBI 
was not in charge of the overatt response. That was the fire department's domain. 

When l asked the FBI agent if he had communications, he pul1ed out a cell phone and his telling 
expression made clear to me that it had failed him more than a few times, just as mine did for me. 

Over time, we cobbled together a coordination cell centered on the Army's Old Guard ... the 3rd Infantry 
Regiment from nearby Fort Myer. We placed their command vehicle in the cenler of the field facing the 

http ://the.hono lulu advertiser .com/article/2 002/J ul/07 /op/ op 1 Oa.html/?print=on 07/26/2002 
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crash site and gave each of the responding agencies a radio-equipped Army liaison. We told them that if 
they needed something from the military to notify the liaison officer, who would then communicate this 
need to the command post. They would then try to source that requirement fro~ the many installations 
throughout the Military District of Washington. 

Over the next few hours, the Army- and many other agencies - provided food, water, fuel, 
generators, lights, cabling and manpower to a multi-agency effort. By nightfall, the field in front of the 
crash site looked like a miniature city. 

Why do I tell this story? 

It's because the Army in Hawai'i is the U.S. Pacific Command's executive agent for JRAC- joint rear 
area coordination, a task normally accomplished in a wartime theater of operation, but in this case for 
the state ofHawai'i. 

As I learned in the days following Sept. 11, some of the same shortfalls I witnessed at the Pentagon 
existed in Hawai'i and- I would guess - in almost every other community in America. 

Let me review what we've done-in partnership with state, local and federal authorities-in recent 
months: 

• We have identified more than 150 "mission-essential vulnerable assets," or MEV As, throughout 
Hawai'i: facilities and capabiHties essential to the military and to the efficient running of the state. These 
assets have been thoroughly assessed and security needs addressed. 

• Hawai'i used the military's Force Protection Condition rating system to establish its statewide, color
coded, alert warning system. This was done last October and was then used by Gov. Tom Ridge's Office 
of Homeland Security as a model for creating a national system in recent months. 

• We have worked closely with state Civil Defense, the Coast Guard, the National Guard, the Honolulu 
Police Department, state health organizations, utility companies and federal agencies - the FBI, 
Immigration and Naruralization Service, Federal Emergency Management Agency. Customs Service, 
Secret Service and Federal Aviation Administration- to identify and close "seams" in our collective 
efforts to secure Hawai'i's soil and the great people who live here. 

• We established a Joint InteJJigence Support Element and a Law Enforcement Infonnation Fusion Cell 
to pull together force protection requirements, local law enforcement information and, as the law 
penruts, selected domestic intelligence and infonnation across a broad spectrum of sources. After 
analysis, we forward the results to those having a need to know on both the military and civil side. This 
is done through both a secure Internet connection for c1assified information and in a nlaw-enforcement 
sensitive" category through a password-protected site on the Asia Pacific Area Network. 

• We have established a multi-agency training program and have, to date, conducted seven major 
training exercises with more plaIUled: on quick response, on general security awareness and on military 
support to civil authorities. 

• We have established Anny and Marine Quick Reaction Forces, or QRFs, capable of moving on short 
notice by air or road to anyplace in the state. 

• We have established a secure communications system capable of interface with civil authorities. 

http://the.honoluluadvertiser.com/ articl e/2002/J ul/07 / op/op 1 Oa.htmV?print=on 07/26/2002 
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• We fielded a new command-and-control suite at key military insta11ations, dedicated to homeland 
security. This three-screen, interactive system facilitates collaborative planning with write-board, voice, 
video and chat features. Twelve more systems are planned for use by the state to provide even closer 
civil-military coordination. 

•Weare helping to establish and staff an FBI-led Joint Terrorism Task Force, a charter given to field 
offices by the U.S. attorney general before Sept. 11 with a goal of having all task forces established by 
2005. 

Hawai'i's will be up and rurming by the end of this s11ITU11er, pending receipt of top-secret security 
clearances for all task force members. an effort now under way. 

AJJ this has not been easy, as these agencies have not historically worked together. But I suspect what 
we are doing in Hawai'i is a microcosm of what Torn Ridge is facing on a national scale. 

We clearly have advantages in Hawai'i: geographic, a large military presence and an 'ohana spirit that 
helps to transcend nonnal bureaucratic and cultural barriers. Because of the unique circumstances, we 
are, I believe, ahead of the national effort. 

And, while these are all improvements over what we had before Sept. 11, there is more that can be done: 

• We could use remote.controlled, closed·circuit cameras that can zoom in on suspicious activity and 
take film or still photography that could then be rapid]y compared against a national database. 

• We need "sniffers" that can detect explosive, chemical or biological materials from outside a vehicle in 
seconds. 

• We need to review the way area networks are Jinked to see which - local, state, national- should be 
"in the loop." We need an enterprise system that allows all governmental networks to be under one 
umbrella to ensure we have access to a common database and the ability to efficiently move from one 
network to the other. 

• We need systems that provide what the military calls a "common operating picture" that provides 
situational awareness so we are seeing the threat in the same way. 

• We need simple, secure Web-based training to provide opportunities to those on the front lines
whether civil or military- to gain proficiency in the use of all these tools. We'll need to train 
distributively across military, interagency, state and local boundaries to ensure we're at one standard. 

Most of this technology exists but, perhaps most importantly, we need to break down bureaucratic 
barriers and government stovepipes, realizing that the new enemy will look for seruns to exploit. 
Achieving such goals may require legislative solutions, such as was done for the military in the mid-'80s 
with the Goldwater-Nichols Act. 

My point is simply this: Sept. 11 changed the way we view national security, in ways we could only 
have imagined just 10 months ago. This war on terrorism is a long-tenn investment and will require the 
mustering of al] our talents and skills in an unprecedented, seamless and permanent fusion of loc~ state 
and federal capabilities. It also will require partnering with the brightest minds in the commercial sector. 

We are all anxious to see what comes out of the Office of Homeland Security. I cannot imagine that 
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some of the things mentioned here are not on the "to do" list. 

This country has a long history of rallying in times of crisis. Millions of Americans have heeded the call 
to service to our flag and to the nation it represents. 

These principles are clearly illustrated in Steven Spielberg's "Saving Private Ryan." The film depicts the 
story of what Tom Brokaw calis "The Greatest Generation" - one to which my father belonged- and 
it profiles whom Time magazine labeled as among the top 20 icons of the 20th century: the American 
GI. 

The movie ends with Pvt. James Francis Ryan standing over Capt. Miller's Nonnandy grave 50 years 
later with his family at his side. He turns to his wife and with tears in his eyes says, "Tell me I've led a 
good life. Tell me I'm a good man." 

This movie, and the story it tells, says a lot about the institution to which the greatest generation 
belonged ... the institution to which I now belong: the Anny. 

Those same values, so aptly demonstrated by generations past, are the reason we live in the greatest 
country in history. 

You can believe that our ancestors are watching to see how we respond to this latest threat against our 
nation. I know that we won't fail them, and to me, the reason is clear. It's simply because we are 
Americans. 

Maj. Gen. Craig B. Whelden is the deputy commander, U.S. Army Pacific, and is stationed at Fort 
Shafter. 

Back 
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Posted on: Thursday, July 11, 2002 

Emergency response teams focusing drills on terrorism 

By William Cole 
Advertiser Military Writer 

Yesterday, it was a cruise ship colliding with a cargo vessel three miles off Koko Head. 

The cruise ship's 2,000 passengers - some covered with oil - had to be evacuated to the Coast Guard station at 
Sand Island. 

In June, it was a radiological "dirty" bomb discovered at a Schofield Barracks building meant to replicate an office 
building in downtown Honolulu. 

Early November brought a scenario in which a janitor stumbled on a substance in the locker room at Aloha Stadium 
that was making people sick. 

Since Sept. 11, Hawai'i's emergency responders have been a busy bunch as they've drilled not only for natural 
disasters like hurricanes and tsunamis. but also the threat of terrorism. • 

In 2001, the state had eight major anti-terrorism exercises, said National Guard spokesman Maj. Chuck Anthony. 
Two more were planned, but they were interrupted by the real thing on the East Coast. 

By the end of this year, 19 major exercises will have been held relating to terrorism and/or weapons of mass 
destruction. 

"We've doubled the number of exercises related to terrorism since last year," Anthony said. "There's no doubt that the 
intensity level has gone up since 9/11." 

The two-day Coast Guard "Kai Po'ino 2002" exercise being held through today had been planned for more than a 
year, but 14th Coast Guard District spokeswoman Lt. DesaRae Atnip said the rescue and interoperabi1ity training has 
an anti-terrorism benefit 

More than 250 participants - including role players - teamed with members of 25 federal, state and local agencies 
who formed a "Unified Command" to respond to the ship collision scenario. Today's drill includes a 225-foot Coast 
Guard buoy tender responding to an oil spill. 

"Even though the exercise wasn't specifically targeted to homeland security, every time you work together with all the 
other agencies, you gain significant benefit from that," Atnip said. "With homeland security, one of the keys is we all 
work together." 

Maj. Gen. Craig B. Whelden, deputy commander of the U.S. Army Pacific, recently said anti-terrorism Army and 
Marine "Quick Reaction Forces" have been established and are capable of moving on short notice by air or road 
anywhere in the state. 
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W})elden also s;lid more than 150 "mission-essential vulnerable assets" have been assessed for security needs; 
command and control suites for homeland security have been set up at key military installations; and an FBI-led Joint 
Terrorism Task Force should be operating by the end of the summer. 

But Whelden also said the attacks on Sept. 1 1 showed that interoperability among emergency responders is just as 
important. 

"By doing these drills, we get to see the capabilities of the other people and what equipment they have,° said Capt. 
Robert Butchart, who is assigned to Hazmat I out of the Kalihi Uka station. '1Maybe the Fire Department's radios 
don't work with the state and federal agencies' radios, and we have to go back and see how we can correct the 
problem, or maybe communicate in another way." 

To further improve preparedness, U.S. Army Pacific Comm~d recently contracted with Eastport, Maine-based Sytex 
Inc., a military services company. for a team of six individuals with Special Forces experience to provide classroom 
and field training on terrorism awareness. 

As part of the $244,000 contract, the two-week program planned for September-will include attempts to gain entrance 
to bases without proper identification and the placement of packages that could be bombs near gates, Army officials 
said. 

During yesterday's. exercise, l 35 role players were treated and processed at the Coast Guard Integrated Support 
Command Sand Island station. Included as pan of the simulation was oil contamination, and some of the cruise ship 
"passengers" had to walk through a shower rinse-off that for the exercise came without a drenching. 

The role players were organized by 16-year-old Erik Swanson for his Eagle Scout project with Troop 304 out of Red 
Hill. 

Kevin Barr, 13, a senior patrol leader with Troop 304, was on his third scenario of the day by early afternoon - this 
time with an identity card saying he was a 28-year-old foreign national. 

"It's pretty good," he said of the exercise. "It helps the klds know, and even the aduJts, what a real scenario would be 
like." 

Reach William Cole al wcole@bonoluluadvertiser.l'om or !(b)(6) 
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Keep Armed Forces Out Of Law Enforcement 

Honolulu Star-Bulletin 
July 23, 2002 

Keep Armed Forces Out Of Law Enforcement 

Page 1 of 1 

The Issue: The Bush administration may seek to assign the armed forces tire addl°tional 
duty of assisting in law enforcement as part of tire war on terror. 

Fonner Pennsylvania Gov. Thomas Ridge, the nation's chief of homeland security, has broached the idea 
of using the armed forces to help enforce the law as the nation mobilizes against terrorists. It is a bad 
idea that should be rejected if necessary changes in the law are brought before Congress. Senators 
Inouye and Akaka and Representatives Abercrombie and Mink should vote against it. 

The Posse Comitatis law was enacted in 1878, during the nation's westward expansion, to keep the 
soldiers out of the sheriffs business. That act codified what had been a tradition since the beginning of 
the Republic, which is that the police protect citizens from internal threats while soldiers defend the 
nation against external enemies. 

It is a good law that has withstood the test of time. Among the reasons Americans are still free men and 
women is that our armed forces have been kept out of politics and law enforcement, unlike many nations 
where they have become a law unto themselves. 

Moreover, the anned forces of 2002 are one-third smaller than the anned forces of 1990 but have the 
same, if not more, missions around the world. They are stretched thin, the latest figures showing that 
more than 30 percent are ashore or afloat outside the continental United States on any given day. They 
cannot take on more duties without diluting their attention to their primary mission. 

Last, military men and women, especially those in elite units like paratroopers and Marines, do not make 
good cops. They are trained, physically and mentally, to kin people and break things with maximum 
violence. Turning them around to apply that measured, calibrated use of force that is expected of police 
officers is asking too much. In its simplest tenns, soldiers search and destroy while the police search and 
capture. 

If homeland security requires a militia, which also would accord with American tradition, Jet it be the 
members of the National Guard, who already are quasi~law enforcement troops under the control of the 
state governors. Here, too, a word of caution: The National Guard should be trained in the tactics and 
techniques of a calibrated application of force. Badly trained Guardsmen can cause tragedy, as witness 
the four student protesters who were killed and the nine wounded by poorly prepared National Guard 
troops at Kent State University in Ohio in 1970, during demonstrations against the war in Vietnam. 

America does not need that again . 

. -
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Questions for the Record, UCP Change Briefing, 24 April, 2002, Rep. Abercrombie 

• In the DERF, you lay out expenditures of$25 million for construction and $41 million for 
persoIU1el, office space, etc. How were those figures derived, and will you provide a copy of that 
analysis to this committee? 

• Secretary Rumsfeld in his press briefing said that NORTH COM will be in support of civil 
authority. How will the Commander ofNORTHCOM be tied into various federal, state, and 
local departments and agencies? What freedom of action will NORTHCOM have in a crisis, or 
will all support be directed by the Secretary of Defense? 

• The administration has stated that no changes to Posse Comitatus are requested or required. 
Wouldn't it be better to address these issues now, in the relative calm before the next crisis? 
What training wil1 be provided to insure that military forces don't respond as we now train 
them ... with overwhelming force and firepower? 

• How will the Guard and Reserve tie into NORTH COM? Links already exist between the Guard, 
FEMA, and DoD. Exactly how does NOR TH COM improve the current relationship? Is this 
another layer of command and control bureaucracy? 

• The National Guard already flies missions in support ofNORAD and air defense. Will the 
Guard take the lead in the ground component of NORTH COM? What of designating a Guard 
officer as the Deputy Conunander? 

• Isn't locating 3 separate four-star headquarters in Colorado Springs akin to saying "shoot here" to 
anyone with a weapon of mass destruction? (Headquarters of SPACE Conunand and Air Force 
SPACE Command are the other two four-star headquarters in Colorado Springs) 

• What consultations were held with our Canadian bilateral partners prior to announcing 
NORTHCOM and its NORAD role? Are the Canadians being co,.opted into going along with 
the U.S. simply because we'll do it anyway with or without them? 

• What consultations lead U.S. planners to believe that Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic 
(SACLANT) is either: a) not important and will be eliminated by NATO, b) wiH be filled by 
another U.S. officer, c) will be based in the U.S.? Is this part of a larger NATO restructure or is 
it an attempt to spin-off NATO responsibilities? Is SACLANT relevant to the NATO mission? 

• Recent press coverage focuses on NORTHCOM support to civil authority during and after an 
attack. Combat air patrol, ship interdiction. and securing borders all are proactive measures 
taken before, or upon indications, of an attack. What are the intrinsic military missions 
envisioned for the command involved in interdiction and active defense? 

• With our serious reservations as to the requirement for NORTHCOM and the desire to 
understand its mission and scope, wouldn't it have been proper to brief this body before holding 
a press briefing? 

• In order to better support the needs of Special Operations forces. SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
Command has its own funding line. Due to the special and unique nature of Homeland Defense 
missions, are you planning on seeking similar budget authority for NORTHCOM? 

• The President's National Homeland Security Strategy briefly mentions coordination between 
DoD and the proposed Department of Homeland Security. Although NORTIICOM is 
mentioned, there is not a discussion of the relationship between the combatant command and the 
DHS. How will NORTHCOM, as the DoD command charged with executing Homeland 
Defense coordinate with and execute support to civil authority as outlined in the Homeland 
Security Strategy? 
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Appropriation 

O&M,AR 

Budget 
Activity 

FY2003 Budget Estimates 
Defense Emergency Response Fund 
February 2003, Department of Defense 

HOMELAND SECURITY http://www.dtic.mil/comptroller/fy2003budgeVbudget_justific 
ation/pdfs/derf/fy2003_derf.pdf 

ARMY 

Line Item 

Land Forces System Readiness 

Requirement 
Enhanced Secure 

Communications to Reserve 
Com onents 

Quantity ($ in Thousands) 

NA 5,900 

Provides increased network capabilities to ensure throughput and reliability to support the dissemination of information in support of 
command and control in the areas of mobilization, training, and data e,ccbange. 

Appropriation 
O&M RNG 

Budget 
Activity 

I 
Linc Item 

Lon -Haul Communications 
Requirement 

Classified Network 
Quantity 

NA 
($ in Thousands) 

86.200 

Funds secure interstate National Guard Bureau voice, video, and data transmission for classified traffic. Provides additional hardware, 
software, and engineering support for every network operations center to expand the network capability to allow classified/secure 
communications over each of these transmissions. 

A1a?ropriation 
O&M,ARNG 

Budget 
Activity 

1 
Line Item 

Communications / General 
Requirement 

Classified Network 
Quantity 

NA 
($ in Thousands) 

48 500 

Funds secure the intrastate National Guard voice, video, and data transmission for classified traffic. Each State, Territory, and the 
District of Columbia needs the capability to secure these transmissions to over 1600 Headquarters units and other locations across the 
enterprise. 

CINC HOMELAND SECURITY· ARMY 63 
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Appropriation 

O&M,AR 

Budget 
Activity 

HOMELAND SECURITY 

Line Item 

Land Forces System Readiness 

Rcguircmcnt 
Enhanced Secure 

Communications to Reserve 
Com nents 

Quantity ($ in Thousands) 

NA 25,600 

Improves the robustness and integration capabilities to interconnect the AR-NET and GUARD-NET to establish an Anny -wide 
sustaining base network that lines FEMS/State homeland defense centers and Army tactical networks 

Appropriation 

O&M,AR 

Budget 
Activity Line Item 

Base Operations Support 

Requirement 
Enhanced Secure 

Communications to Reserve 
Com nents 

Quantity ($ in Thousands) 

NA 30,700 

Expand the hardening, redundancy and Information Assurance protection for network infrastructure. Increases network capability to 
ensure throughput and reliable connectivity to CINCs, Anny tactical networks, and FEMA/State homeland defense. 

Appropriation 

O&M,AR 

Budget 
Activity 

4 

Line Item 

Servicewide Communications 

Requirement 
Enhanced Secure 

Communications to Reserve 
Com onents 

Quantity ($ in Thousands) 

NA 2,400 

Enables the Army Reserve to integrate rapidly into joint organizations and provide support to Joint and Army C4/IT systems and 
concepts through digitization and digital connectivity. 

CINC HOMELAND SECURITY -ARMY 64 
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Appropriation 
OPA 

Budget 
Activity 

2 

HOMELAND SECURITY 

Line Item 
43, Information Systems 
Securit Pro am - ISSP 

R!::<auircment 
Information Systems Security 

Pro am-ISSP 

Quantity 
NA 

($ in Thousands) 
15,700 

Secure Terminal Equipment in support of AC/RC Homeland Security requirements. Funds COMSEC New Equipment Training 
(NET) support associated with Digital Transfer Devices (DTD) and automated Key Management devices. Contributes to secure 
tactical and strategic data and voice communication links through procurement of Link and Trunk Encryptors. 

TOT AL CINC HOMELAND SECURITY -ARMY 

Appropriation 
OMARNG 
O&M,AR 
OPA 
TOTAL 

($ in Thousands) 
134,700 
64,600 
15,700 

215,000 

CINC HOMELAND SECURITY - ARMY 
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Appropriation 
O&M,DW 

Budget 
Activity 

4 

HOMELAND SECURITY 

THE JOINT STAFF (TJS) 

Linc Item 
The Joint Staff 

Requirement 
CJNC for Homeland Securit 

Quantity 
NA 

($ in Thousands) 
41000 

The DoD will stand-up a new CINC for Homeland Security to support the War on Terrorism. Pending fmal detennination of the 
location and composition of the CINC for Homeland Security Headquarters, the DoD has placed the funding under the cognizance of 
The Joint Staff. The $41.0 million requested in FY 2003 provides the funding for the operation of the new headquarters. The estimate 
includes $15.0 miHion to lease interim facilities, to move personnel and equipment from existing locations to temporary locations until 
permanent facilities are refurbished, and to provide temporary office space for those personnel who will be displaced by the location 
of the new headquarters. The estimate also includes $10.0 million to pay for the civilian personnel compensation for employees of the 
new headquarters. Also, the estimate includes S 12.0 million to pay for supplies, office equipment, and services to support the 
headquarters as well as headquarters travel. 

CINC HOMELAND SECURITY -TJS 66 
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Appropriation 
MCDW 

Budget 
Activity 

2 

HOMELAND SECURITY 

Linc Item 
Facilit Refurbishment 

RC9uircment 
Facilit Refurbishment 

Quantity 
NA 

($ in Thousands) 
25 000 

The DoD will standup a new CINC for Homeland Security to support the War on Terrorism. The requested funding will refurbish 
existing facilities to support the new headquarters and includes costs of anti-terrorism and force protection upgrades to any existing 
facility, creation of secure spaces for classified infonnation processing, and upgrades to the facilities to meet current standards. 

Appropriation 
PDW 

Budget 
Activity 

I TJS 
Requirement 

C4I E ui ment and CoMectivit 
Quantity 

NA 
($ in Thousands) 

15 000 

The DoD will standup a new CINC for Homeland Security to support the War on Terrorism. The requested funding supports the 
procurement of C41 equipment, secure and non-secure local area network equipment, Global Command and Control System 
connectivity, and office equipment. 

TOT AL CINC HOMELAND SECURITY - T JS 

Appropriation 
O&M,DW 
MC,DW 
PDW 
TOTAL 

($ in Thousands) 
41,000 
25,000 
15.000 
81,000 

TOT AL CINC HO.MELAND SECURlTY 

Appropriation 
O&M,DW 
O&M,AR 
OMARNG 
OPA 
POW 
MILCON,DW 
TOTAL 

($ in Thousands) 
41,000 
64,600 

134,700 
15,700 
15,000 
25,000 

296,000 

CINC HOMELAND SECURITY -TJS 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE .. , 
WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Neil Abercrombie 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515-1101 

Dear Representative Abercrombie: 

JUL 3 1 L{()2 

Thank you for sending your ideas on Northern 
Command and the newspaper articles. l have provided 
a copy to Doug Feith, Under Secretary of Defense for 
PoJicy. We will continue to work with you and other 
members of the Committee as we proceed toward the 
October I, 2002, commissioning of the Command. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

f_ 
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EXCERPT: Congressional Hearings 
Sept. 18, 2002 

House Anned Services Committee Holds 
Hearing on U.S. Policy Toward Iraq, Day One 

HUNTER: 

}Jr, Abercro1nbie? 

ABERCROMBIE: 

Yes, just as a follow up. General, I want to make sure that I understand. 
because this is for the record. You're actually contending that this 
Northern Command is going to take over the responsibility for the nation 
with respect to terrorist attacks in Jocal communities and first response, 
that they will have that authority. 

MYERS: 

Congressman Abercrombie, no. Absolutely not. That's not what I 
intended at aJl. I just said that the roles of the Department of Defense did 
not change for the stand up of Northern Command, but for once we'll have 
a corrunand with a commander that will worry about the planning and 
training or support to lead federal agencies or civil agencies or state 
agencies in responding to disasters, be they natural or be they terrorist 
disasters. And that's all I said. I said we'll have a command to heJp fmd the 
balance that Congressman Taylor was talking about. 

ABERCROMBIE: 

Well, bow is that going to be any different from what's required by the 
Joint Forces Command right now, other than the fact that you're going to 
spend $300 million to put it together just to get started so it can start 
worrying? 

MYERS: 

I think it1s having one person in charge ofit. Right now in the 
Department of Defense you have several people in charge of this. And I 
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think putting one person that says, "That's my job, is to protect the 
American people. That's my ... 

ABERCROMBIE: 

You're answering my question by saying that person's going to be in 
charge. Are they or are they not? The question here is the practical 
realities involved. Is the Department of Defense going to participate in 
some way other than consulting? Is the Northern Command supposed to 
consult with the 50 states, who are already on their way to doing this? 

The president has already said or is in the process or has vetoed the 
supplemental bill that we put forward to try and fund some of these things. 
Now, you've got to make a decision. I don't think you need this Northern 
Command. I'd like to see the $300 million go into financing what 
Representative Taylor was talking about so responders can do this under 
the National Guard all across the country. How is the set up of the 
Northern Command supposed to aid and assist in one iota what 
Representative Taylor was putting forward? 

MYERS: 

I'll go back to my original comments, Congressman. Right now in the 
Department of Defense there are several entities that are responsible for 
whatever it is the Department of Defense is going to be asked to do to 
respond to either, as I said, natural disasters OT chemical OT biological or 
nuclear attack. What we want to do, and we have one entity then that's 
responsible for their defense n what we want to do is put that 
responsibiJity under one conunand. 

We think the situation bas changed sufficiently, strategic environment 
has changed sufficiently, not just since September 11. This is an issue that 
goes back, as you remember, Congressman ... 

ABERCROMBIE: 

Are they local forces to be in charge, General, or is the Northern 
Command supposed to be in charge of, I guess, national civil defense? 

MYERS: 
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As I said, the roles of the Department of Defense will not change. In 
most cases, we'll be in support of lead federal agencies or other civil 
agencies, be they state or even more local. 

ABERCROMBIE: 

So the Department of Defense does not intend to fund in any way, shape 
or form all of these requirements at the local level. 

MYERS: 

I don't know what requirements you're talking about. 

ABERCROMBIE: 

The requirements we're talking about is to be able to respond to a 
terrorist attach, which you contend has to have a Northern Command in 
order to respond. 

MYERS: 

Well, the department's certainly going lo fund the part of that that are 
the responsibility of the department. 

ABERCROMBlE: 

It will fund the Northern Command so that you will have this gigantic 
new bureaucracy set up, initially drawing on apparently over-staffed other 
commands, because that's where you're getting the people from. so all the 
commands now must be over-staffed, because you're able to bring in 
apparently hundreds of people ... 

MYERS: 

Congressman, when we stand this Northern Command up -- I may have 
to correct this record-· my recollection is it'll be the smallest combatant 
command that we have in the United States armed forces. It'll be the 
smallest. 
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As you said, we are not adding people to this, we're taking people from 
other staff reductions that have been mandated by Congress, by the way, 
that 15 percent cut. We1re going to take manpower from those positions 
and put some of those. not all of the, of course. but some of those in this 
new Northern Command headquarters. 

ABERCROMBIE: 

What are they going to do? 

RUMSFELD: 

Let me leap in here, if I may, Mr. Congressman? 

ABERCROMBIE: 

By all means, Mr. Secretary. 

RUMS FELD: 

The Unified Command Plan allocates responsibilities throughout the 
world. Heretofore we have not had certain portions of the world covered 
by a unified or specified commander. They included Russia, the United 
States, Mexico, Canada and some other portions, water portions of the 
world. As we proceeded, we decided that given the changes in the world, 
we should allocate every portion of the globe to a commander and a 
command. 

Second ... 

ABERCROMBIE: 

Despite the fact -- excuse me, Mr. Secretary-- the way it's proposed 
right now in the Joint Forces Command budget. 

RUMSFELD: 
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What I said is correct. The roU of the Department of Defense will not 
change with respect to the United States of America in this important 
sense. We're not asking the posse comitatus be changed, we're not 
suggesting that we go into a roll where we're the principal and other state, 
federal, local agencies support us. We would be functioning, as we have in 
the past, in a supporting role. 

The general was exactly correct when he said that, at the present time 
we've got NORAD that functions in a supporting role to some extent; 
we've got DAMS {ph); the Army manages a whole host of things; we had 
5,000 or 6,000 people at Salt Lake City for the Olympics. 

ABERCROMBIE: 

All of which exist, Mr. Secretary, without a Northern Command and 
apparently function very well, unless you're saying that they have not done 
a good job to this point. 

See, what I'm trying to say, Mr. Secretary is ... 

RUMSFELD: 

I hear you. 

ABERCROMBIE: 

... is actually we're doing a good job. And I can tell you Hawaii is only 
one part of the 50-state picture which is doing an excellent job of 
preparing for this, and they have exce11ent relationships, like with General 
Smith (ph) in the 25th out in Hawaii. The Department of Defense is very 
well represented. And the coordination is already there. 

What they need is support, and they don't need another command to 
come in on top o(this. And the question has yet to be answered whether 
this Northern Command will in any way, shape or form support what is 
already being accomplished in all the 50 states. 

How is it to support it, other then by standing there nodding its head? 

RUMSFELD: 
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I guess I don't know what you mean by, you say, how will it support all 
the thjngs that are already being done so well by the 50 states? Any state 
can do what it wants. Any city can do what it wants. They can have their 
fire department. They can have chem- bio outfits. They can do these 
things. 

ABERCROMBIE: 

Who is going to pay for what is required of them under the kinds of 
scenarios that you are outlining to us. 

RUMSFELD: 

Who pays ... 

ABERCROMBIE: 

... that are likely to occur if we go to war with Iraq? 

RUMS FELD: 

Who pays is a function of what the Congress and the executive branch 
decide whether it's a federal responsibility. If so, which department or 
agency, which state or local governments have to do what. That's a mix 
that the Congress and the executive branch sorts out every year, as they 
make their decisions. 

ABERCROMBIE: 

Fair enough. Fair enough. Thank you. 
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November 18, 2002 9:26 AM 

TO: Bill Luti 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'j;f\ 
SUBJECT: David Kimche 

J had dinner Saturday night with David Kimche. He is a friend from almost 20 

years ago, when I was Middle East envoy. 

His contact numbers are as follows: 

l'.b)(6} I I I ..... ___ ___.(home) .__<P_)(6_> __ _____. (mobile) _!(b_)(6_) ___ !(Fax) 

e-mail: ... 1Cb_)(_6) _____ ~ 

Dr. David Kjmche 
President 
lsrael Council on Foreign Relations 
21 Arlozorov St. 
POB 4293 
Jernsalem 91042 ... l<b_H_6) ___ __ !(b)(6) 

The next time you see me, please talk to me about him. He knows a lot about the 

Kurds and Iraq. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
111 802, I 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respo11d hy __ /_J. ..... /'-0 ..... /._o_?.---________ _ 

f'\~·1, 

~' .. 
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November 18, 2002 10:02 AM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfelct\ll 

SUBJECT: Oil-for-Food 

We have to get a review of the Oil-for-Food program. It is just a sieve, and I 

cannot imagine why we allow it to go on. Smart sanctions do not work. 

Please get some data, let people know it is not working and get on with life. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
1118024 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ J,_L_-+-/ ... {p~f-0_-v_· -------
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November 18, 2002 3:11 PM 

TO: Peter Rodman 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld /R 
SUBJECT: Next Year's Ministerial 

I'm told the Canadians offered an airplane to bring a bunch of the Caribbean 

Ministers of Defense dovm to Santiago. It strikes me that next year it might be a 

nice thing for the US to offer an airplane to pick up in Miami any of the Ministers 

of Defense who would like to come down to the meeting. I think it is an awfully 

nice thing to do. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
111802.6 

·······················~·············~··································· 
Please respond by ____ ,,. ___________ _ 
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Snowflake 

November 18, 2002 6:20 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1J 
SUBJECT: Invitation from Brazil 

Please make a note I was invited to Brazil by the lame duck. I don't know if it 

will hold for the new one or not. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
111802.8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ______________ _ 
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November 19, 2002 2:45 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Foreign Invitations 

The MoDs of Brazil and Colombia invited me to visit. 

Thanks. 

DHR dl1 
111902 J 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ____ ~----------
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1 
November 19, 2002 2:49 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '<J-
SUBJECT: F/A-22 Generals 

Please give me a report on these two generals who were fired-hO\.v long they had 

been on the job and what they did wrong. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Whinle, Richard. "Two Generals Booted From FiA-22 Program," Dallas Morning New·s, November 19. 

2002 

OHR dh 
111902 5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ____ ) '2,, __ /_&.,-1/_o_· ··_1.,_.,. _____ _ 
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' • AIR FORCE 
18. Two Generals Booted From F/A-22 Program . ---~\. 

( Dallas Momin8 News) .... Richard Whittle 
The Air Force shook up the leadership of the F/A-22 Raptor program Monday, replacing two generals a week after 
disclosing a possible $690 million cost overrun on the stealth fighter jet. 

NATO 
----------·-----------------/ 

19. Bush Seeks New NATO At Summit Meeting 
{New York Times/ .... Elisabeth Bumiller 
This week, President Bush 1ravels to Prague for his first NATO summit meeting, seeking to redefine the mission of 
the trans-Atlantic alliance and to win support from its members for a possible assault on Iraq, officials said today. 

20. New Size, Scope. Mission In Store For NATO 
(Lm Angeles Times) .... David Holley 
NATO leaders will declare al a summit here this week a new focus on the global fighl against terrorism and the 
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, edging the Western alliance further away from its roots as an 
anti-Soviet defense group. 

21. NA TO Ambassadors Agree On Response To Terror Threats 
( Baltimore Sun) .... Associaled Pn:ss 
Ambassadors from th1: 19 memb1:rs of the NATO alliance agreed yes1erday on ways to respond better to new lhreats 
from terrorists or rogue states. 

ASIA/PACIFIC 
22. North Korea Clarifies Statement On A-Bomb 

( New York T1111es) .... Howard W. French 
North Koreo 1oday clarified a ~talemen1 rn&de in a weekend radio broadcast that appeared to claim publicly. for 1he 
first time. that 1he country possesses nuclear weapons. 

2:l. South Korea: Trial For G,I. Sereeanl 
(New York Times) .... Don Kirk 
A court-martial began for Sgt. Fernando Nino. who is charged with negligent homicide in the deaths of two teenage 
girls who were crushed by an American military vehicle in June. 

24. U.S. Dase In Japan Hit By Mystery Raid 
(Ne,r York Times) .... Unattributed 
Two projectiles were fired at an American military base near here on Monday night and a two-foot-long firing tuhe 
with burn marks was found in a park nearby. the Japanese police said today. 

AFRICA 
25. African Port May Bec:ome U.S. Base 

(New York Times mi 1he Web) .... Associated Press 
One of the largest ports on the Red Sea stands eerily idle. its huge cranes motionless in the oppressive heat. Ye1 thi~ 
sleepy town on the southern tip of Eritrea could become a base for U.S. troops in the war on terrorism and Saddam 
Hussein. 

AFGHANISTAN 
26. Afghanistan To Get Mori; !J.S. Troops 

(Ne1v York Times on the Web) .... Associated Press 
Additional U.S. military civil affairs troops will be sent 10 Afghanistan and will work with the first U.S.-trained 
Afghan soldiers to help improve security. the U.S. government's coordinator for Afghanisian said Monday. 

27. o·~em, In Afehanistan. Promises To Push $2.3 Billion Aid Bill 
( New York Times) .... Carlolla Gall 
Treasury Secretary Paul H. O"Neill confirmed the Bush administration's support for reconstruction in Afghanistan 
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November 19, 2002 3:01 PM 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfell~~ 

Iraqi Determination 

As an example of the seriousness and determination with which Saddam Hussein 

pursues weapons of mass destruction, here is an unclassified statement indicating 

that they have forgone something like $103 billion in oil revenues since 1992 

because of their unwillingness to give up weapons of mass destruction. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
11/16/02 Response to question on economic impact of Saddam's failure to comply 

DHR dh 
111902.7 

·····························································-··········· 
Please respond by _______________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9230 
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16 November 2002 

Memorandum 

In response to a request for an unclassified answer on how much Iraq may have 
been hurt economically by Saddam's failure to comply with Security Council 
resolutions and by uncertainty in the region over Iraq's WMD programs: 

The starkest aggregate measure of the opportunity cost of Saddam's intransigence 
may be oil revenue. If sanctions had been lifted in January 1992, Iraq could have earned 
at least an additional $103 billion in oil revenue, adjusted for inflation and expressed in 
current dollars. 

- This assumes Iraq would have taken three years to repair Gurt war damage 
to its oil export and production infrastructure and return to its prewar crude oil 
export level of 2.6 million barrels per day. 

- The additional revenue available to put back into Iraq's economy would have 
been less, to the extent that Baghdad used some of the additional oil income 
to make war reparations and payments on its debt. (U) 

Alternatively, the figures for gross domestic product {GDP) cover much more than 
the oil industry and represent economic output as a whole, rather than a revenue stream. 
If Saddam had complied with UN resolutions, Iraq's economy in 2002 would have generated 
at least $24 billion in additional output, resulting in an estimated real GDP of $81 billion, 
almost the same as its pre-Gulf war level. 

- This figure assumes exceptionally rapid real growth-averaging 33 percent 
annually-in 1992-94 as Iraq restored oil production and exports and other 
damaged infrastructure and average annual real growth of 5 percent in 1995-
2002. 

- Inflation-adjusted per capita GDP under this scenario would have been about 
$3,400, compared with current estimates of $2,300. (U) 

Uncertainty in the region because of Iraq's WMD programs probably has not had 
a significant negative impact on Iraq's economy. Iraq's eight-year war with Iran in the 1980s, 
its statist economic policies, and UN sanctions have done far more to discourage economic 
investment and growth. (L!} 
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Snowflake 

November 19, 2002 7:43 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld 
·1(\ 

SUBJECT: Hoon Letter 

Please give me that piece of paper on Hoo nd I dic1ated a note asking you if we 

had thanked Hoon or if we had done a thing by way of honors for that 

individual. I am going lo have ab. at with Hoon, ,md I should discuss it with him. 

Thanks. 

OHi< Jh 
I l 1<'.102 24 

•••............. ···················································~···· 

I j vf 
til:zlZh;.::::;~ 

_,,.,.,··· 

T</ ;u.f;~:/;;;1, /e4,n1 f~ 
)J/>>s'.r"'" tvf 

Ul0408~/03 
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Snowflake 

1"ovember 19, 2002 7:44 PM 

TO: Gen. Hill 

FR0:\1: Donald Rumsfe1~ 

SUBJECT: Standing Joint Task Force HQ 

l received your note concerning the idea of a standing joint task force headquarters 

and will give it a great deal of thought promptly. 

It was good to see you in Chile. 

With my best regards, 

Sincerely, 

DHR dh 
1l190220 

-0 

C. 
0 

< 
0 

U 1 0 4 1 0 ;, I O 3 N 
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Snowflake 

November 23, 2002 1:16 PM 

TO: LTG Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfd<l M 
SUBJECT: Materials for Gen. Franks 

Please call Col. Bucci tomorrow and make sure that Gen. Franks gets copies of the 

materials I told him I wanted him tO make sure the Vit.:c President got. Franks has 

to sec them as wdl. 

Thanks. 

111 IH dli 
11 ~.10~ I h 

··························~~;::····································· 
Please re!Jpond by · HAS Sfffl., 

sl(•., 
\I,.,/ ' ,· ) ·,·,%. 

t7fJ,J ,w,,v._ /~ .j 6w- t:-f_, .;;t.; '"'J,) 
)S- d M)t,,V k 
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·• 
November 23, 2002 2:47 PM 

TO: Pete Aldridge 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Status 

What is the status on the settlement on the big contract dispute on the weapons 

system that Cheney cancelled? 

Thanks. 

DHR dh 
1123025 

....•.••••.•......•••• , .......•.................••.................•...•. 
Please respond by __ __;_\ 1-----1,-j -'--1 ~_/,_o_-i...-_______ _ 

,,. 
~ 
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~ 

< 
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ever American troops are here 
for military exercises. 

"We know for a fact that 
there are some countries which 
do not have treaties but have 
been attacked anyway," he 
said. "They are just the same so 
it's not an argument for or 
against any particular place or 
countries." 

However, Renato Reyes 
Jr., spokesman for Bagong 
Aly an sang l\1akabayan 
(Bayan), said the l\1LSA is 
a"treaty of treason," which is a 
product of secret negotiations 
excluding the Filipino people 
and the Senate. 

"It is a way of getting 
ahead of an open and national 
public debate that would surely 
expose all its provisions inimi
cal to national interest, territo
rial integrity and sovereignty," 
he said in a stl'ltemenL 

Bayan will hold a rally to
day at the foot of Chino Races 
(fonnerly Mendiola) Bridge to 
expres~ their indignation at che 
MLSA, he added. 

He said mid,level Filipino 
and American military officiab 
should not be allowed to deter
mine foreign policy or 10 Yio
lale territorial mtegnty and 
sovereignty. 

"lt is an in5uh to the Sen
ate and the Filipmo people that 
these mid-level military offi
cials, acting on behalf of presi
dential whims, could overturn 
the historic Senate verdic1 of 
1991," he said. 

He said the MLSA violates 
the country's national 
sovereignty and territorial in
tegrity because it practically 
transforms the entire Philip
pines into a military outpost, 
transit point and recreation spot 
of American troops. 

"The MLSA gives US mil
itary vessels unlimited and in
definite access to our ports 
while having no provisions for 
weapons inspections and thus 
gives no assurances regarding 
the entry, storage and projec
tion of nuclear, chemical and 
biological weapons from 
Philippine territory," he said. 

The MLSA was signed by 
Philippine Navy Commodore 
Ernesto de Leon and US Army 

j\ 0 \\j 
0>~ ~-{- ~ 

Col. Mathias Velasco, a rcprc- whal happened in the Senate, billions of dollars of debt re
sentative of the US Defense and plans to resume the fight lief, particularly the cancel\a-
Department. for the industrial zones next tion of aboul $5 billion in U.S. 

-·Marichu Vi!lanueva year. For Ankara, it's a far cry Joans used to buy military 

Wall Street Journal 
November 22, 2002 
30. Turkey Seeks To 
Parlay Base Access Into 
Cash 
By Neil Kmg Jr. and Hugh 
Pope, StaffReponers o(The 
Wall Street Joumal 

Turkish officials want to 
know why the U.S. can't man· 
age to swap air-base access for 
tennis shoes and underwear. 

Washington's reluctance to 
offer even limited trade perks 
in rerum for crucial help in the 
war on terrorism is becoming a 
big issue among poorer U.S. 
a!hes, and nowhere more so 
than 1n Turkey. The Pentagon 
hopes to use Turkey's modem 
air bases for military arnon 
against Iraq that could be just 
weeks away. But despite many 
U.S. promises, the Bush ad
ministralion has been politi
cally unable lo give Turkey 
any son of1rade assistance lhis 
year 

"'Our relationship with lhe 
IJ .S. is addressed as a slrategic 
partnership,'" said one frus
trated Turkish official. "But we 
bc:lieve chat the economic and 
trade aspecl of this is way be
hind what it should be." 

A key imtant came to a 
head this week, when ihc Sen
ate failed to pass legislation 
granting Ankara limited duty
free access ta the U.S. market. 
The Turks haYe pleaded with 
the White House all year to al
low them to establish so-called 
qualified industrial zones, as 
exist in Jordan and Israel But 
the effort fizzled Wedllesday, 
when the Senate adjourned un
til next year without passmg a 
bill containing the trade proYi
sions. 

Vice President Dick Ch
eney and Secretary of State 
Colin Powell repeatedly lob
bied the Senate to appraYe the 
Turkish trade zones. A lJ.S. 
trade official said the adrnin 1.s

from the first Gulf War, when equipment. Ankara blames its 
Turkey - a member of the economic woes and illl $126 
Nonh Atlantic Treaty Organi• billion foreign debt load partly 
zation -· also played a crucial on the backlash from the 
role and the U.S. helped ar- 12-year-old sanctions on Iraq, 
ranBe more than SJ billion in which was once Turkey's sec
Arnb-state aid to compensate and-biggest trading partner. 
it So far there is little sign 

Today, many m Turkey that Turkey will get significant 
feiu the US. win offer simply U.S. assistance. House Speaker 
a watercd,down version of the Dennis Hastert was in Turkey 
trade ,tarus Jordanrcce1ved m this week 10 meet the new 
l 996. Tex.tiles and footwear prime minister, Abdullah Gui, 
would be excluded, while the and to stress Turkey's central 
president could bar any prod- role in the region's stability. He 
ucts deemed "impon-sensi- said at a dinner with business 
tive." Some senators vow to executives that he would sup• 
oppose the industrial zones un- port a free,rrade agreement 
lest they exclude duty·frec with Turkey -- though the U.S. 
steel. has no ~uch plans. Lawmakers 

Tll!kcy isn'I the only ally travchng wllh Mr. Hasten said 
feeling stiffed on the trade Congress is unlikely to approve 
front The administration has large outlays for Turkey any· 
rebuffed all of Pakistan's re

quests for greater market llC· 

crss despite that country's help 
combating Taliban and al 
Qaedil forces in neighboring 
Afghamstan. U.S. te;,,tik inlrr, 
ests Y1gorc,usly opposed the re
quests 

Turkey's bordi:r with 
ne>nhem lraq would almost 
cenainly be usi:d as ii staging 
or lrans11 area in a U.S. al1ack. 
American and British f1gh1er 
Jets have used southern 
Twkry's lm::irlik ,1ir base for 
missions over Iraq for mon: 
lhan a decade, and the Pen
lagon wanls \O maintain that 
privilege in wartime. The ad
ministration also is com::erned 
1ha1 Turkey show re-slraint with 
i1S Kurdish minority and not 
imervene in the Kurdish-held 
areas of northern Iraq. 

U.S. pressure on Turkey 
comes at a lime of political un
rest over the country's eco
nomi~ travails. Turkey's elec-
1ion last month, which ousted a 
JonE'slanding government, re
volved largely around the 
nonomy. Turkish officials, as 
a result, are keen to receive sig
rnficimt assistance from the 
U.S. to avoid a new financial 

nme soon. 
After months cf delay. 

Turkey did receive $228 mil
lion in direct U.S. aid !his fall 
after ii agreed 10 take over 
leadership of the mtematmnal 
peacekeeping force in 
Afghani:.t.an. The U.S. also has 
supported Turkey's $16 billion 
lnlemational Monetary Fund 
reform program, and ensured 
thal since 1997 Iraq has been 
obliged to send half of its oil 
e;,,pons through a tram-Turkey 
pipeline. 

Washington Post 
NoYember 22, 2002 
Pg.E6 

31. Defense Dept. Allows 
Northrop-TRW Merger 
By Greg Schneider 

The Pentagon has ap
proved Northrop Grumman 
Corp.'s proposed purchase of 
TRW Inc. and passed the mat
ter on to the Justice Depart
ment for final action, sources 
familiar with the situation said 
yesterday. 

tration was deeply frustrated by crisis that might arise as a re
sult of an Iraq war. They want 

The $7 .8 billion deal, 
which would create adefensc, 
aerospace and information 
technology powerhouse big 
enough to rivalindustry leader 
Lockheed Martin Corp., has-
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Snowflake 

:\'ovember 23, 2002 3: 10 PM 

SUBJECT: Talk to Gen. Franks 

I need to talk to Gen. franks about a quick reaction forct for the UK's work on 

poppy cultivation in Afghanistan. 

DIIH dh 
lln112.i 
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November 23, 2002 3:35 PM 

TO: ~~orh~ 
FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <}i 
SUBJECT: F·l8 Facility ;\ 

b 
I talked to Paul O'Neill the other day, and he said he had looked at an F-18 facility "l, 

in St Louis and said it was excellent-under budget and ahead of schedule 

Thanks. 

DHR dh 
112302.13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _____________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9238 
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• TO: Gen. Myers 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \)~ 

SUBJECT: · Desert Badger 

November 23, 2002 

I think we need to review Desert Badger in the context of the new circumstance 

and our new force deployments. Please get them scheduled. 

We discussed this with Minister of Defense Hoon, and I think we need to have 

proposals for several things-if a plane is shot down and the person is rescued, the 

person is captured but not rescued, or the person is killed 

• Thanks. 

• 

OHR dh 
112302.14 

·-······································································· 
Please respond by \ J.... l J.-o / 0 v 
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Snowtlake 

June 24, 2002 10:32 AM 

TO: Newt Gingrich 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Chechnya Urban Warfare 

Here is some material I received from Andy Marshall on Chechnya and Urban 

Warf are that might be of interest to you. 

Regards. 

Attach. 
06/13/02 Net Assessment memo to SecDefre: Checlmya and Urban Warfare 

DHR:dh 
062402·21 
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TO: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Andrew W. Marshan 

SUBJECT: Chechnya and Urban Warfare 

June 13, 2002 

Fundamentally, the answer t·o whether we are studyilig Chechnya is, :Yes." 
Russian experi.ences in Chechnya, as well as those of the Chechens, have been 
well documented. Several organizations, both in and outside the govenunent, 
have taken steps to learn from the conflict. 

I have included a small packet of infotmation you may find useful to pass 
on to Mr. Gingrich. The below individuals may serve as good references for him 
should he seek additional informati_... ___ _ 

· Dr. Russell Glenn, RAND,._(b_)(_6l---..-.-.L--
- Mr. Duane Schattle, DASO R&P, a.;..(b....:l(6...;.) ____ ....... _ .... 

- Mr. Dave Dilegge, Adroit Systems Inc., ... (b-=)(=6)====--
- Mr. Lester Grau, FMSO Ft. Leavenworth,!L..(b_)(_6) ___ -' 

An overview of the subject literature highlights the following salient items: 

* Urban warfare involves extremely complex terrain, spreading not only out and 
up, but also down - all of it well cluttered with obstacles and canalizing features. 

~~A--1i - - I 

* Cornmunications,{lre extraorcfinarlly difficult 1 ng command and controJ of 
forces problematic. 

• Targeting is complicated not only by the difficulty of finding the enemy in such 
complex terrain, but also by the desire to preserve the city's infrastructure as much 
as possible. This has implications for the tactics and munitions used. 

11-L-0559/0SD/9241 



May 20, 2002 5:15 PM 

TO: Andy Marshall 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld VJt 
SUBJECT: Chechnya and Urban Warfare 

Attached is a note from Newt Gingrich. Do you think someone in your shop could 

take a look at this issue? 

Attach. 
Newt Gingrich e-mail to SecDct~ "'Chechnya, Urban Warfare and Guerilla Movements" 

05/03/02 

DHR:dh 
ll52002-5J 

..•....••...••••.........••••.••••....••...••. , •••••.•••...••........•... 
Please respond by ~_(_)_r
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!(b)(5) J CIV, OSD 

From: Thirdwave2@aol.com ( /',(.e..J-\- Gw" ~n c_h) 
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2002 9:02 AM 0 
To: !{b)(6) bsd.pentagon.mil; Ed.Giambastiani@osd.pentagon.mil; 

Cc: kernan@jfcom.mil; john.keane@hqda.arrny.mil; peter.pace@Js.penfagon.mil 

Subject: chechniya 

for secdef,depsecdef 
Chechniya, urban warfare and guerilla movements 
from newt May 3,2002 

Page 1 of I 

there should be a cell at DIA or somewhere studying Chechniya and developing a 
lessons learned to share with JFCOM, SOCOM, Fort Benning., Quantico.etc. 

Urban warfare and defeating guerilla movements are two of the most demanding 
challenges we face. This is a case study in real time of a major power trying to 
defeat forces in exactly those conditions. 

Is someone studying this systematically and sharing the lessons learned? 

If so who are they so I can learn from them. 
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A Representative Sampling of Efforts to Learn from Chechnya 

Office of the Secretary of Defense. OSD bas published the ''DOD Urban 
Operations Roadmap," a comprehensive treatment of urban warfare efforts within 
the Department. [As follow-on, the Joint Staff {J-8) is currently drafting the 
"Urban Operations Master Plan." See-contact information for Col Schmidle, JS.] 

-- POC is: Duane Schattle, DASD-R&P, !Cbl(6) I 
) 

Joint Staff (J-8/DMAD). Currently has lead/oversight for Urban Warfare until 31 
Dec 02. Exercises function via the Urban Operations Senior Steering Group/Joint 
Urban Operations Special Study Group. 

-- POC] are: Col Robert Schmidle, USMC, and LtCoJ Joe Perry, USMC, at 
!(b)(

5
) _ LtCol Perry chairs the Study Group. 

U.S. Joint Forces Command. The Urban Operations Senior Steering Group 
(JS/J-8) is presenting a recommendation tot.he JROC to designate JFCOM the 
Executive Agent for Urban Operations. The designation would become effective I 
Jan 03. An IPT bas already been formed within JFCOM (J-9). 

U.S. Army 
- Center for Anny Lessons Learned. CALL maintains an online web site 
dedicated to MOUT. CALL posts notices for relevant conferences and working 
groups as well as links to articles, publications, newsletters and presentations. 

-- website: http://call.anny.mil/homepage/mout.asp 

- National Ground Intelligence Center. NGIC has performed some classified work, 
to include formation of an Urban Operations Intelligence Task Force. NGIC has 
also produced a SECRET-level brief on the Chechnya lessons learned. 

-- POC is: Dr. Bob O'Conne1l,!(b)(6) j(Dr. O'Connell's primary 
focus is on S&T (thermobarics. etc.)) 

- Foreign Military Studies Office. One of FMSO' s primary ''topical'' items is that 
of the Chechnya conflict 

-- POCs are: Lester Grau and Timothy Thomas, l .... (b-)(_
6

> ___ .... 

- Military Operations in Urban Terrain/ Advanced Concept and Technology 
Demonstration. The U.S. Anny sponsored the MOUT ACTD, completing it nearly 
two years ago. The event showcased much of what other programs have developed 
to determine promising technological solutions to difficult C2, targeting, and force 
protection problems. 
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- Joint Readiness Training Center, Ft. PoJk, LA. The JRTC permanent OPFOR 
uses tactics derived, in part, from Chechnya Jessons. 

- RAND. In its role as an FFRDC for the .-'\.rmy. RAND has compiJed much 
information on Chechnya to include a paper entitled, ''Russia's Chechen Wars 
1994-2000: Lessons from Urban Combat.'' RAND also sponsors an annual 
conference on urban warfare qoeratioas 

-- POC is: Russ Glenn, l{b)(S) ---------------
USMC 
- Marine Corps intelligence Activity. MCIA has compiled significanl information 
on urban warfare/Chechnya lessons learned, presenting much of the material in its 
publication ''Urban Warfare Studies: City Case Studies Compilation" (April 
1999). 

-- POCs are: Capt Erwin Dick. {b)(6) Mr. Mike KaiserJ_{b_)(_B) __ 

j<b)(6) I and Mr. Art Speyer, ._<b_)(_6) ___ _ 

- Marine Corps Warfighting Laboratory. Information paper on Chechnya lessons 
derived from personal interviews of 20 former Chechen commanders. 

- Project Metropolis. ProMet is a MCWL initiative with an opposition force 
(OPFOR) that uses tactics derived from Chechen lesson.s learned. l76l1 

-- POCs re: Co) Randy GangleJ(b}(6) land Fred McConnell,~ 
!(b)(6) 

- Project Lincolnia. This is a project being run by the Center for Emerging Threals 
and Opportunities (CETO), a center co-sponsored by the USMC (MCWL) and the 
Potomac lnstitule for Policy Studies. CETO is funded by Congress. Project 
Lincolnia seeks to address urban warfare issues al the operational level of war, 

-- POC is also Col Gangle, (see above) 

Other 
- Mr. Dave Dilegge. Adroit Systems Inc., serves as Senior Urban Operations 
Analyst. Mr. Dilegge is a former Marine who previously worked at MCJA. He 
contributed both to MCIA's "Urban Warfare Study,. and OSD's ''Urban 
Operations Roadmap." In his spare time, he maintains a web site dedicated to 
urban operations-------------

-- POC i s!._(b_lc_5_l __________ _, 
-- website: http://www.urbanoperations.com 
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Military Operations on Urbanized Terrain (MOUT) 

Links to Urban Combat Operations information. 

• FM 3-06, Urban Qgerntions (DRAFT) GADD, CG~G 
• poD Urban OpE!r~tions Journal 
• CSS MQUT/U_rQ_an Operatioris Resource Pag_~ 
• Ib_E! __ Urban QQerations Jo1J_r:11al 
• Cpmbined Arms __ MQJJT .Iask:fqrce 

Urban Combat Operations - Articles: 

• Center for Army Lessons Learned articles 
o ~TREETFIGHTlt..JG; The Rifle Platoon jn MOUT 
o CALL Newsletter No. 00-7: Civil Disturbances 
o U_sl:l qtthe_ Mul!iQ!_e Launch fipJ:ket System (MLRS}_ i_o_ Military QpE!rn1ions oo__lJrbi:!_Qi~e<:l_J_erraln (M_OUTJ 
o lJse 9f_Mortars in M_ilitary_QQ_E!rations on UrbanizE!_cj__Terrain (MDVI} 
o _C_ALL Newsletter No. ~!;U_6: Urban Comb~t Operations 
o CALI,. Newsletter N9.,. ~a~ 10: Fighting Light/Heavy in a_ RestrJctedTE~m1in 
o B?.Pl?ce Battle Drill 6 
o JRTC MOUTCoroplex 
o Ei~Jt)E!$_From C_9_rtina (3~P.MQU.D 

• Foreign Military Studies Office publications 
o _Russian Les_sons Learr,~Q from thE!_~Jl.t!le_s tor 0LO~l1Y 
o A 'Crushlng' Victor}'_;__fa1~l~Air Explo~ives and _Grozny 200Q 
o Grozny __ 2QOO__;J,Jrban Col'!ll;latles~ons learned 
o The Second __ Chechen War: The Information Component 
o Com!JE:LStrnss in __ ChElchnya: "The Equal OpRortunity Disorqer· 
o A.W~_apon__Eo_r All ~ea~ons_:I__l:l_e Old But Eftecth,•e_B.P_G~7 
o C.tL<!ngirJg Rus~i?_n \.)rt>aniactics:T_h~ AfterJ]'lath of the Battle for Grozny 
o Qqn,_p~Jin_Cities:The LA __ FU_oJsJmd Opf;!J_ation Rio 
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o Handling the Wounde_d in a Counter-Guerrilla War: The SovieVRussian Experience in ~!ghanistan and Chechnya 
o Night Stalkers and Mean Streets: Afghan Urban Guerrillas 
o Russian-Manufactured Armored Vehicle Vulnerability in Urban Combat: The Chechnya Experignce 
o §pJt!,_og and Concrete Canyons: Russian Urban Combat Logistics in_~rozny 
o Th~ 6~11]E!_9f ~rq~r,_y; A _ _Deadly Classroom for l.J_rt:>_a.n _CombaJ 
o Urban Combat: Confronting the Sp~.9ter 
o Urban. War1j:l.re ~ommunications: ~__Q_qn1er:nP9..!..ar:y__fl_yssian View 
o Viral Hepatitis and the Russian W11r_i11_Ch_echnya 
0 WtJy th_~_~US_Sii:l(l Mmt~ryfaUed in Chechn)'_a 

• DoD Urban Operations Journal 
• Newsletters for 2000 • Newsletters for 2001 

• School of Advanced Military Studies (SAMS) courses - Intro to Urban Warfare 
• Lessons 

• USMC MOUT website articles 
o Urban Operations Journal Somalia Site 

0 Urban:Analysis-A Need at All Le1f:.[~0559i0SD7924Erarticul<WY for Marine Exp~q[ti_on::i,ryfQJQ~S 
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Section 1 
Introduction 

Background 

As the forward deployed expeditionary element of 
Uni1ed States military power, the United States Marine 
Corps (USMC) must be prepared to react quickly and 
effectively in the most unconventional of theaters. 
Given this unique warfighting mission, the Marine 
Corps hus had much experience throughout its history 
operating in urban environments. In this decade alone, 
Marines have deployed in several major peacekeeping 
operations; all have required a concentration of force 
in major urban centers. Operations in Somalia, Haiti, 
and Bosnia have proven that military operations on 
urbanized terrain (MOUT) are complex and challeng
ing. Preparing for the demands of urban operations 
requires continual innovations in strategy, operations. 
tactics, and technology. 

In the future. Marine will face urban environment situ
ations where different categories and activities will be 
conducted concurrently. Missions such as humanitar
ian assistance operations; peace operations: and full
scale, high-intensity combat may occur simulta
neously within three city blocks. The Commandant of 
the Marine Corps has labeled this concept the "three 
city block war." Integrating and coordinating these 
varying missions ~ each of which has its own opera
tional characteristics - will challenge Marines to use 
their skill and determination in imaginative ways. The 
presence of large numbers of noncombatants and the 
potential difficulty in distinguishing noncombatants 
from hostile forces will further complicate the task of 
operating in the urban environment. 

The Marine Corps has recognized these challenges 
and is staging URBAN WARRIOR exercises to test 
new tactics and equipment designed to make the 
USMC the leading U.S. force in MOUT. For example. 

as part of URBAN WARRIOR, the Marine Corps 
Warfighting Lab (MCWL) has sponsored: 

• Three URBAN WARRIOR Limited Objective 
Experiments that examined small unit combined 
arms operations in the urban environment; 

• Military Operations on Urbanized Terrain 
Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration 
(MOUT ACTD) experiments that examined the use 
of man·portable shields and breaching technolo
gies; and 

• The first Responder LTA, a medical assessment 
examining new tactical possibilities for hospital 
corpsmen in urban warfare. 

Overview 

In I 997, in light of the probability of future operations 
in urban environments, the Marine Corps Intelligence 
Activity (MCIA) was tasked to provide a preliminary 
assessment of urban warfare lessons learned in support 
of the CSEEA Joint Wargame. Three scenarios across 
the spectrum of conflict from mid- to low-intensity 
were chosen to represent urban operations. The les
sons are drawn from: 

• Russian military operations in urban areas of 
Chechnya (with focus on the fighting in Grozny) 
between 1994 and 1996; 

• Israeli experiences operating in urbanized southern 
Lebanon during Operation PEACE FOR GALILEE 
in 1982; and 

• British military experiences in Northern Ireland 
from 1969 to 1996. with special emphasis on the 
period 1969 to 1976 when the British Army had the 
lead in se.curity operations. 
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Lessons Learned 

Analysis of the Russian, Israeli, and British military 
operations in urban terrain yielded the following overall 
strategic, operational, tactical. and technical lessons. 

Strategic Lessons 

:.J Military action cannot solve deep-seated political 
problems, but can buy time for politicians to 
search for political solutions. 

::i It is difficult to get well-de tined policy objectives to 
which the military can work steadily and logically. 

:::i Contrary to expectations, urban operations are 
neither short-lived nor low cost. 

o Lines of command and control are often unclear 
and/or conflicting in urban operations, especially 
when polke and military units are intenningled. 

1.J Problems with disjointed command strm:tures 
can be exacerbated by too much senior leader
ship at the operational level. 

u Operations can also suffer when there is a lack of 
continuity in the senior command structure. 

o Local paramilitary forces are likely to receive 
outside assistance. 

o Concern for civilian causalities and property 
damage declines as rnsualties among security 
forces rise. 

u When security operations begin to achieve 
results, the enemy may start attacking targets in 
the security for1ces' homeland and/or their per
sonnel stationed abroad. 

'..J Paramilitary operations more often aim at achiev
ing political advantage rather than military results. 

o A distinct advantage accrues to the side with less 
concern for the safety of the civilian population. 

Operational Lessons 

o It is important to have a well-developed military 
doctrine for urban operations, but that is not 
enough in and of itself. 

:J Situation-oriented training in urban warfare and 
tactics greatly improves military effectiveness 
and reduces losses. 

2 

o Clear rules of engagement are essential in urban 
combat situations. 

:,:;i Even clear rules of engagement, however, are 
sometimes difficult to enforce, especially in the 
face of mounting losses among the security forces. 

o The tempo of operations in an urban environ
ment is so intense that personnel tend to "burn 
out" quickly. 

:i Overwhelming firepower can make up for organi
zational and tactical deficiencies in the short.-run if 
one is willing to disregard collateral damage. 

o Urban combat is extremely manpower-intem;ive 
and produces significant attrition of men and 
materiel among the attackers. 

o Psychological operations are a key element of 
any military operation in an urban environment. 

::i Urban operations are very infantry-intensive 
affairs that produce large numbers of causalities. 

u Urban operations usually stress the logistics system 
because of unusual requirements and abnormally 
high consumption rates in some classes of supply. 

i;.i The spatial gualitie:; and perspective of urban 
and rnnventional warfare differ - urban combat 
is vertical in nature, whereas conventional com
bat is horizontal. 

Cl Special forces are useful in urban settings, but 
are often misused because conventional force 
commanders do not understand how to use spe
cial skills effectively. 

o The large-scale movement of urban non-combat
ants can significantly hinder military operations. 

u Noncombatants cannot be counted upon to 
behave sensibly. 

:::i Strategic bombing and close air support can be used 
to shape the battlefield, even in an urban setting. 

CJ Standard military unit configurations are often 
inappropriate for urban combat. 

:J Failure to understand the importance of civil 
affairs can carry a high price. 

u Amphibious operations can have an important 
role in urban warfare - especially in achieving 
tactical surprise. 
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Tactical Lessons 

cJ Rigorous communications security is essential. 
even against relatively primitive enemies. 

:J Night operations are especially difficult to carry 
out in an urban setting. 

::.i Forces operating in cities need special equip
ment not in standard tables of organization 
and equipment. 

·:i Tanks and armored personnel carriers cannot 
operate in cities without extensive dismounted 
infantry support. 

:i Trained snipers are very cost effective, but likely 
to be in short supply. 

:::l If patrolling is central to the strategy of the secu
rity forces, it will be different from conventional 
1:umbat patrolling and must be well coordinated. 

u Fratricide is a serious problem in cities because it 
is harder to identify friend from foe. 

o Major civilian structures in cities (e.g., hospitals, 
churches, banks, embassies) are situated in tacti
cally useful locations. command key intersec
tions, and/or are built of especially solid 
construction. Therefore, such facilities are espe
cially useful to urban defenders. 

:, Direct-fire artillery can be a valuable tool in 
urban combat, provided collateral damage is not 
a maJor concern. 

u Small unit leadership, especially at the junior 
non-commissioned officer level, is critical to tac
tical success in urban operations. 

o Recovering damaged armored vehicles is more 
difficult in urban areas. 

a Intelligence, especially from human sources. is 
critical to successful urban operations. 

r:i Hit-and-run ambushes by small groups are the 
favorite tactic of urban paramilitary forces. 

:i Tracked vehicles are preferable to wheeled vehi
cles in situations where large amounts of rubble 
litter the streets. Otherwise, wheeled armored 
vehicles are preferable. 

:i Helicopters are not well suited for urban combat, 
but are quite useful in redeploying forces and sup
plies to just behind the fon.vard edge of operations. 
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:i Soldier loads must be dramatically reduced because 
urban warfare requires greater individual agility. 

o Soldiers sometimes either deliberately misuse or 
modify non-lethal technologies to make them 
more hannful than intended by their designers. 

u Very accurate and up-to-date maps are essential 
for successful urban operations. 

.J Shock value of artillery fire diminishes over time. 

Technical Lessons 

:i Some military equipment will probably have to 
be modified in the field to counter enemy tactics 
and equipment. 

:i Small am1s, though not decisive, play a dispro
portionately significant role in the outcome of 
urban battles. 

a Individual flak jackets significantly reduce urban 
casualties. 

u Smoke enhances survivability in urban situations, 
but carries significant operational penalties (e.g., 
impedes visual communications, taxes driving 
skills of vehicle operators, and slows the overall 
rate of advance). 

:..l Mortars are highly regarded by both attackers 
and defenders in urban operations, but may be 
less effective than anticipated. 

::i Machineguns may be more valuable than assault 
rifles for urban combat. 

o Air defense guns are valuable for suppressing 
ground targets. 

u Heavy machineguns still offer good defense 
against close air attack, especially helicopters. 

a Commercial off-the-shelf technologies can be 
employed successfully for military purposes in 
cities. 

:::i Rocket propelled grenades are omnipresent and 
very effective weapons in urban combat. 

:::i Armored vehicles require more prmection when 
operating in cities and have a different distribu
tion than for a conventional battlefield. 

:::i Remotely piloted vehicles can provide real-time 
intelligence, but analysts have considerable diffi
culty achieving accurate interpretation. 
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Ll The enemy often employs homemade weapons -
even chemical weapons - against security forces. 

u Lightly protected armored vehicles have limited 
value in urban terrain. 

o Combat engineering equipment, especially armored 
bulldozers, is a critical asset in urban combat. 

u Cluster munitions are very effective in cities, pro
vided collateral damage is not a major concern. 

u Although available, artillery-fired precision-guided 
munitions were seldom tL~ed in urban operations. 

Cl Air-delivered precision-guided munitions were 
more commonly employed than artillery-fired 
precision-guided munitions when not hampered 
by bad weather. 

o Bunker-busting weapons are invaluable for 
urban warfare. 

o Non-lethal technologies were seldom used for 
urban combat missions; instead, they were 
employed for crowd control and riot suppression. 

o Extensive use of non-lethal weapons can become 
counterproductive because demonstrators can 
build up an immunity to their effects, especially 

the shock value of such weapons. 

u Conventional military radios are likely unsuit
able for urban operations and work poorly in 
built-up areas. 

Conclusion 

In the future, U.S. forces are likely to engage in low- to 
mid-intensity operations in developing or underdevel
oped parts of the world. It is also likely that a large per
centage of these operations will draw U.S. forces into 
MOUT. According to United Nations estimates, the 
urban population of developing countries worldwide 
increases by about 150,000 people each day, with the 
most pronounced growth occuning in Africa and Asia. 
By the year 2025, three-fifths of the world's population 

- 5 billion people - will live in urban areas. In some 
developing nations, the pace of urban population growth 
will exceed the development of city services. Housing, 
water, and jobs will be in short .supply, giving rise to 
poverty, disease, and crime. Over-crowded conditions 
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will create an environment of social and economic ten
sion that might eventually find a violent outlet. 

The Russian, Israeli, and British examples of MOUT 
serve as examples of a military strategy being adopted 
by weak conventional as well as non-conventional forces 

around the world. Weaker forces - realizing themselves 
inferior to larger, better equipped militaries in the areas 
of conventional battlefield tactics, heavy artillery, armor, 
and advanced command and control technology -
attempt to compensate through asymmetrical means 
such as guenilla warfare on urban terrain. By using the 
familiar terrain of their native cities to launch guerrilla 
operations against intervening conventional armies, the 
Chechens, the PLO, and the paramilitaries of Northern 
Ireland exploited the Russian, Israeli, and British forces' 
inability to adapt their tactics and technology to the 
urban environment. As this analysis has shown, these 
conventional forces learned rhat fighting an unconven
tional war in an urban environment poses a set of diffi
culties and challenges completely alien to military 
combat in any other type of terrain. Though the Rus
sians, rhe Israelis, and the British demonstrated capabili
ties to adapt to the challenges faced in their respective 

MOtrr, in each instance lhe lack of preparedness made 
the operation more time consuming and costly than orig
inally anticipated. 

The near certainty that the National Command Autho1i
ties will again deploy U.S. Marines to urban environ

ments. combined with the mandate to reduce casualties 
and collateral damage, requires that the U.S. concept for 
future MOUT address and prepare for the unique chal
lenges that will be faced. TI1e Russian, Israeli, and Brit
ish experiences illustrate that factors such as the 
granularity of urban terrain and the presence of noncom
batants can combine to create friction that can poten
tially erode the effectiveness of basic operational 
capabilities. Therefore, meeting the challenge of future 
MOUT must continue to be a multi-step process requir
ing an examination of doctrine, organization, training 

and education, equipment, and support systems. As this 
analysis highlights, it is essential that U.S. military plan
ners study and understand the nature of the urban envi
ronment and its implications for operational- and 
tactical-level evolutions. 
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Section 2 
Russian Experience in Chechnya 
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The Chechen people have a long history of remting 
Russian control. Following the collapse of the Soviet 
Union. they began in eurnest to seek full indepen
dence. During 1994, Chechnya fell into a civil war 
between pro-independence and pro-Russian faction:.. 

In December 1994, Russia sent 40.000 troop~ into 
Chechnya to restore Russian primacy over the break
away republic. After reaching the Chechen capital of 
Grozny, 6,000 Russian soldiers mounted a mechanized 
attack. This attack was launched simultaneously from 
three directions and featured tanks supported by infan

try riding in BMP armored personnel carriers. Instead 
of the anticipated light resistance, Russian forces 

s 

encountered heavy resistance from Chechens armed 
with "massive amounts" of antitank weapons. The 
Ru.,.,1an a11ack was repulsed with shockingly high 
lo~ses. It tonk another 2 months of heavy fighting, and 
changmg Rus,ian taCllcs. to finally capture Grozny. 
The followmg Ru,.~ian troop losses occurred between 
January and May l 995: 

Killed Woundei:1 Missing Captured 

I Deferise Ministry 1,947 5.693 376 -·-
I Total (Fecieral Troops) 2,805 10,319 393 133 

The mitial Ru~~ian campaign .:igainst irregular Chechen 
forces can Ix brolc.en into two primary phases. Phase 
One, running through the end of February 1995, wn
s1~ted of the inihal mtervent1on. the repulse of the first 
assault on Groiny. and the eventual i.:apture nf the c11y 2 
months later. This phase m•,:oJved some \lf the mo~! 
e!ltensive urban combat of the campaign smce C1pera-
1mns focused pnmarily on Grozny. Phil:.e Tv..'v. 
e!ltended from March thwugh June 1995. nm~isted of 
antipaI11::.an operations in the Che~:hen i;ountryside to 
gain rnntrt>I of !he rest of the country. 

By late August 1996. Yeltsin ·s national :.ecurity advisor 
brokeJ1>d a cease-foe 1hat eventual]) resulted in the total 
withdrawal of Ru~~iiln security fon·es from Chechnya. 

• -· 
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Strategic Lessons 

Lesson 1 

Military operations could not solve deep-seated polit
ical problems. Almost 2 years of covert and open mili
tary operations in Chechnya failed to prevent the local 
government from asserting its administrative and 
political independence from Moscow. In the end, 
Boris Yeltsin was forced to remove all Russian mili
tary and interior forces from Chechnya. Although the 
tW() sides still openly disagree on Chechnya's ultimate 
status, Russian newspapers report that "Chechnya 
today is living its own life, separately from Russia." 
Even the pmtocol that surrounded the signing of the 
final agreement suggested a meeting between leaders 
of sovereign states. 

Lesson 2 
Local military commanders could not get dear 
policy guidance to which they could work steadily 
and logically. Just after Russian military forces 
entered Chechnya in mid-December 1994, Izvestia 
was reporting "a visible split" within the top leader
ship of the Ministry of Defense over the nature and 
wisdom of the operation. Later that same month, the 
new Russian military commander in Chechnya 
found his headquarters in "tumult and disarray." 
Poor or conflicting policy guidance continued over 
the next 2 years; e.g., when Yeltsin 's national secu
rity advisor announced a cease-fire in August 1996, 
the Russian regional military commander said no 
such agreement had been signed nor had he received 
orders 10 cease hostilities 
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Lesson 3 

The confusion generated by the minimal or conflict
ing policy guidance was exacerbated by poorly 
defined lines of command and control. There was no 
direct, unified chain of command for the operations in 
Chechnya. Command and control was spread among 
the Ministry of Interior, the Ministry of Defense, and 
the Federal Counterintelligence Service {successor to 
the KGB) resulting in commanders not knowing who 
was on their flanks nor the missions of neighboring 
forces. Poor lines of communications were also 
responsible for many incidents of "friendly fire." 
Additionally, the North Caucasus Military District 
Command structure (the district that included Chech
nya) was bypassed and operational decisions were sent 
directly from the Russian Minister of Defense to local 
commanders. Similarly. the overall operational head
quarters lacked an on-going staff planning relationship 
with the assault units entering Chechnya from separate 
axes. Poor coordination between units and services 
ultimately led to slow rates of advance and sometimes 
opened Chechen escape avenues. 

Lesson 4 

Overali Russian command lacked continuity a11d was 
plagued by too much senior leadership at the opera
tional level. Russian units fighting in Chechnya experi
enced at least eight major changes in senior command 
between December 1995 and August 1996. The former 
Commander-in-Chief of Soviet Airborne troops, Colo
nel-General Achalov, also claimed that the-re was "too 
much rttag-level] leadership" on the scene. {Other 
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som-:es said there were as many as 100 general officers 
on the operational scene. If true, that would equate to 
about one general officer per every 3,000 to 4,000 Rus
sian soldiers in Chechnya.) Achalov further explained 
that the presence of so many general officers was a 
problem because "they confused one another" and 
"lied to put themselves in the best light." 

Lesson 5 

Contrary to initial expectations, operations in 
Chechllya were neither of short•duration nor low 
cost. At the outset of the operation, then Defense Min
ister Pavel Grachev publicly boasted that he could 
"settle" Grozny in just 2 hours with one parachute 
regiment and subdue all of Chechnya in 72 hours. He 
was later proven wrong by his own admission. 
Inste.ad, it took 2 months to subdue Grozny the first 
time only to lose it to a second rebel counterattack in 
August 1996. Operations were also far from low cost. 
The. first Russian assault column to enter Grozny, for 
example, lost 105 of 120 tanks and armored personnel 
carriers (APCs). The Russians lost about 70 percent 
of the 200 tanks conunitterl to the New Year's Eve 
1994 assault on Grozny. Overall, Russian sources 
estimate that the Russian army lost about 18 percent 
(400 vehicles) out of its total armored vehicle force of 
2,221 over the course of the campaign. Russians casu
alties were also high - perhaps constituting as much 
as 12.5 percent of their total entering force in Chech
nya through March 1995 - 6 months before the sec
ond battle for Grozny where Russian casualties were 
"appalling.'' Civilian losses were also high. Then Rus
sian National Security Advisor, Alexander Leberl, 
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estimated that 80,000 civilians were killed in the 
fighting in Chechnya and another 240,000 wounded 
through September 1996. 

Lesson 6 
When Russian security operations began achieving 
results, the Chechens started attacking targets within 
Russia. By May 1995, Russian security forces con
trolled major Chechen cities and operations were 
spreading into rural villages. A 100-man Chechen 
raiding party seized hostages in the Russian town of 
Budyonnovsk in June 1995. After Russian security 
forces botched a hostage rescue attempt, the Chechens 
escaped with a major propaganda victory. The Budy
onnovsk operation was repeated in January 1996 when 
Chechen President Dudaev's son-in-law seized a hos
pital and maternity home in the town of Kizlar. Events 
in Kizlar played out as they had in 7 months prior in 
Budyonnovsk: an unsuccessful rescue attempt by Rus
sian security forces, large numbers of Russian civilian 
casualties, escaping terrorists, and a major Chechen 
propaganda victory. 

Lesson 7 
It was difficult to unite police and military units 
into a single, cohesive force. Efforts to combine 
disparate Ministry of Interior internal troops with 
regular Army units were problematic at several lev
els. First, Ministry of Interior troops were not 
designed, e.quipped, or organized for large-scale 
combat operations nor did they regularly train with 
units from the armed forces. Considerable antago
nism existed between the army and Ministry of Inte
rior forces, with the military regarding Ministry of 
Interior troops as incompetent and unreliable. 
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Lesson 8 

Distinct advantage accrues to the side with less con
cern for the safety of the civilian population. Russian 
security forces initially obeyed orders to minimize 
civilian casualties. Chechen fighters took military 
advantage of this situation. Chechen civilians stopped 
truck convoys, punctured fuel tanks and tires. and even 
set vehicles on fire in the early days of the conflict 
without reprisal from Russian security forces. Lacking 
nonlethal, crowd-control equipment and apparently 
confused by inappropriate rules of engagement, Rus
sian troops stood by and took no action. Chechen com
manders even deployed guns close to schools or in 
apartment building courtyards to discourage Russian 
attacks. This was a relatively painless exercise for 
Chechen commanders since most ethnic Chechens had 
already fled the cities to stay with relatives in the 
countryside; the residue was mostly ethnic Russians. 

Lesson 9 
Concern about civilian casualties and property 
destruction declined as casualties among security 
forces rose. Over time, early Russian concerns about 
harming civilians and destroying property declined 
as troops grew frustrated trying to distinguish enemy 
fighters from similarly attired noncombatants and as 
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their own losses mounted. Reports of "rampaging" 
Russian soldiers engaged in looting, arson, indis
criminate arrests, torture, and summary executions of 
civilians increased. Initially, Russian use of heavy 
weapons in cities was restrained; eventually, how
ever, restraint dissolved. At one point, 4,000 artillery 
detonations per hour were counted in Grozny. (In 
comparison, Serbian shelling of Sarajevo reached 
only 3,500 artillery detonations per day.) 

Lesson 10 
Chechen forces received extensive outside assistance. 
The Russians claimed that the Chechens received up to 
5,()()() volunteers from 14 different countries - some 
who had combat experience elsewhere in the Caucasus 
or Afghanistan. In the 2 years prior to the Russian incur
sion, Chechen forces amassed a significant inventory, 
including 35 tanks; 40 armored infantry vehicles; 109 
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artillery pieces, multiple rocket launchers, and mortars; 
200 air defense weapons; and vast quantities of small 
arms and man-portable antitank weapons. According to 
the Ru.~sian military, up to 80 percent of those weapons 
were unintentionally provided by the Russians them
selves when the Chechens seized them from unpro
tected military warehouses and abandoned Russian 
military bases in the region. The Chechens supple
mented these seizures through purchases from corrupt 
Russian military officers and arms dealers. After the 
invasion, Russian soldiers remarkably continued to sup
ply Chechen forces with consumables either out of 
greed or carelessness. On one occasion, drunken Rus
sian troops sold a tank and an annored combat vehicle 
to Chechen separatists for $6,000. On another occasion, 
Russian troops unloaded and left behind boxes of 
ammunition from armored infantry vehicles to make 
room for looted household articles. 

Operational Lessons 

Lesson 11 

Having well-developed military doctrine for urban 
war/art ir not tll()ugh in and of itself. The Soviet mil
itary had considerable post-World War II experience 
operating in cities: Berlin (1953), Budapest (1956), 
Prague (1968), and Kabul (1979). The Russian mili
tary ulso inherited an extensive body of formal urban 
warfare doctrine from its Soviet predecessor. Despite 
this sound theoretical grounding in urban doctrine. 
Colone! General Acha!ov (the former Commander-m
Chief of Soviet Airborne Troops), claimed that "no 
one ever taught anyone anything" when assessing the 
"blunders" in Chechnya. 

Lesson 12 
Situation-oriented training would /,ave improved 
Russian military effectiveness. Russian tactical train
ing standards for squads, platoons. and companies 
mandates I 5 I hours of total instrut.:tion, of which only 
5 or 6 hours are dedicated to urban warfare. Given 
overall reductions in Russian training. it is unlikely 
most troops ever received those 5 or 6 hours of instruc
tion. Nor were there any mock-up training ranges of 
the city or individual blocks, as prescribed by Russian 
militUl)' doctrine and World War IT Soviet army prac-
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tice. Instead, Russian troops had to rely on sources like 
the instructional pamphlet prepared by the Main Com
bat Training Directorate of the Ground Forces for 
those fighting in Chechnya. Because lhe lack of funds 
limited the number of copies printed, soldiers had to 
share them and pass them along on an ad hoc, individ
ual-to-individual basis. The situation was probably 
best summed up by Colonel A. Kostyuchenko of the 
Ground Troops Main Combat Training Directorate: 
"[l]t so happened chat, for our part, the tactics and 
methods of conducting combat operations in a city 
found no place in combat training programs." 

Lesson 13 

J,iadequate training ill even the most basic maneuver 
and combat skills inhibited Russian operations. Poor 
Russian combat performance can be traced to an over
all lack of training in fundamental military skills. The 
anny conducted no division-level exercises in the 2 
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years prior to the Chechnya conflict. In that same 
period, regimental, battalion, and company exercises 
were reduced over 75 percent. No joint exercises were 
held between Ministry of Interior troops and the Rus
sian army. Even individual skill training was reduced; 
consequently, some half-trained units refused combat 
or their commanders held them out. Operational defi• 
ciencies due to training shortfalls were not confined to 
ground force units. Russian accounts of air force oper
ations in Chechnya also revealed that pilots were not 
psychologically prepared for combat; had "squandered 
their skills in employing their weapons;" and bad 
problems flying in adverse weather because of reduced 
peacetime training. Such readiness concerns also led 
11 Russian generals to tell the Russian Duma that 
Russian forces were not prepared for such operations. 

Lesson 14 
Vrban combat is extremely manpower-intensive and 
produces significant attrition of men and materiel 
among the attackers. The Russians discovered that a 
5: 1 manpower ad vantage ( consisting mostly of infan
try) was sometimes not enough since they had to 
guard every building they took. Attrition rates for 
both men and materiel were also high. For example, 
Russian military officials, known for understating 
losses, admitted that 200 soldiers died and another 
800 were wounded in about 3 days of fighting during 
the second battle for Grozny in August 1996. These 
casualty figures were in line with earlier Ukrainian 
estimates that Russian security force losses during 
the 31 December 1994 attack on Grozny were 600 
dead and 300 prisoners of war. Materiel losses were 
also extreme; e.g., an element of the 131 Maikop 
Motorized Rifle Brigade lost 17 of 20 armored vehi
cles in just 1 day of fighting near the presidential pal
ace during the first battle of Grozny. 

Lesson 15 
Overwhelming firepower can make up for organiza• 
tional and tactical deficiencies in the short-run if one 
is willing to disregard collateral damage. When all 
else failed, the Russians fell back upon their least 
inventive option - overwhelming firepower - to take 
Grozny. Heavy-handed use of massed artillery and air
delivered ordnance allowed Russian security forces to 
gain control of Grozny after 2 months of fighting. 
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Lesson 16 

The sudde11 requirement to deploy to Chechnya, cou
pled with the unique supply problems posed by the 
Chechen operating environment, overwhelmed the 
already fragile Russian military logistics system. The 
Russian Office of the Inspector General concluded that 
the Ministry of Defense's efforts to carry out a partial 
mobilization of the transportation system to support 
Russian security forces in Chechnya was "an outright 
failure." This was hardly a surprising finding since 
Colonel-General V. Semenov of the military council of 
the ground forces had sought to have the entire cam
paign postponed before it commenced on the grounds 
that military equipment was in a sorry state, more than 
a third of the army's helicopters could not fly, and 
emergency supplies had already been partially con
sumed. Those deficiencies in the logistics system 
translated into some soldiers entering Grozny without 
weapons or ammunition for machineguns on armored 
vehicles. Russian army supply officers were also 
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unprepared for the abnonnally high demands for hand 
and smoke grenades; demolition charges; and dispos
able, one-shot ant-tank weapons generated by fighting 
in cities. Similarly, air force units entered the conflict 
with only 50 percent of the prescribed norms for fuel, 
ammunition, spare parts, and food. The military logis
tics system also failed to supply enough clothing for 
troops going into the field. Even the graves registration 
and burial system broke down. Mistakes were so com
mon that parents and wives had to travel to Chechnya 
to identify their loved ones from a pile of bodies 
"stacked like cordwood." Parents or wives were also 
sometimes force-0 to pay for the burials, since many 
military regions lacked the money to do the job as 
required by regulation. These inherent, structural limi
tations of the Russian military logistics system were 
exacerbated by the difficulties of operating in Chech
nya. Poor roads limited ground transport and military 
supply convoys were subject to ambush and delays by 
crowds of unarmed Chechen civilians blocking roads. 
Poor weather also restricted shipments by air. 

Lesson 17 

A lack of high-quality intelligence made operations 
more difficuli and dangerous for Russian security 
forces. During the pre-invasion planning phase, senior 
Russian officers were forced to rely upon 1:50,000 and 
1:100,000 scale maps because they Jacked better-suited 
1:25,000 or 1:12,500 scale maps. Current aerial or satel
lite intelligence was limited because the satellites had 
been turned off to save money and few aerial reconnais
sance missions had been conducted. Lower-level com
manders fared even worse - many had no or outdated 
(1984) maps and photographs. Eventually, the Russian 
army's cartographic service had to prepare a new set of 
maps from aerial photographs taken during the course 
of the fighting. The lack of adequate maps made it more 
difficult for Russian forces to coordinate their actions or 
to surround and fully cut off Grozny. 

Pre-invasion intelligence. assessments of Chechen mili
tary capabilities were severely inaccurate as both senior 
and troop-level commanders were shocked by the degree 
and intensity of Chechen resistance in Grozny. After the 
initial assault on Grozny, some Russian prisoners of war 
did not know their location; others asked reporters to 
"tell me who is fighting whom?" Despite these early 
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intelligence failures, little was done to rectify the situa
tion beyond initiating more aerial surveillance. As late as 
March 1996, the Russian Minister of the Interior was 
still complaining that poor reconnaissance and intelli
gence had allowed Chechen military forces to enter 
Grozny again without warning. Interior Minister 
Kulikov went on to say that the "outrageous negligence" 
of local authorities had resulted in "heavy fighting and 
losses." Kulikov's blistering attack produced few results 
since Chechen military forces recaptured Grozny m 
August 1996, again with no intelligence warning. 

Lesson 18 

The spatial qualities and perspective of urban and 
comenti<mal warfare are very different Urban warfare 
is more ''vertical" in that operations routinely reach up 
into buildings and down into sewers. The "vertical" 
character of fighting in an urban setting worked both for 
and against Russian troops. On the positive side, Rus
sian troops were able to attack buildings from the top 
downward, thereby achieving surprise and allowing 
them to bypass strong, ground-level defenses. On the 
negative side, "the whole city [was] armed with a gre
nade launcher in every third floor window." Also, snip
ers operated regularly from roof-tops, deep within 
upper-floor apartments, and from basements, making 
them difficult to spot. Chechens operating in this man
ner posed a serious problem since the guns on many 
Russian armored vehicles lacked sufficient elevation 
and/or depression to deal with these threats. Also, dis
cussed in later lessons, few Russian armored vehicles 
were capable of resisting top attacks. 
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Lesson 19 

Composite units were generally unsaJisfactory. At 

the start of campaign, few Russian units (even elite 

units like the Kantemirovskaya and Tamanskaya divi

sions) were up to authorized strength. Battalions were 

often manned at only 55 percent or less. Conse
quently, many units were "fleshed out" with last 

minute additional personnel and equipment. Accord

ing to one report, up to 60 percent of the tanks and 

armored vehicle crews were formed enroute to the ini

tial offensive. Similarly. the Chief of Staff of the 805th 

Guards Artillery Regiment complained that his battal

ions only received a small percentage of the trained 

crews necessary to fire its weapons. Many of the last

minute additions to the ranks of the 805th Guards 
Artillery Regiment, including officers, had to learn 

their trade "on the fly." In some cases, soldiers did not 

even know the last names of their comrades before 

entering battle. Some military districts also resorted to 

creating ad hoc regiments of "volunteers" and sending 

them to Chechnya. The Volga and Transbaikal military 

districts, for example, packaged genuine volunteers 

with conscripts into new, ad hoc regiments and sent 

them to Chechnya under armed guard. These ad hoc 

regiments generally ex.hibiced poor unit cohesiveness, 

v.ere difficult to command, and sometimes lacked 

essential equipment. In the opinion of Deputy Minis

ter of Defense Colonel-General Boris Gromov (hero 

of Afghanistan), "the considerable forces that were 

mustered piecemeal across Russia were simply unable 

to collaborate without training." 
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Lesson 20 

Fratricide was a serious and continuing problem 
throughout the campaign in Chechnya because it 
was difficult to tellfriendfromfoe, especially in cit
ies, Fratricide occurred frequently among Russian 
forces in Chechnya because, in the words of one Rus
sian commander, it is "unbelievably difficult" to dif
ferentiate friend from foe. In one particularly 
egregious case, and Ministry of Interior regiment 
fought a 6-hour battle with an anny regiment. Part of 
the problem stemmed from both sides using equip
ment (tanks. APCs. infantry fighting vehicles (IFVs), 
etc.) of the same origin. Chechen forces. for exam
ple, wore Russian pattern camouflage coveralls and 
other items of military dress obtained from former 
Soviet army stores in Chechnya. Usually this was not 
a deliberate attempt to disguise Chechen fighters as 
Russians, although Chechens used this ruse to carry 
out operations to discredit Russian soldiers with the 
local populous. Wide-scale use of nonstandard uni
forms within Russian forces made combat identifica
tion even tougher, especially with elite troops who 
affected a "Rambo" look. Russian troops were also 

allowed to wear civilian clothing to make up for the 
inability of the supply system to provide standard 
issue or to overcome poor military quality control 
standards. Fratricide was also caused by poor coordi
nation between different branches of the security 
forces. Although the ground forces made up the 
majority of the troops at the beginning of the cam
paign, federal forces also included Ministry of Inte
rior troops, Naval Infantry, and Spetsnaz 
reconnaissance troops under the control of the mili
tary intelligence branch. Miscommunications 
between ground forces and tactical air support crews 
also led to numerous cases of fratricide. 

Lesson 21 

Standard Russian military unit configurations were 
inappropriate for urban combat. The nature of 
urban warfare led the Russians to employ a novel 
configuration of assault detachments consisting of 
infantry reinforced wtth heavier fire support and 
combat engineer assets than found in standard forma
tions. The recommended configuration for such a 
group was: three motorized rifle platoons; one tank 
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company: one flame-thrower (Shmel) platoon with 
nine launcher teams; two Shilka or Tunguska air 
defense guns; one UR· 77 line-charge minefield 
breaching vehicle; one combat engineer squad; one 
medical team; and one technical support squad. 

Lesson 22 

Foregoing peacetime maintenance is a false econ
omy. The Russian army in Chechnya suffered the con
sequences of poor peacetime maintenance of armored 
vehicles and automotive equipment. On the road 
march into Grozny, for instance, two out of every ten 
tanks fell out of formation due to mechanical prob
lems. In another case, the Russians were only able to 
find one regiment's worth of functioning armored 
vehicles from an entire division's inventory. 

Lesson 23 

The potential of special forces for urban operations 
was never realized in Chechnya. Both foreign and 
Russian military observers agree that specia! forces, 
properly used, would have been of great value in 
Grozny. Units like the Alpha and Vympel teams were 
never sent, despite Alpha team's previous success of 
capturing the Afghan presidential palace in Kabul 
with "little blood." Spetsnaz troops, which were 
deployed, would have been excellent in reconnais
sance and covert operations, but instead were wasted 
spearheading the assault column into Grozny on New 
Year's Eve; this action occurred because conven
tional force commanders did not know how to prop
erly exploit Spetsnaz capabilities. Even when 
Spetsnaz were committed in their traditional recon
naissance role, serious problems developed. Teams 
were frequently inserted without adequate means to 
extract them, usually due to poor coordination of or 
cooperation with helicopter units. Teams also Jacked 
radios and other essential equipment. 

Lesson 24 

The nature of cities tends to channel combat opera
tions along narrow lanes of activity. Because combat 
conditions in Grozny were characterized by narrow 
fields of view, limited fields of fire, and constricted ave
nues of approach, operations tended to be channeled 
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along certain pre-ordained lines of march well-
known and heavily defended by Chechen fighters. 

Lesson 25 
Psychological operations, especially d1sinformation, 
were central to both Chechen and Russian strategies. 
From the onset, both groups realized that domestic and 
foreign perceptions of the war were almost as impor
tant as the actual ground situation. Thus, both sides 
tried to shape the news media's coverage of the war. 
For the Russians, this meant a well-orchestrated cam
paign of w1thholding information and spreading delib
erate disinfonnation. This campaign ran from military 
officers in the field, through govemment-controlled 
news services, up to senior government officials. The 
Russians: spread false infonnation about the timing 
and nature of military operations; used ''black" opera
tions to mask Russian involvement; lied about the type 
of weaponry used against targets in civilian areas; and 
under-reported the extent of their own military losses. 
The Russians also sought to shape perceptions by hin
dering the activity of news correspondents in the war 
zone. Other Russian psychological operations included 
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dropping leaflets from aircraft and appealing to Grozny 
citizens over loudspeakers to lay down their arms and 
not provoke Russian forces: jamming Chechen radio 
broadcasts and destroying the local television station: 
and conducting useless talks to gain time and co intimi
date the Chechens. Likewise, the Chechens. too, used 
disinfonnation. They also staged major news/prop;i
g,mda events like the raids on the Russian towns of 
Budyormovsk and Kizlar to embarrass Russian secu
rity forces. There were also reports of Chechens. 
dressed in Russian uniforms. carrying om acts to dis
credit Russian forces with the civil population. 

Lesson 26 

Strategic bombi11g ca,z be llSed i11 urban operations 
to shape the battlefield, especially during J/ie early 
phases. The Russians employed MiG-31 (Foxhound}, 
Su-27 (Flanker). Su-25 (Frogfoot). Su- l 7 (Filler), and 
Su-24 (Fern.:er) short-range bombers w scnke 87 3 
Chechen targets, including bridges. petroleum facili
ties. ammunition dumps, road netw,1rks, fortified 
areas, military equipment repair faL·iliti~s. command 
and control focilit1es, and enemy airtields. The Rus
sians also employed Tu-22M3 (Backfire) long-range 
bombers to close.: approat·h and escape routes around 
the cities of Gudermes. Shah. and Argun. 

Lesson 27 

The Ru~sian Air Defcn:.e force "dnsed" Chechen air
space even before Russian trnops entered Chechnya. 
The commander-in-chief \lf the Russian Air Defense 
Force daimed that, as early as August 1994 (5 months 
prior to Russian security forces entering Chechnya). 
his command was ordered to "close·· Chechen airspace 
to ensure that further mercenaries. weapon~ or ammu
nition were not airlifted into Chechnya. This meant 
that opposition forces would be limited to on-hand 
equipment if the air blockaded remained effective. 

Tactical Lessons 

Lesson 28 

Rigorous commuflications security is essential, even 
against relatil1ely primiti11e enemies. Apparently. 
much Russian tactical radio traffic was broadcast in 
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the clear. This allowed the Chechens to enter the Rus
sian tactical air control radio net in order to redirect 
Russian air assets against their own troops. At other 
times, Russian forward air controllers broadcast their 
own coordinates in the clear only to have Chechen 
artillery fire directed against them shortly thereafter. 

Lesson 29 

Accordi11g to Russian after-action assessments, night 
fighting was the single most difficult operatwn in 
Chechnya for infantry forces. This assessment was 
based on a shortage of night vision equipment and 
inadequate training. As a result, some units used vehi
cle headlights and other visible light sources to con
duct night openuions. - a tactic explicitly forbidden in 
anny directives. Such use of headlights and search
lights was. initially rationalized as a means to shock 
Chechen forces. Instead, it made Russian forces more 
vulnerable to Chechen coumerlire. 

Lesson 30 

Tanh and APCs cannot operate in trtres wi.Jhout 
e:rtemive dismounted infantry support. The Chechens 
fielded antitank hunter-killer teams. equipped w11h 
.. massive amoums of antitank \.veapuns," which keyed 
upon the engine noise from Russian armored veh1des. 
Once these hunter-loller teams converged upon Russian 
armor. 1hey wvuld volley-fire RPG-7 and RPG-l 8 anti
lank missiles from above. behind. and the sides. Rus
sian armed vehicles had trouble dealing with these 
forces for a vanely of reasons; e.g .. poor visibility from 
the vehicles and insufficient elevation/depression of on
board armament. Armor columns not accompanied by 
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dismounted infantry experienced staggering losses (in 
the initial assault on Grozny, up to 70 percent tank loss 
rate). As one Russian airborne commander noted afte.r 
the battle, "[W]ithout infantry cover, it was really sense
less to bring tanks into the city." 

Lesson 31 
Forces operating in cities need special equipment not 
usually found in Russum tabks of organization and 
equipment. The Russians came to believe each soldier 
needed a rope with a grappling hook for entering 
buildings. Additionally, lightweight ladders were 
found invaluable for assaulting infantry. 

Lesson 32 

Firing tracer ammunition in cities makes the user a 
target for snipers. Russian forces eventually stopped 
using tracer ammunition in night fighting since it 
directed enemy snipers back to the source of the fire. 
Later, army policy in Chechnya totally banned using 
tracer ammunition - night and day ~ because of the 
severity of the sniper problem. 

Lesson 33 

Trained snipers were essential, but in short supply. 
The Russian army, although well prepare.d on paper 
for fighting a sniper engagement, proved totally 
unready for the quantitative and qualitative demands 
of sniper operations in Chechnya. Russian snipers 
were both under equipped and poorly trained for the 
conditions they faced in Chechnya. Besides the tradi
tional technique of firing from rooftops, the Chechens 
used unexpected tactics in their own sniper operations; 
for example, they fired from deep wilhin rooms of 
buildings, not from the window ledges as Russian 
countersniper teams expected. Consequently, Russian 
sniper operations were less effective than anticipated. 

Lesson 34 
Obscurants are especially useful when fighting in cit
ks. Russian forces made extensive use of smoke and 
white phosphorus to screen the movement of forces 
during city fighting. Every fourth or fifth Russian artil
lery or mortar round was either smoke or white phos
phorus. (The Russians claimed that white phosphorus 
had the added benefits of toxicity, readily penetrated 
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Chechen protective masks, and was not banned by 
treaty.) They also found tear gas very useful in Grozny. 

Lesson 35 
Armored combat e,igineering vehicles can perform 
important, specialized urban combat missions. The 
Russians found that armored combat engineering vehi
cles were indispensable for removing obstacles (a seri
ous impediment to urban movement) and for 
mineclearing. The Russians employed the IMR, a mul
tirole engineer vehicle fitted to a tank chassis. The 
IMR has a bulldozer plow on the front and a traversing 
crane in place of the turret. The crane has a bucket or 
cargo boom at the end depending upon the job. (There 
are two versions of this vehicle: the IMR built upon a 
T-55 chassis, and the IMR-2 based on the T-72 chas
sis.) The Russians also extensively used the UR-77, a 
minefield breaching vehicle based on a modified 2S 1 
self-propelled howitzer chassis. This vehicle has a 
rocket-propelled line charge launcher mounted on the 
hull rear for explosive breaching of minefields, The 
Russian army reconunended every assault group 
include two IMRs and one UR-77. 

Lesson 36 
Recovering damaged armored vehicles is especially 
difficult in cities. The Russians discovered that rubble/ 
debris, narrow streets, sniper fire, and the shortcom
ings of recovery vehicles themselves made armored 
vehicle recovery extremely difficult and perilous. 

Lesson 37 

Hit-and-run ambush attacks by small groups were 
the favorite tactic of the Chechens. The Chechens 
normally operated in groups of 15 to 20 fighters; 
these groups would further subdivide into smaller 
groups of 3 to 4 for combat missions. Each small 
group would generally include a sniper, a grenade 
launcher operator, and at least one machinegun 
operator. These units, employing antitank weapons 
and Molotov cocktails, then lay in wait to ambush 
Russian forces. Ambushes sometimes involved 
heavier weapons like artillery. In this case, the 
Chechens would use one or two artillery pieces, fire 
a few rounds, then flee. The Chechens used ambush 
tactics against helicopters as well. 
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Lesson 38 

Direct-fire artillery can be a valuable tool iJJ 
urban combat, provided collateral damage is not a 
major concern. Upon entering Grozny, the Rus
sians found it difficult to employ artillery in an 
indirect mode because of the buildings and lack of 
fire-direction specialists. They also found that tech
nical deficiencies in the main guns of most Russian 
armored vehicles made them incapable of dealing 
with entrenched snipers and shoulder-fired antitank 
grenade launchers (RPG) teams on the upper floors 
of buildings. Thus, the Russians employed artillery, 
multiple rocket launchers, and the 82-mm Vasilek 
automatic mortar as direct fire weapons, usually at 
ranges of 150 to 200 meters. 

Lesson 39 

A failure of small unit leadership, especially at 
the NCO level, was a primary cause of Russian 
tacticalfailures in Grozny. The Russians have rec
ognized that urban warfare often devolves into 
actions of small groups. Unfortunately, the tradi
tional Russian lack of a professional NCO corps, 
coupled with a shortfall of 12,000 platoon leaders 
on the eve of the c.:impaign in Chechnya. crippled 
its small unit operations. 

Lesson 40 

Tracked armored vehicles are preferable to 
wheeled armored vehicles in urban warfare. The 
Russians discovered urban combat generated vast 
amounts of rubble ~ debris that wheeled vehicles 
had trouble traversing. Tracked vehicles, by con
trast, could readily negotiate urban rubble. 

Technical Lessons 

Lesson 41 
When operating in cities, annored vehicles require 
more protection and that protectum needs to be distrib
uted differently than for co11ventio11al battlefield opera
tions. Russian annor arrays, optimized across the frontal 
arc for NATO central front engagements, provided inade
quate protection in the urban conditions of Chechnya. 
Problems with the T-72 in Grozny centered upon cata-
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strophic ammunmon fires and inadequate protection 
against top attacks from shaped charges. Survivability of 
the T-80 was also criticized by the Russian Minister of 
Defense, especially its vulnerability to top attacks from 
shaped charges. Diagrams of Russian annored vehicles 
in public Russian assessments showed the majority of 
lethal hits against tanks and infantry fighting vehicles 
occurred on their upper surfaces, especially through the 
turret roofs and engine decks, as well as from the rear. 
Colonel General Sergei Mayev, Deputy Commander of 
the Ground Forces for Armaments, estimated that 98 per
cent of tanks destroyed in urban operations were hit in 
places where the design did not permit installation of 
reai.:tive annor. These same Russian assessments also 
emphasized that armored vehicles in Grozny were sub
jected to extensive, multiple attacks. Every armored vehi
cle had co deal with six. or seven attacks by antitank 
systems, mostly RPGs. These vulnerabilities should not 
have surprised senior Ministry of Defense officials since 
Russian tank designers say they consciously shifted the 
bulk of armor protection to the frontal arc to deal with the 
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anticipated threat to tanks - NATO tanks and antitank 
weapons firing against advancing Russian armor col
unms. Severe weigh limitations, imposed by the Ministry 
of Defense, forced designers to make this trade-off. 

Lesson 42 
RPGs can be used against helicopters. There is at 
least one recorded instance of the Chechens using an 
RPG to down a Russian helicopter. 

Lesson 43 
Air defense guns are valuable for suppressing 
ground targets. The Russians found that the ZSU-23-
4 Shilka and the 2S6 Tunguska air defense guns were 
very useful against multistory buildings because their 
guns had sufficient elevation to hit targets in the upper 
stories. Air defense weapons worked so well in this 
ground suppression role that Russian authorities even
tually recommended that urban assault formations rou
tinely include Shilkas and Tunguskas. 

Lesson 44 
Heavy machinegum still offer good defense again.st 
close air attack, especially from helicopters. Impro
vised Chechen tactical air defenses. consisting of 
tmck-mounted 23-mm cannons and 12.7-mm heavy 
machineguns mount.ed on 4 x 4 utility vehicles dam
aged about 30 helicopters and destroyed 1 other. Other 
reports indicate that Chechen ZSU-23-4s also 
destroyed at least one, possibly two Russian SU-25 
ground-attack fighters. 

Lesson 45 
Both sides employed commercial off-the-shelf tech-
110logies for military purposes. As previously men
tioned, Russian soldiers were allowed to substitute 
civilian clothing for inadequate, missing or cumber
some military counterpans. This proved a problem 
since it made identifying friend from foe more diffi
cult. Chechen experience was more positive. They 
constructed ad hoc air defense systems by macing Zu-
23-4 23-mm air defense cannons on civilian KAMAZ 
trucks and by placing 12.7-nun heavy machineguns on 
Toyota Land Cruisers, Jeeps, and the Russian civilian 
UAZ-469. Similarly, the Chechens put mortars on 
civilian-type trucks to improve their tactical mobility 
and lessen their vulnerability to Russian counterbat· 
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tef)1 fire. Chechen forces also employed Westem
made, civilian radios for tactical communication dur
ing the second battle of Grozny. Finally, the Chechens 
turned industrial chemicals into home-made chemical 
weapons. [Refer to Lesson 48 for details.] 

Lesson 46 

Non-lethal technolngies were seldom used. There are 
no reports of Russian forces using nonlethal technolo
gies, except tear gas. It is not clear whether the 
absence of nonlethal technologies was the result of 
conscious Russian tactical decisions or because their 
inventory did not offer them this option. Regardless, 
the lack of nonlethal systems put Russian convoy 
crews at a disadvantage when confronted by unanned 
civilians blocking roads. 

Lesson 47 

Tactical communication proved very dijficuh in 
Grozny. Part of the problem stemmed from design 
practices that incorporated Russian army preference to 
fight from within armored infantry vehicles that led to 
infantry tactical communications located inside or 
dependent upon the BMP or BTR infantry fighting 
vehicles. Once the infantry dismounted their vehicles, 
radios became hard to reach and communication was 
cumbersome. City buildings also disrupted the signals 
of Russian m.ilitary radios. Their short-tenn, tactical 
solution to this problem was to establish ground-based 
and aircraft-based relay stations. Russian commenta
tors, however, noted that ultimately the military will 
have to acquire radio equipment better suited for urban 
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operations, like mobile cellular telephone networks. 
Ministry of Interior units, equipped more like police 
forces, tended to have a much wider selection of small 
tactical radios, including individual radios, that could 
operate in cities. However, they had difficulty commu
nicating from the small unit level to highe_r headquar
ters or with the military services. 

Lesson 48 
Indigenous forces can improvise crude chemical 
weapons. Because Chechen forces had no access to 
military chemical weapons, they improvised their own 
by using on-hand supplies of industrial chemicals. 
Using chlorine gas, they built chemical mines that 
were remotely detonated by radio signal. 

Lesson 49 
The cabs of supply trucks must be armored. As in 
Afghanistan, the Russian anny in Chechnya soon dis
covered that it was essential to armor the cabs of 
trucks, even those convoyed. Unarmored supply col
umns proved especially lucrative targets for snipers 
and roving bands of Chechen fighters. In addition, 
trucks were very vulnerable to both antipersonnel and 
antitank landmines; about 600 trucks and unarmored 
vehicles were destroyed over the course of the cam
paign. Numerous casualties resulted from the absence 
of mine protection on standard support vehicles. 
Although the Russian army developed armored ver
sions of the standard Ural 5-ton truck for convoys in 
Afghanistan, none were manufactured in quantity nor 
deployed in the Chechen theater. The Russian army is 
now looking at a variety of annor packages for logis
tics vehicles for contingency operations. 

Lesson 50 
"Bunker busting" weapons are invaluable for urban 
warfare. The highest acclaimed weapon in Chechnya 
was the RPO Shmel. (A measure of its importance is 
that 512 Shmel gunners received decorations for their 
service in Chechnya.) Although officially called a 
flame-thrower, it more closely resembles a rocket 
launcher in Western armies. Unofficially, it is called 
"pocket artillery" by Russian troops. Shmel is a sin
gle-shot, disposable weapon resembling a large LAW 
or AT-4 rocket launcher. The rocket grenade is 
equipped with a thermobaric incendiary mixture that 
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can also be described as a fuel air explosive. It is 
intended primarily to attack enemy troops in confined 
spaces such as bunkers or interior rooms. It also has a 
secondary use against lightly armored vehicles. In 
Grozny, it was widely used against Chechens 
entrenched in buildings, especially snipers. 

Lesson 51 

Some Russian equipment was modified while in the 
field to counter enemy tactics and equipment. The 
Russians resurrected the Afghanistan concept of add
on armor to address problems that surfaced in Grozny. 
This led to the development of reshetkn armor that 
resembled a set of venetian blinds fabricated out of 
steel bars. It works on the principle that the majority of 
RPGs striking the reshetka screens become trapped 
between the bars or disintegrate without the fuses det
onating their shaped charge warheads. Reshetka 
screens were first displayed at the Kubinka armored 
test range trials during a hastily called conference in 
January-February 1995 to examine the Chechen cam
paign lessons to date. These reshetka screens were 
then deployed to Chechnya in February 1995. Addi
tionally, some tanks and APCs were outfitted with 
cages made from wire mesh that stood about 25 to 30 
centimeters away from the hull armor. These wire 
mesh cages were intended to defeat both RPGs and 
Molotov cocktails. The Russians also mounted 240-
mm rockets on helicopters for the first time in Chech
nya as a field expedient to gain sufficient standoff 
range as protection against tactical air defenses. [Refer 
to Lesson 52.] 
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Lesson 52 

Helicopters need standoff weapons. Widespread 
Chechen use of 23-mm cannons and 12.7-mm heavy 
machineguns encouraged Russian helicopter gunships 
to employ their weapons at ranges of 3,000 meters or 
more. Helicopter crews, repeating tactics from 
Afghanistan, found that antitank guided missiles 
(ATGMs) were very effective for attacking hardened 
targets with precision. The preferred type was the 
radio-command guided Shtrnm (AT-6 Spiral). The 
longer ranged ATGMs, such as Shtrum, gave the heli
copter crew sufficient standoff range to foil Chechen 
air defense guns. (After Afghanistan, the Russians also 
developed a high explosive warhead using ther
mobaric principles for helicopter-fired ATGMs, but 
there were no reports of such weapons being used in 
Chechnya.) Smaller caliber rockets, such as like the 
57-mm S-5 series and the 80-mm S-8 series), although 
effective, lacked sufficient range to put them outside 
the reach of Chechen lactical air defenses. Conse
quently, Russian crews experimented with the 240-
mm S-24 rocket for attacking targets protected by air 
defenses. This appeared to be a field expedient since 
the Russians had never attempted to integrate S-24s 
with helicopters for fear the rocket plume might stall 
the engine when the helicopter moved forward. 

Lesson 53 

Helicopters are not suited for urban combat. This 
verdict - delivered by the Commander of Russian 
Army Aviation, Colonel General Vitahy Pavlov -
was surprising since Russian military doctrine speci
fies the preferred method of capturing a building is 
from the top-down, with troops helicoptered into posi
tion. That part of Russian doctrine notwithstanding, 
Colonel General Pavlov claims Russian doctrine also 
specifies that helicopters are too vulnerable to rooftop 
snipers and ambushes in urban setting. 

Lesson 54 
The Russian air force made extensive use of preci
sion-guided weapons whefl not hampered by bad 
weather. The Russians made large-scale use of laser
guided bombs and missiles fired from the Su-24. 
These weapons destroyed key bridges and communi
cations facilities with greater precision than previously 
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possible. Russian use of precision-guide munitions, 
however, was severely limited by the frequent appear
ance of rain and fog over the battlefield, especially 
during the initial march to Grozny when "weather con
ditions were appalling and the use of precision weap
onry was impossible." 

Lesson 55 

Inadequate on-board flavigation systems and poor 
radar limued the use of helicopters in adJ•erse weather 
and al night. Technical shortcomings of on-board radar 
and navigation forced the Russians to employ Mi-24 heli
copters mostly during the day and fair weather when vis
ibility exceeded 1.5 kilometers and pilots could clearly 
see their targets. According to Colonel General Pavlov, 
Commander of Russian Army Aviation, these rules 
meant that 95 percent of the days in February 1995 were 
listed as "non~flying days." 

,j• 
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Lesson 56 

The Russians did not use precision-gui.ded, artillery
.fired munitions despite having such rou,zds in their 
inventory. The Russians had the necessary equipment 
to carry out precise artillery strikes w1th weapons 
such as the laser-guided Krasnapol, Sancimetr aml
lery rounds, and the guided Smelchak manar rounds. 
However, none of these were used in Chel'hnya. Inter
national Defense Digest, quoting unnamed sour,-es in 
the Russian "higher command," daimed that senior 
commanders considered highly advanced munitions 
too expensive to be "wasted" in Chechnya. These 
munitions may also have been considered unneces
sary by tactical commanders who received the bulk of 
their fire support from direct fire artillery working 
close (150 to 200 meters) to the targets. At such dose 
range, accuracy Ct)u!d be achieved withllUt resorting 
to "expensive" preci,iun-gu1ded anillery munit1,1ns. 

Lesson 57 

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) 'r4/ert! ust!d exte11• 
sfrely in Clzech,iya. Russia used UAVs in combat for 
the tirst time in Chechen. One sut:h vehtde was che 

Sterkh. whi~h has two modular payloads: a m:on-
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naissance package w11h a daylight, stabilized TV 
c:imera with a real-Lime transmission system; and an 
electronic warfare jamming package. The Sterkh '.s 
chief shonfall is its limited durability - between 5 
and l O landings. The Russians also used the sensor
carrying Shmel remotely piloted vehicle (RPV), 
which could operate up 10 2 hours out to a range of 
60 kilometer~. Apparently, the UAVs were used pri
marily by Russian airborne forces who judged 1hem 
extremely successful, particularly as a wa:,, of saving 
the lives of reconnaissance team members 
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Now Available for download: ProMet After Action Report 

£Yer~ To solve critical warfighting issues related to conducting Military Operations in Urban Terrain (MOUT). 

Hypothesis; "That properly trained and equipped Marine Air-Ground Task Forces (MAGTFs) can successfully operate 
in the urban battlespace, while incurring lower than historically expected casualty rates.'' 

Program Description: Project Metropolis (ProMet) is a continuation of urban warfighting experimentation begun 
during the Marine Corps Warfighting Lab's Urban Warrior {UW) experimentation series. The project built on the two 
key lessons learned during UW: 

1. That the majority of problems cun be resolved with better training, and 

'> That units must employ combined anns teams to be effective. 

Based on these two fundamental points, ProMet focused in Increment One and Two on developing tactics, techniques, 
and procedures (TTPs) to en..ible Marines to fight and win m the "Block 3" MOUT environment. while reducing 
casualties from the historical 30-40% to 20% or less. As these TTPs were developed, they were incorporated into a 
comprehensive urban warfighting training package that was forwarded to Training and Education Command (TECOM) 
in December of '00. 

ProMet has shifted its focus reconnaissance in Increment Three to address the challenges of "Blocks 1 and 2", urban 
rotary wing operations, and urban ground reconnaissance. In conjunction with developing the ITPs and their associated 
training lessons, Pro Met is evaluating the value of selected technologies. The project began in June of 1999 and is 
projected to continue through 2002. The specific objectives for the project are: 

• Develop urban warfighting TTPs 

• Draft a comprehensive MOUT curriculum for hand-off to TECOM 

• Determine the "right" things to teach 

• Detem1ine the "best" way to teach them 

• Validate the ITPs through experimentation at the squad. platoon, company and MAGTF combined aims level 

• Determine the training time required to achieve individual and unit "proficiency" to win in the urban battlespace 
and reduce casualties 

• Determine the required training frequency to maintain individual and unit proficiency 

• Determine the relative value of selec1~ :1c~'B~~'§/OSO/g275 
http;//www .mew l.quantico. usmc.mil/promet.ht~ 6/5/2002 
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• Develop recommendations for improvements to existing MOUT facilities 

Project Schedule 

Increment 1 . Block 3 MOUT Experimentation 

Phase I - 7 June - 30 July '99 

• Established a Quantico based task force to execute Project Metropolis 

• Conducted a review of existing MOUT training curriculums 

• Identified the "good, bad, and missing" TIPs 

• Reviewed experiment results from Urban Warrior, MOUT ACTD, and other appropriate venues 

Phase II - 1 August - 30 September '99 

• Drafted initial training curriculum based on Phase I review and analysis 

• Visited formal schools to discuss status of MOUT instruction 

Phase. III - 1 October - 31 December '99 

• Trained I MEF MOUT instructors in with new MOUT training curriculum 

• Conducted TIP validation experiments using MOUT instructors from TBS 

Page 2 of 6 

• Conducted SME MOUT conference to review and provide comments on required content for Basic Urban Skills 
Training (BUST) 

• Revised BUST training curriculum and lesson plans 

Phase IV - I January - 29 February '00 

• Trained infantry, engineers, tanks, AA V, LAV, and CSS personnel from First Marine Expeditionary Force (I 
MEF) with new BUST training curriculum at Camp Pendleton MOUT facility 

• Conducted "proficiency" training with I MEF forces 

• Conducted combined arms TIP development experiments with I :tvfEF at Ft. Ord, CA 

• Revised BUST training package based on lessons learned 

Phase V - I March - 31 May '00 

• Conducted BUST basic essential skills test (BEST) to evaluate effect of break in training for forces trained in 
Phase IV 

• Conducted new equipment training using previously trained I MEF forces 

• Conducted MOUT instructors at SCLA for 2nd MARDIV and 4th MARDIV personnel 

. . 11-1 -0559/0SD/9276 
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• Conducted limited combined arms team and technology experimentation at Southern California Logistics 
Airfield (SCLA) (former George AFB), Victorville, CA 

• Revised BUST training package based on lessons learned 

Phase VI - 1 June - 31 August '00 

• Trained MOUT ACID infantry company using BUST training package 

• Participated in 4th MARDIV exercise at Ft. Knox MOUT facility 

• Drafted MOUT training concept 

• Revised training package 

• Drafted Increment 1 report, based on the results of Phases I through V 

Increment 2 · Company/Battalion/MAGTF Experimentation 

Company(rein) Phase - 1 September - 31 December '00 

• Submitted BUST package to TECOM for review and inclusion in Marine Corps training 

• Submitted MOUT instructor course training package to TECOM for review 

• Conducted BUST for company (rein), engineers, tank, AA V, LAV, CSS personnel at SCLA 

• Conducted company (rein) level combined arms experiments and TIP development at SCLA 

• Revised BUST and MOUT instructor training curriculum 

• Submitted proposed infantry MOUT individual training standards (ITS) to TECOM 

Bn(-)/MAGTF Phase - 1 January - 30 April '01 

• Conducted BEST evaluation of previously trained forces during company phase 

• Conducted Bn(-)/MAGTF level combined arms (including rotary wing survivability issues) experiment at SCLA 

• Provided Doctrine Division, MCCDC a proposed revision to the MOUT section of MCWP 3-11.2, Marine Rifle 
Squad 

• Assist MEFs in establishing MOUT instructor cadre and training program 

• Began assessment and analysis of company and battalion level experimentation 

• Publish Increment 2 report 

Increment 3 - MOUT, UGR, and Rotary Wing Experimentation 

Block 1 and 2 MOUT 

Research Phase - 1 February - 31 March 'O 1 
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• Interview personnel returning from Block 1 and 2 deployments/commitments 

• Research and determine Block 1 and 2 MOUT training requirements 

• Coordinate with allies and other US services, agencies, and training establishments 

Training Package Development Phase - 1 April - 30 September '01 

• Revise Block 1 and 2 portions of SPMAGTF MOUT curriculum 

• Develop Block 1 and 2 MOUT instructors training package 

• Conduct initial platoon level evaluation during KB(X) - Jul '01 

• Revise training package based on lessons learned 

Platoon/Company(rein) Phase - I October - 28 February '02 

• Train instructors with revised training curriculum 

• Train experiment forces with revised training package 

• Conduct Block 1 and 2 company MOUT experiment - Jan/Feb '02 

• Conduct assessment 

• Revise training package 

MAGTF Phase - I March - 30 September '02 

• Conduct proficiency evaluation 

• Train experiment forces 

• Conduct MAGTF experiment in conjunction with Millennium Challenge-02 (MC-02) - Jul '02 

• Conduct assessment 

• Revise training package 

• Draft Increment 3 report 

Urban Combined Arms Exercise (UCAX) - I January 'O I - 30 September '02 

• Develop concept using input from other experiments 

• Determine support requirements 

• Conduct initial trail during MC-02 - Jul '02 

• Revise concept 

• Deliver UCAX package for review 
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· Urban Ground Reconnaissance (UGR)- 1 January '01 - 30 September '02 

Research Phase - I January 'O I - 30 May 'O l 

• Identify deficiencies 

• Conduct UGR conference - Mar 'O 1 

• Develop POA&M 

• Allocate tasks to reconnaissance units for TIP development 

, Identify candidate technologies 

Developmental Phase - 1 June '01- 3 L May '02 

, Develop ITPs 

• Procure candidate technologies 

, Identify and experiment with supporting technologies 

• Conduct limited objective e,periments (LOEs) 

• Revise TIPs as required 

Finalization Phase - I June - 30 September '02 

• Evaluute TIPs during MC-02 - Jul '02 

• Revise TIPs 

• Publish report 

• Deliver TTPs, ITS, and training package for review 

Urban Rotary (URW) Wing Operations- L November '00 - 30 September '02 

Research Phase - 1 November '00 - 1 March '02 

• Reviewed infonnation on previous studies conducted 

• Conducted liaison with other DOD services and agendes to determine current TTPs being utilized 

• Continue to collect information on URW operations and aircraft survivability 

Development Phase - 1 February '01 - March '02 

• Conducted initial URW experimentation during Bn(-)/MAGTF experiment - Feb '01 at SCLA 

Page 5 of 6 

• Experimented with six-line brief during Bn(-)/MAGTF experiment - Feb '01 at SCLA to determine effectiveness 

• Conduct additional experiments to evaluate current and proposed TfPs 
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• Conduct UR W conference to discuss experiment results 

• Adjust TIPs as required 

• Identify technologies that can benefit URW survivability studies 

• Begin planning for Joint URW LTA - April '02 

Finalization Phase - 1 March '02 - 30 September '02 

• Conduct Joint UR W LTA - Apr '02 

• Publish LT A report 

• Conduct experiments to determine impact of threat systems on URW operations 

• Integrate RW assets into UCAX during MC-02- Jul "2 

• Revise TTPs 

• Conduct URW conference to finalize inputs to T&R manual 

• Submit findings for inclusion in T &R manual 
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X-Files 

What are the X-Files? (Click here tQ.jump to the download section of this document.) 

• The X-Files are pocket-sized, useful, clear information that can be quickly read. 
• They convey a synthesis of learning from experiments with MOUT tactics, techniques, and procedures, and some 

enabling technologies that can help us fight and win battles on urbanized terrain. 
• They are an evolving body of knowledge that will be refined and inserted into the Marine Corps Combat 

Development System when the Urban Warrior experiments are concluded. 
• The X-Files use post training analysis and feedback from Marines. They are not doctrine, nor are they standing 

operating procedures (S0Ps). 

If you have any questions about the X-Files, please e-mail the MCWL Synthesis Center. 

To download the X-Files: The X-Files have been converted to the Portable Document Format (PDF) from Adobe. If 
you don't have the latest Adobe Acrobat Reader, please follow this link to the Adobe web page, and install it on your 
system. 

AdQb~Acrobat Reader 

Note: These files are acccs1>ihlc from the MILNET only. ff you arc on the MILNET and still have trnuble acce~sing the X-Files, please consult 
your network adminislrator. If you need tn access che X-f-1lcs fnHn a site thac is not on the MILNET, please contact MCWL S\'.:Curity 

Click on a link below to download that X-File: 

MCWL X-File_3-35.1 

MCWL X-Eile 3-35.2 

MCWL X-file 3-35.~ 

MCWL X-File 3-35.6 

MCWL X-File 3-35.7 

MCWL_X-File 3-35.8 

MC.WL X-Eile 3-35.1 l 

MCWL X-File 3-35.12 

MCWL X-File 3-35.13 

M.CWL X~file 3-15.31. 

MCWL X-Fil~_ 3-33.63 

Urban Attack 

Combat Squad Leader Decision Making 

Urban Defense 

Urban Patrolling 

Security Operations 

Combined Arms 

Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief Assessments (Not Re:.1rictcd) 

Urban Sustainability 

Tactical Instrumentation 

Designated Marksman 

Intra Squad Radio 

Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief Operations (Not Re~tr1cted) 

MCWL X-File 3-35.21 Cliff Assault 
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' 
MC_WL X-File 3-35_J1 Squad and Platoon Combined Arm Teams in MOUT 

.MCWL X-File_J-35..il Small Unit Support Vehicle (SUSV) 

MCWL X-File 5-12X Experimentation Procedures 

MCWL X-File X-X Project Metropolis After-Action Report 
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The Urban Operations Journal 

"In one moment in time, our service members will be feeding and 
clothing displaced refugees - providing humanitaria,i assistance. In the 
next moment, they will be holding two warring tribes apart · conducting 
peacekeeping operations. Finally, they will be fighting a highly lethal 
mid-intensity battle. All on the same day, all within three city blocks. It 

wiJJ be what we call the three block war." 

General Charles C. Krulak, USMC 

Welcome to the Urban Operations Journal. This site is designed as an 
online aid and web portal for members of United States, allied and coalition 
military services researching urban military operations. The intended 
audience also includes civilian members of the U.S. Department of Defense 
and defense contractors who are attempting to find solutions to the 
problems inherent to this most difficult operating environment. 

The Urban Operations Journal also contains original material submitted by 
site visitors as well as urban operations related studies, papers and articles 
that, if not posted here, would be "gathering dust" on the shelves of our 
military and civilian institutions. The successful conduct of urban 
operations is difficult at best and we can ill afford to relearn lessons already 
learned or to ignore the problem - we cannot "wish it away" in anticipation 
of the next Desert Storm. 

The Urban Operations Journal is a private site and as such does not reflect 
the official policy or opinions of the U.S. Government, Department of 
Defense or the Services. Comments, questions and contributions are 
encouraged and always welcomed. We hope you find this site useful. 

Some of the documents linked to the Urban Operations Journal are PDF 
files. To view, navigate, and print PDF sites download A.dobe Acrob.al 
Reader. 
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The Urban Operations Journal 

Operations/Urban Conflicts 

Afghanistan: Urban Opera1imu Joumal Af ganistan Site 

Africa: Urbm_1 Opqations Joumal Africa Site 

Balkans: Urban Operations Joumal Balk;.n1s Site 

Chechnya: I.!rb.G!.I Qp(rQt.ions /our.n.al_C:::hechnya Site 

The Cold \Var: 1]_r/J.qn Oprrati011s Joumal Cold War Sit~ 

Columbia: 1/IQ.a.11_ Opi!ra!ions Joumal_.Colum.l:!ia Sit~_ 

East Timor: Ur/Hm Operations J_ournal _East Tirnor Sil~ 

Operation Enduring Freedom: L/rban_Qp_eraJi_ons Joumal _OpemtiQ.'11 
Ensl.L!.riDg FreedomSite 

Grenada : Ur.b_qn Operations Joumal Grenada Site 

Haiti: Urban Opern.tions Jouma/_J-Ia_iti Sit~ 

Iran-Iraq War: Urban Operatim&lot!mfllJrnn~Jr.aq Si~ 

Iraq: Urban Operations Joumal Iraq_Site 

Israel-Palestinians: Urban Operations Joumal Israel-Palestinians Site 

Korea: Urban Operations Joumal Korea Site 

Lebanon: Urban ()pgratio11s loumal Leb;!QQD._SiJ:t 

Liberia : Urban Oprmtions Journal Libe.0<1...Sile 

l\llultiple Operations: Urban Operations Journal Multiple 
Operations/Conflicts Site 

Northern Ireland: Urban_Operations Joumal Northern Ireland Site 

Panama: !)Jban Operations Jou.ma! Pana111a S.i!~ 
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Philippines (Non-WW II): Urban Operations Journal Philippines Site 

Somalia: Urban Operations Journal Somalia Site 

South and Central America: Urban Operations Journal South and 
Central America Site 

Vietnam: Urban Operations Journal Vietnam Site 

World War II: Urban Operations Journal World War II Site 
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The Urban Operations Journal 
Chechnya 

Articles - Overview and Military Operations 

Back to the Future with Asymmetric Watfare (Vincent Goulding, Jr. -
Parameters) 
Chechnya (Emil Payin and Arkady Popov - Rand) 
Russia's Invasion of Chechnya: A Preliminary Assessment (Stephen Blank 
and Earl Tilford, Jr., Strategic Studies Institute) 
War in Chechnya: Implications for Russian Security Policy (Mikail 
Tsypkin, Editor - Naval Postgraduate School) 
Russian Lessons Learned from the Battles for Grozny (Lester Grau and 
Timothy Thomas -FMSO) 
The Battle of Grozny: Deadly Classroom for Urban Combat (Timothy 
Thomas - FMSO) 
Changing Russian Urban Tactics: The Aftermath of the Battle for Grozny 
(Lester Grau -FMSO) 
The Battle for Grozny: New Years Eve Day 1994 (Adam Geibel - Infantry 
- Urban Operations Joumal) 
Wounded Bear: The Ongoing Russian Military Operations in Chechnya 
(MAJ Gregory Celestan, USA) 
Air Power in Low Intensity Conflict: The Case of Chechnya (Timothy 
Thomas - Airpower Journal) 
First Chechnya War: 1994-1996 (Federation of American Scientists) 
The Battles of Grozny (lb Faurby - Royal Danish Defense College) 
Why the Russian Military Failed in Chechnya (MAJ Raymond Finch m
FMSO) 
A Face of Future Battle: Chechen Fighter Shamil Basayev (MAJ Raymond 
Finch III, USA - Military Review) 
Chechen Clan Military Tactics and Russian Warfare (Dr. Theodore Karasik 
- Central Asia/Caucasus Analyst Page) 
Urban Lessons Learned from the Russian Experience in Chechnya (Urban 
Operations Journal) 
Grozny 2000: Urban Combat Lessons Learned (Timothy Thomas - FMSO) 
Second Chechnya War: 1999 - ??? (Federation of American Scientists) 
Second Time Lucky? Evaluating Russian Performance in the Second 
Chechen War (Michael Orr - Conflict Studies Research Center) 
Will Russia go for a Military Victory in Chechnxa? (Paul Baev - Conflict 
Studies Research Center) 
Some Provisional Notes on Current Russian Opererations in Dagestan and 
Chechnya (Michael Orr - Conflict Studies Research Center) 
The Generals are Prepared to Cal.J)'. Out any Order, But They Don't Want to 
Conquer Chechnya for the Time Being (Viktor Litovkin - Moscow 
Obschchaya Gazeta) 
Russia's Chechen Wars 1994-2000: Lessons From Urban Combat (Olga 
Oliker - Rand) 
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Results of the Fulfillment of Official Tasks by the Russian Interior Ministry 
Troops in 1999 - Participation in Anti-Terrorist Operations in Chechnya 
(Colonel-General Vyacheslav Ovchinnikov) 
Poisoned Clouds Over Deadly Streets: Grozny, December 1999- January 
2000 (Adam Geibel - Military Review) 
A 'Crushing Victory': Fuel-Air Exl}losives and Grozny 2000 (Lester Grau 
and Timothy Thomas - FMSO) 
Russian-Manufactured Armored Vehicle Vulnerability in Urban Combat: 
The Chechnya Experience (Lester Grau - FMSO) 
Combat Stress in Chechnya: "The Equal Opportunity Disorder" (Timothy 
Thomas, FMSO, and MAJ Charles O'Hara, USA) 
The Second Chechen War: The Information Component (Emil Pain) 
'Soft Log' and Concrete Canyons: Russian Urban Combat Logistics in 
Grozny (Lester Grau and Timothy Thomas - FMSO) 
Viral Hepatitis and the Russian War in Chechnya (Lester Grau and Dr. 
William Jorgensen - FMSO) 
Handlin~ the Wounded in a Counter-Guerrilla War: The Soviet/Russian 
Experience in Afghanistan and Chechnya (Lester Grau and Dr. William 
Jorgensen - FMSO) 
Echoes of Chechnya Warfare Resound in Moscow. Quantico (Robert 
Ackerman - Sig11al) 
Assault on Downtown Grozny - Part 1 (Vyacheslav Mironov - First Hand 
Account) 
Assault on Downtown Grozny - Part 2 (Vyacheslav Mironov) 
Assault on Downtown Grozny - Part 3 (Vyacheslav Mironov) 
Assault on Downtown Grozny - Part 4 (Vyacheslav Mironov) 
Assault on Downtown Grozny - Part 5 (Vyacheslav Mironov) 
Assault on Downtown Grozny - Part 6 (Vyacheslav Mironov) 
Assault on Downtown Grozny - Part 8 (Vyacheslav Mironov) 
Almighty Russia? She's Not What She Used to Be {Anatol Lieven) 
Backgrounder on Russian Fuel Air Explosives ("Vacuum Bombs") (Human 
Rights Watch) 
Chechnya: A Beleaguered President (Charles Blandy - Conflict Studies 
Research Center) 

Chechen Sites 

Chechen Republic Online 
Chechen Press Chechnya Free.ru 

Other 

Chechnya Situation Page (Relief Web) 
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Urban Warfare Lessons Learned in Chechnya 

CEP20010608000372 Moscow Nezavisimoye Voyennoye Obozreniye in Russian 08 Jun 01 

[Article by Leonid Zolotov: "Storming Cities is a Great Art"] 

[FBIS Translated Text] 
The practice of conducting combat operations to seize cities has currently outrun the 

theory. 

In currently effective regulatory documents a corresponding place is given to laying out 
recommendations on organizing and conducting the defense of cities and on seizing them. But 
more than ten years have passed since the adoption of these rules. In this connection the need 
has arisen to review, supplement, and refine the regulations and instructions. The experience of 
two Chechnya campaigns has presented us with many lessons, not so much positive as 
negative in issues of training and conducting combat operations in general, and, in particular, in 
the city of G roznyy, where the most fierce street battles took place both in 1994-1995 and in 
1999-2000. 

Theory and History 

At one time, especially with the appearance of nuclear weapons, the point of view prevailed 
that in a future war cities would not play as large a role as they did in World War II. But the 
experience of local wars and armed conflicts overturned that theory. Cities were and still are the 
main, attractive target for military operations. The very character of cities has largely changed; 
their lay-out has become more diverse, the sizes of many of them has changed, the number of 
floors and density of strong, stone structures has increased, the structure of city territories has 
become more complex, their architecture has changed, the length of underground transportation 
lines has grown, and transportation networks have become more branched. 

All of this gives a basis for concluding that combat operations in urban regions will become 
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more frequent. Whereas during the Great Patriotic War in the course of army offensive 
operations troops had to seize 15-20 cities with populations of 50-70,000 inhabitants, now the 
number of such targets has doubled and even tripled. The conclusion proceeding from this is 
that combat operations in urban conditions will become a common event. 

The conduct of combat operations in urban conditions, whether defensive or offensive, is a 
great art. In tactical estimates one must first of all not count on possible numerical superiority, 
but on the tactical art of the commander and staffs and the combat mastery of the troops. 

Practice is Outrunning Theory 

Currently a situation has developed in which combat practice is outrunning the development 
of theory. For example, take the development of methods of training for and conducting special 
operations to seize cities in internal armed conflicts. In the course of both the first and second 
Chechnya wars, the command of the United Grouping of Troops, which was created to seize 
Groznyy, did not have at its disposal theoretical recommendations on how to isolate the city from 
the inflow of arms, munitions, and mercenaries from abroad and other regions; how to blockade 
and subsequently surround it; how to cut off groups of illegal armed formations and de-organize 
their command and control systems; and how to conduct the information-psychological struggle. 
All of this had to be worked out in the course of the operation. And it is understood that all this 
was done not without mistakes. 

Leaning on accumulated experience, one should, even if post factum, fill in the blank spaces 
aHowed in the theory. It is necessary to consider how regulatory statutes have become obsolete 
in training for and conducting operations to seize cities and conducting defensive operations, 
taking into consideration the new level of development of the means of armed struggle, 
particularly precision weapons, increased mobillty, and the electronic equipping of command and 
control. 

In an armed conflict not all methods of operations in cities are applicable, which were worked 
out for wars during which all existing strike weapons were to be used in unlimited quantities. In 
addition to this, the acting regulatory documents do not reflect that joint special operations in 
cities are conducted by united groupings of troops (forces). In practice it turned out that hastily 
created improvised combined operational groupings from various departmental structures 
operated individually in accordance with uncoordinated plans, which, naturally, could not but 
reflect negatively on the results of the operation. 

In drawing up recommendations for the actions of command and control organs in joint 
special operations, one must not allow the repetition of those mistakes which took place in 
regard to the rushed creation on a new basis of command and control "centers" and combined 
operational groups from representatives of various departmental security structures, which were 
not subordinate to each other. The precise coordination of troop leadership is particularly 
important in operations in complex urban conditions. 

Particulars 

Assault operations in cities are particularly complicated for the troops. The point is that in 
these conditions the use of armor is limited. If we turn to history, then the graphically expressed 
mass use of tanks and self-propelled artillery guns (SAU) took place only during the storming of 
Berlin and in suppressing the putsch in Budapest in 1956. The skillful, creatively thought out use 
of tanks in assault groups and detachments in Berlin reduced to a minimum the losses of 
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armored vehicles. Fire from tanks and SAU during the storming of Berlin permitted crushing 
heavily defended facilities and targets at distances exceeding the depth of the assault groups' 
combat missions. The advance of tanks took place only after a complete clean-up of adjacent 
buildings and structures by infantry. 

The massive use of tanks and SAU in crushing the putsch in Budapest in 1956 was less 
successful, where unjustifiably large losses of armored vehicles were permitted by hand 
grenades, small arms, and incendiary mixtures used by the rebels on armored targets from the 
basements and from all floors of adjacent buildings. In Budapest it was not believed to be 
possible to completely clear buildings and structures of the population, who often threw 
grenades in bouquets of flowers and bottles of incendiary mixtures into the open tops of armored 
transporters and on the roofs of the motor-transmission compartments of tanks and SAU's. 

We now possess much rich factual material which makes it possible to analyze and work out 
directions for developing forms and methods of operational and tactical actions in cities. After 
researching the experience of combat operations, we are coming to the conclusion that the 
basic burden of a struggle with the enemy in street battles falls on combined-troop units and 
subunits. In structure they are more adapted to combat operations in cities, both in defense and 
offense. Experience shows that motorized-rifle subunits are able to defend any city facility, 
dispersing themselves on several floors, in basements and underground transportation lines, 
and in undeveloped sectors of terrain. But for this it is necessary to prepare thoroughly 
beforehand, so that they, upon occupying a defense in strong stone and reinforced concrete 
buildings, can create a multi-layer, multi-tiered fire system. 

Motorized riflemen must be taught so that during an attack they can move along narrow 
streets and alleys, through gaps in the walls of buildings and stone fences, along underground 
transportation lines, and if necessary, along the roofs of apartment buildings, clearing 
apartments one after another by storm. 

It is important to consider that the light arms of the subunits will not permit them to defeat an 
enemy located in strong buildings and structures. Therefore, motorized-rifle subunits need the 
support of artillery, flamethrowers, engineering-sapper subunits, and aviation. 

The urban environment limits the use of infantry combat vehicles and armored transporters as 
a consequence of their increased vulnerability. Nevertheless, with skillful use, they can operate 
sufficiently effectively in street battles. 

Aviation plays an important role in the city, however, experience shows that many difficulties 
are associated with its use. The close contact of the sides in the course of a battle and the 
extremely convoluted line of the front complicates the use of unguided weapons on targets 
located in the direct vicinity of one's own troops. It is rather difficult for the crews of airplanes and 
helicopters to find small targets amidst city ruins, smoke, and dust and destroy them with the 
weapons onboard. In connection with this, a company of air controllers is required in the combat 
formations of motorized-rifle and tank battalions to guide aircraft to the targets and for target 
indication. 

Battles in Groznyy showed that the use of machinegun and cannon fire and small-caliber 
bombs by aviation to destroy the enemy in buildings is not very effective. Guided aerial bombs 
and missiles which permit delivering strikes on specific buildings, city structures and enemy fire 
weapons are most suitable of all for these targets. Incendiary bombs, cluster bombs, and tanks 
(containers] for igniting targets occupied by the enemy and also to destroy their manpower and 
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equipment in areas of concentration were rather widely used in the course of the battles. 

Subunits of unpiloted aerial vehicles can be used for aerial reconnaissance. In regard to 
combat helicopters, then an increase in their vulnerability to fire from PZRK [man-portable AAM 
systems], antiaircraft machineguns, and small arms from the roofs, garrets, balconies, and 
windows of the upper stories of building has been noted. 

Artillery in the City 

The densely developed terrain substantially limits maneuvering and concentrating artillery, 
reduces the range and effectiveness of its fire, and decreases the destruction radius of its shells 
and rounds. Direct and semi-direct aimed fire, to which 30-50 percent of the total amount of 
artillery must be enlisted, acquires decisive significance in these conditions. Experience has 
shown that the use of 122-mm and 152-mm self-propelled howitzers for direct and semi-direct 
aimed fire is poorly effective because of design particulars and because of insufficient protection 
from antitank weapons in a close battle. Therefore, special large-caliber assault weapons with 
increased protection against antitank weapons are needed to destroy buildings, structures and 
shelters. 

The dense build-up of urban territory and the constant presence of dust and smoke in the 
atmosphere reduces the effectiveness of the use of artillery shells and rounds. Self-propelled 
mortars are widely used in cities. Their high-trajectory fire ensures the destruction of targets in 
the dead spaces formed between buildings and also on squares, wide streets, and undeveloped 
sectors. 

The use of trailered mortars is also associated with great difficulties because of the increased 
vulnerability of tractor-trailers to fire of all types and also because of the difficulties in moving 
through streets and sectors saturated with mine and explosive barriers, barricades and 
obstacles. 

Fire strikes on the enemy during the battle in Groznyy included fire raids for destruction and 
suppression, directly aimed fire, and fire support. But such a typical scheme is not always 
acceptable because of insufficient artillery. One must take into consideration that the use of 
antitank missiles and barreled artillery is difficult here. Urban conditions complicate the selection 
of fire positions for artillery. The allocation of a significant quantity of troops and equipment is 
necessary for its protection. Because of this, it is very important to ensure the precise interaction 
of artillery and motorized-rifle subunits. 

Sappers and Flame Throwers 

On the one hand, carrying out engineering measures to camouflage and protect troops and 
increasing the effectiveness of engineering obstacles is easier in the city, but on the other hand, 
engineering reconnaissance is more difficult, and engineering support for maneuvers, forcing 
rivers and canals, and carry out fire-fighting measures are more complicated. Making passages 
in obstacles and barriers, destroying defensive instaHations, and de-mining facilities, clearing 
streets, and supporting target assaults acquire important significance. 

Experience has shown that combined-troops commanders do not make skillful use of RKhBZ 
[radiation, chemical, and biological protection] subunits. And flame-throwing subunits are 
irreplaceable during a battle in a city. Operating as a component of an assault group, flame 
throwers are capable of destroying sheltered fire points, taking lightly-armored equipment out of 
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action, and creating fire sequences. Aerosol equipment plays an important role in masking 
combat formations, blinding enemy fire points, covering maneuvers, supply and evacuation 
routes, and creation false fire sequences. 

Supporting Combat Operations 

A battle in a city causes increased expenditures of rockets and ammunitions of every type, 
including incendiary, concrete-piercing, and smoke. Under these conditions, the number of tasks 
to restore arms and military equipment that have gone out of operation sharply increases. Here 
is a typical example: of 3,500 units of armored vehicles lost in Chechnya over the first three 
months of the operation of 1995, the basic part falls to the battle for the city of Groznyy. 
Moreover, the majority of combat damage was considered to be heavy. What does this say? On 
the one hand, it testifies to the unskillful use of armored vehicles during the battle in the city, and 
on the other hand it testifies to the weak organization of technical support. 

There were many shortcomings in rear support. Autonomy was not always achieved in the 
rear relation of combat operations of units and subunits. It was necessary to create increased 
reserves of material resources in the battalions and regiments, particularly of ammunition, fuel, 
food supplies, and water. The business as usual attitude is unacceptable here. For example, the 
scheme for bringing up material resources established for field conditions -
division-regiment-battalion -- underwent changes, which under these conditions forced the 
higher levels (division-regiment) to deliver material resources directly to the battalions. 

Medical support was built on the basis of realizing the principle of maximally possible 
proximity of medical aid to the wounded and sick. For this purpose it was necessary to include a 
field medic in each company and a doctor with self-dressing equipment at each battalion 
medical center, and a surgeon, anesthesiologist and additional nurses at each regimental 
medical center. 

The Main Thing Is Combat Spirit 

Moral-psychological support during combat operations in cities must be directed toward 
forming a high combat spirit in the servicemen, a stable moral-psychological state, and 
readiness to carry out combat missions in the circumstances of a street battle. The extremely 
complex and extremely stressful character of battle in the city physically and morally exhausts 
the personnel. The constant threat of a sudden attack by the enemy from around a corner, the 
effective actions of his snipers, grenade throwers, the conduct of battle in small groups in 
confined spaces (buildings, basements, underground transportation lines), fire and destruction, 
and the danger of mines requires extreme self-discipline from servicemen and maintaining 
constant readiness for battle. Fatigue, loss of alertness, and carelessness were the main 
reasons for unjustified combat losses. 

[CEPMST] 

[Description of Source: Moscow Nezavisimoye Voyennoye Obozreniye in Russian -- Weekly 
independent military newspaper published by the Boris Berezovskiy-financed Nezavisimaya 
Gazeta.] 
Attachments: 
v nvo8Ju Zolotov.htm 

THIS REPORT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND DISSEMINATION IS PROHIBITED 
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November 23, 2002 3:47 P 

TO: 

FROM: 

Steve Cambone 

Donald Rumsfeld 1),l 

SUBJECT: JFCOM Response 

/ 
/ 

Here is a memo I sent to ADM Giambastiani, and)1'tre is his response. 

Please take a look at it, and tell me whether Lot you think we are properly 

arranged. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/25/02 CDR, JFCOM memo to SecDefre: Follow Up from Combatant Commanders Conference 

DHRdh 
112302_16 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ 1_z..-...... J1-1....;;.',_,/1-o_-V _______ _ 
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11/25/02 4:06 PM 

-~MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

v/)7 r FROM: Steve Cambonq_,, 

/\\tV' SUBJECT: JFCOM Response on Training and C2 

ADM Giambastiani's reply to your memo of September 9 is attached. 

You asked me if we are properly arranged with respect his reply. 

We are. 

Ed will control a considerable amount of training money over the 
coming FYDP. He will be able to support joint training. 

As he points outt however, getting component commanders.to free for 
joint training the forces assigned to the Combatant Commanders is the key. 
I'd suggest you explore with Gen. Myers how to effect the change Ed 
identifies. 

I would expect both the Joint and component commanders will be 
unenthusiastic about a change. The joint commanders would become more 
responsible for training. The component commander will be reluctant to 
surrender the time of his Service forces for joint training. 

On C2 suites, in the program we are proposing Ed would gain control 
over the development of the Deployable Joint Command and Control suite. 
It is to be the basis for the SJFHQ. 

11-L-0559/0SD/9295 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

ADM Giambutiani 

Gen. Myers 

Donald RumsfeJd f}I · 

z 

SUBJECT: FollowwUp A-om CINCa Conference 

• r,uc. C. ;o(ir 

Septtmbu 9, 2002 9:39 AM , GJ .. 

What do you t:hink about pulling together" 1he budget information I mentioned in 

the meeting with 1he combatant commanders-with respect to cxerciS1:S mid 

training? Please ,ee ifwe can categorize n as service...centrlc,joint and combined. 

Another interesting question that came up there was that each command bad lheir 

own distinctively different sui1c. That is worrisome.. 

Someone also said that they don't train on lheir o'WII a1,1he1 and that it should be -., 

treated u a weapon system. which it isn.•t.. 

Tbanb. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Plea.se.respond by _-'1_0 .... / 1;..;;;~ ... /_o_,.... ___ _ 

SE.Ct>EF-
ID~S/J)z_ 

R.!3.$f'D/\J5e TD 

47 7 ft/'...J/-Eb . 

... 
1ft • ----
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To: 

CC: 

I)om: 

( 

Secretary of Defense 

Gen Myers 

ADM Giambastiani v / /!._ (JJ /) 

October 25> 2002 

SUBJECT: Fo11ow-Up From Comt~tant~nders Conference 

A. Exercises and Training Budgets. The short answer to part (A) for exercises is 
listed be]ow (source JCS 18). 

Setvice-Spon&ored t$MJ Joint ($:M) 

FYOl FY02 FY03 FYOl FYD2 FY03 

Major Exercise Costs 433.3 450.4 462.7 567.8 568.0 608.8 , 

For training, we've found it's too hard to cull out the relevant infonnation without 
applying a significant effort due to the way the services have the data coded. The 
ability to capture dol1an; spent on the various types oftrmning may provide a 
useful .. Jointness" metric. However, buiJding on my Navy experience, a change 
in the mindset of our component commanders in building their exercise and 
training plans may be a useful method of approaching the problem. Service force 
providers typically meet service training requirements first. using remaining 
assets to populate Joint exercises. A better construct may be to reverse this 
priority- meeting Joint training requirements first. Services would then look for 
ways to meet some portion of their unit leveJ training requirements, where 
feasible, in the context of Joint exercises. Remaining training assets cou]d then be 
placed against whatever additional service-centric training is considered 
necessary. General Larry Ellis, the Commanding General of U.S. Army Forces 
Command and my Anny Component Commander, has given just such intent to 
his exercise planners. I plan on exploring this initiative with my other component 
commanders. While I'm not sure it will work across the board, I think it's a path 
to explore. 

B. Command and Control Suites. To no one's surprise, combatant commanders 
have developed distinctively different command and control suites or stand-alone 
capabilities because of the lack of any joint system of meeting theirneeds
sornething we recognize is a priority to fix. I agree that command and control 
suites should be treated as weapons systems and battle staffs need to be trained on 
them. The Standing Joint Force Headquaners (SJFHQ) initiative -- with 
concurrently developed personnel, procedures, and materiel -- will provide the 

I 
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core solution. A prototype has been stood up, and we are moving out on 
developing the SJFHQ. The DeployabJe Joint Command And Control (DJC2) 
system will provide a significant part of the sustained material and technical 
solution. Funding is approved for DJC2 and its program office will open in 
January 03. The Joint Enroute Mission Planning and Rehearsal System 
developed by the JFCOM Joint Battle Center demonstrated an interoperable and 
robust, end-to-end command and control system easily integrated yet adaptable to 
conunander's unique requirements. The Jo1nt Enroute Mission Planning and 
Rehearsal System shows what we can do today with innovation and technology ~ 
this is the sort of thing that we need. Right now it is being tailored for use by 
General Franks and his staff and used on his recent flight to the~~jl'· We will 
transition this capability to the other combatant commanders tlit~M, as well as 
put it in the SJFHQ and at the Joint Communications Support Element (JCSE) in 
Tampa, FL -- your on-call JTF commander's command and control provider. 
Additionally, LTG McNeill is using the training and procedures he received in 
preparation for Mi11eIU1ium Challenge for Joint Task Force 180's current mission 
in Afghanistan. I expect we will be ab]e to provide all future JTF commanders 
with these capabilities prior to deployment, in addition to providing the requisite 
training. 

2 
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November 23, 2002 3:21 PM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Photos of Traveling Press 

When you give me the pictures of the press, please don·t use a separate page for 

each person. It is helpful to have all the faces on one piece of paper, which we 

finally got done. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Traveling Press 

OHRdh 
112302.10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ \_2__,_) _1, __ J o_-v _______ _ 
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Nick Childs 

BBC 

Charlie Aldinger 
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TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Donald Rurnsf eld 

Strategic Plan 

November 23, 2002 3: 18 PM 

r)'( 

1 just took a look at this ··National Military Strategic Plan for the War on 

Terrorism."' I had not seen it before. 

What is il about? Do we agree with it? Was Policy involved? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Octohcl' ~002 Nationnl Milirnry S1ra1eg1c Plan for the War on Terrorism 

DHR dh 
112302 Y 
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November 25, 2002 6:30 AM 

TO: David Chu 

CC: 

FROM: 

Powell Moore 

Donald Rumsfeld/(L 

SUBJECT: Air Force Job Cuts & Sen. Voinovich 

Here is an article about Senator Voinovich. You might want to talk to him. I 

thought you were working closely with him. I cannot imagine why he is fussing at 

us. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Gaffney, Timothy R. "Air Force Job Cuts Surprise Senator," Dayton Daily News, November 

20, 2002. 

DHR:dh 
112502-1 

........................................................................ , 

Please respond by __ 1_2 ....... /_l~?---,----D_l.-__ _ 
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subscale versions of the sys
tem. 

Another option, which re
ceived massive attention in the 
mainstream press last year, is 
the FB-22, a Lockheed Martin 
concept to enlarge the aircraft, 
adding to its range and payload 
capacity. 

"As things emerge, you 
see what would be the payoff 
for something lhal has longer 
range, but doesn't have to de
fend itself quite so well," 
Jumper said when asked 
whether the FB-22's could fill 
all or part of that gap. 

The FB-22, unlike 1he 
UCAV, is a p11per airplane; no 
tesl vehicles exist However, 
Lockheed Martin officials say 
it would be about BO percent 
common to the FIA-1'.l, which 
the Air Force is procurmg and 
testing 

In the meantrme, a ··red 
team" of experts is invesllp,at
mg a rec em revelar ion that the 
F/A-22 test program may be as 
much as $690 million over 
budj,!et The ~ervice announced 
the possible overrun in engi
neering, manufacturing and de
vc:lupmenl Nov. 7. 

Jumper told IT AF the cost 
problems are not related to the 
production of the aircraft, 
which is constr.ii11ed by OSD's 
rnst cap, but they appear to be 
associated with delays in the 
1est program. 

"It is getting test airplaneti 
off the production line, getting 
them outfitted appropriately for 
the test business and then get
ting them out to Edwards (Air 
Force Base, CA,) and then get
ting them on this test treadmill 
to bum down these points," the 
general said. 

Lockheed Martin 
spokesman Greg Caires said 
the issue of delayed deliveries 
"doesn't sound like an epi
demic," adding that he feels the 
company will deliver the final 
three jets on time as expected 
in calendar year 2002. 

In 2001, aircraft Nos. 5 
and 6 were delivered late to lhe 
Air Force by a "month or so," 
he added. 

Delays in testing could 
force the service to extend the 

initial operational test and eval
uation phase of the effort fur
ther. Already, service offo.::ials 
have said 1esting 11,, Lil finish at 
least four months later th3n its 
earlier April 2003 date. 

"We have said all along 
that our development is event 
based. We are not going IO pro
ceed to the next event unril we 
are thoroughly convinred ... 
the testing in the c un·ent phase 
is done well and thoroughly," 
Jumper said. ·•faery phase de
pends on the success of the 
previous phase. If that means 
srretching it out, then we've 
agreed to that. 

"That doe~n·t mean I am 
happy with it," the chief of 
staff added. 

Defense acquisition chief 
Pete Aldridge sugge~ted in a 
briefing for reporters this week 
th:11 the overrun £:Ould be ru
onciled by funher trimming the 
number of F/ A-22s bought by 
the service. 

"One way to pay for it is 
to cut the numbers of F/A-22s, 
and we may have to do that," 
Aldridge told reporters Nov. 
20. Aldridge added that the 
Pentagon's Cost Analy5is Im
provement Group, whose cost 
figures usually run higher than 
the :;ervice's, did not predict the 
polentrnl shortfall. 

The pot,ntial prot:tlem wa:s 
revealed in time to make nec
e~5ary .idju~tments to the FY-
04 through FY -09 budget, 
which is now under review by 
the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense and will be submitted 
to Congress nut February. 

Yet, if the magnitude of 
the overrun is as high, or even 
higher, than $690 mitlion in the 
coming years, the ~ervice is 
likely to have problems swal
lowing the bill, according to 
military sources. 

Jumper said he replaced 
the test leadership of the Fl 
A-22 test effort. Maj. Gen. 
Wilbert "Doug" Pear~on as
sumed command of the Air 
Force Flight Test Center at Ed
wards in July 200 I, and 
Jumper said test sortie genera
tion has doubled under his 
leadership. 

The Air Force's program 

executive officer i fighters 
and bombers since 001, Brig. 
Gen. Willinm Ja 
placed with Brig. 
Lewis, director 
Thea1er Air and issile De
fense Organization n the Joint 
Staff. Jabour was th -22 Sys
tem Program Office irector 
prior 10 his assignment as 0. 
Brig. Gen. Mark Shacklefor , 
the most recent SPO direclor, 
was also replaced with Brig. 
Gen. Thomas Owen. Similarly, 
Lockheed Mimin assigned 
Ralph Heath, a company strate
gist, to replace Rohen Reardon 
as the ex ecu1i ve vice presiden1 
and general manager for the F/ 
A-22. 

John Ogg, a member of the 
~enior e,i:ecu1ive .~ervice and 
the lead engineer at Wrighl
Pan erson Air Force Base, OH, 
is leading the investigation into 
the F -22 cost problems. His re· 
port is expected a1 1 he end of 
1he month, and Aldridge will 
review the cost problems dur
ing a Dec. 5 Defense Acquisi
hon B1)ard meeting. 

--Amy Butler 

Dayton Daily News 
November 20, 2002 
17. Air Force Job Cuts 
Surprise Senator 
Voinol'/ch wnnnsed al:>0111 
lack pf infimrwtiori 
By Timo1hy R. Gaffney, 
Dayton Daily News 

U.S. Sen. George 
Voinovkh on Tuesday asked 
Defense Secretary Donald 
Rum~feld to r;,;.p]ain the Air 
Force's une,.;pected plans to 
eliminate hundreds of civilian 
Jobs in all majo, wmmands, 
including one lhat employs 
thousands of ci..-ilians at 
Wrig.ht-J>a11erson Air Force 
Base. 

ln a strongly worded letter, 
Voinovich, R-Ohio, said he 
was concerned about a possible 
disproportionate impact on 
Wright-Patterson, home of the 
Air Force Materiel Command, 
and its effect on his efforts to 
reshape the Defense Depart
ment's civilian work force "to 
meet the demands and expecta
lions of future national security 

11-L-0559/0SD/9304 

threats." 
Voinovich also expressed 

concern "with the general lack 
of information available to my
self and other members of the 
Ohio congressional delegation. 

"After receiving word that 
the impending cuts would in 
fact take place, my office con
tacted the Air Force to receive 
· nfonnation about the scope of 
the d the fo 
them. None w~~-...;.i.,rWT,, 

Voinovich wrote. 
His office released a copy 

of the letter late Tuesday after
noon to the Dayton Daily 
News. The newspaper last 
week reported the Air Force 
was planning to eliminate more 
than 700 civilian jobs within 
AFMC and an unknown addi
lional number across the Air 
Force. 

Base officials said the re
ductions stem "from significant 
unexpected budget cuts" that 
run through 2009. 

At virtually the .~&me time 
Voinovich's letter wenl oul, Air 
Force headquaners issued a 
written response to questions 
the Daily News asked last 
week about the manpower re
ductions. 

The Air Force said it's 
eliminating jobs as part of an 
effort to "increase competitive 
sourcing and privatization, re
duce management headquar
ters, and maintain (2002) end 
strength levels." 

It also said the Air Force is 
"reviewing ways to transform 
our operations and processes to 
free up end strength and dollars 
for higher mission priorities.'' 

Other lawmakers have 
been pressing the Air Force for 
answers as well. 

Saxbe Chambliss, R-
Georgia, is "very concerned 
about the Air Force making re
ductions in force, especially 
when there are so many critical 
operations around the world," 
said Angie Lundbergh, Chamb
liss' press aide in Washington. 

Chambliss is a member of 
the House Armed Sen,ices 
Committee, and his district in· 
dudes the Warner Robins Air 
Logistics Center, an AFMC 
unit whose director said it has 



November 25, 2002 6:56 AM 

TO: Steve Carnbone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld TJ. 
"-

SUBJECT: Major Programs ;i 
I think you are going to have to engage the rest of the Department of Defense, 

besides the Services, on the major programs. 

I am concerned, I have been asking since June, and I don't have anything on the 

agencies or the big personnel issues. Someone has to grab hold of it, so when we 

start totaling things up and looking at reserves, we are not fooling ourselves. You 

cannot do that until you have the entire Department. 

1 am worried about the way you arc thinking about it at the present time. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
112502-6 

..........................................•..••••••••••••••.••••••••.... , 

Please respond by ~-1_-i.._ ....... / _t.a~{_o_'l...--__ · __ _ 
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November 25, 2002 10:12 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \}. 

SUBJECT: James Mead 

James Mead stopped me and said we went to college together. Apparently he 

wrote me, and I wrote back with my autopen, "Dear Mr. Mead." He would like 

me to send him the same letter again, but addressed, "Dear Jim," because he 

would like it for his grandchildren. 

Could you please find his original letter if possible, otherwise I will just dictate a 

note to him. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Business Card 

DIIR dh 
112502-20 / / ?. ,Q 
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THE S E CR ETARY OF DEFENSE 

WAS HI NGT ON 

Mr. James Mathews Mead 
Attorney at Law 
2455 P Street, NW 
Was~ington. DC 20007 

Dear Mr. Mead, 

MJG 20 2002 

Thanks so much for your card and note. 

As fate mo11Jd bave it om mutual friendsJ (b)(6) 
!(b)(6) , I, were all here at my 

house on Kalorama last month, as the class of '54 
celebrated our 70111 birthdays. Unfortunately, BilJ Ellis 
passed away some years back. 

With my best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/9307 



Ml!:M9ER 

DC. Fl ANO PA BA,tS 

The Honorable 
Donald H, Rumsfeld 

JAMES MATHEWS MEAD 
ATTORNE:Y AT LAW 

24S!S P STREET, N.W 
WASHINGTON. 0.C. 20007 

r b)(6) 

The Secretary of Defense 
1000 De fen se Pentagon 
Wa shingto n, DC 20301-1000 

Dear Mr . Secretary, 

November 25, 2002 

lt was indeed a pleasure exchanging a few words with you and 
being introduc~ to Joyce at Chris t Church yesterday. 

As I men tioned, if th e name Jim would be written over Mr. Mead 
iu the sa lutat i on o ( yo ur lette r oi August 20 , 2002, it very 
much would be appreciated. And my grandch ildren would be thrilled. 

Th e greatest th ing abo ut be ing the bicker chairman at Cap du ring 
the winters of 1950 and . 19 "> 1 WU gettinrtq know font of the. 
greatest guy s on the Princeton campus: ~«~b~K-~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~ 
Hb )(6) I Co u 1 d any o n e f i n d n i c er p e o p le ? And t h e i r 
coming to Cap made me look good as a bicker chairman. 

Also, it was in th e role of bicker chairman that l pi cked up the 
nickname, as Jim Ba.ker would recall, 0 The Black Pope.'' 

....,,.,....._ _________________________ ~ a senior part -
ner at Goldman in London,and who was on three national c ham pion
shi'ftt'iams at Uarvard, just ca.ll e d. When 1 told him 1 wa s writing 
to you, he said; ''Please tell The Secretary that I would very 
much Like to have him as my guest for a squash or tennis match, 
or both, at the Queens Club in London. 11 

Mr . Secre tary, 1 feel a bit gu ilty bother i ng you with such a pica
yune request. But as 1 said,it would be great for my grandchildren . 

My best wishes to Joyce and to you and to your c hildren. 

Respectfully,r~ 

PS: As to the curren t issue of People Magazine , my wife !(b)(6) ! and 
my two daughters regist ered t~eir vote s for you 18 months ago. 

11-L-0559/0SD/9308 
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Snowflake 

November 25, 2002 10:21 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Scorecard of Support for Afghanistan 

I need someone to get me a scorecard as to what countries have promised and 

what countries have done for Afghanistan-notjust the Afghan National Army, 

but Afghanistan in general. 

I also note that Russia is not mentioned on this paper, so apparently it is 

incomplete. 

Please see if Dov or someone will pu1l together a decent scorecard, then let me see 

it and we will figure out how we go after countries. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
11/18/02 USD(C) memo to SecDefre: Support for the Afghan National Anny (ANA) 

[UI8432/02] 

Dl-lR:dh 
112502-23 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 11-~/_2.-_o_f_o_(...., __ _ 

U 1 O 4 2 4 •~ I O 3 
11-L-0559/0SD/9310 



Snowffake .mNEIDEN!tAt ... 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

FROM: Donald Rumsf e1d TJ\ 
SUBJECT: Money to ANA 

October 25, 2002 8:17 AM 

Let's get a list of all the money like this $50 mm ion referred to here that is going 

to go into the Afghan National Army, whether it is in dollars or in kind. We need 

to keep a tally. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Cable 02 2759093, TOR 2314112 OCT 02, ABU DHAB 05771 



UNDER SECRETARY OF 0Ef¢°~~E ):'"'~ .>~-. ,~ .. 
1100 DEFENSE PENTA.G~'.... -· : , .:,: ·~,r .... _:-c . . :)c 

WASHINGTON, OC 20301 -1100 

INFO MEMO ,"':":1 • ·-;1, I "; w ": 5 3 
L 1, , Y ..J f., I 7' 

COMPTRO LLER November 18, 2002, 9:00 AM r".OJ 

7 FOR: SECRETARY OF ~FENSE 

I FROM: Dov S. ZakheimJ) 

SUBJECT: Support for the Afghan National Army (ANA) 

StCOtf HAS Sw, 
NJV i 5 2001, 

• You asked for a summary of the suppot1 provided to the Afghan National Anny 
~11 (ANA) to date by the U.S. and international community. 

LJ, I)~•!) 
.,, · • To date, the United States and the international community have delivered 

'\,o d,. ~,"ft~,.. $93.965 million in suppo11 to the ANA. 

() 

• The UO'iled States has contributed $84.08 million in support for the ANA. The U.S. 
contribution accounts for 89.4 percent of all support <lelivered to the ANA to date. 
Tab A provicles the details of U.S. support. 

• The international community has provided$) .56 million in cash donations to the 
ANA. Tab 8 provides the details of this support. 

• The international community has provided $8.325 mil1ioo in Jn-Kind assistance t·o the 
ANA. Tab C provides the details of this support. 

• T11e international community has pledged an additional $98.35 million in 
cash/In-Kind assistance to the ANA, but has not yet delivered the cash/items. Once 
this support is delivered, the ANA will have received approximately $ J 92.3 J 5 mil hon 
in support. Tab D provides a summary of these pledges. 

• Taking into account donations and pledges, there is a $350 million shortfall in FY03 
funding for the ANA. State, Policy, and my office are working together to close this 
gap. 

COORDINATION: TabE. 
~ t ()\1 :.. ~ ~l" ~iilf'-d G'i\ 

\) f\ G ( ¢ ~ O IY)) {).Y\1 yo-t~ 1·"' 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Josh BoehmJ .... (b_l<_6> _ __, SPL ASSISTANT DI RfTA 

SR MA CAADOOCK 
MA BUCCI 

EXECSEC wmrMOOE 

11-L-0559/0SD/9312 u /02 



• 
TAB A - U.S. Government Funding ($84.08 million) 

• $50.00 mi!Jion of FY 2002 supplemental Foreign Military Financing (FMF) funds. 

• $20.00 milJion of FY 2002 supplemental Peacekeeping Operations (PKO) funds. 

• $7.00 million of FY 2002 reprogrammed FMF funds. 

• $1.78 million of FY 2002 reprogrammed PKO funds. 

• $3.80 milJion to "Quick Start" ANA training. This includes: 

• $2.00 million of Presidential Drawdown authority. 

• $0.85 million of CINC Initiative Funds. 

• $0.95 million of Emergency and Extraordinary Expense (EEE) authority funds 

• $1.50 million of EEE authority for a Ministry of Defense contractor assessment study. 

11-L-0559/0SD/9313 



TABB - International Cash Donations ($1 .56 million} 

COUNTRY AMOUNT($} TYPE OF SUPPORT 

France $0.56 million ANA salaries 

Qatar $0.05 million ANA salaries 

Luxembourg $0.90 million ANA Trust Fund Deposit 

Finland $0.05 million ANA Trust Fund Deposit 

11-L-0559/0SD/9314 



TAB C - In-Kind Contributions Delivered (valued at $8.325 million) 

COUNTRY AMOUNT($) TYPE OF SUPPORT 

France $3.0 million ANA Training 

Slovenia $1.68 million W eapons/Equ iprnent 

Ukraine $1. 13 million Weapons/ Ammunition 

Bulgaria $0.65 million Weapons/ Ammunition 

Romania $0.485 million Weapons/ Ammunition 

Greece $0.60 million Air Lift/Equipment 

Korea $0.30 million Medical Support 

Denmark $0.30 million Air Lift 

Italy $0.15 million Equipment 

Switzerland $0.03 million Equipment 

11-L-0559/0SD/9315 



TAB D -Assistance In Kind Pledged but not Delivered ($98.315 million) 

COUNTRY AMOUNT($) TYPE OF SUPPORT 

United Arab Emirates $50.00 million V chicles/Communications Gear 

United Kingdom $17.50 million Salaries/Communications Gear/ 
Afghan MoD Support 

India $10.50 million Vehicles/Driver Training 

Hungary $7.33 million Weapons/ Ammunition 

Lithuania $5.12 million Weapons/ Ammunition 

Croatia $3.18 million Ammunition 

Korea $2.00 million Communications Gear 

The Netherlands $2.00 million ANA Salaries 

Albania $0.53 mil1ion Weapons/ Ammunition 

Germany $0.19 million Vehicles 

11-L-0559/0SD/9316 



USDP/SOLIC 

USCENTCOM (J-5) 

JCS (J-5) 

COORDINATION 

Dr. Joseph ColJins 

COL (P) Joseph Orr 

L TC Pat Antonierti 

November 14, 2002 

November 13, 2002 

November 13, 2002 

11-L-0559/0SD/9317 



Snowftake 

,·'"'" 
" 

' 
·' 

TO: J)i)y~im 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld TJ\ 
SUBJECT: Money to ANA 

October 25, 2002 8: 17 AM 

Let's get a list of all the money like this $50 milJion referred to here that is going 

to go into the Afghan National Army, whether it is in doliars or in kind. We need 

to keep a tally. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Cable 02 2759093, TOR 2314112 OCT 02, ABU DHAB 05771 

DHR:dh 
102502·$ 

···~···························,········································· 
Please respond by ___ 11_~'--o __ o_Z-___ 1 ..... \/ 1 f'}"' "l.... ,...,..r ltPI. ~ 

.7 

11-L-0559/0SD/9318 
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Snowflake 

November 25, 2002 11 :45 AM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfelf'ii\ 

SUBJECT: Reza Pahlavi 

lf Reza Pahlavi, the son of the Shah of lrnn, is around Washington sometime, I 

would like to have him in to the office and talk to him. 

Please an-ange it. 

Thanks. 

OHR.dh 
112502-27 

.......................•••••••••••••••••••••••••••...•................... 

Please respond by 
---~~~~~~ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9319 



TO: 
cc 
FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry D,,i Rita . 
Cb I {JU(( l (i) 
Donald Rumsfeld V~ 

November 26, 2002 

File Review 

I need to see Doug Feith on his file. 

12:45 PM 

In the meantime, jab him on what are we doing about the Russian detainees at 

GITMO. I need to know today. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112602.02 

. \ 

Please respond by: _______ I ..:..t\r_'l--+~-~----------

11-L-0559/0SD/9320 



November 26, 2002 7:32 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld'"'QA_ 

SUBJECT: DARPA 

Please get me a representative list of the things DARPA does, so I can use it in an 

answer on the work Poindexter is doing. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Davis, Bob. "War on Terrorism Provokes Massive Federal R&D Move," Wall Street Journal, 

November 25, 2002. 

DHR:dh 
112602-5 

••••••~••••••••w••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by -~'-1.--1'(_1_3--l/f--a_'l-___ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9321 
u10427~103 
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CURRENT NEWS EARLY BIRD Page 30 of 76 

establishment. The Bush White House proposed to more than doubJe counterterrorism funding to $2.9 
billion, with more than half the money going to the NIH. Congress hasn't finished work on 
appropriations, but it is likely to approve an amount of that size. The additional money will be used to 
develop vaccines effective against a broad rangeof biological agents and also to construct secure 
laboratories. The new Homeland Security Department wi11 have an agency with a budget of $200 
million specifically devoted to researching new technologies, but it isn't expected to get any funds until 
fisca1 2004. 

The Pentagon is boosting its biological-warfare effort, including a program to look for anthrax remedies. 
It is also focusing on infonnation technologies, Jong an expertise of the Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency, which funded initial research into the Internet and high-speed computing. The agency 
got a 21 % boost in funding to $2.7 billion, and set up the lnformation Awareness Office under the 
direction of former Reagan National Security Adviser John Poindexter, who was at the center of the 

Iran-Contra scandal. / \ -. \\\ ~"" Av; ~ 
Decoding ChaHenge < ~ ~ ~'\ t , 'lVf' \ \J 

~i' VP' w ,e\\ \ 
Apart from developing a computer system to search through massive databases for patterns of behavior 
that mght signal terrorist activities -- for instance, purchasing large amounts of chemicals -- the office 
wants to improve software to transcribe and decipher foreign-language messages. "The scary thing about 
Poindexter is what kind of data he gets his hands on," says Henry KelJy, president of the Federation of 
American Scientists. "But searching for unusual patterns you can't anticipate is one of the more 
interesting challenges" in computing. 

Unlike the 1990s, when government research was explicitly designed 10 boost commercial industries, 
the post-Sept. 11 focus is on filling government needs to protect soldiers from biological attack, 
reinforce buildings and search for terrorists. But the more limted focus may yet produce more 
commercial spinoffs. In the past, the government tried to anticipate 1he needs of industry, and often was 
mistaken. Now, the government's needs for improved security are similar to industry's needs -- and both 
need new technologies to accomplish their goals. 

"Everybody expects to see some payoff," says Jack Marburger, President Bush's science adviser. 
"Enhancements in the instrumentation [needed] to discover new things give you totally different 
technologies." And those technologies ultimately can become the bases of new industries. 

http://ebird.dtlc.mil/Nov2002/e20021125137888.html 

Baltimore Sun 
November 23, 2002 

RETURN TO TOP 

Military Research Explores Various Nonlethal Weapons 

Technologies are meant to incapacitate opponent 

By Associated Press 

QUANTICO, Va. - The military is studying microwave and laser weapons as technologies to take the 
fight out of combatants without killing them, officials said yesterday. 

11/25/2002 



Snowflake 

November 26, 2002 7:50 AM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '\jk 
SUBJECT: Iceland 

Please get back to me on the Iceland matter. 

Is January good enough, as Colin has proposed, or is December necessary? I just 

don't know enough about it. Please ask J.D. Crouch. 

Thanks. 

DHR.dh 
112602·9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by -~J_-i.----+-/ _<o-----4-/_o_i.--__ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9323 
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Snowflake 

November 26, 2002 7:53 AM 

TO: VADMJacoby 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld I/'\ 
SUBJECT: Fonner Yugoslav Republics 

Is DIA the outfit that ought to be checking into the Fonner Yugoslav republics' 

work in Iraq on the deep underground facilities? 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
112602-10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 1_2-_/_r""'----'-p)_o_~ __ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9324 



TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

Donald Rumsfeld 1h-. 
SUBJECT: DCI's Meeting at CENTCOM 

November 26, 2002 7:55 AM 

-
(/7 

George Tenet said he and I have to talk about his meeting at CENTCOM. Please 'O 
get it set up for today or tomorrow. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
ll2602-1 l 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by I I J 2-- 1 / 01--

11-L-0559/0S0/9325 



Snowflake 

No\1ember 26, 2002 8:13 AM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'f).. 
SUBJECT: NATO 

Whoever in your outfit came up ,:vith the NATO response force deserves a lot of 

credit. It made a big difference at the Summit. 

You also already know, I am sure, what a wonderful job Lisa Bronson did on the 

chem-bio effort. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
! 12602-15 

··························~·············································· --Please respond by ---------

11-L-0559/0SD/9326 u 1 a 4 31 .-.i I o 3 



TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld ?~ 
November 27, 2002 

SUBJECT: SecDef Gifts 

9:07 AM 

Here's a bunch of checks that I have used to pay for gifts received, that have not 

been cashed. I think what we ought to do is talk to the ethics people to see ifl just 

make those checks payable to some charity after a year or two. Maybe that will 

work. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks. 

DHR/a.2n 
l 12702.l I 

Attach: Checks not cashed ledger 

Please respond by: _______ ,_;)_, ..... ~--+\_();)_ _________ _ 

U10432~/03 
11-L-0559/0SD/9327 

0 
0 
'S\ 



November 25, 2002 10:16 AM 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Arlene 

Donald Rumsfelf\)t... 

Things Paid for 

Please make sure on the r t f h. th . ,s o t mgs I have paid for in terms of gifts that we have 

at money I paid to sit in the box at the Redski fi . 

$

400 $ ns game or ten mmutes. It was 

or 500, as I recall. 

Thanks. 

DHRdb 
1 !2~02-22 

..•...••••••••••••••••••••••.......................••..•.•.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Please respond by \ ;_ I <, I o-i... 

Sir-
~ s-- i-Oi 4- lhm I s Er"' N rs ts-L1 11:r 

(fa 1 £l ~~ - --t'N c0u Jc L.V(H c;: c\1Ac~ ~ ~ 00. t)Q 

q~ <'d--'-- r,J;-.11. : --1'.)i c.:\- (fu_ & , °"" c\L ~~s 1 

J\!!Yn~ I/YI 'i ll,'YI ~ J - ]_, D,icw<.,.. d-h J,,.cl) CL 

Jc,-hl N-vv~wc9. ~ -t ~d- Q i.u'\,,{-..L 

o_ ~~ITT, h-t ~'Yl\V:\/Af !.t'lOfidtcO ( Wl\CC.Jwj ). 

v[r 1 

~.~ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9328 



.. 

Checks not cashed - as of9/30/D2 bil!k statement 

Ck# Date Amount Payee Comment 
3486 5122/2001 $30.00 General Wesley K. Clark Reimbursement for book Waging Modem War 
3956 11/20/2001 $30.00 Michael Beschloss Reimbursement for book Reaching for Glo!)'. 
3963 IZ/11/2001 S24.99 Richard C. Levy & Asssoc. Reimbursement for "Spirit of Am<;rica" trivia game 
3973 12/28/2001 $25.00 Coca Cola Reimbursement for commemorative pins 
3974 12/27/2001 $25.00 Michael F. Cox Reimbursement for Pentagon paperweight 
3978 1/16/2002 S180.00 Samuel Aaron lnt'l Jewelers Reimbursement for flag pin 
3979 1/22/2002 $700.00 Daniel Snyder Reintbursement for skybox. seats 
4085 4/22/2002 S55.80 Torie Clarke Reimbursement for films 
4094 5/20/2002 $40.00 Max Boot Reimbursement for book The Savage Wars of P~ 
4103 6/20/2002 $763.00 U.S. Treasury Payment for gifts received 
4128 7/J l/289it-- $~6 De Ricbml 1. B~Mt!- Raii.,'ffleftt MF RatlQ S\lfgW) OCl"C'rtlM-

Checks not cashed.xis 

11-L-0559/0SD/9329 



TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Steve Cambone 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

November 27, 2002 

8:53 AM 

Please make sure that you achieve what you said about making sure that the 

budget baseline is what we decide, rather than what the services decided the year 

before. 

Tell me what I have to do to help. 

Thanks. 

DHR/a2n 
l 12702.10 

Please respond by: ______ I I ...... ~-------------

-0 .. 
(j -

U 1 fl 4 3 3 •1-J / 0 3 
11-L-0559/0SD/9330 



TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Donald Rumsfeld 'fJ-. 
November 27, 2002 

SUBJECT: Video 

7:54AM 

The tape you gave me on the Foreign Press Club remarks was only about one-third 

of it. Something was broken, the tape or something. 

Could I have a fresh one? 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112702.06 

\l1~1 Please respond by: ______ _.~~-----------

11-L-0559/0SD/9331 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

November 27, 2002 

SUBJECT: Briefing POTUS 

9:12 AM 

I think we need to brief the president next week after Thanksgiving on 2+ 10. It is 

past time. Let's get it done. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112702.12 

1:t\::1\od Please respond by: ___________ ----------

U 1 0 4 3 5 I!,) I O 3 
11-L-0559/0SD/9332 
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November 12, 2002 3:46 PM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Dona]d Rumsfeldi)f'---

SUBJECT: POTUS Brief 

1 met with the President this morning. He sa1d he would like to get briefed on 

where we stand on the 2-plus-6. 

Please get me a briefing so 1 can see if it is ready for the President. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
111202-68 

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by--+'_\ ·+i I_S__,/_0_1--___ _ 

U ol-{33 t-03 
11-L-0559/0SD/9333 



Snowflake 

TO: Larry Di Rita "'(.' 
CC: Col. Bucci AJJcl ~ K 

c~~"' 
FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

DATE~ November 27, 2002 

SUBJECT: Ivanov Phone Call 

Let me know when we know what the topic oflvanov's call is on Monday, 

December 2°d. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
I 12702.16 

9:36AM 

Please respond by: ______ l l+l'd_1+\ O_J ________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9334 

~ 

" V) 
V, .. .., 
f' 



Snowffake 

June 25, 2002 10:00 AM 

TO: Pete Aldridge 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Gen. Myers 
Gen. Pace 
Gen. Franks 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 11~ 
SUBJECT: Training Afghan Anny 

Please take a look at this note from Newt Gingrich-it has a lot of appeal. It 

seems to me that maybe we ought to put a major press on in Afghanistan and 

really train up the Anny fast) get other countries to help, get some money behind it 

and put a major push in. 

Please have Torn Franks look at it also and get back to me in the next week with a 

proposal. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
06/02/02 Gingrich e-mail to SecDef re: Training Afghans 

DHR:dh 
062502-29 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by O 1 / Ol-/ 0 '2-

11-L-0559/0SD/9335 I.I 10 4 37 / 0 2 
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l(b)(6) ____ lc1v, OSD 

Ftom: Thir(lwave2@aol.com 

Sent: Sunday, June 02, 2002 2:17 PM 

To: !(b)(6) t@osd.pentagon.mil; Ed.Giambastiani@osd.pentagon.mil; 

Cc: john.keane@hqda.army.mil; peter.pace@js.pentagon.mil 

Subject: training afghans 

for secdef,depsecdef 
from Newt June 2,2002 
training afghans 

I do not understand the current force development program for Karzai1s 
government. We are currently traiing too few troops with too long a timetable. 

I assume we want Karzai to be able to control the major cities and the transportation 
corridors while recognizing that in the next few years it will be impossible to control 
the whole country. Essentially Afghanistan will be a confederation with a limited 
urban central government and substantial residual power in rural areas. In this 
sense Afghanistan has many of the patterns of emerging modern governments in 
the 17th century. The capital has to be the strongest center of power iin the country 
but it cannot actually extend its reach everywhere. 

Over time modernization, the world economy, and the spread of communications 
(cell phones in this sense are subversive of local warlords) will draw more and more 
Afghans into the modern world and away from local allegiances but that process will 
take a decade or more even if there is a stable central government and safe 
corridors of transportation (the sine qua non of the system working). 

The key to Karzai's ability to establish the safety which must underpin any 
government and any economic development is to have a reliable, paid force that is 
trained and equipped adequately to defeat any direct challenge from warlords. The 
goal should be to define the cities and corridors to be held and the maximum forces 
that could be brought to bear against Karzai's central army. 

The army should be designed from day one as an Afghan national Army with 
commitment to a central government and not as a new form of warlordism. The 
United States should provide money for the troops salaries, training, and alrpower 
and intelligence assets to ensure this force would win any direct engagement. 

We apparently are capable of training 600 men at a time but have chosen to train 
only five units in phase one. That would give Karzai only 3000 regulars. That Is far 
too small an army. 

We should start with the number needed (probably 30,000 to 50,000) and then train 
the appropriate number of battalions as rapidly as possible. Our goal should be to 

6/3/2002 11-L-0559/0SD/9336 
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have a fully trained Afghan army in the field within two years so Karzai would clearly 
head the dominant force in Afghanistan. Operations above company level probably 
require American advisers for a long time. We should consider hiring retired army 
and marine officers and non corns through organizations like General Vuono's 
company (which trained the Croatians with decisive effect) and actually place in the 
field enough retirees to help the Afghan system function for its first five years. They 
could extend the pool of professionals to include British and Turkish retired officers 
and non corns and similar competent militaries. 

An Afghan Army with American training,equipment, intelligece assets and airpower 
backing could almost certainly defeat any of the warlords who decided to contest 
Kabul's power in a regular military fight. The key would be to restrict the ambitions 
of the central government for the first decade so its control of the major cities, the 
transportation corridors and therefore the most important parts of the economy 
would be adequate. There are no circumstances where we could field enough 
forces to control all of rural Afghanistan even through proxies. 

We are currently doing too much not to be involved and too little to ensure victory. 
We need to budget funds and retired personell to ramp up to a 30,000 to 50,000 
man force as soon as possible. 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Donald Rumsfeld 

November 27, 2002 

SUBJECT: POTUS Bill Signing on 12/2/02 

9:39 AM 

If I need to say anything at the DoD authorization bill signing here on Monday, 

please get me some remarks by Friday. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112702.17 

11 l~g' Please respond by: ______ ---4-___________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9339 U 1 o 4 3 7 1• / 0 3 



TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld -Qf'- · 
November 27, 2002 

SUBJECT: Staff Meeting 

9:41 AM 

I will need some notes for the staff meeting on Tuesday, December 3rd. One of the 

topics might be the ethics briefing, and suggesting we have Steve Epstein brief 

them and their immediate staff after doing a review. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112702.19 

Please respond by: ______ 1~_\ '------------

11-L-0559/0SD/9340 



Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld i}. 
November 27, 2002 

SUBJECT: MoD Spain 

9:55 AM 

I think I need to do more than that with the Minister of Defense of Spain. He's 

very supportive. I think I should have lunch for him or something. 

Is he having a reception on the night of the 2°d or the 3rd. That's a country that's 

been helpful to us, and we want to be helpful to them. 

Thanks. 

OHR/am 
I 12702.20 

\ 
Please respond by: _______ 1 l_tt-~-'-----------

11-L-0559/0SD/9341 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 1}L 
November 27, 2002 

SUBJECT: Franks SVTC 

9:56 AM 

Someone tell me the topic of this SVTC with Franks on December 4th. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112702.21 

Pleau respond by: ______ ,_I~ ...... ~-'----------

11-L-0559/0SD/9342 U 1 0 4 4 0 ;: I O 3 



TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Donald Rumsfeld --C,... 
November 27, 2002 

SUBJECT: Calendar 

10:18 AM 

I want to make sure I have dinner with Franks on Wednesday or Thursday if he's 

free and I'm free. Also, I need to have time with him when he's in here next 

week. Don't let him get booked or me get booked without me getting engaged in 

it closely. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112702.26 

Please respond by: __________________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9343 



9:57 AM 
TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld i]A 
DATE: November 27, 2002 

SUBJECT: Calendar 

Please get Torie to explain to me what that interview is at 11 :OOam on December 

41
h with Hyatt. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112702.22 

Please respond by: ______ 11---tkf---~-----------

11-L-0559/0S D/9344 
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10:00 AM 
TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

DATE: November 27, 2002 

SUBJECT: Calendar 

1 think I will probably not make it to the Jumper house on December 51
\ and I will 

probably have to stay at the reception a little longer. 

Thanks. 

DHRlazn 
112702.24 

Please respond by: ______ , _1~~1 __________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9345 Ul 0443 .. / 03 



TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfel4 

November 27, 2002 

SUBJECT: PC 

9:59 AM 

Before anyone accepts anything for me at a PC meeling, or a luncheon at the 

White House, I need to know the topic, the event and then I need to decide 

whether J ,vant to send Paul. I have got to get some work done in December. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112702.23 

Please respond by: ______ H_h_l ___________ _ 

U 1 0 4 4 4 ~t, / 0 3 
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Snowflake -. t>LS ~'K ~ Gst. 1)~ 

,_lc-\I_ 2:00 PM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld 1A\ @) 
November 29. 2002 

SUBJECT: 

Make sure you fill Doug Feith in i1n what I told you about Burundi planning. The 

White House is going to try to push it We ought to be doing some planning but 

we ought to be doing it the way I d~scribed it to you. 

Thanks. 

Ill lR\,1n 
11 NO~ !I~ 

1~\{ Please respmtd by: __________________ ~ 

•, 
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Snowflake 

94! AM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ry-{\ 
1/ ~--------------- --- --- -- ' 

,Ji, DATE: November 79 2002·· · . 
.... '\:Y '', ~- . ? 

~<t- SUBJECT: ~--Rcfercni'e--eTc-~02-40118 - 11/18/02 Y-,-. 
. / ;1V,\ How are we going to get the money needed to help the Pakistanis end the 

Madrasas schooJs? 

We need a major effort if it is to be accomplished We could att h . 
· ac some strings. 

Please give me a (. ~ /11 A,(;_J, J.;, ~ ...., 

Thanks. 

DHRJazo 
112902_9 

Please mpond by, f Q,I / 0 ------.....:.... _______ _ 
SECDEF HA~ SF.EN 

MAP :, p :1]!). 

USG fonding in FY02_ for Madrassah reform was $34M with $l3.2M fro:~~~ 
DoD funded wireless mternet access and satellite radio receivers to connect 
Pakistani schools; and to distribute educational content developed by State, 

\ USAID, and the Pakistani Ministry of Education .. FY02 funds are sufficient to 
·,.. complete our program for Pakistan. DoD has $16.8 in the FY-03 supplemental, 

1 now under review by 0MB, which may allow expansion of this program to other 
\ countries. 
\ 

u 1 0 4 4 b 14- / 0 3 ..... 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
November 29, 2002 

2:00 PM 

On this CIA paper on the possibility of an invasion of Baghdad, I would think IO 

ought to let it be known that if that happens, people who do that are going to be 

considered war criminals for putting civilians at risk. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112902.10 

Anach: TS NESA IA 2002-20176CH - 11122102 

\ 
'/ 

Please respond by: ________ l.,';.,--+-1_) ________ _ 

I 
! 

~ 
~ 
~ 

C) 

Whel'l u:o"'fdri1e~ 
Afu.Ji yne ~ 

U 10 4 4 ?--., 0 3\· 
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TO: Honorable George Tenet 

CC: Jim Roche 
Pete Aldridge 
Dov Zakheim 
Steve Cambone 
Peter Teets 
L.~~7h, 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld JO... 

DATE: November 30, 2002 

SUBJECT: National Security Space and Satellite Program 

2:43 PM 

Attached is a memorandum received from William Schneider on the subject of the 

national security space and satellite program. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
113002,06 

Attach: Memo dated 11/27/02 From Dr, William Schneider. Jr. 

\Aj 
c.., 

~ 
0 
c... 
G 

U 10 448~tr, 03 J"1 
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MEMORANDUM 

November 27, 2002 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

William Schneider, Jr.: 

Hon. Don Rumsfeld 

William Schneider, Jr. 

Systemic problems in the management and financing 
of the national security space and satellite programs. 

This memorandum is a follow.up to my discussion with Steve Cam.bone earlier this 
week. Tom Young (Chainnan of the DSB's task force revie"1Ilg the national security 
satellite programs) and I met with Steve to discuss the finding5 of the DSB panel. Steve 
thought it would be constructive for me to summarize some o~ my concerns. 

1. Present funding dilemma: The core of the administration 1s transformation aspirations 
are embedded in the implementation of fundamental changes' in the C4ISR system. The 
most enduring contribution to transfonnation v.i.ll be made: in future systems, not the 
legacy systems. Nevertheless, the cost of funding the legacy systems (e.g. FIA) / 
compromises the abi!ily ta fond the tr ormation systems.~ 

2. Cost estimation methodology: A flawed system to estjniate costs in the national 
security satellite programs has grossly underestimated the 1J.ltimate cost of completing 
these programs. Costs are currently estimated at the 50% probability level, i.e. the 
probability that the final cost of the system will be at the estimated price is 50%. There is 
a statistical flaw in this assumption (the underlying distribution is skewed; the data are 
not normally distributed). Experience over a large number of systems indicates that these 
systems roust be priced at the 80% probability level to incorpprate an adequate reserve to 
complete the project. Thus, in the case of FIA, if it is properly budgeted at the 80% level. 
the final cost will be 47% higher· than· is currently being budgeted to "fix FIA." 
Similarly, almost all of the major national security space related programs that were 
addressed by the study are under funded. Unless OSD funds these increases from non
C4ISR accounts or finds additional sources of "new money," the administration's 
transfonnational programs will be the source of funding for l~gacy systems. 

3. An approach to resolution ofthe dilemma: The DSB panbl recommends that systems 
should be funded consistent with criticality. The most contentious legacy system - FIA -
needs to be addressed with a view tov.1ttd a lower-cost inte.ri.tn solution to mitigate the 
risk of gaps in coverage, while protecting the investment; in transformational C4ISR 
systems. In the longer term, apart from "fixing" the systemic problems identified in the 
DSB report, the C4ISR implications of non-C41SR programs needs to be recognized. 

11-L-0559/0SD/9351 



TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

Donald Rumsfeld 

November 30, 2002 

~l 'JP/\ -tQ 
(/.)u(r ( 

3:29 PM 

I need a one-hour meeting for the Round Table early in the first week of 

December. 

Thanks. 

OHR/azn 
113002.9 

,,,,. M .· D.J f tu /'. riivl' -=_Ji,1 V 1,0 

v .. f 
~~ 
s~l r: -

Vr~ 

I J lJ Please respond by: _______ ....... __________ _ 
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fl;o • a II' Orte::: ~ 1 t-M ~ t\.eS 

Donald Rumsfeld "'i'
November 30, 2002 

10:56 AM ';\" ,:'1-
TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Would you please show me \vhat the succession line is for Se etary of Defense 

and what the succession line is for Chainnan of the Chief:. 

' / 

,-,:;r· 

I would like to look at those two and then tell me l}iw I can change it. Can I do it 

or do I have to get the President to do it? Or do/have to get Congress to do it? 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
l I )002 OJ 

Please respond by: _________ I~__._\ I_,--________ _ 

U10450!ii1/03 
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Gl:NERAL COUNSl;L 

GE:NERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20301-1500 

INFO MEMO 

December 6, 2002, 12:30 p.m. 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Wil1iam J. Haynes II, General Counsel~ 

SUBJECT: Order of Succession for Secretary of Defense and Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) 

• You asked about the lines of succession for the Secretary and the CJCS, and 
whether you had the authority to change the order of succession. 

• Order of Succession for the Secretary. 

o By law, the Deputy Secretary of Defense is next in the line of st,1.ccession 
to serve as the Acting Secretary. 

o By Executive Order issued consistent with the Federal Vacancies Refonn 
Act of 1998, President Clinton designated the order of succession after tho 
Deputy Secretary. See Executive Order 13000, April 24, 1996 (Tab A). 

o You may recommend changes to E.O. 13000. 

• Order of Succession for the CJCS. 

Attachments: 
As stated 

o By law, the Vice Chainnan (VCJCS) acts as CJCS until a successor CJCS 
is appointed. 

o By memorandum to you consistent with 10 U.S.C. § 154(e), President 
Bush has directed that a member of the Joint Chiefs shall serve as 
successor, depending upon the time of year the vacancy occurs (Tab 8 ). 
Also, by memorandum to you (Tab C), the President has added the 
Commander of the Strategic Command to the order of succession. 

o The President could delegate his authority to designate a CJCS successor 
to yo·u. 

Prepared by: Jim Smyserl .... (b-)(_
5

) _ ____.land Helen Sullivan,L] 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/9354 
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The President 

El. ENCLOSURE 1 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 13000 

Elr:ecuHH Ordar 1:3000 of April 24, 1996 

DODD 3020.4, July 3, 1996 

Order of Succession of Officers To Act as Secretary of 
Defense · . 

By tho authority ves1Bd in me as Presldeol by tho Constitution and the 
laws of the United Statn oI America, including section JJ47 of title 5, 
United Stales Cod4. it i, bt11:eby ordered u follows: 
Sectian 1. S~on to Act a,; th1t Secn,tary of Dl.tftmse. (a) In the eveot 
of the .death, permanent diu.blllty, or r~lgnatlon of the S9Cn!lary of Defense, 
th• IDcwnb.ant.1 holding the Depwmenl or Defe11&e pos!Uons designated 
below. In the -Order indicat~. £b.t.lJ act for a.nd axercise the powe~ of 
the S&erl!!t!U}' of Defense u Acting Sec.mtary of DefenH: 

(ti Deputy Se.cr-ewy ofDeierue. 
(.2) Secn!t.,,-ofth&Amiy. 
(3) Secttltuy of tho Navy. 

(4) Secretary of the Air Force. 

(5) Under Secttlary ofDefen,e for Acqul~ltlon and Tech.nolc!)'. 

(6) Under Secretary of Defonse for Po)icy. . 
(7) Under Secratary of Defenui [CDmptcoUer). 

(8) Under s«ni1ary of Defense for Personnel and R11adlneu. 

(9) Deputy Under Secretary of Deransc fo, Acquisition and Technology. 

(10} Depucy Under Sm-el~ orI>efen~ fo, Policy. 

(t 1) Dlreciof of Defense ReSNJCh aod Engineering. 

(lZ) The J\ssistllllt Secretaries or DefeJJse, the DirectN of Opueitiooal 
Test :and Evaluation. a11d lhe General Counsel or the DBpartmeor of Defense. 
in the ordn lb:ed by !heir length of service ;is p11rm•nen1 1ppoinl~ in 
suc;h positions. 

(13} Under Secretaries or 1h1t Army. the Navy. and lbe Air Force. in 
lhe order fixed by their leng:th of service as penm11umt 1ppoiotee, Jn suc:h 
posilions. 

(HJ ·Assislanl Si!-crelaries of the Army. the Navy. and Lhe Air force 
whose appointmeDfs are vested in lhe F'residenl. and G11mm1I Counsels or 
the Army. lhe Navy. and lhs Air Force. in Iha order fixed by lheir length 
of ,ervice as perm,111ent ;,ppo11J1<1.,s in ~uch posilions. 

(bl In the evenl or thl' temporary absence or temporary disability of the 
Secrelary of Df!fo!lse, the incumbents holding 1he Dep.1rtmen1 or Defense 
p1~iliu11~ <l~.,igu<li1:d ,a pungropl1 t~) ol 1his s11clio11, in 1he order indicatoJ. 
shall act foi ~nd ~lll!rci~e the powms of llrn Sei:rnluy o[ Defense es Aeling 
Secrstary of Ddense. 

{ll In th83e instances. the designation of en Acting Secretary of Defense 
app!lu only for tt,e duration of the Secretary's absence or disability, and 
dol3S not affect the irnthorily of the Secrelary to resume the powers of 
hili office upon his eel um. 

/2l In the everil that the Secreta~· of Defense is temporarily absent 
from his position. the Secreury may continue to exercise the powers and 
fulfill the duties of this office during his absence. notwithstanding the provi· 
sions of th,~ ord~r. 

3 
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DODD 3020.4, July 3, 199i 

(cl Precedence among those officers des,gnarcd in paragraphs (aHt2)~H} 
of this section who ha"e the same appointment date shall be determined 
by the Secretary -of Defense at the lime that such appointments ere made. 

{d} Notwithstanding pai;agraphs {a) and (bj of this section, an officer shall 
not act for or exercise the powers of the Secretary of Defense under this 
order if that officer lief"~ only in an acting capacity in the position that 
would otherwise entitle him to do so. 
Sec.. 2, Temporary Natun: of Succe"ion. Succe.ssion to act (or and exercise 
the power$ of th-e Seczeta,y of Defense pursuant to this order shall be 
on a temporaty Of' interim basis and shall not bave th11 effoct of vacating 
the statutory appointment held by the successor. . 

Sec. 3. Rt:vocation of Prior Executive Order. Executive Order No. 12787 
of Decembl!r 31, 1991, is hereby revoked. 

THE WHITE HOUSE, 
April 24. 1996. 

4 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 11, 2001 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Designation of Acting Chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Pursuant to the Constitution and laws of the United States 
of America, I hereby designate the following officers to act 
as and perform the duties of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff in the circumstances described in section l54(e) of 
title 10, United States Code, during the period indicated in 
Calendar Year 2001 and in succeeding calendar years: 

Period of Designation: 
January 1 to March 31 
April 1 to June 30 
July 1 to September 30 
October 1 to ~ecember 31 

Designated Officer: 
Chief of Naval Operations 
Chief of Staff, U.S. Army 
Commandant of the Marine Corps 
Chief of Staff, U.S. Air Force 

If the member.of the Joint Chiefs of Staff specified in this 
schedule is absent or disabled, ·or the office of that member 
is vacant, the next available member in the rotation will act 
as and perform .the duties of the Chairman. Such service outside 
the usual time shall not alter the member's serving during his 
usual time in the rotation. 

Pursuant to the Constitution and the laws of the United States 
of America, I further designate that, in the event that neither 
the Vice Chairman nor any of the above-specified members of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff are available to do so, one of the 
Vice Chiefs or the Assistant Commandant of the Marine Corps,· 
in the order of their seniority by date of appointment to the 
position, will act as and perform the duties of the Chairman. 
Such Vice Chief or Assistant Commandant may continue to act 
as and perform the duties of the Chairman until a successor to 
the Chairman or Vice Chairman is appointed, or the absence or 
disability of the Chairman or Vice Chairman ceases, or one of 
the members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff becomes available to 
act as and perform the duties of the Chairman. 

-a W009!5·· 101 
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THE: WHJTE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 28, 2002 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Designation of Acting Chairman for the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff 

This memorandum supplements my memorandum to the Secretary of 
Defense, subject as above, dated July 11, 2001. 

Pursuant to that memorandum and the Constitution and laws of the 
United States of America, in the event that non~ of the officers 
designated in the July 11 memorandum ~s available to act as and 
perform the duties of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs'of Staff, 
the Commander in Chief, United States Strategic Command, is 
designated to act as and perform the duties of Chairman. The 
Commander in Chief, United States Strategic Command, will act 
as and perform the duties of the Chairman until a successor to 
the Chairman is appointed, or the absence or disability of the 
Chairman or Vice Chairmanr. cases, or o e of the members of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff or on of the Chiefs or Assistant 
Commandant becomes availab e to ac as and pe orm the duties 
of the Chairman. 

11-L-0559/0SD/9358 W00392 102 



TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld '1}-p
November 30, 2002 

SUBJECT: Economists' Weekend 

10:51 AM 

See this invitation from George Shultz. Joyce and I did it two years ago and it was 

certainly interesting, educational and enjoyable. 

Can you think of any reason I should be out in that part of the world during that 

period? 

Thanks. 

DHRlazn 
113002.01 

Attach: Memo dated 11127/02 Re: Economists' Weekend 

Please respond by:---~------\ ol----1\_1 _.0 _______ ~ 

''\ 
I 

\ I 

\J 

--

~ 

~ 
" 0 r.p 

U10451""/03 
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' 
MEMORANDUM 
November 27, 2002 

7:34AM 

George Shultz called me last night and invited Joyce and me to the Economists' 

Weekend on Friday, February 21, 2003 at Cypress Point. It starts Friday night 

with dinner and it ends Sunday morning. 

It is with wives and it is Shultz, Walt Wriston, Millon Freedman, Gary Becker, 

Marty Anderson, Gehardt Caspar. I told him there was no way I could stay at his 

place because it is owned by Bechtel and he said l could probably stay at Cypress 

Point and pay. That would be what I would probably have to do. 

DHRlazn 
l l'.'702.03 

11-L-0559/0SD/9360 



Snowflake 
2:34 PM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita " "_ 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
DATE: November 29, 2002 

SUBJECT: 

Shouldn't I have condemned the terrorist attack in Mombassa? We seem to not 

have a system to do those types of things. Let me know what you propose. 

Thanks. 

DHR/az.n 
112902.14 

Please respond by: _______ \ ~_\_Co __________ _ 
• 

~ 
~ 

c 
0. 
~ 
~ 

U10452w./03 \! 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Tom Osborne 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515-2703 

Dear Representative Osborne: 

JUN 28 2002 

Thank you for yowr letter regarding the merger of 
U.S. Space Command with U.S. Strategic Command and 
recommending the location of this merged command at 
Offutt Air Force Base. • 

As you may know, we have announced that Offutt 
is indeed the preferred alternative for the site of the new 
command. A final decision awaits the completion of 
required impact and environmental assessments. 

With best wishes. 

Sincerely~ 

U105?:t /02 
11-L-0559/0SD/9362 
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The Honorable Tom Osborne 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515-2703 

Dear Representative Osborne: 

Acknowledgement letter: U f () 3i 0 J ,.... f) 2-
--OK as is; finalize and SOM* 

~~ Change verbiage as noted; 
JnmliuandSOM* 

1 Use this to close action; no :fm1her reply 
required; finaliz.e and SOM* ?J _ r_ .. 

(,,J /,JJ, ~4 
Please see me '='-~, --_ · 

* SOM signature as 'Donald Ru.msfeld' 
unless otherwise indicated. 

Thank you for your letter you regarding the merger 
of the U.S. Space Command with the U.S. Strategic 
Command and recommending the location of this merged 
command at Offutt Air Force Base. I hme asked General 
Richard Myers, Cbairroau a£tbe JgiRt Chiefs of Staff, to 
addi:e&s your recommendations. lie 1,1,·ill get baek t,g yet1 4 
as soo:n as pes3ibte. "--------------t":Jr ")1, 7 61.,.. I 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

/-""tW. J..Jf:. ~ ~---J 

j)-) +I ~ ,,.kj I]-, 

rP j,{ • ..L.fr 
i 1-e . C i; 'I ~ A,....-•' C;_(Yrvr--l 

aH_tk<~,~~ 
~,~~ .1,~r~ 

·] ' Yl-<,('~i- •. J ~r to+ o3 (, // 

,--/ I~~~~. 
~t.r,,v~ 
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JUN-25-2002 TUE 03:45 PM CONG. TOM OSBORNE FAX NO. _!(b_)<6_) __ 

TOM OSBORNE 

COMM'TT(E ON ACiRICUL'TUFIE 

COMWTrcf 01\J COUCATION 
ANI") TH~ WO,O<:FORCE 

COMMITTEE ON RESOVRCES 

(~·c?~·~~ c.r :He 
stCi~:.:Ti: ·-,: I~~ ~~·~r:; .~:::t 

<!ongrcs.s of tbe ~niteb t@tate~ 
J)ou~r o( 1'.2pusrntatille9' 
mln!blngton, lQ(, 20515-.2703 

Jun<.: 25, 2002 

The lfonnnihlc nonaltl Rumsfchl 
Si::Crl:(,iry of Dcfi.:nse 
1400 Defense l,cntagon 
Jlentogon, l)C 20301 

Dear S¢cret:1ry Rumsfold: 

P. 02/Uc 

~07 C.VIIVC")"-! HQV!f 011 ,ec SVlttio,,.t~ !{~(,6)1"0" oc m1~ 

1 
DISTF\IC'r OFFICES: 

919 ()11 111 AVEN\ ll , Svni 3 
c;.,,,., I~~""~, NE ~800J 

1cb)(6) I 

Jam writing to cxpri:ss my ~ur1port for the proposed mcrscr of the UnitctJ St:1tes Spaci.: Command 
uml the Uniti.:d States StraL~gic Comm:in<l .ind the placllm~nt of Lhal new c:omm.md at ()(foll Alr 1:nrci:: 
H.:i/\c in 01n;ihn, 

l unckrstand that a proposed m~gl--r of the U.S. Sp.ice Conumrnd and Lhc U.S. S1ra1cg1c 
Comrnsnc\ was studied in 19!>3 and at the titnt 1nfras1111011.u·c an<l lcchnoloi.z:y harnµered the inlcg1'nti(ln of 
rhc;, iwo U.S. commanJs. I undcrslJntJ th.It tcchnologkal ad~·ant:l'.S nnd simih,r mis.sion tasks :1re enabling 
y1) 11 t1> reconsiucr the merger of the two cominnnds, 

r'~tcr~M Air 'f'orc.c Ba~c in Colorado Springs, Colorado will be the new home of the Northern 
(:(immand !hot is s~hcthded to bugin orel'ation.; on Octobq I. 2002. n ccause Peterson Ail' Force BcJSI,! 
will be the hci1dquc1rtt-rs fot' the 11ew Northern Con,rnarn.J.1 believe thJt Offutt Air Force Oas~ wo11ld \Jc an 
excellent location for the new n,ergc<l U.S. comm~m\ and would complement thi..: current missions at 
Ofr'u\l Air Force Base. U.S. Strategic Comm11nd missions arc Dctimef\ce, lntclli~ence, Op~·r.ition and 
I .O(;istics, ond Conunc\nd and Control. The Nuclear' Posture Review also showed that the U.S. Slruic~ic 
Commi'lnd would ~e looking ,it :r mission of non-miclcar weripon capllbilities. 

lbc U.S. Strategic Conm,und has also bllcn in~trum1..'Tl\;)] in Or~ration Enduring rr~edom. 
111: i.llligencc personnel from the U.S. ~trati.:gic Command h;.ive provided importan1 inlcHig~l)ce 
inforrn<1 11on in J\fghanislan .:1nd other piirts of the world. Oft'utl Air Poree na~c is also home lo the 
Intelligence Operntlons Ccntt>r, Weather Surrort c ... "l1tcr, r:orcc St.ih1s Re:idim:ss tenter and other suprort 
offii.:c.s. The U.S. Str.iteg1c Corrunnnd headquarters is also the home to 1,300 mil it3ry p1..7Sonncl, 400 
civi li ,:ms nnd 600 contractors. 

r undcr~tsnd thilt the merger of the U.S. Sp.ice Command ;md the U.S. Strategic Command is vi.:ry 
likely. ) 1.1\coln·ag~ you to con~idcr Oft\itt Air' r:on:(: B.l.se in Omaha as th~ pcnmment hornt: of the 11ew 
ni~rgcd command. 

I ~ppreci:itc you taking this reqU('St inlo consideration. 

Best Wishes, u.:.. (),.t_ 
TOM OSBORNF, 
Member of Con~ss 

11-L .i0559l0Su/9364 
U10391 / 02 
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June 27, 2002 8:41 AM 

TO: Gen. Eberhart 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'T/-
SUBJECT: NDU 

I received a note suggesting that the new Northern Command might need a place 

to think through and wrestle with some problems. Nationa1 Defense University 

seems to be a logical place where that kind of activity could be located. Just a 

thought. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
06270H 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9365 Ul O 5 85 / 0 2 



June 27, 2002 8:38 AM 

TO: Adm. Abbott 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ,~ 

SUBJECT: NDU 

The Homeland Security Department may well need to think through and wrestle 

with some problems. It struck me that National Defense University is a logical 

place to provide some assistance on that. You might want to think about that. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
062702-7 

11-L-0559/0SD/9366 Ul O 5 86 / 0 2 



June 3, 2002 12:01 PM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld I/ t, 
SUBJECT: Acquisition and Cross Servicing Agreements 

Please take a 1ook at this memo from Andy Marsha11 on acquisition and cross

servicing agreements. I think he has a good point 

See if you think we are doing it right, if the agreements are written properly and if 

they are rea1ly appropriate for the future. Then get back to me with a report at 

some point. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Undated Marshall memo to SecDef re: Priorities for Acquisition and Cross Servicing 

Agreements and 04/08/02 SecDef memo to Marshall [040802. J 5] 

DHR:dh 
060302-24 

............•.............•..........•...•...••......................... , 

Please respond by __ o_t.-+j_U_/~o_i.. __ ~ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9367 Ul0598 /02 



TO: 

OM: 

Andy Marshall 

Donald Rumsfeld )f\ 
Agreements 

April 8, 2002 8:12 AM 

How should we be establishing priorities to move forward on acquisition and 

cross-servicing agreements with the attached countries? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Acquisition and Cross Servicing Agreements (ACSAs) 

DHR:dh 
040802-IS 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by OS/ 0 J; / o i... 

ue,.... . ~' 
~'"f-c.....- s-

s/ 

..... 

N 

4f tN H~L Q~ 

kr-rACJ-fEb. CXJ 
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. . . 
c,: ,...--:··.:o - . 
1-· ..... ~-.. - ' 

2[D7 J!!'_ - I !!! ·~. l1 , 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

, 1, t • -,, .. ~ • _) 

WAStfJNGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

ACrION MEMO 

~~OR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

')tr~/ FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJ~6/z;,, 
SUBJECT: Military Dependents in High-Risk Areas 

CM-387-02 SECD~~SSEEN 
1 July 2002 l 

1 2002 

DepSec Action __ _ 

• Given the ongoing nature of the War on Terrorism and heightened security ~ 
concerns for American personnel stationed overseas, we need to take a hard look 
at DOD policies allowing military dependents to be assigned in high-risk areas. --CJ 
Presently, dependents are living in places approved as designated combat zones, ~ 
imminent danger pay locations or qualified hazardous duty areas. 

• To ensure a prudent policy is being followed, the OSD-DOS review should look at 
the assignment policies associated with military dependents in hazardous duty 
locations, to include consideration for their early return if necessary. With the 
Department of State having a major responsibility for US citizens overseas, efforts 
started last year should be reenergized to develop an OSD and Department of State 
interagency working group to confirm we have proper safety procedures in place. 

RECOMMENDATION: OSD lead a review of assignment policies associated with DOD 
dependents in hazardous duty locations. OSD, in conjunction with the Department of 
State, reenergize an interagency working group to review safety procedures for 
dependents located in high-risk areas. 

JUL 11 ml 
Approve Disapprove Other --- ---

COORDINATION: TAB 

Prepared By: Brig Gen Maria I. Cribbs, US~~~rector, J-1; ._!(b-)(_
6

) _ __, 

; i 7).,-, {it / l(S/J -i-\ . ) :: -1J~ 
{ r,,.. / 1,; c .· .l, ,/ IJ'-< fl . ,~ 

._,.?> C"" '- -·· 
.....:.....!._~~~---~~ ~:;-:;;~it~-~ri~1/ · . 

r{f 
SR MA GIAMBASTIANI 
MA BUCCt 

execsec WHITMORE 

-

11-L-0559/0SD/9369 
? 
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.t ,. 
·, 

- · 

Dr Chu USD (P&R) 

COORDINATION 

l(b)(6) 27 JW102 

11-L-055§/0SD/9370 



TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Tour Length and Time in Service 

June 18, 2002 8:58 AM 

Please take a look at this article. 1 am really concerned that I have been here 

almost a year and a half, and we have not done a dadbum thing on two things that 

I consider exceedingly important-namely, lengthening tours and lengthening the 

amount of time people stay in the Service. 

When is something going to happen? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Loeb, Vernon. "'Up or Out' System Should Go, Army Author Writes in New Book," 

Washington Post, 06/18/02 

DHR:dh 
0611!02-9 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

Please respond by --°'~1--"t......,'i'---'--/~a_'l-_· __ 

1 ·1-L-0559/0SD/9371 Ul O 628 IO 2 

-
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May 23, 2002 8:21 AM 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld ~\'-

SUBJECT: Reduce PCS, Lengthen Tours and Time in Service 

I want to reduce the number of permanent changes of station, lengthen tours and 

lengthen time in service. What do we do to get it done? 

Please see me. 

Thanks. 

OHR:dh 
0~2302·10 

··~······································································ 
Please respond by __ c)_G--+/-~_1_1.._· o_-i..-___ _ 

·,, 

u 
Cl\( 
~ 
l:> 
'<.'.: 
0. 

11-L-0559/0SD/9373 111 0 6 2, / 0 2 µ 
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May 13, 2002 10:04 AM 

TO: Steve Cambone 

CC: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·<f 
SUBJECT: Time in Position 

Will the two of you please get together and teH me what I should do to get time in 

position increased from what appears to be somewhere between 18 to 28 months 

up to 26 to 36 months. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
05/07/02 USD(P&R) memo to SecDefre: Personnel Movements and Unit Cohesion 

[U07938/02] 

DHR:dh 
051302-21 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ o_~_._f ~-' ~( o~v __ _ 

·" 

11-L-0559/0SD/937 4 1110631 /02 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1000 

July 11, 2002 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TESTING AND EVALUATION ~~ 
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
DIRECTOR, FORCE TRANSFORMATION 
DIRECTOR, NET ASSESSMENT 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 
DIRECTORS OF THE DOD FIELD ACTIVITIES 

SUBJECT: Designation of U.S. Strategic Command 

I have determined that the name of the Command resulting from the merger of 

U.S. Strategic Command and U.S. Space Command will be U.S. Strategic Command 

(USSTRA TCOM). 

<I.I , 

0 f., U10693-02 

11-L-0559/0SD/9375 



POL.ICY 

PRINCIPAL DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY /' ,..,, 1- ·· .. 
OF DEFENSE . .. 

2000 DEFENSE PENTAGON ~:r;-,'l ;-_:: ·· . . ·. -' 
WASHINGTON, OC 20301·2000 

222 JUL .. ? .,, .... ' ' 

ACTION MEMO_ .. ·~·.c-· .. :~ .• :.."-t."t~·r. ~f}a'""fh,•'r" .. ~,.,";,, '•, • 
1:.~~l': · ·· · 

J-02/009329 
' ': ~; . 

June 28, 2002 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 2 8 002 
JUN . 2 

FROM: Stephen Cambone, Principal Deputy Under Secretary of~r Policy 

SUBJECT: Name of the Command resulting from the Merger of U.S. Strategic 
Command and U.S. Space Command 

• You asked for my conunents and recommendation on the Chainnan's memo (attached 
at A) in which he provides alternative names for the command resulting from the 
merger of Strategic Command and Space Conm,and and recommends that the name 
''U.S. Strategfo Comrnand"(USSTRA TCOM) be used for the merged command. 

• I conciir with Genera] Myers' recommendation; retainin, the name "U.S. Strate:,ic ~ 
Comman " 1as t e ene 1 o not requiring a name change while captudng the natme 
and mission of the merged command. 

• If you agree the attached memo at Tab B for your signature would promutgatc yom 
decision. 

Recommendation: Sign memo at TAB B designating the name as U.S. Strategic 
Command (USSTRATCOM). 

Attachment: 
As mentioned 

FOROFFicft;SEONLY 

11-L-055~SD/9376 U10693 102 



TO: V ADM Giambastiani 

CC: Paul WolfO\vitz 
Doug Feith 
Gen. Myers 
Gen. Pace 
Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld T){l · 

SUBJECT: STRATCOM/SPACECOM 

July 1, 2002 3:02 PM 

We have to get a name for STRATCOM/SPACECOM. My instinct is to just 

leave it called STRA TCOM. 

Thanks. 

lJHK dh 
070102-42 

••.•••••.•..•............••........•••.........•.......•...•.....•••.... , 

Please respond by __ r_J ·_· __ '_, _)~'-__ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9377 



• .. ' • 

CHAIRMAN OfTHE JOIHJCHIEFS OF STAFf 

WASKINOTON, D.C. 2Da1a.t9tl 

ACTION MEMO CM-375-02 

"( '"'I. "Ir. . . (. :; 

21 June 'A~ff- . . . 
:~ec;u ._. HAS ~ff..:;\ 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myer,;, cicf#IP {:,It£) 
r ··ul DepSec Action __ _ 

SUBJECT: Naming the Command Resulting from the Merger of USSTRA TCOM and 
USSPACECOM 

1 Attached briefing slides indicate seven potential names for the merged command 
considered by the Joint Staff, USSTRA TCOM, USSPACECOM and the Services. 

1 Top three names, according to the pros and cons developed, included US Global 
Operations Command (USGOCOM), US Strategic Command (USSTRA TCOM} 
and US Strategic Operations Conunand (USSTOCOM). 

, None of the alternatives is clearly superior to the current name, U.S. Strategic 
Command, and there are real costs associated with changing the name. 

RECOMMENDATION: Approve recommendation to retain the name U.S. Strategic 
Command (USSTRA TCOM), for the merged coillllWld. 

Approve~ Disapprove ___ Other __ _ 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: LTG George W. Casey, USA; Director, J-5;1 .... (b-)(
5
_) _ _, 

11-L-0559/0SD/9378 

:t- 0 ~10 ~ 1'~ >-9 
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June 25, 2002 4:32 PM 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: $10 Billion 

Please give me a piece of paper in English that I can send to Andy Card explaining 

what the $10 biUion is for. He obviously doesn't understand it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
062502-7.'i 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 0_1 .... f _o_i-_/_01...--_·_ 

,;~2 ~~· 

11-L-0559/0SD/9379 

C) 
CJ 
CJ 
~ 

{5L 
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June 25, 2002 2:25 PM 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld TM__ 
SUBJECT: $10 Billion 

We need a piece of paper that tells people what the $10 billion is for. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
062502-69 

··················-·············,·~······································ 
Please respond by __ 0_1___._l ..:....11--___._/ a--=-v __ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9380 



July 1, 2002 3:18 PM 

TO: Newt Gingrich 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: NSC 68 

I just took a look at NSC 68, written by Paul Nitze. Do you think we ought to 

have something like this today? We clearly don't have anything like it. 

The NSC was supposed to produce a national security strategy a year ago June, 

and it still hasn't done it. 

Any thoughts? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
NSC68 

DHR;dh 
070102-45 

11-L-0559/0SD/9381 

-

-----
-



.,, 

June 18, 2002 8:18 AM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld <;J/l } 
SUBJECT: NSC 68 

Please get me a copy ofNSC 68, written by Paul Nitze. Paul Wolfowitz can tell 

you how to get it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
061802-6 ,..~ 

······················································~"~~i .... 
Please respond by ' ',..,!)_~I) V ~~ .. ' J ?Sf" I;<; p;W(I 

11-L-0559/0SD/9382 

J1Zi 
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NSC-68, Sections 1-V Page 1 of 14 

NSC 68: United States Objectives and Programs for National Security 

(April 14, 1950) 

TQP SJ;;;'i.'R.E'.£ 

Terms of Reference 

Analysis 

A Report to the President 
Pursuant to the President's Directive 

of Jariuarydl, 1950 

Contents 

I. Background of the Present World Crisis 

II. The Fundamental Purpose of the United States 

III. The Fundamental Design of the Kremlin 

[Washington,] April 7, 1950 

IV. The Underlying Conflict in the Realm of Ideas and Values Between the U.S. Purpose and the 
Kremlin Design 

I. Nature of the Conflict 
2. Objectives 
3. Means 

V. Soviet Intentions and Capabilities--Actual and Potential 

VI. U.S. Intentions and Capabilities--Actual and Potential 

VII. Present Risks 

VIII. Atomic Armaments 

A. Military Evaluation of U.S. and U.S.S.R. Atomic Capabilities 

B. Stockpiling and Use of Atomic Weapons 

C. International Control of Atomic Energy 

IX. Possible Courses of Action 

Introduction 

http://www.seattleu.edu/artsci/histo}:y1'~~§6--9~€)$Dft8383 6/21/2002 



NSC-68, Sections 1-V Page 2 of 14 

The Role of Negotiation 

A. The First Course--Continuation ofCun·ent Policies, with Current and Currently Projected 
Programs for Carrying Out These Projects 

B. The Second Course--Isolation 

C. The Third Course--War 

D. The Remaining Course of Action--A Rapid Build-up of Political, Economic, and Military Strength 
in the Free World 

Conclusions 

Recommendations 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

The following report is submitted in response to the President's directive of January 31 which reads: 

That the President direct the Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense to undertake 
a reexamination of our objectives in peace and war and of the effect of these objectives 
on our strategic plans, in the light of the probable fission bomb capability and possible 
thermonuclear bomb capability of the Soviet Union. 

The document which recommended that such a directive be issued reads in part: 

It must be considered whether a decision to proceed with a program directed toward 
determining feasibility prejudges the more fundamental decisions (a) as to whether, in 
the event that a test of a thennonuclear weapon proves successful, such weapons should 
be stockpiled, or (b) if stockpiled, the conditions under which they might be used in war. 
If a test of a thermonuclear weapon proves successful, the pressures to produce and 
stockpile such weapons to be held for the same purposes for which fission bombs are 
then being held will be greatly increased. The question of use policy can be adequately 
assessed only as a part of a general reexamination of this country's strategic plans and its 
objectives in peace and war. Such reexamination would need to consider national policy 
not only with respect to possible thermonuclear weapons, but also with respect to fission 
weapons--viewed in the light of the probable fission bomb capability and the possible 
thennonuclear bomb capability of the Soviet Union. The moral, psychological, and 
political questions involved in this problem would need to be taken into account and be 
given due weight. The outcome of this reexamination would have a crucial bearing on 
the further question as to whether there should be a revision in the nature of the 
agreements, including the international control of atomic energy, which we have been 
seeking to reach with the U.S.S.R. 

ANALYSIS 

http://www.seattleu.edu/artsci/histot1Yfli.L9'@'~S{}l@384 6/21/2002 



NSC-68, Sections 1-V Page 3 of 14 

J. Background of the Present Crisis 

Within the past thirty-five years the world has experienced two global wars of tremendous violence. It 
has witnessed two revolutions--the Russian and the Chinese--of extreme scope and intensity. It has 
also seen the collapse of five empires--the Ottoman, the Austro-Hungarian, German, Italian, and 
Japanese--and the drastic decline of two major imperial systems, the British and the French. During 
the span of one generation, the international distribution of power has been fundamentally altered. 
For several centuries it had proved impossible for any one nation to gain such preponderant strength 
that a coalition of other nations could not in time face it with greater strength. The international scene 
was marked by recurring periods of violence and war, but a system of sovereign and independent 
states was maintained, over which no state was able to achieve hegemony. 

Two complex sets of factors have now basically altered this historic distribution of power. First, the 
defeat of Germany and Japan and the decline of the British and French Empires have interacted with 
the development of the United States and the Soviet Union in such a way that power increasingly 
gravitated to these two centers. Second, the Soviet Union, unlike previous aspirants to hegemony, is 
animated by a new fanatic faith, anti-thetical to our own, and seeks to impose its absolute authority 
over the rest of the world. Conflict has, therefore, become endemic and is waged, on the part of the 
Soviet Union, by violent or non-violent methods in accordance with the dictates of expediency. With 
the development of increasingly terrifying weapons of mass destruction, every individual faces the 
ever-present possibility of annihilation should the conflict enter the phase of total war. 

On the one hand, the people of the world yearn for relief from the anxiety arising from the risk of 
atomic war. On the other hand, any substantial further extension of the area under the domination of 
the Kremlin would raise the possibility that no coalition adequate to confront the Kremlin with 
greater strength could be assembled. It is in this context that this Republic and its citizens in the 
ascendancy of their strength stand in their deepest peril. 

The issues that face us are momentous, involving the fulfillment or destruction not only of this 
Republic but of civilization itself. They are issues which will not await our deliberations. With 
conscience and resolution this Government and the people it represents must now take new and 
fateful decisions. 

II. Fundamental Purpose of the United States 

The fundamental purpose of the United States is laid down in the Preamble to the Constitution: " ... 
to form a more perfect Union, establish justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common 
defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our 
Posterity. u In essence, the fundamental purpose is to assure the integrity and vitality of our free 
society, which is founded upon the dignity and worth of the individual. 

Three realities emerge as a consequence of this purpose: Our determination to maintain the essential 
elements of individual freedom, as set forth in the Constitution and Bill of Rights; our determination 
to create conditions under which our free and democratic system can live and prosper; and our 
determination to fight if necessary to defend our way of life, for which as in the Declaration of 
Independence, "with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually pledge to 
each other our lives, our Fortunes, and our sacred Honor." 

http://www.seattleu.edu/artsci/histo~L~S01'@385 6/21/2002 



NSC-68, Sections I-V Page 4 of 14 

III. Fundamental Design of the Kremlin 

The fundamental design of those who control the Soviet Union and the international communist 
movement is to retain and solidify their absolute power, first in the Soviet Union and second in the 
areas now under their control. In the minds of the Soviet leaders, however, achievement of this design 
requires the dynamic extension of their authority and the ultimate elimination of any effective 
opposition to their authority. 

The design, therefore, calls for the complete subversion or forcible destruction of the machinery of 
government and structure of society in the countries of the non~Soviet world and their replacement by 
an apparatus and structure subservient to and controlled from the Kremlin. To that end Soviet efforts 
are now directed toward the domination of the Eurasian land mass. The United States, as the principal 
center of power in the non-Soviet world and the bulwark of opposition to Soviet expansion, is the 
principal enemy whose integrity and vitality must be subverted or destroyed by one means or another 
if the Kremlin is to achieve its fundamental design. 

IV. The Underlying Conflict in the Realm of ideas and Values between the U.S. Purpose and 
the Kremlin Design 

A. NATURE OF CONFLICT 

The Kremlin regards the United States as the only major threat to the conflict between idea of slavery 
under the grim oligarchy of the Kremlin, which has come to a crisis with the polarization of power 
described in Section I, and the exclusive possession of atomic weapons by the two protagonists. The 
idea of freedom, moreover, is peculiarly and intolerably subversive of the idea of slavery. But the 
converse is not true. The implacable purpose of the slave state to eliminate the challenge of freedom 
has placed the two great powers at opposite poles. Jt is this fact which gives the present polarization 
of power the quality of crisis. 

The free society values the individual as an end in himself, requiring of him only that measure of self
discipline and self-restraint which make the rights of each individual compatible with the rights of 
every other individual. The freedom of the individual has as its counterpart, therefore, the negative 
responsibility of the individual not to exercise his freedom in ways inconsistent with the freedom of 
other individuals and the positive responsibility to make constructive use of his freedom in the 
building of a just society. 

From this idea of freedom with responsibility derives the marvelous diversity, the deep tolerance, the 
lawfulness of the free society. This is the explanation of the strength of free men. It constitutes the 
integrity and the vitality of a free and democratic system. The free society attempts to create and 
maintain an environment in which every individual has the opportunity to realize his creative powers. 
It also explains why the free society tolerates those within it who would use their freedom to destroy 
it By the same token, in relations between nations, the prime reliance of the free society is on the 
strength and appeal of its idea, and it feels no compulsion sooner or later to bring all societies into 
conformity with it. 

For the free society does not fear, it welcomes, diversity. It derives its strength from its hospitality 
even to antipathetic ideas. It is a market for free trade in ideas, secure in its faith that free men will 
take the best wares, and grow to a fuller and better realization of their powers in exercising their 
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choice. 

The idea of freedom is the most contagious idea in history, more contagious than the idea of 
submission to authority. For the breadth of freedom cannot be tolerated in a society which has come 
under the domination of an individual or group of individuals with a will to absolute power. Where 
the despot holds absolute power--the absolute power of the absolutely powerful wi11--all other wills 
must be subjugated in an act of willing submission, a degradation willed by the individual upon 
himself under the compulsion of a perverted faith. It is the first article of this faith that he finds and 
can only find the meaning of his existence in serving the ends of the system. The system becomes 
God, and submission to the will of God becomes submission to the will of the system. It is not 
enough to yield outwardly to the system--even Gandhian non-violence is not acceptable--for the spirit 
of resistance and the devotion to a higher authority might then remain, and the individual would not 
be wholly submissive. 

The same compulsion which demands total power over al1 men within the Soviet state without a 
single exception, demands total power over all Communist Parties and all states under Soviet 
domination. Thus Stalin has said that the theory and tactics of Leninism as expounded by the 
Bolshevik party are mandatory for the proletarian parties of an countries. A true internationalist is 
defined as one who unhesitatingly upholds the position of the Soviet Union and in the satellite states 
true patriotism is love of the Soviet Union. By the same token the "peace policy" of the Soviet Union, 
described at a Party Congress as "a more advantageous form of fighting capitalism," is a device to 
divide and immobilize the non-Communist world~ and the peace the Soviet Union seeks is the peace 
of total conformity to Soviet policy. 

The antipathy of slavery to freedom explains the iron curtain, the isolation, the autarchy of the society 
whose end is absolute power. The existence and persistence of the idea of freedom is a permanent and -
continuous threat to the foundation of the slave society; and it therefore regards as intolerable the 
Jong continued existence of freedom in the world. What is new, what makes the continuing crisis, is 
the polarization of power which now inescapably confronts the slave society with the free. 

The assault on free institutions is world-wide now, and in the context of the present polarization of 
power a defeat of free institutions anywhere is a defeat everywhere. The shock w~ sustained in the 
destruction of Czechoslovakia was not in the measure of Czechoslovakia's material importance to us. 
In a material sense, her capabilities were already at Soviet disposal. But when the integrity of 
Czechoslovak institutions was destroyed, it was in the intangible scale of values that we registered a 
loss more damaging than the material loss we had already suffered. 

Thus unwillingly our free society finds itself mortally challenged by the Soviet system. No other 
value system is so who11y irreconcilable with ours, so implacable in its purpose to destroy ours, so 
capable of turning to its own uses the most dangerous and divisive trends in our own society, no other 
so skillfully and powerfully evokes the elements of irrationality in human nature everywhere, and no 
other has the support of a great and growing center of military power. 

B. OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of a free society are determined by its fundamental values and by the necessity for 
maintaining the material environment in which they flourish. Logically and in fact, therefore, the 
Krem1in's challenge to the United States is directed not only to our values but to our physical capacity 
to protect their environment. It is a challenge which encompasses both peace and war and our 
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objectives in peace and war must take account of it. 

1. Thus we must make ourselves strong, both in the way in which we affirm our values in the 
conduct of our national life, and in the development of our military and economic strength. 

2. We must lead in building a successfully functioning political and economic system in the free 
world. It is only by practical affirmation, abroad as well as at home, of our essential values, that 
we can preserve our own integrity, in which hes the real frustration of the Kremlin design. 

3. But beyond thus affirming our values our pohcy and actions must be such as to foster a 
fundamental change in the nature of the Soviet system, a change toward which the frustration 
of the design is the first and perhaps the most important step. Clearly it will not only be less 
costly but more effective if this change occurs to a maximum extent as a result of internal 
forces in Soviet society. 

In a shrinking world, which now faces the threat of atomic warfare, it is not an adequate objective 
merely to seek to check the Kremlin design, for the absence of order among nations is becoming less 
and less tolerable. This fact imposes on us, in our own interests, the responsibility of world 
leadership. It demands that we make the attempt, and accept the risks inherent in it, to bring about 
order and justice by means consistent with the principles of freedom and democracy. We should limit 
our requirement of the Soviet Union to its participation with other nations on the basis of equality and 
respect for the rights of others. Subject to this requirement, we must with our allies and the former 
subject peoples seek to create a world society based on the principle of consent. Its framework cannot 
be inflexible. It will consist of many national communities of great and varying abilities and 
resources, and hence of war potential. The seeds of conflicts will inevitably exist or will come into 
being. To acknowledge this is only to acknowledge the impossibility of a final solution. Not to 
acknowledge it can be fatally dangerous in a world in which there are no final solutions. 

All these objectives of a free society are equally valid and necessary in peace and war. But every 
consideration of devotion to our fundamental values and to our national security demands that we 
seek to achieve them by the strategy of the cold war. It is only by developing the moral and material 
strength of the free world that the Soviet regime will become convinced of the falsity of its 
assumptions and that the pre-conditions for workable agreements can be created. By practically 
demonstrating the integrity and vitality of our system the free world widens the area of possible 
agreement and thus can hope gradually to bnng about a Soviet acknowledgement of realities which in 
sum wj}l eventually constitute a frustration of the Soviet design. Short of this, however, it might be 
possible to create a situation which will induce the Soviet Union to accommodate itself, with or 
without the conscious abandonment of its design, to coexistence on tolerable terms with the non
Soviet world. Such a development would be a triumph for the idea of freedom and democracy. It 
must be an immediate objective of United States policy. 

There is no reason, in the event of war, for us to alter our overall objectives. They do not include 
unconditional surrender, the subjugation of the Russian peoples or a Russia shorn of its economic 
potential. Such a course would irrevocably unite the Russian people behind the regime which 
enslaves them. Rather these objectives contemplate Soviet acceptance of the specific and limited 
conditions requisite to an international environment in which free institutions can flourish, and in 
which the Russian peoples will have a new chance to work out their own destiny. If we can make the 
Russian people our allies in the enterprise we will obviously have made our task easier and victory 
more certain. 

The objectives outlined in NSC 20/4 (November 23, 1948) ... are fully consistent with the objectives 
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stated in this paper, and they remain va1id. The growing intensity of the conflict which has been 
imposed upon us, however, requires the changes of emphasis and the additions that are apparent. 
Coup1ed with the probab1e fission bomb capability and possible thennonuclear bomb capability of the 
Soviet Union, the intensifying struggle requires us to face the fact that we can expect no lasting 
abatement of the crisis unless and until a change occurs in the nature of the Soviet system. 

C.MEANS 

The free society is limited in its choice of means to achieve its ends. 

Compulsion is the negation of freedom, except when it is used to enforce the rights common to a11. 
The resort to force, internally or externally, is therefore a last resort for a free society. The act is 
permissible only when one individual or groups ofindividuals within it threaten the basic rights of 
other individuals or when another society seeks to impose its will upon it. The free society cherishes 
and protects as fundamental the rights of the minority against the will of a majority, because these 
rights are the inalienable rights of each and every individual. 

The resort to force, to compulsion, to the imposition of its will is therefore a difficult and dangerous 
act for a free society, which is warranted on]y in the face of even greater dangers. The necessity of the 
act must be clear and compelling; the act must commend itse]fto the overwhelming majority as an 
inescapable exception to the basic idea of freedom; or the regenerative capacity of free men after the 
act has been performed will be endangered. 

The Kremlin is able to select whatever means are expedient in seeking to carry out its fundamental 
design. Thus it can make the best of several possible worlds, conducting the struggle on those levels 
where it considers it profitable and enjoying the benefits of a pseudo-peace on those levels where it is 
not ready for a contest. At the ideological or psychological level, in the struggle for men's minds, the 
conflict is worldwide. At the political and economic level, within states and in the relations between 
states, the struggle for power is being intensified. And at the military level, the Kremlin has thus far 
been careful not to commit a technical breach of the peace, although using its vast forces to intimidate 
its neighbors, and to support an aggressive foreign policy, and not hesitating through its agents to 
resort to arms in favorable circumstances. The attempt to carry out its fundamental design is being 
pressed, therefore, with all means which are believed expedient in the present situation, and the 
Kremlin bas inextricably engaged us in the conflict between its design and our purpose. 

We have no such freedom of choice, and least of all in the use of force. Resort to war is not only a 
last resort for a free society, but it is also an act which cannot definitively end the fundamental 
conflict in the realm of ideas. The idea of slavery can only be overcome by the timely and persistent 
demonstration of the superiority of the idea of freedom. Military victory alone would only partially 
and perhaps only temporarily affect the fundamental conflict, for although the ability of the Kremlin 
to threaten our security might be for a time destroyed, the resurgence of totalitarian forces and the re
establishment of the Soviet system or its equivalent would not be long delayed unless great progress 
were made in the fundamental conflict. 

Practical and ideological considerations therefore both impel us to the conclusion that we have no 
choice but to demonstrate the superiority of the idea of freedom by its constructive application, and to 
attempt to change the world situation by means short of war in such a way as to frustrate the Kremlin 
design and hasten the decay of the Soviet system. 
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For us the role of military power is to serve the national purpose by deterring an attack upon us whi]e 
we seek by other means to create an environment in which our free society can flourish, and by 
fighting, if necessary, to defend the integrity and vitality of our free society and to defeat any 
aggressor. The Kremlin uses Soviet military power to back up and serve the Kremlin design. It does 
not hesitate to use military force aggressively if that course is expedient in the achievement of its 
design. The differences between our fundamental purpose and the Kremlin design, therefore, are 
reflected in our respective attitudes toward and use of military force. 

Our free society, confronted by a threat to its basic values, naturally will take such action, including 
the use of military force, as may be required to protect those values. The integrity of our system will 
not be jeopardized by any measures, covert or overt, violent or non-violent, which serve the purposes 
of frustrating the Kremlin design, nor does the necessity for conducting ourselves so as to affirm our 
values in actions as well as words forbid such measures, provided only they are appropriately 
calculated to that end and are not so excessive or misdirected as to make us enemies of the people 
instead of the evil men who have enslaved them. 

But if war comes, what is the role of force? Unless we so use it that the Russian people can perceive 
that our effort is directed against the regime and its power for aggression, and not against their own 
interests, we will unite the regime and the people in the kind oflast ditch fight in which no underlying 
problems are solved, new ones are created, and where our basic principles are obscured and 
compromised. If we do not in the application of force demonstrate the nature of our objectives we 
wi11, in fact, have compromised from the outset our fundamental purpose. In the words of the 
Federalist (No. 28) "The means to be employed must be proportioned to the extent of the mischief." 
The mischief may be a global war or it may be a Soviet campaign for limited objectives. In -either 
case we should take no avoidable initiative which would cause it to become a war of annihilation, and 
if we have the forces to defeat a Soviet drive for limited objectives it may well be to our interest not 
to let it become a global war. Our aim in applying force must be to compel the acceptance oftenns 
consistent with our objectives, and our capabilities for the application of force should, therefore, 
within the limits of what we can sustain over the Jong pull, be congruent to the range of tasks which 
we may encounter. 

V. Soviet Intentions and Capabilities 

A. POLITICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL 

The Kremlin's design for world domination begins at home. The first concern of a despotic oligarchy 
is that the local base of its power and authority be secure. The massive fact of the iron curtain 
isolating the Soviet peoples from the outside world, the repeated political purges within the USSR 
and the institutionalized crimes of the MVD [the Soviet Ministry of Internal Affairs] are evidence 
that the Kremlin does not feel secure at home and that "the entire coercive force of the socialist state" 
is more than ever one of seeking to impose its absolute authority over "the economy, manner of life, 
and consciousness of people" (Vyshinski, The Law of the Soviet State, p. 74). Similar evidence in the 
satellite states of Eastern Europe leads to the conclusion that this same policy, in less advanced 
phases, is being applied to the Kremlin's colonial areas. 

Being a totalitarian dictatorship, the Kremlin's objectives in these policies is the total subjective 
submission of the peoples now under its control. The concentration camp is the prototype of the 
society which these policies are designed to achieve, a society in which the personality of the 
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individual is so broken and perverted that he participates affinnatively in his own degradation. 

The Kremlin's policy toward areas not under its control is the elimination of resistance to its will and 
the extension of its influence and control. It is driven to fo1low this policy because it catU1ot, for the 
reasons set forth in Chapter IV, tolerate the existence of free societies; to the Kremlin the most mild 
and inoffensive free society is an affront, a challenge and a subversive influence. Given the nature of 
the Kremlin, and the evidence at hand, it seems c1ear that the ends toward which this policy is 
directed are the same as those where its control bas already been established. 

The means employed by the Kremlin in pursuit of this policy are limited only by considerations of 
expediency. Doctrine is not a limiting factor; rather it dictates the employment of violence, 
subversion, and deceit, and rejects moral considerations. In any event, the Kremlin's conviction of its 
own infallibility has made its devotion to theory so subjective that past or present pronouncements as 
to doctrine off er no reliable guide to future actions. The only apparent restraints on resort to war are, 
therefore, calculations of practicality. 

With particular reference to the United States, the Kremlin's strategic and tactical policy is affected by 
its estimate that we are not only the greatest immediate obstacle which stands between it and world 
domination, we are also the only power which could release forces in the free and Soviet worlds 
which could destroy it. The Kremlin's policy toward us is consequently animated by a peculiarly 
virulent blend of hatred and fear. Its strategy has been one of attempting to undennine the complex of 
forces, in this country and in the rest of the free world, on which our power is based. In this it has 
both adhered to doctrine and fo1lowed the sound principle of seeking maximum results with 
minimum risks and commitments. The present application of this strategy is a new form of 
expression for traditional Russian caution. However, there is no justification in Soviet theory or 
practice for predicting that, should the Kremlin become convinced that it cou]d cause our downfa11 by 
one conclusive blow, it would not seek that solution. 

In considering the capabilities of the Soviet world, it is of prime importance to remember that, in 
contrast to ours, they are being drawn upon close to the maximum possible extent. Also in contrast to 
us, the Soviet world can do more with less--it has a lower standard of living, its economy requires 
less to keep it functioning, and its military machine operates effectively with less elaborate equipment 
and organization. 

The capabilities of the Soviet world are being exploited to the full because the Kremlin is inescapably 
militant. It is inescapably militant because it possesses and is possessed by a world-wide 
revolutionary movement, because it' is the inheritor of Russian imperialism, and because it is a 
totalitarian dictatorship. Persistent crisis, conflict, and expansion are the essence of the Kremlin's 
militancy. This dynamism serves to intensify all Soviet capabilities. 

Two enonnous organizations, the Communist Party and the secret police, are an outstanding source 
of strength to the Kremlin. In the Party, it has an apparatus designed to impose at home an ideological 
unifonnity among its people and to act abroad as an instrument of propaganda, subversion and 
espionage. In its police apparatus, it has a domestic repressive instrument guaranteeing under present 
circumstances the continued security of the Kremlin. The demonstrated capabilities of these two basic 
organizations, operating openly or in disguise, in mass or through single agents, is unparalleled in 
history. The party, the police and the conspicuous might of the Soviet military machine together tend 
to create an overa11 impression of irresistible Soviet power among many peoples of the free world. 
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The ideological pretensions of the Kremlin are another great source of strength. Its identification of 
the Soviet system with communism, its peace campaigns and its championing of colonial peoples 
may be viewed with apathy, if not cynicism, by the oppressed totalitariat of the Soviet world, but in 
the free world these ideas find favorable responses in vulnerable segments of society. They have 
found a particularly receptive audience in Asia, especia11y as the Asiatics have been impressed by 
what has been plausibly portrayed to them as the rapid advance of the USSR from a backward society 
to a position of great world power. Thus, in its pretensions to being ( a) the source of a new universal 
faith and (b) the model "scientific" society, the Kremlin cynica11y identifies itself with the genuine 
aspirations of large numbers of people, and places itself at the head of an international crusade with 
all of the benefits which derive therefrom. 

Finally, there is a category of capabilities, strictly speaking neither institutional nor ideological, which 
should be taken into consideration. The extraordinary flexibility of Soviet tactics is certainly a 
strength. It derives from the utterly amoral and opportunistic conduct of Soviet policy. Combining 
this quality with the elements of secrecy, the Kremlin possesses a formidable capacity to act with the 
widest tactical latitude, with stealth, and with speed. 

The greatest vulnerability of the Kremlin lies in the basic nature of its relations with the Soviet 
people. 

That relationship is characterized by universal suspicion, fear, and denunciation. It is a relationship in 
which the Kremlin relies, not only for its power but its very survival, on intricately devised 
mechanisms of coercion. The Soviet monolith is held together by the iron curtain around it and the 
iron bars within it, not by any force of natural cohesion. These artificial mechanisms of unity have 
never been intelligently challenged by a strong outside force. The full measure of their vulnerability is 
therefore not yet evident. 

The Kremlin's relations with its satellites and their peoples is likewise a vulnerability. Nationalism 
still remains the most potent emotional-political force. The well-known ills of colonialism are 
compounded, however, by the excessive demands of the Kremlin that its satellites accept not only the 
imperial authority of Moscow but that they believe in and proclaim the ideological primacy and 
infallibility of the Kremlin. These excessive requirements can be made good only through extreme 
coercion. The result is that if a satellite feels able to effect its independence of the Kremlin, as Tito 
was able to do, it is likely to break away. 

In short, Soviet ideas and practices run counter to the best and potentially the strongest instincts of 
men, and deny their most fundamental aspirations. Against an adversary which effectively affirmed 
the constructive and hopeful instincts of men and was capable of fulfilling their fundamental 
aspirations, the Soviet system might prove to be fatal1y weak. 

The problem of succession to Stalin is also a Kremlin vulnerability. In a system where supreme 
power is acquired and held through violence and intimidation, the transfer of that power may well 
produce a period of instability. 

In a very real sense, the Kremlin is a victim of, its own dynamism. This dynamism can become a 
weakness if it is frustrated, if in its forward thrusts it encounters a superior force which halts the 
expansion and exerts a superior counterpressure. Yet the Kremlin cannot relax the condition of crisis 
and mobilization, for to do so would be to Jose its dynamism, whereas the seeds of decay within the 
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Soviet system would begin to flourish and fructify. 

The Kremlin is, of course, aware of these weaknesses. It must know that in the present world 
situation they are of secondary significance. So long as the Kremlin retains the initiative, so long as it 
can keep on the offensive unchallenged by clearly superior counter-force--spiritual as well as 
material--its vulnerabilities are largely inoperative and even concealed by its successes. The Kremlin 
has not yet been given real reason to fear and be diverted by the rot within its system. 

B.ECONOMIC 

The Kremlin has no economic intentions unrelated to its overa11 policies. Economics in the Soviet 
world is not an end in itself The Kremlin's policy, in so far as it has to do with economics, is to utilize 
economic processes to contribute to the overall strength, particularly the war-making capacity of the 
Soviet system. The material welfare of the totalitariat is severely subordinated to the interest of the 
system. 

As for capabilities, even granting optimistic Soviet reports of production, the total economic strength 
of the U.S.S.R. compares with that of the U.S. as roughly one to four. This is reflected not only in 
gross national product (1949: USSR $65 billion; U.S. $250 billion), but in production of key 
commodities in 1949: 

I II 

USSR and 
U.S. USSR EUROPEAN ORBIT 

COMBINED 

Ingot Steel (million 
80.4 21.5 28.0 met. tons) 

Primary aluminum 
617.6 130-135 I 140-145 

(thousand met. tons) 

Electric power (bi11ion j 
kwh) 

410 72 
II 

112 

Crude oil (million met. I 
tons) 276.5 

II 
33.0 

II 
38.9 

Assuming the maintenance of present policies, while a large U.S. advantage is likely to remain, the 
Soviet Union will be steadily reducing the discrepancy between its overa11 economic strength and that 
of the U.S. by continuing to devote proportionately more to capital investment than the U.S. 

But a full-scale effort by the U.S. would be capable of precipitately altering this trend. The USSR 
today is on a near maximum production basis. No matter what efforts Moscow might make, only a 
relatively slight change in the rate of increase in overall production could be brought about. In the 
U.S., on the other band, a very rapid absolute expansion could be realized. The fact remains, 
however, that so long as the Soviet Union is virtually mobilized, and the United States has scarcely 
begun to summon up its forces, the greater capabilities of the U.S. are to that extent inoperative in the 
struggle for power. Moreover, as the Soviet attainment of an atomic capability has demonstrated, the 
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totalitarian state, at ]east in time of peace, can focus its efforts on any given project far more readily 
than the democratic state. 

In other fields--generaJ technological competence, skilled labor resources, productivity oflabor force, 
etc.--the gap between the USSR and the U.S. roughly corresponds to the gap in production. In the 
field of scientific research, however, the margin of United States superiority is unclear, especially if 
the Kremlin can utilize European talents. 

C.MILITARY 

The Soviet Union is developing the military capacity to support its design for world domination. The 
Soviet Union actually possesses armed forces far in excess of those necessary to defend its national 
territory. These anned forces are probably not yet considered by the Soviet Union to be sufficient to 
initiate a war which would involve the United States. This excessive strength, coupled now with an 
atomic capability, provides the Soviet Union with great coercive power for use in time of peace in 
furtherance of its objectives and serves as a deterrent to the victims of its aggression from taking any 
action in opposition to its tactics which would risk war. 

Should a major war occur in 1950 the Soviet Union and its satellites are considered by the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff to be in a sufficiently advanced state of preparation immediately to undertake and 
carry out the following campaigns. 

a. To overrun Western Europe, with the possible exception of the Iberian and 
Scandinavian Peninsulas; to drive toward the oil-bearing areas of the Near and Middle 
East; and to consolidate Communist gains in the Far East; 

b. To launch air attacks against the British Isles and air and sea attacks against the lines 
of communications of the Western Powers in the Atlantic and the Pacific; 

c. To attack selected targets with atomic weapons, now including the likelihood of such 
attacks against targets in Alaska, Canada, and the United States. Alternatively, this 
capability, coupled with other actions open to the Soviet Union, might deny the United 
Kingdom as an effective base of operations for a11ied forces. It also should be possible 
for the Soviet Union to prevent any allied "Normandy" type amphibious operations 
intended to force a reentry into the continent of Europe. 

After the Soviet Union completed its initial campaigns and consolidated its positions in the Western 
European area, it could simultaneously conduct: 

a. Fu11-scale air and limited sea operations against the British ls1es; 

b. Invasions of the Iberian and Scandinavian Peninsulas; 

c. Further operations in the Near and Middle East, continued air operations against the 
North American continent, and air and sea operations against Atlantic and Pacific lines 
of communication; and 

d. Diversionary attacks in other areas. 
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During the course of the offensive operations listed in the second and third paragraphs above, the 
Soviet Union will have an air defense capability with respect to the vital areas of its own and its 
satellites' territories which can oppose but cannot prevent allied air operations against these areas. 

It is not known whether the Soviet Union possesses war reserves and arsenal capabilities sufficient to 
supply its satellite annies or even its own forces throughout a long war. It might not be in the interest 
of the Soviet Union to equip fully its satellite armies, since the possibility of defections would exist. 

It is not possible at this time to assess accurately the finite disadvantages to the Soviet Union which 
may accrue through the implementation of the Economic Cooperation Act of 1948, as amended, and 
the Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 1949. It should be expected that, as this implementation 
progresses, the internal security situation of the recipient nations should improve concurrently. In 
addition, a strong United States military position, plus increases in the armaments of the nations of 
Western Europe, should strengthen the determination of the recipient nations to counter Soviet moves 
and in event of war could be considered as likely to delay operations and increase the time required 
for the Soviet Union to ovetn1n Western Europe. In all probability, although United States backing 
wil1 stiffen their determination, the armaments increase under the present aid programs will not be of 
any major consequence prior to 1952. Unless the military strength of the Western European nations is 
increased on a much larger scale than under current programs and at an accelerated rate, it is more 
than likely that those nations will not be able to oppose even by 1960 the Soviet anned forces in war 
with any degree of effectiveness. Considering the Soviet Union military capability, the long-range 
allied military objective in Western Europe must envisage an increased military strength in that area 
sufficient possibly to deter the Soviet Union from a major war or, in any event, to delay materially the 
overrunning of Western Europe and, iffeasible, to hold a bridgehead on the continent against Soviet 
Union offensives. 

We do not know accurately what the Soviet atomic capability is but the Central Intelligence Agency 
intelligence estimates, concurred in by State, Army, Navy, Air Force, and Atomic Energy 
Commission, assign to the Soviet Union a production capability giving it a fission bomb stockpile 
within the fol1owing ranges: 

1By mid-1950 1110-20 
lay mid-1951 1125-45 

lay mid-19 52 1145-90 

1By mid-19 53 1170-135 

!By mid-19 54 11200 

This estimate is admittedly based on incomplete coverage of Soviet activities and represents the 
production capabilities of known or deducible Soviet plants. If others exist, as is possible, this 
estimate could lead us into a feeling of superiority in our atomic stockpile that might be dangerously 
misleading, particularly with regard to the timing of a possible Soviet offensive. On the other hand, if 
the Soviet Union experiences operating difficulties, this estimate would be reduced. There is some 
evidence that the Soviet Union is acquiring certain materials essential to research on and 
development of thennonuclear weapons. 

The Soviet Union now has aircraft able to deliver the atomic bomb. Our Intelligence estimates assign 
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. to the Soviet Union an atomic bomber capability already in excess of that needed to deliver availab]e 
bombs. We have at present no evaluated estimate regarding the Soviet accuracy of delivery on target. 
It is believed that the Soviets cannot deliver their bombs on target with a degree of accuracy 
comparable to ours, but a planning estimate might well place it at 40-60 percent of bombs sorted. For 
planning purposes, therefore, the date the Soviets possess an atomic stockpile of 200 bombs would be 
a critical date for the United States, for the delivery of JOO atomic bombs on targets in the United 
States would seriously damage this country. 

At the time the Soviet Union has a substantial atomic stockpile and if it is assumed that it will strike a 
strong surprise blow and if it is assumed further that its atomic attacks will be met with no more 
effective defense opposition than the United States and its allies have programmed, results of those 
attacks could include: 

a. Laying waste to the British Is]es and thus depriving the Western Powers of their use as 
a base; 

b. Destruction of the vital centers and of the communications of Western Europe, thus 
precluding effective defense by the Western Powers; and 

c. De1ivering devastating attacks on certain vital centers of the United States and Canada. 

The possession by the Soviet Union of a thennonuclear capability in addition to this substantial 
atomic stockpile would result in tremendously increased damage. 

During this decade, the defensive capabilities of the Soviet Union will probably be strengthened, 
particular]y by the development and use of modem aircraft, aircraft warning and communications 
devices, and defensive guided missiles. 

Go to Sections VI-VII ofNSC-68 • Main Page• Document Archive 
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VI. U.S. Intentions and Capabilities-Actual and Potential 

A. POLITICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL 

Our overaJJ policy at the present time may be described as one designed to foster a world 
environment in which the American system can survive and flourish. It therefore rejects the concept 
of isolation and affirms the necessity of our positive participation in the world community. 

This broad intention embraces two subsidiary policies. One is a policy which we would probably 
pursue even if there were no Soviet threat. It is a policy of attempting to develop a healthy 
international community. The other is the policy of "containing" the Soviet system. These two 
policies are closely interrelated and interact on one another. Nevertheless, the distinction between 
them is basically valid and contributes to a clearer understanding of what we are trying to do. 

The policy of striving to develop a healthy international community is the long-tenn constructive 
effort which we are engaged in. It was this policy which gave rise to our vigorous sponsorship of the 
United Nations. It is of course the principal reason for our long continuing endeavors to create and 
now develop the Inter-American system. It, as much as containment, underlay our efforts to 
rehabilitate Western Europe. Most of our international economic activities can likewise be explained 
in terms of this policy. 

In a world of polarized power, the policies designed to develop a healthy international community are 
more than ever necessary to our own strength. 

As for the policy of "containment," it is one which seeks by all means short of war to ( 1) block 
further expansion of Soviet power, (2) expose the falsities of Soviet pretensions, (3) induce a 
retraction of the Kremlin's control and influence, and ( 4) in general, so foster the seeds of destruction 
within the Soviet system that the Kremlin is brought at least to the point of modifying its behavior to 
conform to generally accepted international standards. 

It was and continues to be cardinal in this policy that we possess superior overall power in ourselves 
or in dependable combination with other likeminded nations. One of the most important ingredients 
of power is military strength. In the concept of "containment," the maintenance of a strong military 
posture is deemed to be essential for two reasons: ( 1) as an ultimate guarantee of our national security 
and (2) as an indispensable backdrop to the conduct of the policy of "containment." Without superior 
aggregate military strength, in being and readily mobilizable, a policy of "containment"--which is in 
effect a policy of calculated and gradual coercion--is no more than a policy of bluff. 

At the same time, it is essential to the successful conduct of a policy of "containmentn that we always 
leave open the possibility of negotiation with the USSR. A diplomatic freeze--and we are in one now
-tends to defeat the very purposes of "containment" because it raises tensions at the same time that it 
makes Soviet retractions and adjustments in the diTection of moderated behavior more difficult. It 
also tends to inhibit our initiative and deprives us of opportunities for maintaining a moral 
ascendancy in our struggle with the Soviet system. 

In "containment" it is desirable to exert pressure in a fashion which will avoid so far as possible 
directly challenging Soviet prestige, to keep open the possibility for the USSR to retreat before 
pressure with a minimum loss of face and to secure political advantage from the failure of the 
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Kremlin to yield or take advantage of the openings we leave it. 

We have failed to implement adequately these two fundamental aspects of "containment." In the face 
of obviously mounting Soviet military strength ours has declined relatively. Partly as a byproduct of 
this, but also for other reasons, we now find ourselves at a diplomatic impasse with the Soviet Union, 
with the Kremlin growing bolder, with both of us holding on grimly to what we have, and with 
ourselves facing difficult decisions. 

In examining our capabilities it is relevant to ask at the outset--capabilities for what? The answer 
cannot be stated solely in the negative tenns of resisting the Kremlin design. It includes also our 
capabilities to attain the fundamental purpose of the United States, and to foster a world environment 
in which our free society can survive and flourish. 

Potentially we have these capabilities. We know we have them in the economic and military fields. 
Potentially we also have them in the political and psychological fields. The vast majority of 
Americans are confident that the system of values which animates our society--the principles of 
freedom, tolerance, the importance of the individual, and the supremacy of reason over will--are valid 
and more vital than the ideology which is the fuel of Soviet dynamism. Translated into terms relevant 
to the lives of other peoples··our system of values can become perhaps a powerful appeal to millions 
who now seek or find in authoritarianism a refuge from anxieties, bafflement, and insecurity. 

Essentially, our democracy also possesses a unique degree of unity. Our society is fundamentally 
more cohesive than the Soviet system, the solidarity of which is artificially created through force, 
fear, and favor. This means that expressions of national consensus in our society are soundly and 
solidly based. It means that the possibility of revolution in this country is fundamentally less than that 
in the Soviet system. 

These capabilities within us constitute a great potential force in our international relations. The 
potential within us of bearing witness to the values by which we live holds promise for a dynamic 
manifestation to the rest of the world of the vitality of our system. The essential tolerance of our 
world outlook, our generous and constructive impulses, and the absence of covetousness in our 
international relations are assets of potentially enonnous influence. 

These then are our potential capabilities. Between them and our capabilities currently being utilized is 
a wide gap of unactualized power. In sharp contrast is the situation of the Soviet world. Its 
capabilities are inferior to those of our allies and to our own. But they are mobilized close to the 
maximum possible extent. 

The full power which resides within the American people will be evoked only through the traditional 
democratic process: This process requires, firstly, that sufficient infonnation regarding the basic 
political, economic, and military elements of the present situation be made publicly available so that 
an intelligent popular opinion may be formed. Having achieved a comprehension of the issues now 
confronting this Republic, it will then be possible for the American people and the American 
Government to arrive at a consensus. Out of this common view will develop a determination of the 
national will and a solid resolute expression of that will. The initiative in this process lies with the 
Government. 

The democratic way is harder than the authoritarian way because, in seeking to protect and fulfill the 
individual, it demands of him understanding, judgment, and positive participation in the increasingly 
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comp Jex and exacting problems of the modem world. It demands that he exercise discrimination: that 
while pursuing through free inquiry the search for truth he knows when he should commit an act of 
faith; that he distinguish between the necessity for tolerance and the necessity for just suppression. A 
free society is vulnerable in that it is easy for people to lapse into excesses--the excesses of a 
permanently open mind wishfully waiting for evidence that evil design may become noble purpose, 
the excess of faith becoming prejudice, the excess of tolerance degenerating into indulgence of 
conspiracy and the excess of resorting to suppression when more moderate measures are not only 
more appropriate but more effective. 

In coping with dictatorial governments acting in secrecy and with speed, we are also vulnerable in 
that the democratic process necessarily operates in the open and at a deliberate tempo. Weaknesses in 
our situation are readi]y apparent and subject to immediate exploitation. This Government therefore 
cannot afford in the face of the totalitarian challenge to operate on a narrow margin of strength. A 
democracy can compensate for its natural vulnerability only if it maintains clearly superior overa11 
power in its most inclusive sense. 

The very virtues of our system likewise handicap us in certain respects in our relations with our allies. 
While it is a general source of strength to us that our relations with our allies are conducted on a basis 
of persuasion and consent rather than compulsion and capitulation, it is also evident that dissent 
among us can become a vulnerability. Sometimes the dissent has its principal roots abroad in 
situations about which we can do nothing. Sometimes it arises largely out of certain weaknesses 
within ourselves, about which we can do something--our native impetuosity and a tendency to expect 
too much from people widely divergent from us. 

The full capabilities of the rest of the free world are a potential increment to our own capabilities. It 
may even be said that the capabilities of the Soviet world, specifically the capabilities of the masses 
who have nothing to lose but their Soviet chains, are a potential which can be enlisted on our side. 

Like our own capabilities, those of the rest of the free world exceed the capabilities of the Soviet 
system. Like our own they are far from being effectively mobilized and employed in the struggle 
against the Kremlin design. This is so because the rest of the free world lacks a sense of unity, 
confidence, and common purpose. This is true in even the most homogeneous and advanced segment 
of the free world--Western Europe. 

As we ourselves demonstrate power, confidence, and a sense of moral and political direction, so 
those same qualities will be evoked in Western Europe. In such a situation, we may also anticipate a 
general improvement in the political tone in Latin America, Asia, and Africa and the real beginnings 
of awakening among the Soviet totalitariat. 

In the absence of affinnative decision on our part, the rest of the free world is almost certain to 
become demoralized. Our friends will become more than a liability to us; they can eventually become 
a positive increment to Soviet power. 

In sum, the capabilities of our a11ies are, in an important sense, a function of our own. An affinnative 
decision to summon up the potential within ourselves would evoke the potential strength within 
others and add it to our own. 

B.ECONOMIC 
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l. Capabilities. In contrast to the war economy of the Soviet world (cf. Ch. V-8), the American 
economy (and the economy of the free world as a whole) is at present directed to the provision of 
rising standards of living. The military budget of the United States represents 6 to 7 percent of its 
gross national product (as against 13.8 percent for the Soviet Union). Our North Atlantic Treaty 
[NAT] allies devoted 4.8 percent of their national product to military purposes in 1949. 

This difference in emphasis between the two economies means that the readiness of the free world to 
support a war effort is tending to decline relative to that of the Soviet Union. There is little direct 
investment in production facilities for military end-products and in dispersal. There are relatively few 
men receiving military training and a relatively low rate of production of weapons. However, given 
time to convert to a war effort, the capabilities of the United States economy and also of the Western 
European economy would be tremendous. In the light of Soviet military capabilities, a question 
which may be of decisive importance in the event of war is the question whether there will be time to 
mobilize our superior human and material resources for a war effort (cf. Chs. VIII and IX). 

The capability of the American economy to support a build-up of economic and military strength at 
home and to assist a build-up abroad is limited not, as in the case of the Soviet Union, so much by the 
ability to produce as by the decision on the proper allocation of resources to this and other purposes. 
Even Western Europe could afford to assign a substantially larger proportion of its resources to 
defense, if the necessary foundation in public understanding and will could be laid, and if the 
assistance needed to meet its dollar deficit were provided. 

A few statistics will help to clarify this point [Table I]. 

The Soviet Union is now allocating nearly 40 percent of its gross available resources to military 
purposes and investment, much of which is in war-supporting industries. It is estimated that even in 
an emergency the Soviet Union could not increase this proportion to much more than 50 percent, or 

· by one-fourth. The United States, on the other hand, is allocating only about 20 percent of its 
resources to defense and investment ( or 22 percent including foreign assistance), and little of its 
investment outlays are directed to war-supporting industries. In an emergency the United States could 
allocate more than 50 percent of its resources to military purposes and foreign assistance, or five to 
six times as much as at present. 

The same point can be brought out by statistics on the use of important products. The Soviet Union is 
using 14 percent of its ingot steel, 4 7 percent of its primary aluminum, and 18.5 percent of its crude 
oi] for military purposes, while the corresponding percentages for the United States are 1.7, 8.6, and 
5.6. Despite the tremendously larger production of these goods in the United States than the Soviet 
Union, the latter is actually using, for military purposes, nearly twice as much steel as the United 
States and 8 to 26 percent more aluminum. 

Table 1. Percentage of Gross Available Resources Allocated to Investment, National Defense, and 
Consumption in East and West, 1949 (in percent of total) 
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lcoUNTRY IIGROSS INVESTMENT IIDEFENSE IICONSUMPTION 

lussR J(25.4 1113.8 1!60.8 
!soviet Orbit 1122.0 (a) 114.o (b) Jl74.0 (a) 

lu.s. 1113.6 116.5 1179.9 

!European NAT countries 1120.4 lJ4.8 1174.8 

(a) crude estimate. [Footnote in the source text.] 

(b) Includes Soviet Zone of Germany; otherwise 5 percent. [Footnote in the source text.] 

Perhaps the most impressive indication of the economic superiority of the free world over the Soviet 
world which can be made on the basis of available data is provided in comparisons (based mainly on 
the Economic Survey of Europe, 1948) [Table 2]. 

Table 2. Comparative Statistics on Economic Capabilities of East and West 

I 

I 
I 
I 
) 

DB EUROPEAN B USSR(1950 SATELLITES B 
U.S. 1948-49 NAT TOTAL PLAN) TOTAL 

COUNTRIES 1948-49 
::=====::====~ 

~:~~:~~; 1 149 11 173 11 322 11 198 (a) 11 75 11 273 1 

:;:::mo5 DDGI(a) 
establishments 

(millions) 
!,,,::::====!"====~ 

o;:;d~:!';;al~~~~~~ 
(billiondollars)~~L..:__j~~l_:___J 

~;~m GC:JC:JC:JCJCJ 
Produ~~)~n da~ l l\ \1 II II I 

Coa~~:i;lion j 582 )1 306 II 888 II 250 88 II 338 ! 
~~ei~:: ~:~~r I 356 II 124 II 480 II 82 15 II 97 l 

~~:~~m. ~Iii~~~~ 
(m1Jhon tons) ~~~L__:__JL____:__JL_:__J 
(m~~fo:~:ns) I 55 l\ 24 11 79 II 19.5 II 3.2 \I 22.7 \ 

J Stee!o~~~llion I 80 !! 32 !I l l 2 II 25 11 6 ll 31 l 
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(million tons) : 
Cement II 35 

II 
21 

11 
56 

II 
10.5 ll 2.1 ll 

Motor vehicles II 
(thousands) 

5273 
!I 

580 
II 

5853 
II 

500 
II 

25 
II 

·-

(a)l 949 data. [Footnote in the source text.] 

(b) for the European NAT countries and for the satellites, the data include output by major producers. 
[Footnote in the source text.] 

12.6 I 
525 I 

-

It should be noted that these comparisons understate the relative position of the NAT countries for 
several reasons: (I) Canada is excluded because comparable data were not available; (2) the data for 
the USSR are the 1950 targets (as stated in the fourth five-year plan) rather than actual rates of 
production and are believed to exceed in many cases the production actually achieved; (3) the data for 
the European NAT countries are actual data for 1948, and production has generally increased since 
that time. 

Furthermore, the United States could achieve a substantial absolute increase in output and could 
thereby increase the allocation ofresources to a build-up of the economic and military strength of 
itself and its allies without suffering a decline in its real standard of living. Industrial production 
declined by 10 percent between the first quarter of 1948 and the last quarter of 1949, and by 
approximately one-fourth between 1944 and 1949. In March 1950 there were approximately 
4,750,000 unemployed, as compared to 1,070,000 in 1943 and 670,000 in 1944. The gross national 
product declined slowly in 1949 from the peak reached in 1948 ($262 billion in 1948 to an annual 
rate of $256 billion in the last six months of 1949), and in terms of constant prices declined by about 
20 percent between 1944 and 1948. 

With a high level of economic activity, the United States could soon attain a gross national product of 
$300 billion per year, as was pointed out in the President's Economic Report (January 1950). Progress 
in this direction would permit, and might itself be aided by, a buildup of the economic and military 
strength of the United States and the free world; furthennore, if a dynamic expansion of the economy 
were achieved, the necessary build-up could be accomplished without a decrease in the national 
standard ofliving because the required resources could be obtained by siphoning off a part of the 
annual increment in the gross national product These are facts of fundamental importance in 
considering the courses of action open to the United States ( cf. Ch. IX). 

2. Intentions. Foreign economic policy is a major instrument in the conduct of United States foreign 
relations. It is an instrument which can powerfully influence the world environment in ways favorable 
to the security and welfare of this country. It is also an instrument which, if unwisely formulated and 
employed, can do actual harm to our national interests. It is an instrument uniquely suited to our 
capabilities, provided we have the tenacity of purpose and the understanding requisite to a realization 
of its potentials. Finally, it is an instrument peculiarly appropriate to the cold war. 

The preceding analysis has indicated that an essential element in a program to frustrate the Kremlin 
· design is the development of a successfully functioning system among the free nations. It is clear that 

economic conditions are among the fundamental determinants of the will and the strength to resist 
subversion and aggression. 

United States foreign economic policy has been designed to assist in the building of such a system 
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and such conditions in the free world. The principal features of this policy can be summarized as 
follows: 

I. assistance to Western Europe in recovery and the creation of a viable economy (the European 
Recovery Program); 

2. assistance to other countries because of their special needs arising out of the war or the cold 
war and our special interests in or responsibility for meeting them {grant assistance to Japan, 
the Philippines, and Korea, loans and credits by the Export-Import Bank, the International 
Monetary Fund, and the International Bank to Indonesia, Yugoslavia, Iran, etc.); 

3. assistance in the development of underdeveloped areas (the Point IV program and loans and 
credits to various countries, overlapping to some extent with those mentioned under 2); 

4. military assistance to the North Atlantic Treaty countries, Greece, Turkey, etc.; 
5. restriction of East-West trade in items of military importance to the East; 
6. purchase and stockpiling of strategic materials; and 
7. efforts to reestablish an international economy based on multilateral trade, declining trade 

barriers, and convertible currencies (the GATT-lTO program, the Reciprocal Trade 
Agreements program, the IMF-IBRD program, and the program now being developed to solve 
the problem of the United States balance of payments). 

In both their short and long term aspects, these policies and programs are directed to the 
strengthening of the free world and therefore to the frustration of the Kremlin design. Despite certain 
inadequacies and inconsistencies, which are now being studied in connection with the problem of the 
United States balance of payments, the United States has generally pursued a foreign economic policy 
which has powerfully supported its overall objectives. The question must nevertheless be asked 
whether current and currently projected programs will adequately support this policy in the future, in 
tenns both of need and urgency. 

The last year has been indecisive in the economic field. The Soviet Union has made considerable 
progress in integrating the satellite economies of Eastern Europe into the Soviet economy, but still 
faces very large problems, especially with China. The free nations have important accomplishments 
to record, but also have tremendous problems still ahead. On balance, neither side can claim any great 
advantage in this field over its relative position a year ago. The important question therefore 
becomes: what are the trends? 

Several conclusions seem to emerge. First, the Soviet Union is widening the gap between its 
preparedness for war and the unpreparedness of the free world for war. It is devoting a far greater 
proportion of its resources to military purposes than are the free nations and, in significant 
components of military power, a greater absolute quantity of resources. Second, the Communist 
success in China, taken with the politico-economic situation in the rest of South and South-East Asia~ 
provides a springboard for a further incursion in this troubled area. Although Communist China faces 
serious economic problems which may impose some strains on the Soviet economy, it is probable 
that the social and economic problems faced by the free nations in this area present more than 
offsetting opportunities for Communist expansion. Third, the Soviet Union holds positions in Europe 
which, if it maneuvers skillfully, could be used to do great damage to the Western European economy 
and to the maintenance of the Western orientation of certain countries, particularly Germany and 
Austria. Fourth, despite (and in part because of) the Titoist' defection, the Soviet Union has 
accelerated its efforts to integrate satellite economy with its own and to increase the degree of 
autarchy within the areas under its control. 
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Fifth, meanwhile, Western Europe, with American (and Canadian) assistance, has achieved a record 
level of production. However, it faces the prospect of a rapid tapering off of American assistance 
without the possibility of achieving, by its own efforts, a satisfactory equilibrium with the do11ar area. 
It has also made very little progress toward "economic integration," which would in the long run tend 
to improve its productivity and to provide an economic environment conducive to political stability. 
In particular, the movement toward economic integration does not appear to be rapid enough to 
provide Western Germany with adequate economic opportunities in the West. The United Kingdom 
still faces economic problems which may require a moderate but politically difficult decline in the 
British standard ofliving or more American assistance than is contemplated. At the same time, a 
strengthening of the British position is needed if the stability of the Commonwealth is not to be 
impaired and if it is to be a focus of resistance to Communist expansion in South and South-East 
Asia. Improvement of the British position is also vital in building up the defensive capabilities of 
Western Europe. 

Sixth, throughout Asia the stability of the present moderate governments, which are more in 
sympathy with our purposes than any probable successor regimes would be, is doubtfuJ. The problem 
is only in part an economic one. Assistance in economic development is important as a means of 
holding out to the peoples of Asia some prospect of improvement in standards of living under their 
present governments. But probably more important are a strengthening of central institutions, an 
improvement in administration, and generally a development of an economic and social structure 
within which the peoples of Asia can make more effective use of their great human and material 
resources. 

Seventh, and perhaps most important, there are indications of a let-down of United States efforts 
under the pressure of the domestic budgetary situation, disilJusion resulting from excessively 
optimistic expectations about the duration and results of our assistance programs, and doubts about 
the wisdom of continuing to strengthen the free nations as against preparedness measures in light of 
the intensity of the cold war. 

Eighth, there are grounds for predicting that the United States and other free nations will within a' 
period of a few years at most experience a decline in economic activity of serious proportions unless 
more positive governmental programs are developed than are now available. 

In short, as we look into the future, the programs now planned will not meet the requirements of the 
free nations. The difficulty does not lie so much in the inadequacy or misdirection of policy as in the 
inadequacy of planned programs, in terms of timing or impact, to achieve our objectives. The risks 
inherent in this situation are set forth in the following chapter and a course of action designed to 
reinvigorate our efforts in order to reverse the present trends and to achieve our fundamental pwpose 
is outlined in Chapter IX. 

C. MILITARY 

The United States now possesses the greatest military potential of any single nation in the world. The 
military weaknesses of the United States vis-a-vis the Soviet Union, however, include its numerical 
inferiority in forces in being and in total manpower. Coupled with the inferiority of forces in being, 
the United States also lacks tenable positions from which to employ its forces in event of war and 
munitions power in being and readily available. 
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It is true that the United States anned forces are now stronger than ever before in other times of 
apparent peace; it is also true that there exists a sharp disparity between our actual military strength 
and our commitments. The relationship of our strength to our present commitments, however. is not 
alone the governing factor. The world siruation, as well as commitments, should govern; hence, our 
military strength more properly should be related to the world situation confronting us. When our 
military strength is related to the world situation and balanced against the likely exigencies of such a 
situation, it is clear that our military strength is becoming dangerously inadequate. 

If war should begin in 1950, the United States and its allies will have the military capability of 
conducting defensive operations to provide a reasonable measure of protection to the Western 
Hemisphere, bases in the Western Pacific, and essential military lines of communication; and an 
inadequate measure of protection to vital military bases in the United Kingdom and in the Near and 
Middle East. We will have the capability of conducting powerful offensive air operations against vital 
elements of the Soviet war-making capacity. 

The scale of the operations listed in the preceding paragraph is limited by the effective forces and 
material in being of the United States and its allies vis-a-vis the Soviet Union. Consistent with the 
aggressive threat facing us and in consonance with overall strategic plans, the United States must 
provide to its allies on a continuing basis as large amounts of military assistance as possible without 
serious detriment to the United States operational requirements. 

If the potential military capabilities of the United States and its allies were rapidly and effectively 
developed, sufficient forces could be produced probably to deter war, or if the Soviet Union chooses 
war, to withstand the initial Soviet attacks, to stabilize supporting attacks, and to retaliate in turn with 
even greater impact on the Soviet capabilities. From the military point of view alone, however, this 
wou]d require not only the generation of the necessary military forces but also the development and 
stockpiling of improved weapons of an types. 

Under existing peacetime conditions, a period of from two to three years is required to produce a 
material increase in military power. Such increased power could be provided in a somewhat shorter 
period in a declared period of emergency or in wartime through a full-out national effort. Any 
increase in military power in peacetime, however, should be related both to its probable military role 
in war, to the implementation of immediate and long-tenn United States foreign policy vis-a-vis the 
Soviet Union, and to the realities of the existing situation. If such a course of increasing our military 
power is adopted now, the United States would have the capability of eliminating the disparity 
between its military strength and the exigencies of the situation we face; eventually of gaining the 
initiative in the "cold" war and of materially delaying if not stopping the Soviet offensives in war 
itself. 

VII. Present Risks 

A.GENERAL 

It is apparent from the preceding sections that the integrity and vitality of our system is in greater 
jeopardy than ever before in our history. Even if there were no Soviet Union we would face the great 
problem of the free society, accentuated many fold in this industrial age, of reconciling order, 
security, the need for participation, with the requirement of freedom. We would face the fact that in a 
shrinking world the absence of order among nations is becoming less and less tolerable. The Kremlin 
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design seeks to impose order among nations by means which would destroy our free and democratic 
system. The Kremlin's possession of atomic weapons puts new power behind its design, and increases 
the jeopardy to our system. It adds new strains to the uneasy equilibrium-without-order which exists 
in the world and raises new doubts in men's minds whether the world will long tolerate this tension 
without moving toward some kind of order, on somebody's terms. 

The risks we face are of a new order of magnitude, commensurate with the total struggle in which we 
are engaged. For a free society there is never total victory, since freedom and democracy are never 
wholly attained, are always in the process of being anained. But defeat at the hands of the totalitarian 
is total defeat. These risks crowd in on us, in a shrinking world of polarized power, so as to give us 
no choice, ultimately, between meeting tb.em effectively or being overcome by them. 

B. SPECIFIC 

It is quite clear from Soviet theory and practice that the Kremlin seeks to bring the free world under 
its dominion by the methods of the cold war. The preferred technique is to subvert by infiltration and 
intimidation. Every institution of our society is an instrument which it is sought to stultify and tum 
against our purposes. Those that touch most closely our material and moral strength are obviously the 
prime targets, labor unions, civic enterprises, schools, churches, and all media for influencing 
opinion. The effort is not so much to make them serve obvious Soviet ends as to prevent them from 
serving our ends, and thus to make them sources of confusion in our economy, our culture, and our 
body politic. The doubts and diversities that in terms of our values are pan ofthe merit of a free 
system, the weaknesses and the problems that are peculiar to it, the rights and privileges that free men 
enjoy, and the disorganization and destruction left in the wake of the last attack on our freedoms, all 
are but opportunities for the Kremlin to do its evil work. Every advantage is taken of the fact that our 
means of prevention and retaliation are limited by those principles and scruples which are precisely 
the ones that give our freedom and democracy its meaning for us. None of our scruples deter those 
whose only code is "morality is that which serves the revolution." 

Since everything that gives us or others respect for our institutions is a suitable object for attack, it 
also fits the Kremlin's design that where, with impunity, we can be insulted and made to suffer 
indignity the opportunity shall not be missed, particularly in any context which can be used to cast 
dishonor on our country, our system, our motives, or our methods. Thus the means by which we 
sought to restore our own economic health in the '30's, and now seek to restore that of the free world, 
come equally under attack. The military aid by which we sought to help the free world was frantically 
denounced by the Communists in the early days of the last war, and of course our present efforts to 
develop adequate military strength for ourselves and our allies are equally denounced. 

At the same time the Soviet Union is seeking to create overwhelming military force, in order to back 
up infiltration with intimidation. In the only tenns in which it understands strength, it is seeking to 
demonstrate to the free world that force and the will to use it are on the side of the Kremlin, that those 
who lack it are decadent and doomed. In local incidents it threatens and encroaches both for the sake 
of local gains and to increase anxiety and defeatism in all the free world. 

The possession of atomic weapons at each of the opposite poles of power, and the inability (for 
different reasons) of either side to place any trust in the other, puts a premium on a surprise attack 
against us. It equally puts a premium on a more violent and ruthless prosecution of its design by cold 
war, especially if the Kremlin is sufficiently objective to realize the improbability of our prosecuting 
a preventive war. It also puts a premium on piecemeal aggression against others, counting on our 
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unwillingness to engage in atomic war unless we are directly attacked. We run all these risks and the 
added risk of being confused and immobilized by our inability to weigh and choose, and pursue a 
firm course based on a rational assessment of each. 

The risk that we may thereby be prevented or too long delayed in taking all needful measures to 
maintain the integrity and vitality of our system is great. The risk that our allies will lose their 
determination is greater. And the risk that in this manner a descending spiral of too little and too late, 
of doubt and recrimination, may present us with ever narrower and more desperate alternatives, is the 
greatest risk of all. For example, it is clear that our present weakness would prevent us from offering 
effective resistance at any of several vital pressure points. The only deterrent we can present to the 
Kremlin is the evidence we give that we may make any of the critical points which we cannot hold 
the occasion for a global war of annihilation. 

The risk of having no better choice than to capitulate or precipitate a global war at any of a number of 
pressure points is bad enough in itself, but it is multiplied by the weakness it imparts to our position 
in the cold war. Instead of appearing strong and resolute we are continually at the verge of appearing 
and being alternately irresolute and desperate; yet it is the cold war which we must win, because both 
the Kremlin design, and our fundamental purpose give it the first priority. 

The frustration of the Kremlin design, however, cannot be accomplished by us alone, as will appear 
from the analysis in Chapter IX, B. Strength at the center, in the United States, is only the first of two 
essential elements. The second is that our allies and potential allies do not as a result of a sense of 
frustration or of Soviet intimidation drift into a course of neutrality eventually leading to Soviet 
domination. If this were to happen in Germany the effect upon Western Europe and eventually upon 
us might be catastrophic. 

But there are risks in making ourselves strong. A large measure of sacrifice and discipline will be 
demanded of the American people. They will be asked to give up some of the benefits which they 
have come to associate with their freedoms. Nothing could be more important than that they fully 
understand the reasons for this. The risks of a superficial understanding or of an inadequate 
appreciation of the issues are obvious and might lead to the adoption of measures which in 
themselves would jeopardize the integrity of our system. At any point in the process of demonstrating 
our will to make good our fundamental purpose, the Kremlin may decide to precipitate a general war, 
or in testing us, may go too far. These are risks we will invite by making ourselves strong, but they 
are lesser risks than those we seek to avoid. Our fundamental purpose is more likely to be defeated 
from lack of the will to maintain it, than from any mistakes we may make or assault we may undergo 
because of asserting that will. No people in history have preserved their freedom who thought that by 
not being strong enough to protect themselves they might prove inoffensive to their enemies. 

Go to Section VIII-IX ofNSC-68 • Main Page• Docmnent Archive 
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VIII. Atomic Armaments 

A. MILITARY EVALUATION OF U.S. AND USSR ATOMIC CAPABILITIES 

I. The United States now has an atomic capability, including both numbers and deliverability, 
estimated to be adequate, if effectively utilized, to deliver a serious blow against the war-making 
capacity of the USSR. It is doubted whether such a blow, even if it resulted in the complete 
destruction of the contemplated target systems, would cause the USSR to sue for tenns or prevent 
Soviet forces from occupying Western Europe against such ground resistance as could presently be 
mobilized. A very serious initial blow could, however, so reduce the capabilities of the USSR to 
supply and equip its military organization and its civilian population as to give the United States the 
prospect of developing a general military superiority in a war of long duration. 

2. As the atomic capability of the USSR increases, it will have an increased ability to hit at our 
atomic bases and installations and thus seriously hamper the ability of the United States to carry out 
an attack such as that outlined above. It is quite possible that in the near future the USSR will have a 
sufficient number of atomic bombs and a sufficient deliverability to raise a question whether Britain 
with its present inadequate air defense could be relied upon as an advance base from which a major 
portion of the US attack could be launched. 

It is estimated that, within the next four years, the USSR will anain the capability of seriously 
damaging vital centers of the United States, provided it strikes a surprise blow and provided further 
that the blow is opposed by no more effective opposition than we now have programmed. Such a 
blow could so seriously damage the United States as to greatly reduce its superiority in economic 
potential. 

Effective opposition to this Soviet capability will require among other measures greatly increased air 
warning systems, air defenses, and vigorous development and implementation of a civilian defense 
program which has been thoroughly integrated with the military defense systems. 

In time the atomic capability of the USSR can be expected to grow to a point where, given surprise 
and no more effective opposition than we now have programmed, the possibility of a decisive initial 
attack cannot be excluded. 

3. In the initial phases of an atomic war, the advantages of initiative and surprise would be very great. 
A police state living behind an iron curtain has an enormous advantage in maintaining the necessary 
security and centralization of decision required to capitalize on this advantage. 

4. For the moment our atomic retaliatory capability is probably adequate to deter the Kremlin from a 
deliberate direct military attack against ourselves or other free peoples. However, when it calculates 
that it has a sufficient atomic capability to make a surprise attack on us, nullifying our atomic 
superiority and creating a military situation decisively in its favor, the Kremlin might be tempted to 
strike swiftly and with stealth. The existence of two large atomic capabilities in such a relationship 
might well act, therefore, not as a deterrent, but as an incitement to war. 

5. A further increase in the number and power of our atomic weapons is necessary in order to assure 
the effectiveness of any U.S. retaliatory blow, but would not of itself seem to change the basic logic 
of the above points. Greatly increased general air, ground, and sea strength, and increased air defense 
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and civilian defense programs would also be necessary to provide reasonable assurance that the free 
world could survive an initial surprise atomic attack of the weight which it is estimated the USSR 
will be capable of delivering by 1954 and still permit the free world to go on to the eventual 
attainment of its objectives. Furthermore, such a build-up of strength could safeguard and increase 
our retaliatory power, and thus might put off for some time the date when the Soviet Union could 
calculate that a surprise blow would be advantageous. This would provide additional time for the 
effects of our policies to produce a modification of the Soviet system. 

6. If the USSR develops a thermonuclear weapon ahead of the U.S., the risks of greatly increased 
Soviet pressure against all the free world, or an attack against the U.S., will be greatly increased. 

7. If the U.S. develops a thermonuclear weapon ahead of the USSR, the U.S. should for the time 
being be able to bring increased pressure on the USSR. 

B. STOCK.PILING AND USE OF ATOMIC WEAPONS 

1. From the foregoing analysis it appears that it would be to the long-tenn advantage of the United 
States if atomic weapons were to be effectively eliminated from national peacetime armaments; the 
additional objectives which must be secured if there is to be a reasonable prospect of such effective 
elimination of atomic weapons are discussed in Chapter IX. In the absence of such elimination and 
the securing of these objectives, it would appear that we have no alternative but to increase our 
atomic capability as rapidly as other considerations make appropriate. In either case, it appears to be 
imperative to increase as rapidly as possible our general air, ground, and sea strength and that of our 
allies to a point where we are militarily not so heavily dependent on atomic weapons. 

2. As is indicated in Chapter rv, it is important that the United States employ military force only if 
the necessity for its use is clear and compelling a.nd commends itself to the overwhelming majority of 
our people. The United States canmit therefore engage in war except as a reaction to aggression of so 
clear and compelling a nature as to bring the overwhelming majority of our people to accept the use 
of military force. In the event war comes, our use of force must be to compel the acceptance of our 
objectives and must be congruent to the range of tasks which we may encounter. 

In the event of a general war with the USSR, it must be anticipated that atomic weapons will be used 
by each side in the manner it deems best suited to accomplish its objectives. In view of our 
vulnerability to Soviet atomic attack, it has been argued that we might wish to hold our atomic 
weapons only for retaliation against prior use by the USSR. To be able to do so and still have hope of 
achieving our objectives, the non-atomic military capabilities of ourselves and our allies would have 
to be fully developed and the political weaknesses of the Soviet Union fully exploited. In the event of 
war, however, we could not be sure that we could move toward the attainment of these objectives 
without the USSR1s resorting sooner or later to the use of its atomic weapons. Only if we had 
overwhelming atomic superiority and obtained command of the air might the USSR be deterred from 
employing its atomic weapons as we progressed toward the attainment of our objectives. 

In the event the USSR develops by 1954 the atomic capability which we now anticipate, it is hardly 
conceivable that, if war comes, the Soviet leaders would refrain from the use of atomic weapons 
unless they felt fully confident of attaining their objectives by other means. 

In the event we use atomic weapons either in retaliation for their prior use by the USSR or because 
there is no alternative method by which we can attain our objectives, it is imperative that the strategic 
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and tactical targets against which they are used be appropriate and the manner in which they are used 
be consistent with those objectives. 

It appears to follow from the above that we should produce and stockpile thermonuclear weapons in 
the event they prove feasible and would add significantly to our net capability. Not enough is yet 
known of their potentialities to warrant a judgment at this time regarding their use in war to attain our 
objectives. 

3. It has been suggested that we announce that we will not use atomic weapons except in retaliation 
against the prior use of such weapons by an aggressor. It has been argued that such a declaration 
would decrease the danger of an atomic attack against the United States and its allies. 

In our present situation of relative unpreparedness in conventional weapons, such a declaration would 
be interpreted by the USSR as an admission of great weakness and by our allies as a clear indication 
that we intended to abandon them. Furthermore, it is doubtful whether such a declaration would be 
taken sufficiently seriously by the Kremlin to constitute an important factor in determining whether or 
not to attack the United States. It is to be anticipated that the Kremlin would weigh the facts of our 
capability far more heavily than a declaration of what we proposed to do with that capability. 

Unless we are prepared to abandon our objectives, we cannot make such a declaration in good faith 
until we are confident that we will be in a position to attain our objectives without war, or, in the 
event of war, without recourse to the use of atomic weapons for strategic or tactical purposes. 

C. INTERNATIONAL CONTROL OF ATOMIC ENERGY 

I. A discussion of certain of the basic considerations involved in securing effective international 
control is necessary to make clear why the additional objectives discussed in Chapter IX must be 
secured. 

2. No system of international control could prevent the production and use of atomic weapons in the 
event of a prolonged war. Even the most effective system of international control could, of itself, only 
provide (a) assurance that atomic weapons had been eliminated from national peacetime armaments 
and (b) immediate notice of a violation. In essence, an effective international control system would be 
expected to assure a certain amount of time after notice of violation before atomic weapons could be 
used in war. 

3. The time period between notice of violation and possible use of atomic weapons in war which a 
control system could be expected to assure depends upon a number of factors. 

The dismantling of existing stockpiles of bombs and the destruction of casings and firing mechanisms 
could by themselves give little assurance of securing time. Casings and firing mechanisms are 
presumably easy to produce, even surreptitiously, and the assembly of weapons does not take much 
time. 

If existing stocks of fissionable materials were in some way eliminated and the future production of 
fissionable materials effectively controlled, war could not start with a surprise atomic attack. 

In order to assure an appreciable time lag between notice of violation and the time when atomic 
weapons might be available in quantity, it would be necessary to destroy all plants capable of making 
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large amounts of fissionable material. Such action would, however, require a moratorium on those 
possible peacetime uses which call for large quantities of fissionable materials. 

Effective control over the production and stockpiling of raw materials might further extend the time 
period which effective international control would assure. Now that the Russians have learned the 
technique of producing atomic weapons, the time between violation of an international control 
agreement and production of atomic weapons will be shorter than was estimated in 1946, except 
possibly in the field of thermonuclear or other new types of weapons. 

4. The certainty of notice of violation also depends upon a number of factors. In the absence of good 
faith, it is to be doubted whether any system can be designed which will give certainty of notice of 
violation. International ownership of raw materials and fissionable materials and international 
ownership and operation of dangerous facilities, coupled with inspection based on continuous 
unlimited freedom of access to all parts of the Soviet Union (as well as to all parts of the territory of 
other signatories to the control agreement) appear to be necessary to give the requisite degree of 
assurance against secret violatjons. As the Soviet stockpile of fissionable materials grows, the amount 
which the USSR might secretly withhold and not declare to the inspection agency grows. In this 
sense, the earlier an agreement is consummated the greater the security it would offer. The possibility 
of successful secret production operations also increases with developments which may reduce the 
size and power consumption of individual reactors. The development of a thermonuclear bomb would 
increase many fold the damage a given amount of fissionable material could do and would, therefore, 
vastly increase the danger that a decisive advantage could be gained through secret operations. 

5. The relative sacrifices which would be involved in international control need also to be considered. 
If it were possible to negotiate an effective system of international control the United States would 
presumably sacrifice a much larger stockpile of atomic weapons and a much larger production 
capacity than would the USSR. The opening up of national territory to international inspection 
involved in an adequate control and inspection system would have a far greater impact on the USSR 
than on the United States. If the control system involves the destruction of all large reactors and thus 
a moratorium on certain possible peacetime uses, the USSR can be expected to argue that it, because 
of greater need for new sources of energy, would be making a greater sacrifice in this regard than the 
United States. 

6. The United States and the peoples of the world as a whole desire a respite from the dangers of 
atomic warfare. The chief difficulty lies in the danger that the respite would be short and that we 
might not have adequate notice of its pending tennination. For such an arrangement to be in the 
interest of the United States, it is essential that the agreement be entered into in good faith by both 
sides and the probability against its violation high. 

7. The most substantial contribution to security of an effective international control system would, of 
course, be the opening up of the Soviet Union, as required under the UN plan. Such opening up is 
not, however, compatible with the maintenance of the Soviet system in its present rigor. This is a 
major reason for the Soviet refusal to accept the UN plan. 

The studies which began with the Acheson-Lilienthal committee and culminated in the present UN 
plan made it clear that inspection of atomic facilities would not alone give the assurance of control; 
but that ownership and operation by an international authority of the world's atomic energy activities 
from the mine to the last use of fissionable materials was also essential. The delegation of sovereignty 
which this implies is necessary for effective control and, therefore, is as necessary for the United 
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States and the rest of the free world as it is present1y unacceptable to the Soviet Union. 

It is a1so dear that a control authority not susceptible directly or indirectly to Soviet domination is 
equally essential As the Soviet Union would regard any country not under its domination as under 
the potential if not the actual domination of the United States, it is clear that what the United States 
and the non-Soviet world must insist on; the Soviet Union at present rejects. 

The principal immediate benefit of international control would be to make a surprise atomic attack 
impossible, assuming the elimination of 1arge reactors and the effective disposal of stockpiles of 
fissionable materials. But it is almost certain that the Soviet Union would not agree to the elimination 
of large reactors, unless the impracticability of producing atomic power for peaceful purposes had 
been demonstrated beyond a doubt. By the same token, it would not now agree to elimination ofits 
stockpile of fissionable materials. 

Finally, the absence of good faith on the part of the USSR must be assumed unti1 there is concrete 
evidence that there has been a decisive change in Soviet policies. It is to be doubted whether such a 
change can take place without a change in the nature of the Soviet system itself. 

_The above considerations make it dear that at least a major change in the relative power positions of 
the United States and the Soviet Union would have to take place before an effective system of 
international control could be negotiated. The Soviet Union would have had to have moved a 
substantial distance down the path of accommodation and compromise before such an arrangement 
would be conceivable. This conclusion is supported by the Third Report of the United Nations 
Atomic Energy Commission to the Security Council, May 17, 1948, in which it is stated that 11 

••• the 
majority of the Commission has been unable to secure ... their acceptance of the nature and extent of 
participation in the world community required of all nations in this field .... As a result, the 
Commission bas been forced to recognize that agreement on effective measures for the control of 
atomic energy is itself dependent on cooperation in broader fields of policy." 

In short, it is impossible to hope than an effective plan for international control can be negotiated 
unless and until the Kremlin design has been frustrated to a point at which a genuine and drastic 
change in Soviet policies has taken place. 

IX. Possible Courses of Action 

Introduction. Four possible courses of action by the United States in the present situation can be 
distinguished. They are: 

a. Continuation of current policies, with current and currently projected programs for carrying out 
these policies; 
b. Isolation; 
c. War; and 
d. A more rapid building up of the political, economic, and military strength of the free world than 
provided under a, with the purpose of reaching; if possible, a tolerable state of order among nations 
without war and of preparing to defend ourselves in the event that the free world is attacked. 

The role of negotiation. Negotiation must be considered in relation to these courses of action. A 
negotiator always attempts to achieve an agreement which is somewhat better than the realities of his 
fundamental position would justify and which is, in any case, not worse than his fundamental position 
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requires. This is as true in relations among sovereign states as in relations between individuals. The 
Soviet Union possesses several advantages over the free world in negotiations on any issue: 

a. It can and does enforce secrecy on all significant facts about conditions within the Soviet Union, so 
that it can be expected to know more about the realities of the free world's position than the free 
world knows about its position; 
b. It does not have to be responsive in any important sense to public opinion; 
c. It does not have to consult and agree with any other countries on the terms it wi11 offer 'And accept; 
and 
d. It can influence public opinion in other countries while insulating the peoples under its control. 

These are important advantages. Together with the unfavorable trend of our power position, they 
militate, as is shown in Section A below, against successful negotiation of a general settlement at this 
time. For although the United States probably now possesses, principally in atomic weapons, a force 
adequate to deliver a powerful blow upon the Soviet Union and to open the road to victory in a long 
war, it is not sufficient by itself to advance the position of the United States in the cold war. 

The problem is to create such political and economic conditions in the free world, backed by force 
sufficient to inhibit Soviet attack, that the Kremlin will accommodate itself to these conditions, 
gradually withdraw, and eventually change its policies drastically. It has been shown in Chapter VIII 
that truly effective control of atomic energy would require such an opening up of the Soviet Union 
and such evidence in other ways of its good faith and its intent to co-exist in peace as to reflect or at 
least initiate a change in the Soviet system. 

Clearly under present circumstances we will not be able to negotiate a settlement which calls for a 
change in the Soviet system. What, then, is the role of negotiation? 

In the first place, the public in the United States and in other free countries will require, as a condition 
to firm policies and adequate programs directed to the frustration of the Kremlin design, that the free 
wor]d be continuously prepared to negotiate agreements with the Soviet Union on equitable tenns. It 
is still argued by many people here and abroad that equitable agreements with the Soviet Union are 
possible, and this view will gain force ifthe Soviet Union begins to show signs of accommodation, 
even on unimportant issues. 

The free countries must always, therefore, be prepared to negotiate and must be ready to take the 
initiative at times in seeking negotiation. They must develop a negotiating position which defines the 
issues and the terms on which they would be prepared--and at what stages--to accept agreements with 
the Soviet Union. The terms must be fair in the view of popular opinion in the free world. This means 
that they must be consistent with a positive program for peace--in harmony with the United Nations' 
Charter and providing, at a minimum, for the effective control of all armaments by the United 
Nations or a successor organization. The terms must not require more of the Soviet Union than such 
behavior and such participation in a world organization. The fact that such conduct by the Soviet 
Union is impossible without such a radical change in Soviet policies as to constitute a change in the 
Soviet system would then emerge as a result of the Kremlin's unwillingness to accept such terms or of 
its bad faith in observing them. 

A sound negotiating position is, therefore, an essential eJement in the ideological conflict. For some 
time after a decision to build up strength, any offer of, or attempt at, negotiation of a general 
settlement along the lines of the Berkeley speech by the Secretary of State could be only a tactic.' 
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Nevertheless, concurrently with a decision and a start on building up the strength of the free world, it 
may be desirable to pursue this tactic both to gain public support for the program and to minimize the 
immediate risks of war. It is urgently necessary for the United States to determine its negotiating 
position and to obtain agreement with its major allies on the purposes and terms of negotiation. 

In the second place, assuming that the United States in cooperation with other free countries decides 
and acts to increase the strength of the free world and assuming that the Kremlin chooses the path of 
accommodation, it will from time to time be necessary and desirable to negotiate on various specific 
issues with the Kremlin as the area of possible agreement widens. 

The Kremlin will have three major objectives in negotiations with the United States. The first is to 
eliminate the atomic capabilities of the United States; the second is to prevent the effective 
mobilization of the superior potential of the free world in human and material resources; and the third 
is to secure a withdrawal of United States forces from, and commitments to, Europe and Japan. 
Depending on its evaluation of its own strengths and weaknesses as against the West's (particularly 
the ability and will of the West to sustain its efforts), it will or wilJ not be prepared to make important 
concessions to achieve these major objectives. It is unlikely that the Kremlin's evaluation is such that 
it would now be prepared to make significant concessions. 

The objectives of the United States and other free countries in negotiations with the Soviet Union 
(apart from the ideological objectives discussed above) are to record, in a formal fashion which will 
facilitate the consolidation and further advance of our position, the process of Soviet accommodation 
to the new political, psychological, and economic conditions in the world which will result from 
adoption of the fourth course of action and which will be supported by the increasing military 
strength developed as an integral part of that course of action. In short, our objectives are to record, 
where desirable, the gradual withdrawal of the Soviet Union and to facilitate that process by making 
negotiation, if possible, always more expedient than resort to force. 

It must be presumed that for some time the Kremlin wi11 accept agreements only if it is convinced 
that by acting in bad faith whenever and wherever there is an opportunity to do so with impunity, it 
can derive greater advantage from the agreements than the free world. For this reason, we must take 
care that any agreements are enforceable or that they are not susceptible of violation without 
detection and the possibility of effective countermeasures. 

This further suggests that we will have to consider carefully the order in which agreements can be 
concluded. Agreement on the control of atomic energy would result in a relatively greater 
disarmament of the United States than of the Soviet Union, even assuming considerable progress in 
building up the strength of the free world in conventional forces and weapons. It might be accepted 
by the Soviet Union as part of a deliberate design to move against Western Europe and other areas of 
strategic importance with conventional forces and weapons. In this event, the United States would 
find itself at war, having previously disarmed itself in its most important weapon, and would be 
engaged in a race to redevelop atomic weapons. 

This seems to indicate that for the time being the United States and other free countries would have to 
insist on concurrent agreement on the control of nonatomic forces and weapons and perhaps on the 
other elements of a general settlement, notably peace treaties with Germany, Austria, and Japan and 
the withdrawal of Soviet influence from the satellites. If, contrary to our expectations, the Soviet 
Union should accept agreements promising effective control of atomic energy and conventional 
armaments, without any other changes in Soviet policies, we would have to consider very carefully 
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whether we could accept such agreements. It is unlikely that this problem will arise. 

To the extent that the United States and the rest of the free world succeed in so building up their 
strength in conventional forces and weapons that a Soviet attack with similar forces could be 
thwarted or held, we will gain increased flexibility and can seek agreements on the various issues in 
any order, as they become negotiable. 

In the third place, negotiation will play a part in the building up of the strength of the free world, 
apart from the ideological strength discussed above. This is most evident in the problems of 
Germany, Austria, and Japan. In the process of building up strength, it may be desirable for the free 
nations, without the Soviet Union, to conclude separate arrangements with Japan, Western Germany, 
and Austria which would enlist the energies and resources of these countries in support of the free 
world. This will be difficult unless it has been demonstrated by attempted negotiation with the Soviet 
Union that the Soviet Union is not prepared to accept treaties of peace which would leave these 
countries free, under adequate safeguards, to participate in the United Nations and in regional or 
broader associations of states consistent with the United Nations' Charter and providing security and 
adequate opportunities for the peaceful development of their political and economic life. 

This demonstrates the importance, from the point of view of negotiation as well as for its relationship 
to the building up of the strength of the free world (see Section D below), of the problem of closer 
association--on a regional or a broader basis--among the free countries. 

In conclusion, negotiation is not a possible separate course of action but rather a means of gaining 
support for a program of building strength, ofrecording, where necessary and desirable, progress in 
the cold war, and of facilitating further progress while helping to minimize the risks of war. 
Ultimately, it is our objective to negotiate a settlement with the Soviet Union (or a successor state or 
states) on which the world can place reliance as an enforceable instrument of peace. But it is 
important to emphasize that such a settlement can only record the progress which the free world will 
have made in creating a political and economic system in the world so successful that the frustration 
of the Kremlin's design for world domination will be complete. The analysis in the following sections 
indicates that the building of such a system requires expanded and accelerated programs for the 
carrying out of current policies. 

A. THE FIRST COURSE--CONTINUATION OF CURRENT POLICIES, WITH CURRENT AND 
CURRENTLY PROJECTED PROGRAMS FOR CARRYING OUT THESE POLICIES 

I. Military aspects. On the basis of current programs, the United States has a large potential military 
capability but an actual capability which, though improving, is declining relative to the USSR, 
particularly in light of its probable fission bomb capability and possible thermonuclear bomb 
capability. The same holds true for the free world as a whole relative to the Soviet world as a whole. 
If war breaks out in 1950 or in the next few years, the United States and its allies, apart from a 
powerful atomic blow, will be compelled to conduct delaying actions, while building up their strength 
for a general offensive. A frank evaluation of the requirements, to defend the United States and its 
vital interests and to support a vigorous initiative in the cold war, on the one hand, and of present 
capabilities, on the other, indicates that there is a sharp and growing disparity between them. 

A review of Soviet policy shows that the military capabilities, actual and potential, of the United 
States and the rest of the free world, together with the apparent determination of the free world to 
resist further Soviet expansion, have not induced the Kremlin to relax its pressures generally or to 
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give up the initiative in the cold war. On the contrary, the Soviet Union has consistently pursued a 
bold foreign policy, modified only when its probing revealed a determination and an ability of the 
free world to resist encroachment upon it. The relative military capabilities of the free world are 
declining, with the result that its determination to resist may also decline and that the security of the 
United States and the free world as a whole will be jeopardized. 

From the military point of view, the actual and potential capabilities of the United States, given a 
continuation of current and projected programs, will become Jess and less effective as a war deterrent. 
Improvement of the state of readiness will become more and more important not only to inhibit the 
launching of war by the Soviet Union but also to support a national policy designed to reverse the 
present ominous trends in international relations. A building up of the military capabilities of the 
United States and the free world is a pre-condition to the achievement of the objectives outlined in 
this report and to the protection of the United States against disaster. 

Fortunately, the United States military establishment has been developed into a unified and effective 
force as a result of the policies laid down by the Congress and the vigorous carrying out of these 
policies by the Administration in the fie]ds of both organization and economy. It is, therefore, a base 
upon which increased strength can be rapidly built with maximum efficiency and economy. 

2. Political aspects. The Soviet Union is pursuing the initiative in the conflict with the free world. Its 
atomic capabilities, together with its successes in the Far East, have led to an increasing confidence 
on its part and to an increasing nervousness in Western Europe and the rest of the free world. We 
cannot be sure, of course, how vigorously the Soviet Union will pursue its initiative, nor can we be 
sure of the strength or weakness of the other free countries in reacting to it. There are, however, 
ominous signs of further deterioration in the Far East. There are also some indications that a decline 
in morale and confidence in Western Europe may be expected. In particular, the situation in Germany 
is unsettled. Should the belief or suspicion spread that the free nations are not now able to prevent the 
Soviet Union from taking, if it chooses, the military actions outlined in Chapter V, the determination 
of the free countries to resist probably would lessen and there would be an increasing temptation for 
them to seek a position of neutrality. 

Politically, recognition of the military implications of a continuation of present trends will mean that 
the United States and especially other free countries wi11 tend to shift to the defensive, or to follow a 
dangerous policy of bluff, because the maintenance of a firm initiative in the cold war is cJosely 
related to aggregate strength in being and readily available. 

This is largely a problem of the incongruity of the current actual capabilities of the free world and the 
threat to it, for the free world has an economic and military potential far superior to the potential of 
the Soviet Union and its satellites. The shadow of Soviet force fa11s darkly on Western Europe and 
Asia and supports a policy of encroachment. The free world lacks adequate means--in the form of 
forces in being--to thwart such expansion locally. The United States will therefore be confronted 
more frequently with the dilemma of reacting total1y to a limited extension of Soviet control or of not 
reacting at all (except with ineffectual protests and half measures). Continuation of present trends is 
likely to lead, therefore, to a gradual withdrawal under the direct or indirect pressure of the Soviet 
Union, until we discover one day that we have sacrificed positions of vital interest. In other words, 
the United States would have chosen, by lack of the necessary decisions and actions, to fall back to 
isolation in the Western Hemisphere. This course would at best result in only a relatively brief truce 
and would be ended either by our capitulation or by a defensive war--on unfavorable terms from 
unfavorable positions--against a Soviet Empire compromising all or most of Eurasia. (See Section B.) 
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3. Economic and social aspects. As was pointed out in Chapter Vl, the present foreign economic 
policies and programs of the United States will not produce a solution to the problem of international 
economic equilibrium, notably the problem of the dollar gap, and will not create an economic base 
conducive to po1itical stability in many important free countries. 

The European Recovery Program has been successful in assisting the restoration and expansion of 
production in Western Europe and has been a major factor in checking the dry rot of Communism in 
Western Europe. However, little progress has been made toward the resumption by Western Europe 
of a position of influence in world affairs commensurate with its potential strength. Progress in this 
direction will require integrated political, economic, and military policies and programs, which are 
supported by the United States and the Western European countries and which will probably require a 
deeper participation by the United States than has been contemplated. 

The Point IV Program and other assistance programs will not adequately supplement, as now 
projected, the efforts of other important countries to develop effective institutions, to improve the 
administration of their affairs, and to achieve a sufficient measure of economic development. The 
moderate regimes now in power in many countries, like India, Indonesia, Pakistan, and the 
Philippines, will probably be unable to restore or retain their popular support and authority unless 
they are assisted in bringing about a more rapid improvement of the economic and social structure 
than present programs will make possible. 

The Executive Branch is now undertaking a study of the problem of the United States balance of 
payments and of the measures which might be taken by the United States to assist in estab1ishing 
international economic equilibrium. This is a very important project and work on it should have a 
high priority. However, unless such an economic program is matched and supplemented by an 
equally far-sighted and vigorous political and military program, we will not be successful in checking 
and ro11ing back the Kremlin's drive. 

4. Negotiation. In short, by continuing along its present course the free world will not succeed in 
making effective use of its vastly superior political, economic, and military potential to build a 
tolerable state of order among nations. On the contrary, the political, economic, and military situation 
of the free world is already unsatisfactory and will become less favorable unless we act to reverse 
present trends. 

This situation is one which militates against successful negotiations with the Kremlin--for the terms 
of agreements on important pending issues would reflect present realities and would therefore be 
unacceptable, if not disastrous, to the United States and the rest of the free world. Unless a decision 
had been made and action undertaken to build up the strength, in the broadest sense, of the United 
States and the free world, an attempt to negotiate a general settlement on terms acceptable to us 
would be ineffective and probably long drawn out, and might thereby seriously delay the necessary 
measures to build up our strength. 

This is true despite the fact that the United States now has the capability of delivering a powerful 
blow against the Soviet Union in the event of war, for one of the present realities is that the United 
States is not prepared to threaten the use of our present atomic superiority to coerce the Soviet Union 
into acceptable agreements. In light of present trends, the Soviet Union will not withdraw and the 
only conceivable basis for a general settlement would be spheres of influence and of no influenced 
"settlement" which the Kremlin could readily exploit to its great advantage. The idea that Germany or 
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Japan or other important areas can exist as islands of neutrality in a divided world is unreal, given the 
Kremlin design for world domination. 

B. THE SECOND COURSE--ISOLATION 

Continuation of present trends, it has been shown above, wil1 lead progressively to the withdrawal of 
the United States from most of its present commitments in Europe and Asia and to our isolation in 
the Western Hemisphere and its approaches. This would result not from a conscious decision but 
from a failure to take the actions necessary to bring our capabilities into line with our commitments 
and thus to a withdrawal under pressure. This pressure might come from our present Allies, who will 
tend to seek other "solutions" unless they have confidence in our determination to accelerate our 
efforts to build a successfully functioning political and economic system in the free world. 

There are some who advocate a deliberate decision to isolate ourselves. Superficially, this has some 
attractiveness as a course of action, for it appears to bring our commitments and capabilities into 
harmony by reducing the former and by concentrating our present, or perhaps even reduced, military 
expenditures on the defense of the United States. 

This argument overlooks the relativity of capabilities. With the United States in an isolated position, 
we wou}d have to face the probability that the Soviet Union would quickly dominate most of Eurasia, 
probably without meeting armed resistance. It would thus acquire a potential far superior to our own, 
and would promptly proceed to develop this potential with the purpose of eliminating our power, 
which would, even in isolation, remain as a challenge to it and as an obstacle to the imposition of its 
kind of order in the world. There is no way to make ourselves inoffensive to the Kremlin except by 
complete submission to its will. Therefore isolation would in the end condemn us to capitulate or to 
fight alone and on the defensive, with drastically limited offensive and retaliatory capabilities in 
comparison with the Soviet Union. (These are the only possibilities, unless we are prepared to risk 
the future on the hazard that the Soviet Empire, because of over-extension or other reasons, will 
spontaneously destroy itself from within.) 

The argument also overlooks the imponderable, but nevertheless drastic, effects on our belief in 
ourselves and in our way of life of a deliberate decision to isolate ourselves. As the Soviet Union 
came to dominate free countries, it is clear that many Americans would feel a deep sense of 
responsibility and guilt for having abandoned their former friends and allies. As the Soviet Union 
mobilized the resources of Eurasia, increased its relative military capabilities, and heightened its 
threat to our security, some would be tempted to accept "peace" on its terms, while many would seek 
to defend the United States by creating a regimented system which would permit the assignment of a 
tremendous part of our resources to defense. Under such a state of affairs our national morale would 
be conupted and the integrity and vitality of our system subverted. 

Under this course of action, there would be no negotiation, unless on the Kremlin's terms, for we 
would have given up everything of importance. 

It is possible that at some point in the course of isolation, many Americans would come to favor a 
surprise attack on the Soviet Union and the area under its control, in a desperate attempt to alter 
decisively the balance of power by an overwhelming blow with modem weapons of mass destruction. 
It appears unlikely that the Soviet Union would wait for such an attack before launching one of its 
own. But even if it did and even if our attack were successful, it is clear that the United States would 
face appalling tasks in establishing a tolerable state of order among nations after such a war and after 
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Soviet occupation of all or most of Eurasia for some years. These tasks appear so enormous and 
success so unlikely that reason dictates an attempt to achieve our objectives by other means. 

C. THE THIRD COURSE--W AR 

Some Americans favor a deliberate decision to go to war against the Soviet Union in the near future. 
It goes without saying that the idea of 11preventiveu war--in the sense of a military attack not provoked 
by a military attack upon us or our allies--is generally unacceptable to Americans. Its supporters argue 
that since the Soviet Union is in fact at war with the free world now and that since the failure of the 
Soviet Union to use all-out military force is explainable on grounds of expediency, we are at war and 
should conduct ourselves accordingly. Some further argue that the free world is probably unable, 
except under the crisis of war, to mobilize and direct its resources to the checking and rolling back of 
the Kremlin's drive for world dominion. This is a powerful argument in the light of history, but the 
considerations against war are so compelling that the free world must demonstrate that this argument 
is wrong. The case for war is premised on the assumption that the United States could launch and 
sustain an attack of sufficient impact to gain a decisive advantage for the free world in a long war and 
perhaps to win an early decision. 

The ability of the United States to launch effective offensive operations is now limited to attack with 
atomic weapons. A powerful blow could be delivered upon the Soviet Union, but it is estimated that 
these operations alone would not force or induce the Kremlin to capitulate and that the Kremlin 
would still be able to use the forces under its control to dominate most or all of Eurasia. This would 
probably mean a long and difficult struggle during which the free institutions of Western Europe and 
many freedom-loving people would be destroyed and the regenerative capacity of Western Europe 
dea]t a crippling blow. 

Apart from this, however, a surprise attack upon the Soviet Union, despite the provocativeness of 
recent Soviet behavior, would be repugnant to many Americans. Although the American people 
would probably rally in support of the war effort, the shock ofresponsibility for a surprise attack 
would be morally corrosive. Many would doubt that it was a 11just war" and that all reasonable 
possibilities for a peaceful settlement had been explored in good faith. Many more, proportionately, 
would hold such views in other countries, particularly in Western Europe and particularly after Soviet 
occupation, if only because the Soviet Union would liquidate articulate opponents. It would, 
therefore, be difficult after such a war to create a satisfactory international order among nations. 
Victory in such a war would have brought us little if at all closer to victory in the fundamental 
ideological conflict. 

These considerations are no less weighty because they are imponderable, and they rule out an attack 
unless it is demonstrably in the nature of a counter-attack to a blow which is on its way or about to be 
delivered. (The military advantages of landing the first blow become increasingly important with 
modem weapons, and this is a fact which requires us to be on the alert in order to strike with our full 
weight as soon as we are attacked, and, ifpossib1e, before the Soviet blow is actually delivered.) If 
the argument of Chapter IV is accepted, it follows that there is no "easy" solution and that the only 
sure victory lies in the frustration of the Kremlin design by the steady development of the moral and 
material strength of the free world and its projection into the Soviet world in such a way as to bring 
about an internal change in the Soviet system. 

D. THE REMAINING COURSE OF ACTION--A RAPID BUILD-UP OF POLITICAL, 
ECONOMIC, AND MILITARY STRENGTH IN THE FREE WORLD 
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A more rapid build-up of political, economic, and military strength and thereby of confidence in the 
free world than is now contemplated is the only course which is consistent with progress toward 
achieving our fundamental purpose. The frustration of the Kremlin design requires the free world to 
develop a successfu11y functioning political and economic system and a vigorous political offensive 
against the Soviet Union. These, in tum, require an adequate military shield under which they can 
develop. It is necessary to have the military power to deter, if possible, Soviet expansion, and to 
defeat, if necessary, aggressive Soviet or Soviet-directed actions of a limited or total character. The 
potential strength of the free world is great; its ability to develop these military capabilities and its 
will to resist Soviet expansion wil1 be determined by the wisdom and wi11 with which it undertakes to 
meet its political and economic problems. 

J. Military aspects. It has been indicated in Chapter VI that U.S. military capabilities are strategically 
more defensive in nature than offensive and are more potential than actual. It is evident, from an 
analysis of the past and of the trend of weapon development, that there is now and will be in the 
future no absolute defense. The history ofwat also indicates that a favorable decision can only be 
achieved through offensive action. Even a defensive strategy, if it is to be successful, calls not only 
for defensive forces to hold vita] positions while mobilizing and preparing for the offensive, but also 
for offensive forces to attack the enemy and keep him off balance. 

The two fundamental requirements which must be met by forces in being or readily available are 
support of foreign po1icy and protection against disaster. To meet the second requirement, the forces 
in being or readily available must be able, at a minimum, to perfonn certain basic tasks: 

a. To defend the Western Hemisphere and essential a11ied areas in order that their war-making 
capabilities can be developed; 
b. To provide and protect a mobilization base while the offensive forces required for victory are being 
built up; 
c. To conduct offensive operations to destroy vital elements of the Soviet war-making capacity, and 
to keep the enemy off balance until the full offensive strength of the United States and its allies can 
be brought to bear; 
d. To defend and maintain the lines of communication and base areas necessary to the execution of 
the above tasks; and 
e. To provide such aid to a11ies as is essential to the execution of their ro]e in the above tasks. 

In the broadest terms, the ability to perform these tasks requires a build-up of military strength by the 
United States and its allies to a point at which the combined strength will be superior for at )east these 
tasks, both initia11y and throughout a war, to the forces that can be brought to bear by the Soviet 
Union and its satellites. In specific terms, it is not essential to match item for item with the Soviet 
Union, but to provide an adequate defense against air attack on the United States and Canada and an 
adequate defense against air and surface attack on the United Kingdom and Western Europe, Alaska, 
the Western Pacific, Africa, and the Near and Middle East, and on the Jong lines of communication to 
these areas. Furthermore, it is mandatory that in building up our strength, we enlarge upon our 
technical superiority by an accelerated exploitation of the scientific potential of the United States and 
our allies. 

Forces of this size and character are necessary not on]y for protection against disaster but also to 
support our foreign policy. In fact, it can be argued that larger forces in being and readily available 
are necessary to inhibit a would-be aggressor than to provide the nucleus of strength and the 
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mobilization base on which the tremendous forces required for victory can be built. For example, in 
both World Wars I and 11 the ultimate victors had the strength, in the end, to win though they had not 
had the strength in being or readily available to prevent the outbreak of war. In part, at least, this was 
because they had not had the military strength on which to base a strong foreign policy. At any rate, it 
is c1ear that a substantial and rapid building up of strength in the free world is necessary to support a 
firm poJicy intended to check and to roll back the Kremlin's drive for world domination. 

Moreover, the United States and the other free countries do not now have the forces in being and 
readily available to defeat local Soviet moves with local action, but must accept reverses or make 
these local moves the occasion for war--for which we are not prepared. This situation makes for great 
uneasiness among our allies, particularly in Western Europe, for whom total war means, initially, 
Soviet occupation. Thus, unless our combined strength is rapidly increased, our allies will tend to 
become increasingly reluctant to support a firm foreign policy on our part and increasingly anxious to 
seek other solutions, even though they are aware that appeasement means defeat. An important 
advantage in adopting the fourth course of action lies in its psychological impact--the revival of 
confidence and hope in the future. It is recognized, of course, that any announcement of the 
recommended course of action could be exploited by the Soviet Union in its peace campaign and 
would have adverse psychological effects in certain parts of the free world until the necessary 
increase in strength has been achieved. Therefore, in any announcement of policy and in the character 
of the measures adopted, emphasis should be given to the essentially defensive character and care 
should be taken to minimize, so far as possible, unfavorable domestic and foreign reactions. 

2. Political and economic aspects. The immediate objectives--to the achievement of which such a 
build-up of strength is a necessary though not a sufficient condition--are a renewed initiative in the 
cold war and a situation to which the Kremlin would find it expedient to accommodate itself, first by 
relaxing tensions and pressures and then by gradual withdrawal. The United States cannot alone 
provide the resources required for such a build-up of strength. The other free countries must carry 
their part of the burden, but their ability and determination to do it will depend on the action the 
United States takes to develop its own strength and on the adequacy of its foreign political and 
economic policies. Improvement in political and economic conditions in the free world, as has been 
emphasized above, is necessary as a basis for building up the will and the means to resist and for 
dynamically affinning the integrity and vitality of our free and democratic way of life on which our 
ultimate victory depends. 

At the same time, we should take dynamic steps to reduce the power and influence of the Kremlin 
inside the Soviet Union and other areas under its control. The objective would be the establishment of 
friendly regimes not under Kremlin domination. Such action is essential to engage the Kremlin's 
attention, keep it off balance, and force an increased expenditure of Soviet resources in counteraction. 
In other words, it would be the current Soviet cold war technique used against the Soviet Union. 

A program for rapidly building up strength and improving political and economic conditions will 
place heavy demands on our courage and intelligence; it will be costly; it will be dangerous. But haJf
measures will be more costly and more dangerous, for they wi11 be inadequate to prevent and may 
actually invite war. Budgetary considerations will need to be subordinated to the stark fact that our 
very independence as a nation may be at stake. 

A comprehensive and decisive program to win the peace and frustrate the Kremlin design should be 
so designed that it can be sustained for as long as necessary to achieve our national objectives. It 
would probably involve: 
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1. The development of an adequate political and economic framework for the achievement of our 
long-range objectives. 

2. A substantial increase in expenditures for military pmposes adequate to meet the requirements 
for the tasks listed in Section D-1. 

3. A substantial increase in military assistance programs, designed to foster cooperative efforts, 
which will adequately and efficiently meet the requirements of our allies for the tasks referred 
to in Section D-1-e. 

4. Some increase in economic assistance programs and recognition of the need to continue these 
programs until their purposes have been accomplished. 

5. A concerted attack on the problem of the United States balance of payments, along the lines 
already approved by the President. 

6. Development of programs designed to build and maintain confidence among other peoples in 
our strength and resolution, and to wage overt psychological warfare calculated to encourage 
mass defections from Soviet allegiance and to frustrate the Kremlin design in other ways. 

7. Intensification of affinnative and timely measures and operations by covert means in the fields 
of economic warfare and political and psychological warfare with a view to fomenting and 
supporting unrest and revolt in selected strategic sateJlite countries. 

8. Development of internal security and civilian defense programs. 
9. Improvement and intensification of intelligence activities. 

I 0. Reduction of Federal expenditures for purposes other than defense and foreign assistance, if 
necessary by the defennent of certain desirable programs. 

11. Increased taxes. 

Essential as prerequisites to the success of this program would be (a) consultations with 
Congressional leaders designed to make the program the object of non-partisan legislative support, 
and (b) a presentation to the public of a full explanation of the facts and implications of present 
international trends. 

The program will be costly, but it is relevant to recall the disproportion between the potential 
capabilities of the Soviet and non-Soviet worlds (cf. Chapters V and VI). The Soviet Union is 
currently devoting about 40 percent of available resources (gross national product plus reparations, 
equal in 1949 to about $65 billion) to military expenditures (14 percent) and to investment (26 
percent), much of which is in war-supporting industries. In an emergency the Soviet Union could 
increase the allocation of resources to these purposes to about 50 percent, or by one-fourth. 

The United States is currently devoting about 22 percent of its gross national product ($255 billion in 
1949) to military expenditures (6 percent), foreign assistance (2 percent), and investment (14 
percent), little of which is in war-supporting industries. (As was pointed out in Chapter V, the 
"fighting value" obtained per dollar of expenditure by the Soviet Union considerably exceeds that 
obtained by the United States, primarily because of the extremely low military and civilian living 
standards in the Soviet Union.) In an emergency the United States could devote upward of 50 percent 
of its gross national product to these purposes (as it did during the last war), an increase of several 
times present expenditures for direct and indirect military purposes and foreign assistance. 

From the point of view of the economy as a whole, the program might not result in a real decrease in 
the standard ofliving, for the economic effects of the program might be to increase the gross national 
product by more than the amount being absorbed for additional military and foreign assistance 
purposes. One of the most significant lessons of our World War 11 experience was that the American 
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economy, when it operates at a level approaching full efficiency, can provide enormous resources for 
purposes other than civilian consumption while simultaneously providing a high standard ofliving. 
After allowing for price changes, personal consumption expenditures rose by about one-fifth between 
1939 and 1944, even though the economy had in the meantime increased the amount ofresources 
going into Government use by $60 $65 billion (in 1939 prices). 

This comparison between the potentials of the Soviet Union and the United States also holds true for 
the Soviet world and the free world and is of fundamental importance in considering the courses of 
action open to the United States. 

The comparison gives renewed emphasis to the fact that the problems faced by the free countries in 
their efforts to build a successfully functioning system 1ie not so much in the field of economics as in 
the field of politics. The building of such a system may require more rapid progress toward the closer 
association of the free countries in harmony with the concept of the United Nations. It is clear that our 
long-range objectives require a strengthened United Nations, or a successor organization, to which 
the world can look for the maintenance of peace and order in a system based on freedom and justice. 
It also seems clear that a unifying ideal of this kind might awaken and arouse the latent spiritual 
energies of free men everywhere and obtain their enthusiastic support for a positive program for 
peace going far beyond the frustration of the Kremlin design and opening vistas to the future that 
would outweigh short-run sacrifices. 

The threat to the free world involved in the development of the Soviet Union's atomic and other 
capabilities will rise steadily and rather rapidly. For the time being, the United States possesses a 
marked atomic superiority over the Soviet Union which, together with the potential capabilities of the 
United States and other free countries in other forces and weapons, inhibits aggressive Soviet action. 
This provides an opportunity for the United States, in cooperation with other free countries, to launch 
a build-up of strength which wi1l support a firm policy directed to the frustration of the Kremlin 
design. The immediate goal of our efforts to build a successfu1ly functioning political and economic 
system in the free world backed by adequate military strength is to postpone and avert the disastrous 
situation which, in light of the Soviet Union's probable fission bomb capability and possible 
thermonuclear bomb capability, might arise in 1954 on a continuation of our present programs. By 
acting promptly and vigorously in such a way that this date is, so to speak, pushed into the future, we 
would permit time for the process of accommodation, withdrawal and frustration to produce the 
necessary changes in the Soviet system. Time is short, however, and the risks of war attendant upon a 
decision to build up strength will steadily increase the longer we defer it. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

The foregoing analysis indicates that the probable fission bomb capability and possible thermonuclear 
bomb capability of the Soviet Union have greatly intensified the Soviet threat to the security of the 
United States. This threat is of the same character as that described in NSC 20/4 (approved by the 
President on November 24, 1948) but is more immediate than bad previously been estimated. In 
particu1ar, the United States now faces the contingency that within the next four or five years the 
Soviet Union will possess the military capability of delivering a surprise atomic attack of such weight 
that the United States must have substantially increased general air, ground, and sea strength, atomic 
capabilities, and air and civilian defenses to deter war and to provide reasonable assurance, in the 
event of war, that it could survive the initial blow and go on to the eventual attainment of its 
objectives. In return, this contingency requires the intensification of our efforts in the fields of 
inte1ligence and research and development. 

Allowing for the immediacy of the danger, the following statement of Soviet threats, contained in 
NSC 2014, remains valid: 

14. The gravest threat to the security of the United States within the foreseeable future 
stems from the hostile designs and formidable power of the USSR, and from the nature 
of the Soviet system. 

15. The political, economic, and psychological warfare which the USSR is now waging 
has dangerous potentialities for weakening the relative world position of the United 
States and disrupting its traditional institutions by means short of war, unless sufficient 
resistance is encountered in the policies of this and other non-communist countries. 

16. The risk of war with the USSR is sufficient to warrant, in common prudence, timely 
and adequate preparation by the United States. 

a. Even though present estimates indicate that the Soviet leaders probably do 
not intend deliberate anned action involving the United States at this time, 
the possibility of such deliberate resort to war cannot be ruled out 

b. Now and for the foreseeable future there is a continuing danger that war 
will arise either through Soviet miscalculation of the detennination of the 
United States to use all the means at its command to safeguard its security, 
through Soviet misinterpretation of our intentions, or through U.S. 
miscalculation of Soviet reactions to measures which we might take. 

17. Soviet domination of the potential power of Eurasia, whether achieved by anned 
aggression or by political and subversive means, would be strategically and politically 
unacceptable to the United States. 

18. The capability of the United States either in peace or in the event of war to cope with 
threats to its security or to gain its objectives would be severely weakened by internal 
development, important among which are: 
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a. Serious espionage, subversion and sabotage, particularly by concerted and 
well-directed communist activity. 

b. Prolonged or exaggerated economic instability. 

c. Internal political and social disunity. 

d. Inadequate or excessive armament or foreign aid expenditures. 

e. An excessive or wasteful usage of our resources in time of peace. 

f. Lessening of U.S. prestige and influence through vacillation of 
appeasement or lack of skill and imagination in the conduct of its foreign 
policy or by shirking world responsibilities. 

g. Development of a false sense of security through a deceptive change in 
Soviet tactics. 

Page 2 of 5 

Although such developments as those indicated in paragraph 18 above would severely weaken the 
capability of the United States and its allies to cope with the Soviet threat to their security, 
considerable progress has been made since 1948 in laying the foundation upon which adequate 
strength can now be rapidly built. 

The analysis also confinns that our objectives with respect to the Soviet Union, in time of peace as 
weII as in time of war, as stated in NSC 20/4 (para. 19), are still valid, as are the aims and measures 
stated therein (paras. 20 and 21). Our current security programs and strategic plans are based upon 
these objectives, aims, and measures: 

19. 

a. To reduce the power and influence of the USSR to limits which no longer 
constitute a threat to the peace, national independence, and stability of the 
world family of nations. 

b. To bring about a basic change in the conduct of international relations by 
the government in power in Russia, to conform with the purposes and 
principles set forth in the UN Charter. 

In pursuing these objectives, due care must be taken to avoid pennanently impairing our 
economy and the fundamental values and institutions inherent in our way of life. 

20. We should endeavor to achieve our general objectives by methods short of war 
through the pursuit of the following aims: 

a. To encourage and promote the gradual retraction of undue Russian power 
and influence from the present perimeter areas around traditional Russian 
boundaries and the emergence of the satellite countries as entities 
independent of the USSR. 
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b. To encourage the development among the Russian peoples of attitudes 
which may help to modify current Soviet behavior and pennit a revival of 
the national life of groups evidencing the ability and determination to 
achieve and maintain national independence. 

c. To eradicate the myth by which people remote from Soviet military 
influence are held in a position of subservience to Moscow and to cause the 
world at large to see and understand the true nature of the USSR and the 
Soviet-directed world communist party, and to adopt a logical and realistic 
attitude toward them. 

d. To create situations which will compel the Soviet Government to 
recognize the practical undesirability of acting on the basis of its present 
concepts and the necessity of behaving in accordance with precepts of 
international conduct, as set forth in the purposes and principles of the UN 
Charter. 

21. Attainment of these aims requires that the United States: 

a. Develop a level of military readiness which can be maintained as long as 
necessary as a deterrent to Soviet aggression, as indispensable support to our 
political attitude toward the USSR, as a source of encouragement to nations 
resisting Soviet political aggression, and as an adequate basis for immediate 
military commitments and for rapid mobilization should war prove 
unavoidable. 

b. Assure the internal security of the United States against dangers of 
sabotage, subversion, and espionage. 

c. Maximize our economic potential, including the strengthening of our 
peacetime economy and the establishment of essential reserves readily 
available in the event of war. 

d. Strengthen the orientation toward the United States of the non-Soviet 
nations; and help such of those nations as are able and willing to make an 
important contribution to U.S. security, to increase their economic and 
political stability and their military capability. 

e. Place the maximum strain on the Soviet structure of power and 
particularly on the relationships between Moscow and the sateHite countries. 

f. Keep the U.S. public fully informed and cognizant of the threats to our 
national security so that it will be prepared to support the measures which 
we must accordingly adopt. 

Page 3 of 5 

In the light of present and prospective Soviet atomic capabilities, the action which can be taken under 
present programs and plans, however, becomes dangerously inadequate, in both timing and scope, to 
accomplish the rapid progress toward the attainment of the United States political, economic, and 
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military objectives which is now imperative. 

A continuation of present trends would result in a serious decline in the strength of the free world 
relative to the Soviet Union and its satellites. This unfavorable trend arises from the inadequacy of 
current programs and plans rather than from any error in our objectives and aims. These trends lead in 
the direction of isolation, not by deliberate decision but by lack of the necessary basis for a vigorous 
initiative in the conflict with the Soviet Union. 

Our position as the center of power in the free world places a heavy responsibility upon the United 
States for leadership. We must organize and enlist the energies and resources of the free world in a 
positive program for peace which will frustrate the Kremlin design for world domination by creating 
a situation in the free world to which the Kremlin will be compelled to adjust. Without such a 
cooperative effort, led by the United States, we wil1 have to make gradual withdrawals under pressure 
until we discover one day that we have sacrificed positions of vital interest. 

It is imperative that this trend be reversed by a much more rapid and concerted build-up of the actual 
strength of both the United States and the other nations of the free world. The analysis shows that this 
will be costly and will involve significant domestic financial and economic adjustments. 

The execution of such a build-up, however, requires that the United States have an affirmative 
program beyond the solely defensive one of countering the threat posed by the Soviet Union. This 
program must light the path to peace fµld order among nations in a system based on freedom and 
justice, as contemplated in the Charter of the United Nations. Further, it must envisage the political 
and economic measures with which and the military shield behind which the free world can work to 
frustrate the Kremlin design by the strategy of the cold war; for every consideration of devotion to our 
fundamental values and to our national security demands that we achieve our objectives by the 
strategy of the cold war, building up our military strength in order that it may not have to be used. 
The only sure victory lies in the frustration of the Kremlin design by the steady development of the 
moral and material strength of the free world and its projection into the Soviet world in such a way as 
to bring about an internal change in the Soviet system. Such a positive program--hannonious with our 
fundamental national purpose and our objectives--is necessary ifwe are to regain and retain the 
initiative and to win and bold the necessary popular support and cooperation in the United States and 
the rest of the free world. 

This program should include a plan for negotiation with the Soviet Union, developed and agreed with 
our allies and which is consonant with our objectives. The United States and its allies, particularly the 
United Kingdom and France, should always be ready to negotiate with the Soviet Union on terms 
consistent with our objectives. The present world situation, however, is one which militates against 
successful negotiations with the Kremlin--for the tenns of agreements on important pending issues 
would reflect present realities and would therefore be unacceptable, if not disastrous, to the United 
States and the rest of the free world. After a decision and a start on building up the strength of the free 
world has been made, it might then be desirable for the United States to take an initiative in seeking 
negotiations in the hope that it might facilitate the process of accommodation by the Kremlin to the 
new situation. Failing that, the unwillingness of the Kremlin to accept equitable tenns or its bad faith 
in observing them would assist in consolidating popular opinion in the free world in support of the 
measures necessary to sustain the build-up. 

In summary, we must, by means of a rapid and sustained build-up of the political, economic, and 
military strength of the free world, and by means of an affirmative program intended to wrest the 
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initiative from the Soviet Union, confront it with convincing evidence of the determination and 
ability of the free world to frustrate the Kremlin design of a world dominated by its will. Such 
evidence is the only means short of war which eventually may force the Kremlin to abandon its 
present course of action and to negotiate acceptable agreements on issues of major importance. 

The whole success of the proposed program hangs ultimately on recognition by this Government, the 
American people, and all free peoples, that the cold war is in fact a real war in which the survival of 
the free world is at stake. Essential prerequisites to success are consultations with Congressional 
leaders designed to make the program the object of non-partisan legislative support, and a 
presentation to the public of a full explanation of the facts and implications of the present 
international situation. The prosecution of the program will require of us all the ingenuity, sacrifice, 
and unity demanded by the vital importance of the issue and the tenacity to persevere until our 
national objectives have been attained. 

Recommendations 

That the President: 

a. Approve the foregoing Conclusions. 

b. Direct the National Security Council, under the continuing direction of the President, 
and with the participation of other Departments and Agencies as appropriate, to 
coordinate and insure the implementation of the Conclusions herein on an urgent and 
continuing basis for as long as necessary to achieve our objectives. For this purpose, 
representatives of the member Departments and Agencies, the Joint Chiefs of Staff or 
their deputies, and other Departments and Agencies as required should be constituted as 
a revised and strengthened staff organization under the National Security Council to 
develop coordinated programs for consideration by the National Security Council. 

NOTES 

1. Marshal Tito, the Communist leader of Yugoslavia, broke away from the Soviet bloc in 1948. 

2. The Secretary of State listed seven areas in which the Soviet Union could modify its behavior in 
such a way as to permit co-existence in reasonable security. These were: 

1. Treaties of peace with Austria, Gennany, Japan and relaxation of pressures in the Far East; 
2. Withdrawal of Soviet forces and influence from satellite area; 
3. Cooperation in the United Nations; 
4. Control of atomic energy and of conventional armaments; 
5. Abandonment of indirect aggression; 
6. Proper treatment of official representatives of the U.S.; 
7. Increased access to the Soviet Union of persons and ideas from other countries. [Footnote in 

the source text. For the text of the address delivered by Secretary Acheson at the University of 
California, Berkeley, on March 16, 1950, concerning United States--Soviet relations, see 
Department of State Bulletin, March 27, 1950, pp. 473-478.] 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Ambassador Blackwill, New Delhi 

Donald Rumsfeld \jl\. .. 

July 1, 2002 10:15 AM 

SUBJECT: Cables 

Thanks so much for your cables. They were helpful, and I appreciate it. 

Regards. 

DHR:dh 
070102-15 
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Snowftake 

TO: Steve Cambone 
Gen. Kadish 

CC: Pete Aldridge 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld li\. 
SUBJECT: UK and Missile Defense 

July 1, 2002 8:34 AM 

I have received several calls from Geoff Hoon asking for us to make sure that we 

talk to him first before we get anything in the press about things we want out of 

the UK with respect to missile defense. 1 noticed an article about our missile 

defense people going around the world asking for cooperation. 

Let's make sure you are closely wired into the policy people before you start doing 

things like that. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
070102-7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by O 'i: I O ·t .- ' 1,.,-· 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 

Gen. Franks 
Gen. Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld Vl'--
SUBJECT: Afghanistan and NGOs 

July 1, 2002 3:44 PM 

I just looked over this NGO relationships paper. It is worrisome. We are not 

doing a thing to help Karzai with these issues, nor is State. 

It is inexcusable. What do you propose? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
06/29/02 CJCS Talking Points 

DHR:dh 
070102-49 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o_-_1 _(_2 _C~._..;/_J_·7-,._~-

- -

-
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SUBJECT: NGO Relationships with CJCMOTF and Activities in 
Afghanbtan 

SUMMAllY. The following info.rmation is provided regarding the 
relationship betw~en the Coalition Joint Civil Military 
Operations Task Force (CJCMOTF) and the UN, NGOs, and OSAIO and 
the status of Non-Governmental Organi2ations and activities 
functioning in AFG. 

• CJCMOTF works closely with the UN, IOs/NGOs, and USA!O to 
eliminate duplication of effort, coordinate, and share 
information Among all participants. 

• CJCMOTF has a close working relationship with the UN 
Joint Logistic~ Center {ONJ'LC), The UNJLC attends weekly 
meetings that the CJCMOTF co-chair~ with the Afghan Assistance 
Coordination Authority (AACA) to discuss and update issues. 
Variou! NGOs also attend these meetings. 

• CJCMOTF also coordinates with IO/NGOs at se~i-weekly 
meet~ngs oonduoted at the AACA office. The CJCMOF~e 
IO/NGO community informed of location and status of'-1.~prcry'ects 
by submitting information to the UNJLC's Afghan Information 
Management Sy!tem (AIMS) we~site. CJCMOTF ha$ transfe~red nine 
previously approved OHDACA funded projects to various NGOs. 

• CJCMOTF meets weekly with US~ID ~epresentatives to 
coordinate issues and communicates frequently to resolve issues. 
The CJCMOT~ is currently monitoring one project, the Sultan 
~asia School in Mazar-a-Sharif, originally approved for OHDACA 
funding and subsequently transferred to USAID. Additionally, a 
Memorandum of Under$tandin9 is currently being staffed to co
locate a limiteq number of USAID p~r$onnel with Coalition 
Humanitarian Liaison Cells {CHLC~) to facilitate HA project 
identification and execution. 

• As ot Jun 02, the CJCMOTF financed approximately $4M 
ot Humanitarian Assi~tance projects in the followinq sector~: 

• Agricul t1,u:e 
6;tid.ge/Road 
Hospital/Medical 
Irrigation 
Other 
Schools 
Wate.r Wells 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

• An eetimated 370 Non-government Organization5 (NGO), 
International Organization~ (IO), and United Nations (ON) 
agencie~ are working in AFG. 

• Primary United Nations organizations functioning in AFG 
consist of: United Nations High Cornrnieaioner for Refugees, 
United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian 
Affairs, United Nation~ Food and A~~icoltural Organization, 
United Nations Development Program, World Health Organization, 
World Food Program, and United Nation~ International Children'! 
Emergency Fund. 

• Major Non-governmental organizations functioning in AFG 
consist of: International Committee of the Red Cross, 
International Re!cue committee, Catholic Relief Services, CARE, 
International Medical Corp~. Mercy cor~s, Hope worldwide, HALO 
(Hazardous Area Life Support Organization) Trust, GOAL (Irish 
NGO), and Agency for Technical Cooperation and Development. 

• Funding 

• USAIP cur~ently manages app~oximately $184M for FY 2002 
for Afghan relief and reconstruction. USAID categorizes funded 
program! into ee•en ~ajor "sectors". Sectors and allocated 
funds are as follow~: 

• Humanitarian/Recovery (Food) 
Humanitarian/Recovery (Non-Food) 
Agriculture/Rural Economy 
tmproving Health care 
Educational Opportunities 
Stability/Gcod Governance 
Other 

$77M 
$22M 
~45.SM 
$10.7M 
$ 6, 7M 
$21. 3M 
$ .SM 

• Top 5 recipients USAID is financing through grants 
(approximately $109Ml this year are as follows; 

• United Nation~ World food Programme (UNWFP): 
~77.3M for road construction, logistics support, food 
procurement and vehicle purchase. 

• International Organization for Migration (!OM): 
~10 .14M for IDP care and transport,ation, and women's program!. 

• International Rescue Ccrnrnittee {IRC): $7.6M for 
water/sanitation, health education, Ca3h For Work, food and 
shelter, and seed. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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• GOAL {!rish NGO): $7.lM for shelte~, 
water/sanitation, se~d!, construction materials, food, rood For 
Work, and Cash For work. 

• A9ency for Technical Cooperation and 
Development (ACTED): $6.9M for camp managem@nt, infrastructure 
rehabilitation, non-food items, coal, food, IDP shelter, and 
earthquake response. 

• UN has financed $851M worth of projects throughout its 
agencies. 

• NGOs not funded by the United Nations or USAlD have 
reported commltting an estimated $911.24M worth of projects in 
AFG. 

• The International Community pledged over $18 for ~fghan 
reconstruction at the Tokyo Donors' Conference. To facilitate 
donor contr~butions, currently exceeding $1B, the UN and other 
donor~ established the Afghan Reconstruction Trust Fund that is 
managed by the World Bank. USAID will be the rnajc~ implementers 
of the bulk o! tbe OS government assistance. 

Approved By.i&~.t 
C. A.D' elo 
COL, USA 
Chief, J5-CMO Div 

Prepared By~. 
Mark Martin 
MAJ, USA 
CCJ5-CMO 
24 Jun 02 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Marshall Billingslea, Principal ~:Wi 
Special Operations and Low-I~i 

I-02/010249-HA&APL 

AUG I 2 2002 

i t Secretary of Defense for 
onflict r11il0t 

SUBJECT: Afghanistan and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) 

You asked about coordination between CENTCOM and NGOs and about what we are 
doing to help Afghan Transitional Authority (AT A) President Hamid Karzai. 

What is Working Well: Coordination between DoD civil affairs personnel and 
representatives from the UN, NGOs, and the Afghan government. 

• ATA Finance Minister Ashraf Ghani directs weekly meetings with the UN, NOOs, 
and DoD civil affairs representatives. DoD civil affairs personnel coordinate their 
assistance pl.ans with various local and national Afghan officials1 as well as USA ID. 

• As you know, DoD and State are also working on new plans to improve high-level 
coordination with the AT A on both Afghan civil and military reconstruction. 

What Needs to be lmproved: Ensuring that international assistance reinforces the AT A. 

• There is a need to improve the capacity of Afghan ministries to do their work. With 
UN and U.S. help, Finance Minister Ashraf Ghani has established 12 program 
secretariats to manage international community assistance. UN personnel will work 
in each secretariat to help form the core of an effective Afghan Government office. 

• The Principals have directed USG agencies to channel, as much as possible, 
assistance and reconstruction money through the Afghan Ministty of Finance. This 
will strengthen the ATA. 
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Atghan program secretariat m order to receive U.S. fonds. State and USAtU should 
~ implement this idea as soon as possible and even consider requiring A TA approval of ~ 

NGO plans in the longer term. ~ 

Prepared by: Michael J. McNemey, Stability OperationsJ .... (b_)_(6_) __ ___,b -o 2 14: 5 3 I N 
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• State and Treasury are pressing Tokyo donors to fulfill their pledges. President Bush 
will send a letter to leaders of key international donor governments asking them to 
increase their assistance. 

• USAID personnel will soon co-locate with DoD civil affairs teams throughout 
Afghanistan, thus increasing the synergy of their work. 

Joe Collins, DASD (Stability Operations) will travel to Afghanistan on August 14, 2002. 
Upon return, he will provide further analysis and recommendations. 

COORDINA I ION: Nexrunder. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

2 
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Coordination 
(Afghanistan and Non-Governmental Organizations) 

GC 

Director, Joint Staff 

DASD, NESA 

Wilham J. Haines II 

L TG John Abazaid 

William Luti 

July 19, 2002 
Copy of USDP revisions 
provided August 5, 2002 

July 25, 2002 
Copy ofUSDP revisions 
provided August 51 2002 

July 16, 2002 
Copy of USDP revisions 
provided August 5, 2002 
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Snowflake 

July 1, 2002 2:38 PM 

TO: Gen. Franks 

CC: Gen. Myers 
1Jo~6 ve1rt-

Or, FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Afghan Army 

When are you going to get a proposal to me as to what we ought to do about the 

Afghan National Army? 

Thanks. 

DllR:dh 
070102-32 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 0_·1_;_"l_''~:_-1_:..~--
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November 12, 2002 11:55 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \ft. 
SUBJECT: 2003 Travel 

Please schedule a one-hour meeting with Doug Feith, you and me so we can 

sketch out travel for next year, and make sure I have my travel folder with me. 

I think it is important that we do some things we have not done for a couple of 

years now. I am getting concerned about them. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
111202-38 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ~~'_:i..-+{_·:0 __ /_0_2-,-__ ~_ 

U10761 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/9439 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

-... ·-

Marc Thiessen 

Donald Rumsfeld ryf\. 
November 9, 2002 

SUBJECT: Speech Writers 

12:34 PM 

Let's start using some more interesting words. The vocabulary seems to be 

restricted and I think it is helpful and adds to the interest of remarks if words that 

are not currently being used in people's vocabulary, are added into speeches and 

remarks. 

Just last night I was reading something and I saw the words "providence" and 

"ardor" and it crossed my mind that neither one are we using. 

Why don't you think about that and let's add that interest element. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
I 10902.13 

Please respond by: _______ \_\ ...... \ ~_,11J_. ----------

tx 
C 

C 
'":J 

.., 
'-' 

Ul 07 6~·. /03 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 

Col. Bucci 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

November 9, 2002 

SUBJECT: Calendar 

12:30 PM 

Why don't you go ahead and schedule that oral hist0ry. I am the only one left who 

needs to be done. I think it is with Dr. Goldberg. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
110902.11 

\ 1\~3 Please respond by: _________ ...___ ________ _ 

.·.c'.t'(':," oi A,~, 

' i1--\1r 

11-L-0559/0SD/9441 
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December 4, 2002 7:01 AM 

TO: John Stenbit 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld j /..-

SUBJECT: Secure Communications 

The secure communications are not good. Calls seem to keep breaking and going 

out. 

Why can't we get a better system on airplanes, in the office and in cars. There 

isn't a time I have a secure call that it doesn't drop for some reason and have to be 

replaced. 

Maybe it is just too complex a task to achieve, but I would have thought that with 

all the money we spend, we ought to be able to figure out how to do it a bit better. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
!20402-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ , _2--if~l_?~_/,,__o_L ___ _ 

U10768 /03 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: End Strength Meeting 

October 9, 2002 9:27 AM 

Please set a meeting for October 15 for Paul Wolfowitz to report back to me on 

this memorandum on end strength, with David Chu, Gen. Myers, Gen. Pace, Gen. 

Craddock, Di Rita and me. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/01/02 Sec Def memo to DepSecDep re: End Strength [ IOO I02-l 3] 

DHR:dh 
100902-19 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9443 
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October 28, 2002 8:02 AM 

TO: 
l(b)(6) 

FROM: Donald Rum sf eld ~ 

SUBJECT: Protests 

Please find out what was said about me or what posters there were on me at the 

various protests in Tokyo, San Francisco, Washington, Taos, etc. I would like to 

have a sense of what they are complaining about. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
102802-8 

··· ··································· ··························~········ 
Please respond by __ ..... \ 1_.j_o..;;..z ..... /_0"1..,..-___ _ 

1 Nov 2002 
Sir, 

We've assembled a series of articles and photos pertaining to the anti· 
war protests in Taos and various other locations. There is an indexed 
tab at the front of the book. Of particuJar interest might be Tabs 1 
and 2 which depict articles related to the demonstration and photos of 
the actual march on your El Prado property. Tab 3 also includes 
several items collected from the rally site. 

l(b)(6) 

U10772 

11-L-0559/0SD/9444 
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October 29, 2002 7:15 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Attire 

When we have a dinner like we did last night and list the attire as "business suits," 

then the military have to change clothes before they come. I think it is fine if the 

military come in unifonn. 

Why don't we find what the proper phrase is, so when we have a dinner in the 

future, we can let the military people come any way they want. 

Thanks. 

OHR:dh 
IOZ902-l 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 1_1 _j_,;_z_/'--0_1..--_-__ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9445 



October 10, 2002 12:14 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

CC: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: House Gymnasium Dinner 

In the future, I want to go to the House of Representatives Gymnasium Dinner. I 

missed it this year, and people mentioned it to me because I was there last year. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
101001-4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _ ___,f_o~j __ 2.----=-s ...... f_..,_L __ _ 

U10775 /03 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita ) a 
Donald Rumsfe~,f l-
Novernber 26, 2002 

12:43 PM 

l(b)(6) I 
'-· ___ _,teJls me this celJ phone has an address jn Maryland and clearly it is a 

fake and someone is ripping me off. 

You better have Dell 'Orto look into it. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112602.03 

Please reSJJ<md by: ______ l_a ..... b_o_~ __ , _______ _ 

Ul0776 ' /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/9447 
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November 25, 2002 9:28 AM 

TO: l(b )(6) 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld T,t\ 

SUBJECT: Cell Phone 

Before we try to figure it out, please double check that ceJl phone and make sure it 

isn't one being used in New Mexico by any of my crew, and make sure it isn't 

Joyce's or one of my kids. One way would be to find out where the phone calls 

were made to and from, then we can maybe figure out if it is anyone connected to 

me. 

Thanks. 

DltR.;dh 
112502,9 

·········--······························································ 
Please respond by __ l .. _ · ...... {_~_/_01-_ _ _ 

FAXED 
11 \ ;is \o ~ ·-Ofi1 

11-L-0559/0SD/9448 l 1·.:;:)..0if\lV" 



'""{'> { 6}t 
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sir8WW/rne •. 2:51 PM 

TO: 

FROM: 

~ c_:,f ·· r 

Torie Clarke Till _ ) - · · , \ r £,• · 
Donald Rumsfeld ~ l,jJV/-'--:C- <Z.-._ 

DATE: November 26, 2002 

SUBJECT: 

Give me that Evan Thomas quote to show to Joyce. 

~rrv Oi Ri,'.·: 

12-/t 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112602.06 

Please respond by: _______ \~_\...;_j _________ _ 

~ 
\\ 

U10779 /03 t 
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Conversation beru·een Don Imus and Evan Thomas of Newsweek 

Imus-"Rumsfeld doesn't come up looking great, does he? (In reference to Bob 
Woodward's book Bush at War) 

Thomas-"Well, he's the guy, who's, there's always somebody left standing, you know, 
after, after, musical chairs, and he was it. He, Rumsfeld's a very prickly proud guy, he 
doesn't give a damn about reporters, he really doesn't. He's not faking it, he really 
doesn't care. And so when Woodward came to him with the usual demands, unstated 
demand, you know, you pay or you play, he wouldn't play and he's the one who comes 
off looking badly. The reason, it's not so much Woodward is out to get Rumsfeld, that's 
the wrong way of looking at it. The point is that in, if you read Woodward's books, he 
always has, he'll have these meetings and he'll have, the characters will be looking at 
each other, and weighing each other and thinking about each other, and that's how they 
get their point of view across, so you have Colin Powell looking at Rumsfeld, or you 
have Condy Rice looking at the president, but you never have Rumsfeld looking at 
anybody else, so Rumsfeld never gets to give his point of view and as a result, 
everybody's doubts or skepticisms about Rumsfeld come through but not the other way 
around. 

Imus-"Didn't Rumsfeld poke Woodward in the chest or something with his fingers? 

Thomas-"Yeah, there's this weird scene, weird scene outside the Pentagon, this is in 
Woodward's book, where Woodward said he just ran into Rumsfeld by chance and uh, 
uh, they start talking and Rumsfeldjabs three fingers into Woodward's chest knocking 
him off balance. Now, I talked to Rumsfeld's people yesterday, they say that never 
happened. Rumsfeld just says it never happened. 

Imus-"Does Woodward say it happened?" 

Thomas-"Yeah, I saw Woodward last night actua11y after Larry King and he said, yeah, 
absolutely it happened, he doesn't know what Rumsfeld is talking about. 

lmus-"l wonder if uh, uh, in this struggle between Rumsfeld, Cheney, Colin Powell and, 
if, uh, it's personal. 

Thomas-"Well this is a complicated subject, you know because the, these guys generally 
up to Woodward don't leak. So, up to this point they did a pretty good job of presenting a 
fairly united front and the feeling always was that, these are grownups, you know, they're 
not out to get each other,they're people at the end of their careers who are trying to do the 
right thing, they really have nothing to lose and they're not aspiring to some higher job 
and so that as a war cabinet goes they get along pretty well, and I think that's generally 
true. However, there are some serious tensions beneath the surface, particularly between, 
uh, apparently Rumsfeld and the others, and those tensions come out jn Woodward's 
book. 
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Imus-"I guess, implicitly in my question was we hope it is." 

Thomas-"No, you hope it is." 

Imus-"Yeah, weJJ, of course, yeah." 

) 
Thomas-"No, but actually I hope it isn't because these guys, you know, they're dealing (. A, 
with very difficult decisions and you need, you want some trust between them. Uh, you \ "';);:Y 
know, they're trying to decide whether to go to war here, and, uh, I hope they trust each ) /' 
other." 

11-L-0559/0SD/9451 
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'I\ 

TO: 

/FROM: 

, SUBJECT: 

C'h 
December 2, 2002 4!05 PM 

Pete Aldridge 

Donald Rumsfeld 'h\ 
Robotics 

1 
\ Please have someone give me a readable report on what DA.RP A or the Army, 

Navy or Air Force are doing with respect to robotics for urban warfare. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
120202-21 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by 

U107Cl /03 

11-L-0559/0S0/9452 
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THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFE~~EFHASS 
3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON EEN 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 -3010 JAN 2 1 200.1 
lNFO MEMO 

ACQUISITION. 
TECHNOLOGY 

ANO LOGISTICS 

December 20, 2002, 0800 AM 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: E.(. '. Aldridge/}J),!f Secretary of Defense (Acquisition, Technology and 
Logistics) ~ 12/if/ot-

SUBJECT: Robotics for Urban Warfare 

• On December 2. 2002. you asked for a report on what DARPA or the Services 
were doing with respect to rohotics for urban warfare. ~ 

• The report is at TAB B. 

• Sensors, control mechanisms. and artificial intelligence capabilities for 
unmanned systems to conduct urban warfare arc mnluring bul are not ready for 
fielding today. The S~rviccs are adapting fielded unmanned systems to 
provide general Intelligence. Surveillance. and Reconnaissance (JSR), 
communication relay. and precision munitions/sensor delivery (i.e. UA Vs 
conducting external surveillance of buildings and streets. and UGYs delivering 
explosives for breaching and building entry). The Services also have been 
conducting experiments to develop Tactics, Techniques and Procedures 
(TTP's) for urban operations. 

• Action: None required. For information only. 

COORDINATION: TAB C 
Attachments: as stated ,,,b,....,.,.,,

6
-,-------. 

Prepared By: Michael Toscano, ... i<_)_( _> __ _ 

~ 
11-L-05-SD/9453 



REPORT ON DARPA/SERVICE ACTIVITY WITH 
RESPECT TO ROBOTICS FOR URBAN WARFARE 

December 20, 2002 

11-L-0559/0SD/9454 



UNMANNED AIR VEHICLES FOR URBAN WARFARE 

The Services and DARPA have been experimenting with Unmanned Air Vehicles in urban operations for the past several 
years, particularly the Army's Dismounted Maneuver Battle Lab and the Marine Corps Warfighting Lab. UAVs with 
specialized urban warfare capabilities (i.e., ability to fly in urban canyons, inside buildings, etc.) are still developmental. 
This mission presents problems with communications, guidance, obstacle avoidance, restricted flight envelopes and 
survivability of hovering platforms. However, UA V systems developed principally for other tactical missions can be used 
for urban operations. Examples are the Air Force's Predator, the Marine Corps' Pioneer, and the Army's Shadow 200 and 
Hunter systems. These UA Vs can provide general Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (JSR) support (i.e., 
conducting external surveillance of buildings, streetsj open areas) as wel1 as communications relay. Some UAVs can also 
deliver precision munitions or unattended sensors. The following fielded and developmental systems can be used in 
support of urban operations. Note: Hovering platforms are particularly vulnerable to ground fire. 

SYSTEM 

Pointer 

Dragon 
Eye 

Force 
Protection 
Aerial 
S urvei I lance 
System 

MISSION 

Surveillance and 
Reconnaissance 

Survei11ance and 
Reconnaissance 

Surveillance and 
Reconnaissance 

CAPABILITIES 
NUMBER 
EXISTING 

SOCOM Fielded Systems 

IO lbs 
3 NM Range 
I Hr Endurance 
2 lb Payload 

24+ 

Marine Corps Fie1ded Systems 

4.5 lbs 
2.5 NM Range ] 9 
I Hr Endurance 
I lb Payload 

Air Force Fielded Systems 

7 lbs 
5NM Range 48 
1.5 Hr Endurance 
1 lb Payload 

11-L-0559/0SD/9455 

ESTIMATED 
UNIT COST 

$35K 

$IOK 

$25-30K 

EXAMPLE 

-: ........ ....__ -------



SYSTEM MISSION 

Fire Scout Intelligence 

\; \) 
Surveillance and 

Pniductit m Reconnaissance 

Pl,1rn1-..0 d 

Dragon Surveillance and 
Warrior Reconnaissance 

IOC TBD 

Tern 
(XUAV ACTD) Surveillance and 

Reconnaissance 
IOC 2002 

Camcopter Surveillance and 
(XUA V ACTD) Reconnaissance 

IOC 2002 

UNMANNED AIR VEHICLES {cont) 

CHARACTERISTICS 
NUMBER 
EXISTING 

Navy Pre-production Systems 

2250 lbs 
I lONM Range 3 
6+ hrs Endurance 
200 lbs Payload 

Marine Corps Developmental Systems 

250 lbs 
50NM Range 2 
3-5 hrs Endurance 
35 lb Payload 

OSD/AS&C Developmental Systems 

60 lbs 
430 NM Range 
7 hrs Endurance 
30 lbs Payload 

150 lbs 
llONM Range 
6 hrs Endurance 
55 lbs Payload 

5 

1 
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ESTIMATED 
UNIT COST 

$4.75M 

$IM 

$67K 

$350K 

EXAMPLE 



SYSTEM 

Micro Air 
Vehicle 
(ACID) 
10(' 2()()4 

Organic Air 
Vehicle 

IOC 200J 

A160 
Hummingbird 

roe TBD 

MISSION 

Surveillance and 
Reconnaissance 

Intelligence 
Surveillance and 
Reconnaissance 

Intelligence 
Surveillance and 
Reconnaissance 

UNMANNED AIR VEHICLES (cont) 

CAP ABILITIES 
NUMBER 
EXJSTJNG 

DARPA Developmental Systems 

5 lbs 
5 NM Range 
40 Min Endurance 
l lb Payload 

25 lbs 
Range TBD 
Endurance TBD 
IO lbs Payload 

40001bs 
1500 NM Range 
24+ hrs Endurance 
300+ lbs Payload 

100 

18 

3 

11-L-0559/0SD/9457 

ESTIMATED 
UNIT COST 

$10K 

$SOK 

$5-7M 

EXAMPLE 



UNMANNED GROUND VEHICLES FOR URBAN WARFARE 
UGVs have been used in limited rea1 world urban warfare operations in the following mission areas: bomb damage 
assessment, sewer and tunnel reconnaissance, defeating booby traps and obstacles, and force protection/EOD. Other 
applications that can be performed by UGVs in urban warfare are clearing buildings, interior mapping of buildings, placing 
demolitions, casualty evacuation, and all-weather persistent surveillance. DARPA started the Tactical Mobile Robots 
(TMR) program in 1997 to address the issues arising from small UGVs in Urban Warfare. Most of the systems developed 
for the TMR (PACKBOT, URBOT, Talon) have transitioned to the OSD-led, Service-conducted Joint Robotics Program 
for advanced development and user experiments. Most UGVs today are operator driven, with limited autonomous 
functionality. The Army, Marine Corps and SOCOM have and continue to experiment with UGVs to develop tactics, 
techniques, and procedures for urban warfare operations. 

UGVs with applications in Urban Warfare are shown below. 

SYSTEM 

Remote Ordnance 
Neutralization 
System 
(RONS) 

All-Purpose 
Remote 
Transport System 
(ARTS) 

MISSION CAPABILITIES 
NUMBER 
EXISTING 

ESTIMATED 
UNIT COST 

Joint Robotics Program and Service Fielded Systems 

Explosive 
Ordnance 
Disposal 
(EOD) 

Explosive 
Ordnance 

Disposal/ Force 
Protection 

600lbs 
Fiber optic and RF 

Capabilities 
Multiple EOD 

Payloads 

8000 lbs 
Line of sight control 
Multiple EOD/Force 
Protection payloads 

230 

43 
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$170K 

$280K 

EXAMPLE 



SYSTEM 

PACK.BOT 
IOC 2003 

URBOT 
i(J(' 21l()J 

MINI-FLAIL 
IOC 200.1 

GLADIATOR 
IOC 2006 

UNMANNED GROUND VEHICLES {cont) 

MISSION CAPABILITIES 
NUMBER 
EXISTING 

ESTIMATED 
UNIT COST 

Joint Robotics Program and Service Developmental Systems 

Reconnaissance and 
Surveillance 

Rec.onnaissance and 
Surveillance 

Countermine/ 
Obstacle Clearing 

Reconnaissance and 
Surveillance / 

Direct Fire I Target 
Acquisition/ Scouting 

45 lbs 
Up to 8 hrs 
Fiber optics comms, 
Multiple sensors 
and cameras 

65 lbs 
Up to 8 hrs 
Multiple sensors 
And cameras 

2500 lbs 
300 m Line-of-Sight 
Multiple anti-personnel 

mine payloads 

1600 lbs 
Line-of-Sight 
Sensors and weapons 

payload 

10 

5 

17 

1 
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$53K 

$80K 

$155K 

$350K 

EXAMPLE 



SYSTEM 

TALON 
!CH. 2003 

MATILDA 
I( l( ~(Jo~ 

Bio-Robotics 
Scorpion 
JU( ll~D 

RHex 
IOC 
TBD 

UNMANNED GROUND VEHICLES (cont) 

MISSION CAPABILITIES 
NUMBER 
EXISTING 

ESTIMATED 
UNIT COST 

Joint Robotics Program and Service Developmental Systems 

Explosive Ordnance 
Disposal/ 

Reconnaissance and 
Surveillance 

Reconnaissance and 
Surveillance/ 

Chemical, Biological, 
Radiological, Nuclear 

Detection 

Reconnaissance and 
Surveillance 

Reconnaissance and 
Surveillance 

801bs 
Up to 12hrs 
Fiber optic comms, 
Multiple sensors 

and cameras 

50\bs 
I km Range 
Multiple payloads 

33 

50 

DARPA Developmental Systems 

25lbs 
1 hr 
Small sensors 

and cameras 

I '6 lbs 
l hrs 
Small sensors 

and cameras 

.., -

5 
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$60K 

$50K 

$75K 

$35K 

EXAMPLE 

···-· .. \ \ 



December 2, 2002 4:04 PM 

TO: Steve Cambone 

Donald Rurnsfeld /1',. 
~ SUBJECT: Air Force Study r

,~(f{ FROM: 

1l 
\ ' I would like to see that Air Force study on the C-130 and the Stryker that Duncan 

Hunter was talking about. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120202-20 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by \ l. [ I 3 / o 1/' 

U10782. /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/9461 



T ECONOMIC COMMITTEE 
Oi'!AIRMAN 

ARMED SERVICES COMMlmE 

S1J8C0MMITT&es 
MillfAfW INSTALLATIONS 

AND FACILITIES 
Cl<Ai!lf,.cAN 

fll!SOUIICES COMMITTEI! 
MILIT ARI' RESEARCH ANO 

DEVELOPMENT 
FISIIERotS CONSliRVAT1~, 

Wtt.Ollf! MIO OCEANS SUBCOMMITTEf 
VICE CHAl~,,iAN 

It.~. J,oust of l\epresentatibcs 
Rlasbington. ~C 205 lS 

PA.Nf.l ON TERRORISM 
Ci'!Al~M4N 

November 19, 2002 

The Honorable Donald Rumsfeld 
Secretary 
U.S. Department of Defense 
l 000 Defense Pentagon 
Room 3E880 
Washington, DC 20301-1000 

Dear Secretary Rumsfeld: 

MERCHANT MARINE 
OVERSIGHT PANEL 

Chainnan Duncan Hunter and r recently met with representatives of the Army regarding 
the Stryker combat system. The results of the meeting can best be summed up by Chainnan 
Hunter when he said, "We were told in the late' 1990's that we were in oeed of a lighter. more 
transportable, deployable, and swvivable light armored infantry system. The Stryker has been 
proposed to be that system. However, it is neither lighter, nor more deployable.· survivable or 
transpottable than systems we already h~ve." · 

The Anny attempts to make numerous arguments to disprove Chainnan Hunter's 
statement, but without success. A discussion of each argument follows. 

Transportability 
The initial requirement regarding Stryker transportability for 1000 nautical miles aboard 

Cl30 aircraft is seldom achieved. I have enclosed two charts from Air Mobility Command that 
show flight distances of the C130 aircraft with Strykec aboard. As you will see, there are a 
number of instances where-in the loaded CtJO cannot take off. Afer being presented with this 
infonnation, the Anny now claims that, "We always intended to use the C-17 for Stryker 
deployment, we just oversold the deployment capability of the C-130. And, second, that much 
of the Stryker transportation wiJI be done by sea lift." 

That simply was never Congressional policy makers understanding; in fact, we were told 
just the opposite. As a matter of fact, the situation involving strategic air lift capability and 
availability was ~dis in extremely short supply. The leadersh.ip of the Air Mobility Comm.md 
continues to remind us of the need for mo.re C· 17s and/or to r,ebuild the C-5 fleet, and this is 
without the newly ad~ed Stryker "final 1.eg'' deployment mission. Any fair minded person.knows 
that the initial C· 130 requirement was id~ntified because of the shortage of strategic lift and the 
availability of tacticaf C-1 30 short field assa.ult capability. · 

' 
fl,(~ 

g' 3.3! .c •NNON HOUSE OF~1CE 8lJ1lOING 
WAS"IN(iTON DC :Z0~1S-:300l 

Hb)(6) I 
D ,co - ST SlJfTic ]Qt 

MT !!)LL Y1 NJ OIM0-14Sa" 

!(b)(6) 1 
THIS STATIONERY PfllNTEO ON PAf'EII MAOE ~ RECYCLED F1BEA$ 
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The Honorable Donald Rumsfeld 
November 19, 2002 
Page 2 

Further, if the Stryker is to be moved by ship, then the global rapid deployment target 
laid down by the Chief of Staff of the Anny - a brigade to be in place within 96 hours - will not 
come close to being met. The issue of early entry - of taking down an enemy without a buildup -
is mission critical but seems to have disappeared from the Army's planning. It seems that for the 
Army to make this point, they must have changed their operational concept. Also, heavier 
combat vehicles in the Anny's current inventory can be moved by ship, so with this in mind, 
why should we buy the Stryker in the first place? 

Ground Mobility 
The rational for a wheeled vehicle has been developed by the Anny based on "speed over 

the road and getting to the fight faster while having ground mobility to enable rapid change of 
position, and the ability to hide." 

The Army wins the argument that the Stryker at 60 mph is faster over the road as 
compared to the Ml 13. However, this does ignore the fact that with RPG armor, the speed of the 
vehicle at 44,000 lb is significantly slower, and there are serious questions about the ability of 
the transmission and W1iversals to hold up with the added weight. 

The Anny argument now takes on a different dimension. Their argument regarding 
"getting to the fight faster" is presumably a comparison with the speed of tracked vehicles. 
However, it should be pointed out that ground mobility is far more important than speed. 

With that in mind, Stryker's off road mobility varies with terrain. If the ground is hard 
and dry, it will perfonn reasonably well. If the ground is wet or boggy or churned up or 
otherwise less than ideal (which is normally the case in the kind oflocations the Army is likely 
to have to fight), then tracks win every time. This was recently proven in Afghanistan where the 
Marine LA Vs, although lighter than the Stryker, had great trouble in moving across the terrain, 
even when on rough roads while the local rock greatly damaged their tires. The Anny's 
arguments seem to be based on road travel, which is an unrealistic assumption. 

The Anny's notion that "wheels allow the Anny to fight better in smaller, more dispersed 
operational groups'' depends entirely on terrain. It would seem that if the Army wants to fight in 
only "good terrain," that is one thing, but if the Army wants to have all its options open and be 
able to maneuver off-road, hide in places like wooded areas and swamps, then tracks will prove 
better almost every time. 

11-L-0559/0SD/9463 



/' 'Jhe Honorable Donald Rillnsfeld 
( November 19, 2002 

Page 3 

Annor 
The Army's position on armor is that the Stryker is adequately armored up to 14.5mm 

and that RPG applique has been ordered. 

The fact is that there are reported problems with wheel well 14.5mm protection resulting 
from live fire testing at Aberdeen. Further, at the Anny's admission, the wheel wells cannot be 
fitted with applique for RPG protection because of the turning involved with the front two sets of 
steering wheels. I was first informed of the seriousness of this weakness by an American who 
helped train the Afghan fighters to kill Soviet wheeled vehicles by hitting them with RPGs in the 
wheel wells. More recently, I have continued that weaknesses such as this are just what U.S. 
soldiers and marines are trained to exploit. 

Assault Landing 
The Army's current position is that the inability of the C-130 to accomplish "assault 

landings" does not matter. The Army explains what they meant in the original assault landing 
requirement as follows: "The problem with the assault landing issue is with the definition of 
assault landing and the miscommunication between the Anny and the Air Force. The Army 
meant an unimproved landing strip, 1000 ft long and 90 ft wide, and the Air Force meant a 
'threatened area' .. .It never was intended to use the C-130 with a Stryker in the area that is 
threatened." 

The fact is that a C-130 is not capable of "assault landing" with the 40,000 lb Stryker on 
board, and the notion that assault landings will not be required is ludicrous. tntra-theater means 
you fly from a safe base into the war zone and that, in itself, suggests threat. This is exactly why 
the Air Force installs armor on their C- l 30s in these situations. Consider Bosnia where assault 
landing were a constant feature to avoid snipers. 

Air Drop 
The Army correctly states that air drop is not a requirement But why not? 

The fact that the Army is not thinking this way shows a lack of tactical rigor and a 
"passing over" of well known and proven air assault techniques. Of course, the alternative, in 
the case of a recently secured airfield, will be an assault landing. 

11-L-0559/0SD/9464 



The Honorable Donald Rumsfeld 
November 19, 2002 
Page4 

Urban warfare 
The Anny position is that the Stryker is superior in urban warfare. This is subject to 

serious question for several reasons: 

1. The Stryker requires a space of 1 L2ft in diameter to accomplish a 180 degree turn. In 
urban warfare, this would be a huge disadvantage. By contrast, the Ml l3A3 and other tracked 
vehicles "axis turn." Consider a scenario in a typical middle eastern street where a blockade has 
been rolled in front of a Stryker. The Army should explain·a likely successful tactic to be used 
in this type of situation. 

2. The Stryker cannot climb over cars while tracked vehicles such as the Ml 13 can. In 
urban battles, cars can be chained together to fonn blockades as in Mogadishu. This would seem 
to be a serious weakness of the Stryker. 

3. The use of rudimentary weapons of war must also be considered. Would not the 
Stryker's tires present a vulnerability to be exploited by molitov cocktails? 

Cost 
The Anny's position is that the cost of the least expensive Stryker is $1.2 million. 

However, estimates run as high as an wibelievable $6 million per copy, when research and 
development costs are considered as well as funds which are being transferred from other 
accoW1ts. Therefore, it would appear that an independent examination orthe cost by DOD is a 
essential to determine what the exact costs will be. 

Meanwhile, the cost to upgrade the MI l 3A3 is $400,000 per copy. To up armor some of 
the existing 15,000 Ml 13s currently m stock to 14.5mm annor level for an estimated $100,000 
leaves $300,000 for a more powerful engine and other modifications. 

Conclusion 
Chainnan Hunter was nearly I 00 percent correct. The Stryker proposal presents a 

weapons system that is heavier than other already available systems, and is less transportable, 
deployable, and survivable. However, there is one additional aspect inherent in the Stryker 
program which appears to have been overlooked: it costs at least 3 times as much as the Ml 13 
alternative. 
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The Honorable Donald Rumsfeld 
November 19, 2002 
Page5 

I hope you will find this information to be helpful. My intention was to share what I 
have learned with you, in hopes you will find it useful. Thank you in advance for your attention 
to this issue. 

cc: Dr. Stephen Cambone 

Encl. 

HJS/emk 

Sincerely, 
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Snowflake 
' 

December 2, 2002 8:09 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1)t-

SUBJECT: Hiltermann Piece in International Herald Tribune 

Someone should write a Jetter to the editor on this Hiltermann article. This is 

pretty bad. Please get it drafted and let me look at it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Hiltermann, Joost R. "Who Minded Iraqi Mustard Gas in 1983?" International Herald Tribune, 

November 29, 2002. 

DHR:dh 
120202-12 
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Who Minded Iraqi Mustard Gas In 1983? 

International Herald Tribune 
November 29, 2002 

Who Minded Iraqi Mustard Gas In 1983? 

Rumsfeld should know 

By Joost R. Hiltennann 

Page 1 of2 

WASHINGTON - In warning against a possible Iraqi chemical or biological strike against U.S. troops, 
Secretary of Defense Donald Rurnsfeld remarked last week that "there's a danger that Saddam Hussein 
would do things he's done previously· he has in the past used chemical weapons." 

Rumsfeld should know. Declassified State Department documents show that when he had an 
opportunity to raise the issue of chemical weapons with the Iraqi leadership in 1983, he failed to do so in 
any meaningful way. Worse, he may well have given a signal to the Iraqis that the United States would 
close its eyes to Iraq's use of chemical weapons during its war with Iran, providing an early boost to 
Iraq's plans to develop weapons of mass destruction. As President Ronald Reagan's special envoy for the 
Middle East, Rumsfeld in December 1983 made the first visit by a U.S. official of his seniority to 
Baghdad, where he met President Saddam Hussein and Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz. Iraq had broken off 
diplomatic relations with the United States in June 1967. Now both sides hoped that the talks in 
Baghdad would facilitate a resumption of fonnal ties. 

The visit came at a time when Iraq was facing Iranian "human wave" assaults that posed a serious threat 
to the regime. In response, Iraq had started to use chemical weapons on the battlefield - primarily 
mustard gas, a blister agent that can kill. This was kno"'n in Washington at least as early as October 
1983. State Department officials had raised the alarm, suggesting ways of deterring further Iraqi use. But 
they faced resistance. Washington, while taking a formal position of neutrality in the Gulf conflict, had 
started a pronounced tilt toward Iraq, providing it with significant financial and political support. As 
talking points and minutes of the meetings show, the aim of Rumsfeld's mission was to inform the Iraqi 
leadership of America's shifting policy in the Middle East. It was also intended to explore a proposal to 
run an oil pipeline from Iraq to the Jordanian port of Aqaba (a U.S. business interest involving the 
Bechtel Corporation), and to caution the Iraqis not to escalate the war in the Gulf through air strikes 
against Iranian oil facilities and tankers (which Washington feared might draw the United States into the 
war). 

There is no indication that Rumsfeld raised U.S. concerns about Iraq's use of poison gas with Saddam 
Hussein. But in a private meeting with Tariq Aziz, he made a single briefreference to "certain things" 
that made it difficult for the United States to do more to help Iraq. These things included "chemical 
weapons, possible escalation in the Gulf, and human rights." There is no record offurther discussion of 
chemica} weapons or human rights at these meetings, ,vhich covered the length and breadth of the 
warming relationship. Rumsfeld did, however, place considerable emphasis on the need for Iraq to 
prevent an escalation in the Gulf conflict via attacks on Iranian oil installations and tankers. Certainly 
nothing suggests that he told the Iraqi leadership to take care of "certain things" before diplomatic 
relations could be restored. 

The senior U.S. diplomat in Baghdad reported a few days later with evident delight that "Ambassador 
Rumsfeld's visit has elevated U .S.-lraqi relations to a new level." But, he noted, "during and following 
the Rumsfeld visit we have received no commitment from the Iraqis that they will refrain from military 
moves toward escalation in the Gulf" 
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The record of the war suggests that, flush with their new confidence in U.S. backing, the Iraqis may 
have felt that they were now less restrained. They anacked Iranian oil facilities and ended up drawing 
the United States into the war, in 1987. 

In the first Iranian offensive after Rumsfeld's visit, in February 1984, Iraq used not only large amounts 
of mustard gas but also the highly lethal nerve agent ta bun. lt was the first recorded use of the nerve 
agent in history. ln November I 984, shortly after Reagan's re-election, diplomatic relations between the 
Washington and Baghdad were restored. 

Iraq made increasing use of chemical weapons on the battlefield and even against civilians. This 
culminated in the wholesale gassing of the Kurdish to"'11 of Halabja in March 1988, causing the deaths 
of several thousand innocent men, women, and children. 

Eventually Iraq was able to force a cease-fire with Iran after eight years of fighting. 

The American public should demand a full accounting for the support its leadership provided Iraq in the 
past, including its green light to chemical weapons use - weapons that Washington is belatedly claiming 
should be destroyed. 

The wri1er, Middle East project director for the international Crisis Group, is preparing a book on U.S. 
policy toward lraq, ·with partial support from the Open Society Institure and rhe MacArthur Foundation. 
He contributed this comment to the International Herald Tribune. 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 7" 
SUBJECT: Awards 

December 2, 2002 7:35 AM 

Please let me know what awards I can give, or the Department can give, for 

civilians, for military, for foreigners, whatever, and generally what purpose they 

have. 

Thanks. 

l)HR;dh 
120202-4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 12_/ 2-_o ..... /_0_1-___ _ 
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December 3, 2002 7:05 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~"-

SUBJECT: Letter from Service Secretaries 

The three Senrice Secretaries tell me they sent me a letter months ago with some 

ideas on a process. Do you know where that is? lam sure I saw it, but I don't 

reca11 it. 

Thanks. 

DHR.dh 
t20J02·3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 1_i.-1j_1_:i ..... {_0_1-___ _ 

U 10 7 86 

11-L-0559/0SD/94 73 
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December 4, 2002 7~16 AM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld )f'-.. 

SUBJECT: J~panese Press 

Here are all the business cards of the Japanese press people I saw at the Japanese 

Embassy last night. They all said they wanted interviews. I told them you were in 

charge! 

Thanks. 

Attach, 
Business cards 

OHR,dh 
110402-3 

·············~··························································· 
Please respond by ___________ _ 
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December 4, 2002 7:56 AM 

TO: Arlene 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <fJ,f> 
SUBJECT: VP Function 

We are going to go to the Vice President's function here on Friday, December 13, 

but if Margaret Robson is also going, we will want to go with her. If I am out of 

town, Joyce would go with her. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
VP Invitation for 12/13 

DHR:dh 
120402-.6 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by -~' 1,-if--------1.q-f a_v ___ _ 
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December 4, 2002 7:32 AM 

TO: 

FROM: 

L] 
Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: _!(b_)<5_) _____ !Birthday 

J(b)(6) I 
We may want to do something abou _______ birthday on January 4. 

At the present time, you are holding the Wizards tickets. 

Please check with us around December 20, before I go to Taos, to see if anything 

has changed and we want to do something with !(b)(6) l in which case we would 

give up the tickets. One thought is we might want to go see "Les Miserables,0 

which is the last day. 

'l'hanks. 

OHR:dh 
120402·5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ l,. __ {t-u,----1/._o_·'l.,.,-_ _ _ _ 

U10791 · /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/9476 



Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Prince Bandar 

December 4, 2002 1 :42 PM 

Let's make sure I get that appointment with Prince Bandar, and I would like Gen. 

Myers with me, and Doug Feith, if he is in town. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120402-29 

••...•.•.•..... , ........................•..•.......•.•••.......••••...... 

Please respond by __ 1-i_/,.___1--0_ ...... / o_v ___ _ 

U10792 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/94 77 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 
L TG Craddock 
V ADM Staser Holcomb, USN (Ret.) 

Donald Rumsfel~ 

Extension for Gen. Hayden 

December 4, 2002 9:58 AM 

I met with Mike Hayden and told him the President, the Vice President, George 

Tenet and I all are pleased with the work he is doing and would like him to extend. 

He said his five years will end in April 2004 and that the extension we have agreed 

to on a handshake is that he will stay until September 2004. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120402-21 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 

1t:. 

U10793 /03 ~ 
11-L-0559/0SD/94 78 



December 4, 2002 10:03 AM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Off-the-Record Session 

I think we ought to think about having an off-the-record session with the press 

before Christmas. Pam Hess asked some good questions down there, and that is 

the kind of thing we might want to discuss. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120402-22 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by l 2./ 1,,-0 / dl.--
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December 4, 2002 9:52 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 
L TG Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·"\)\ 

SUBJECT: Briefing 

'When do I get the briefing on "Eligible Receiver"? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120402·19 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I 

Please respond by __ \/_2,+{ ~..::....+/_o_v ___ _ 
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~j ., 

TO: 

p,µ),0~(.../ 

17,,&,, .~ . 
Prot6ee,-

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Photos 

December 4, 2002 8: 18 AM 

l(b)(6) I (b)(6) l{b)(6) 
Please send photo #2 to ....._ ___ _, #3 to ._., __ __,. #4 td.__ ----' 

!(b){6) I and #5 to !(b)(6) 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Photos 

DHR:dh 
l2D402•l8 

···················· ····-·············· ·································· 
l db l'l, ( ,·ti /J' f' eczse respon y __ __,_ ___ - __ _ 

U10797 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/9481 
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TO: SecDef 

./ 2i 
FROM: r orie; larke 

\ l-,/ 
DATE: December 6, 2002 

SUBJECT: Photos 

As a matter of course, your photographers regularly provide copies of trip photos 
to the other people appearing in the pictures. We did that in this case as well. We 
will continue this practice in the future. 

11-L-0559/0SD/9482 



December 4, 2002 8:16 AM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. Myers 
Doug Feith 
Gen. Pace 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Declaration 

When the declaration comes in, I don't think any of us ought to comment on it 

until we have come to some sort of administration-wide understanding of what we 

want to say. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120402-16 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ ~---~------

U 10799 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/9483 
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December 4, 2002 8:13 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 
L TG Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Discuss w/ Abizaid 

I would like to talk to General Abizaid about Soup Campbell and Metzger, but 

don't tell him that is what I want to talk about. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120402-14 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 1_2--
4

/_2,o---...j/1--o_"L-___ _ 
f 

U10800 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/9484 



Steve Cambone 

Donald Rumsfeld -~ 

SUBJECT: Soup Campbell 

December 4, 2002 8:10 AM 

Please see me about Soup Campbell, the Air Force general at CIA. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
120402-12 

······································································••t 
Please respond by __ b .. -+/_2.-o___./_D_·v __ _ 
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U10802 /03 ~ 

11-L-0559/0SD/9485 



December 4, 2002 8:02 AM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfelqf\ 

SUBJECT: Cartoon 

Please see if you can get this Peters cartoon in the Dayton Daily News of George 

Bush with a chain saw. If you could get an original of that, I would love it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/09/02 Newsweek, p. 31. 

OHR:dh 
120402·8 

........•.....•..............•...••.... , ................................ . 

Please respond by~~\ +-1 _;-+-/_o_J, ___ _ 
I 

a 
U10803 /03 )S 

11-L-0559/0S 0/9486 
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"No one will be forgiven." 
Israel Prime Minister Ariel Sharon, on simultaneous terrorisl attacks on an Israeli-owned beach resort and an Israeli charter jetliner in Kenya 

WELL.LAURA, WE 
CAN FINALLY 

SLEEP SOUNDLY 
TONIGHT, 

WH'.', 'THE HOME· tftt VCURITY 

"Right now I'm fulfilling my contract ... I'm 100 percent 
sure that after this I'm done." Michael Jordan, on returning for 
a third year wi1h 1he Washington Wizards 

"Stab someone for no reason then set them on fire, throw 
them off of a cliff, v,,atch them suffer and "With their last 
breath,just before everything goes black, spit on their face." 
Passage tabeled "Sa1an's mission for you 1his week," pos1ed on the lntemtt 
by a Michigan high-school student. A federal judge ruled that suspending 
the student is a violation of free speech. 

"Public morals? \Vb.at are those?" Mexico City lawmaker 
Francisco Solla, on posing for a political-magazine pho1ograph 
wearing only the logo of his National Action Party as a fig leaf 

"We will go ·where the facts lead us." Former secretary of State 
Henry Kissinger, on his appointment 10 head the investigation into 
Washington's intelligence failures prior to the September 11 atlacks 

"It's like going to a very inexpensive spa." Former Providence, 
R.1., mayor Vincent Cianci .k., on reporting to a federal prison in Fort Dix, 
N .J., to serve a five-year, four-manth sentence for heading a bribery 
scheme out of City Hall 

"New York is a town ofbig mouths. If we chill dissent and 
stop being the city ofbig mouths, the nation loses something 
vital, even if it doesn't realize that now." Former New York Civil 
liberties Union director Norman Siegal, on Hew York's police commissioner 
wanring 10 give officers more elbow room to photograph, tape and infiltrate 
political and social llrg&nizations 10 uproot terror nEtworks 

NO 
ONE 

WANTS 
TO 

STEAL. 
MY 

LDEN11TY. 

04Dear Governor-elect Racine, congratulations to you, your 
family and staff on your recent election! I would like to take 
this opportunity to wekome you to one of the most rewarding 
and challenging jobs in America." Florida Gov. Jeb Bush, in a 
letter acciden1ally issued to Doug Racine, who fast Vermont's election 

"At Theo's age, Alexander the Great was already general 
manager of the world." Les lie Epstein, on his 28-year· old son, 
Theo Epstein, being employed as the 10th general manager of the 
Boston Red Sox 

"It is my goal to be a future, undispute.d bantamweight 
champion. My proven athletic ability and competitive 
nature will help this dream become a reality." Former Olympic 
figure skater Tonya Harding, on her debut as a professional fighter 

• ,,..,__ __ """_ before the Feb. 22 Mike Tyson-Clifford Etienne bout 

!lll0T.-.T40N SC1URct:S ~ TO' TO lctTOW, U:" tD l\l&Kl: lll( W.U HI ~S1'1.lll POS1, l.$$0CUITCO "'8:S. TM[ W.l!itllNUilfl PDST, lSSOCLlT!D P11t'S:$, 
tjfW 'tOfU( r .. ts. ASSOCIAf10 mss, TH[ US:HINGTON P05T, ASSOC!Al[-0 PR(SiS, TOMMfQ S'tM, ~tuJ PP.as 

11-L-0559/0SD/9487 
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December 5, 2002 10:30 AM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1 'f-
SUBJECT: Reward Programs 

I have no confidence in the reward programs that are going on. The President was 

left with the impression that they are working. 1 don't think they are working at 

all. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
110~02·6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 1 ·i-~f i,v __ /_ll_v ___ _ 

U10804. /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/9488 
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Snowflake 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfela<j f 
SUBJECT: Iceland 

December 5, 2002 4:37 PM 

Why don't we get those airplanes out of Iceland? We have a perfect excuse. We 

have Afghanistan going on and the possibility oflraq, and it just seems to me that 

ifwe can't make a goad argument for it now, there is no time we can make a good 

argument. 

If they can't come here until January, why don't we send someone to Iceland to 

talk to them? 

Seize the moment! 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
120502-17 

································~········································ 
Please respond by __ 12-_,/.__1_3 ....... f_o_2-___ _ 

U10806 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/9489 
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December 6, 2002 11 :30 AM <;;:'\<Y° 
f v\~ ,o.., 

TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 
LTG Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Gifts on Trip 

I want to know what gifts we are planning to give when there is a gift exchange. I 

see that on the trip it says what I am going to receive, but not what I am going to 

give. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120602·21 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ \ 1.-_f _<t_{,_o_v __ _ 

U10807 

11-L-0559/0SD/9490 
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Mcl'ting With 

ERITREA 
A1\vorki [saias 

·-

Ephrem Sebhat 

ETHIOPIA 
Zenawi Mcks 
(iemeda Ahadula 

Mc:sfin Seyoum 
Lt Ci..::n Samora Yem1~ 

D.JIBOIJTI Ismail OmJr ( iudld1 
Ougnun:h Kitkh 
Ahmed 

r-.t.iJ (ie11 Fa\hi Ahmo;;ct 
Hot1s~e111 

QATAR lfomad. bin Khal1fa Al 
Tlmm 
lfanmd bin J.isim bin 
Jabir Al Thani ---~-~ ........ ·-

*silver gourd used for serving coffee 

12!(>/2002 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

(ERITREA, ETlllOP[A, D.JIB0l1TI & QATAR) 
(9 -14 Der 02) 
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Sterling Sil vcr 
Knife 
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TO: 

CC: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Powell Moore 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

June 18, 2002 8:53 AM 

~FROM: 

,('\~ 
,.:·· SUBJECT: Senricemen Protection Act 

... f-\ 

I think we should call Hyde and DeLay and urge them to get the SeIVicemeii 

Protection Act passed fast. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
061802-8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by O ~ I 2-1 / O '2.-



December 6, 2002 9:59 AM 

~ TO: L___J 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \), 

SUBJECT: Ca1endars 

Here are some more calendars to be put with the file. You should make sure you 

have out there the latest, most recent, accurate calendars for every single day. I 

am putting the ones out that I have, but you should make sure they are the accurate 

ones and that things are crossed off if they never happened. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Calendars 

DHR:dh 
120602-2.0 

.............................................•.......................... , 

Please respond by ________ _ 

U10809 /03 
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December 6, 2002 9:55 AM 

TO: 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe]d )Ct 

SUBJECT: Communication 

PJease work with E]so that when she is not there, you can conununicate with 

Joyce in a way that keeps her tuned into the caJendar. She thought we were going 

to the Jumper function Jast evening instead of me staying for the Ko·rean function. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120602,17 

••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ l_z._,_[_1 ~__,_/ _!J_2..-_ _ _ 

U10810 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/9494 



December 6, 2002 11 :06 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Arnold Punaro 

I think we ought to think about getting Punaro more fully engaged to help us push 

this effort through. He could brief the Congressl DoD, and the outside world. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120602-16 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 1_i-...... /_1~__._J_o ...... ___ _ 

U10811 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/9495 



December 6, 2002 9:52 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·'19-
SUBJECT: Appropriations Bills 

Please get the number of pages of the final appropriations bills since 1963 through 

today, so we can see how many pages it is. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120602-15 

········································································l 
Please respond by __ /v__._{_w_J._o_'"l-__ _ 

U10812 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/9496 
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Snowflake 

December 6, 2002 8 :39 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld "1) 

SUBJECT: U.S.-ROK Alliance 50th Anniversary 

We ought to think through carefully what we want to do for the 50th anniversary of 

the U.S.-Korean alliance. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120602-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ o__,, {._1_0-1/1--0_3 ___ ~ 
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- Snowflake 

December 6, 2002 7:04 AM 

TO: Paul Wo1fowitz 
Gen. Myers 
Pete A]dridge 

Tom White 
Gordon England 
Jim Roche 

FROM: Dona]d Rumsfeld;P'---4 (\-#' 
SUBJECT: China 

Attached is a Top Secret memorandum on Chinese weapons. I would appreciate it 

if the addressees of this memo would coordinate a response to this memo and 

assure me that the Department is aggressively addressing the U.S. capabilities that 

will be necessary to deal with these Chinese activities. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/04/02 Senior Executive Memorandum 

DHR:dh 
120602·1 

·········································~······························· 
Please respond by __ o__,1 /_0_3_/_03 __ _ 

U10814 /03 ~ 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 
Col. Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld'~ 

SUBJECT: Meet ,v/Torie Clarke 

December 7, 2002 2:55 PM 

I need to sit down with Torie Clarke to talk with her about Doug Feith, Paul 

Wolfowitz and info operations. Larry probably ought to be there. 

Thanks. 

Dl1Rdh 
120701·15 

•.........................................................•••••••••••.... 

Plea:;e respond by \ T \ ·J 1> I o1.--
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